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The Agencies: Who Does What? 

• 
• . . 

Cover Photos: 

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission INRCI is an 
independent agency created by Congress. Its mission is to 
regulate the nation's civilian use of radioactive materials 
in a way that protects public health and safety and the 
environment. The NRC regulates commercial nuclear 
power reactors: research. test, and training reactors: 
nuclear fuel cycle facilities; and medical, academic, 
and industrial uses of nuclear materials. The NRC also 
regulates packaging for the transport, storage, and 
disposal of nuclear materials and waste, and licenses the 
export and import of radioactive materials. 

The U.S. Department of Transportation (DOTI coordinates 
with the NRC to set rules for the packaging of nuclear 
materials. DOT also works with the NRC and affected 
States to regulate their transport. DOT regulates 
carriers. sets standards for routes. and is responsible 
for international agreements on the transport of all 
hazardous mater ials . 

The U.S. Department of Energy IDOEI is responsible 
by law for disposal of spent fu,el from the nation's 
nuclear power reactors . 

The International Atomic Energy Agency llAEAI is a 
forum for scientific and technical cooperation in the 
nuclear field. Part of the United Nations, the IAEA sets 
global regulations in many areas of the nuclear industry. 
IAEA's regulations for materials packaging and transport 
serve as a model for the United States and other nations. 

(Left) Transportable spent fuel storage casks sit on a storage pad. rc ... r1esy1Hollec1n1ern.11,,,,,u 

(Middle) Spent fuel transport cask arrives at Rancho Seco.1courtuy1 Are,./ 

(Right} Schematic of spent fuel transport cask. /Courte•y1Horrec1n1omarlonal/ 

(Bottom} Spent fuel transport cask arrives on site. 

Page 1 Photos: 

(Left} Empty transportable spent fuel storage system arrives at Prairie Island. tcourt~sy;An'n/ 

(Right} Transportable spent fuel storage system is readied for storage. 1eour1esy:AreY1/ 

(Bottom) Transport package is placed inside conveyance vehicle. rcour111y:NAC1n111T111tlonat/ 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 



The Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
The NRC regulates the nuclear fuel cycle from beginning to 
end. Starting when the uranium is taken from the ground, 
the NRC oversees its processing and manufacture into fuel 
to be used in reactors. The NRC also plays a role in ensuring 
the safe transportation, storage, and permanent geologic 
disposal of used fuel. 

The NRC works to protect public health and safety, the 
environment, and our national security. To keep the public"s 
confidence, the NRC aims to do its work openly and to be 
effective, efficient, and realistic. 

Proper handling of nuclear materials helps to protect the 
safety of the public and plant workers. To achieve this aim, 
the NRC works with the DOT and DOE in the United States. 
and with the IAEA internationally. Together, these agencies 
help make sure nuclear materials are packaged and 
transported safely around the world. 

This publication explains the NRC's role in the safe 
packaging and transport of spent nuclear fuel from 
commercial nuclear power plants. The NRC oversees the 
design, manufacture, use, and maintenance of containers 
for these radioactive shipments. However, the NRC does not 
control the timing or destination of spent fuel shipments. 

The NRC has threio. 
main functions: 

1. To set standards 
and develop 
regulations 

2. To issue licenses 
for nuclear 
fac1l1t1C's Jnd 
nuclear materials 
users 

J To inspect 
fac1/1t1es to 
ensure that NRC 
regulations are 
being met 

Safety of Spent Fuel Transportation - 1 
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What is Spent Fuel? 

Nuclear reactors make electricity and, as a waste product, 
spent fuel. Uranium fuel can power a reactor for a number 
of years until it needs to be replaced The used fuel is then 
known as spent fuel. It must be stored safely until it can be 
shipped offsite. 

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act sets a policy for safe, 
permanent disposal of spent fuel and other high-level 
radioactive wastes. Congress in 1987 selected Yucca 
Mountain 1n Nevada as the site to be studied for a repository 
deep underground. DOE applied to the NRC in 2008 for a 
permit to construct the repository there. But DOE withdrew 
its application in 2010. The NRC's role is to assess whether 
the facility would meet NRC regulatory requirements. Other 
policy considerations are up to DOE and Congress. 

All nuclear power reactors move their spent fuel first into 
pools for storage on site. As the amount of spent fuel in 
the pool increases, many reactors are also using dry casks 
for storage. The NRC reviews and approves the designs for 
these systems. 

The NRC would also review any proposal for central interim 
storage of spent fuel. Eventually, spent fuel will need to be 
transported to a central storage or disposal facility from 
sites around the country. These shipments would likely be 
made by rail or on public highways. 

Because spent fuel 1s highly radioactive, people may 
wonder: 

• How does the NRC protect the public from radiation 
during transport? 

• Wh•t Is the likelihood one of these shipments will be 
involved in an accident? 

• How well can the shipping containers withstand an 
accident and prevent the release of nuclear materials? 

The NRC addresses these and other questions as a part 
of its ongoing efforts to ensure safe transport. As new 
technology and real-world information become available, 
the NRC evaluates that information against its regulations. 
It is Important to know that spent fuel has been shipped 
safely within the United States and abroad for more than 
40 years 

2 - U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comm1ss1on 



The Key to Ensuring Safety: 
the Spent Fuel Shipping Container 
Spent fuel is highly radioactive and must be shielded and 
contained to be transported safely. Safe shipment requires a 
large, robust spent fuel container called a cask. 

The NRC regulates the design and construction of these 
casks to ensure the public is protected. Containers used to 
move spent fuel by rail or highway are designed to withstand 
severe accidents. In the U.S. and internationally, these 
designs must pass a series of tests that mimic accident 
forces. The NRC reviews spent fuel containers very carefully 
to ensure they meet the design standards and test conditions 
in the regulations. 

These containers must be able to survive four tests involving 
impact, puncture. fire, and submersion in water. During and 
after the tests, the casks must contain the nuclear material. 
limit radiation doses to acceptable levels, and prevent a 
nuclear chain reaction. 

To protect workers and the public, a cask has walls of steel 
and shielding materials 5 to 15 inches thick and a massive 
lid. Truck containers weigh about 25 tons when loaded with 
one to two tons of spent fuel. Rail containers can weigh as 
much as 150 tons and can carry up to 20 tons of spent fuel. 
The ends of these transportation containers are encased 
in structures called impact limiters. In an accident, these 
impact limiters would crush and absorb the impact forces, 
protecting the package and its contents. 

Spent fuel containers are tightly sealed and provide heavy 
shielding to protect anyone who might be near the cask 
during transport. 

~ 
~ 

The NRC requires 
spent fuel shipping 
casks to survive four 
tests in sequence: 

1. free-drop impact. 

2. puncture impact, 

3. fire, and 

4. water immersion. 

Truck carries NAC 
LWT transport 
package. 
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Cask designers may use several techniques to demonstrate their 
containers are safe. They can use computer analyses, comparisons with 
other designs, component testing. physical testing of a scale model, or 
a combination of these techniques. Most often, they combine analyses 
and physical testing. They meet with technical review staff from the NRC, 
explain their design, and provide supporting documents in an application. 
The NRC evaluates each design, examines the information in depth, and 
performs its own calculations when needed. NRC reviewers are experts 
in different areas of science and engineering. They include structural and 
materials engineers and safety specialists with advanced degrees and 
many years of experience. 

Once the NRC is satisfied that a design meets the requirements, it issues 
a certificate of compliance. This certificate describes the approved design 
(including what materials must be used). the authorized contents, and the 
dimensions of the container. Then the containers can be manufactured 
and used. Manufacturers and shippers have programs in place to ensure 
the containers meet design specifications throughout fabrication and 
transportation. These programs are known as quality assurance. To 

Bundle of 
Spent Fuel __ .._ __ __ 

Assemblies 

Canister _...;,..,_ __ 
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ensure the casks meet 
the certificates, NRC 
staff inspects both the 
manufacturer and the 
facilities that will use 
them. 

But just having a 
certificate does not 
mean a cask can be 
used. Both NRC and 
DOT regulations also 
require a number of 
safety determinations 
before each spent 
fuel shipment. These 
include checks for leaks 
and tests to ensure 
radiation levels are 
within safe limits. These 
actions are designed to 
ensure that all aspects 
of every spent fuel 
shipment meet all the 
safety standards. 



A Brief History of Spent Fuel Shipments and Studies 

More than 1,300 spent fuel shipments have been 
completed safely in the United States over the past 
35 years. Four were involved in accidents, but none 
resulted in a release of radioactive material or a 
fatality due to radiation exposure. 

This experience confirms that the safety system 
is sound. But w ill this hold true when shipments 
increase to move spent fuel to a future repository 
or a storage facility? 

The NRC looks at the risks associated with spent 
fuel transport in a methodical and sc1ent1fic way. 
Several NRC-sponsored studies over the years have 
focused on the risk related to spent fuel transport 
on highways and railroads. The results provide 
additional confidence in the current regulations 
to assure the safety of spent fuel transport. 

In a 1977 study', the NRC found the risk from transpor ting 
spent fuel to be low. The study gave the NRC confidence that 
existing regulations are adequate to protect !he public. 

In separate studies in 19877 and 20003, the NRC looked more 
closely at how shipping containers would perform in accidents. 
Each study used more advanced research methods than in the 
earlier studies. Both of these studies found the risk posed by 
spent fuel shipm ents would be even smaller than estimated in 
1977. That finding holds true even if the number of spent fuel 
shipments were to increase greatly. 

The latest risk study, published in January 2014, modeled 
the radiation doses people might receive from spent fuel 
shipments. This study again confirmed that NRC 
regulations for spent fuel transport ensure safety of 
the public and the environment. 

The 2014 study' looked at how three NRC-certified 
packages would behave during both normal shipments 
and transportation accidents. The study modeled a variety 
of transport routes using population data from the 
U.S. Census Bureau. It used statistics from actual highway 
and rail accidents and state-of-the-art computer models. 
The study considered doses from normal shipments to 
people living along transportation routes. It also looked at 
doses to occupants of vehicles sharing the route, vehicle 
crews and other workers, and anyone present at a stop. 

NAC LWT spent 
fuel transport 
package is moved 
by crane. ICounur· 
NAC lnttrnltlOlllU 

I. hltp://pb•dupws.nrc. 
frN/ docl/Nl 121'/ 
MLI 219W83.pdf 

2. http://www.n~.go•I 
rudlng-rm/doc
coll«llonr.lnuregsl 
COfllrKl/cr4B29/ 

3. hllp://ptiadupws.n~. 
grN/doa/loll.JXJW 
MLOO;J49832'.pdl 

4. http://ptiadupws.nrc. 
f0¥/docl/NL 140l/ 
Ml 14031.4323.pdl 
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The risk assessment found: 

:i-..... .. ' ·~ ·&I ., ., ' . .. ·:.. 
!', ' ; ' I • 

• • - . 'T 

" - ' . . __ 

• Doses from routine transport would be less 
than 1/1000 the amount of radiation people 
receive from background sources each year. 

• There is less than a 1 in 1 billion chance 
that radioactive material would be released 
in an accident. 

Transportable spent fuel storage cask 
moves to storage pad. 

• If an accident did release radioactive 
material, the dose to the most affected 
individual would not cause immediate 
harm. (Courtny: Holttc lnt1rnatlo""I/ 

Rail Cask 

Truck Cask 

In addition to these risk studies, the NRC has looked closely at 
real-world transportation accidents involving fires. The NRC did 
a series of case studies on the most severe accidents to see how 
well an NRC-certified spent fuel package would perform. These 
studies show the current regulations protect the public even in 
the most severe fires. The case studies include the Howard Street 
tunnel chemical fire that burned for five days in Baltimore In 
2001; the 1982 Caldecott tunnel fire and the 2007 MacArthur Maze 
fire, both sparked by gasoline tankers outside Oakland, CA.; and a 
2007 brush fire in the New Hall Pass tunnel outside Los Angeles. 

Additional NRC studies 
identified the conditions 
in an accident that could 
produce a fire severe 
enough to engulf a spent 
fuel transport package. 

On the basis of these 
studies, plus operational 
experience and its own 
reviews, the NRC believes 
spent fuel can continue 
to be shipped safely. The 
evidence shows this will 

Spent fuel containers are specially designed to protect 
the public by withstanding accident conditions without 
releasing their radioactive contents. 

be true even if hundreds of 
shipments are made each 
year. The NRC is continuing 
to track spent fuel shipping, 
including more analyses 
and testing of spent fuel 
casks, to ensure that the 
r isks remain low. 

6 - U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 



Understanding the Risks 

Risk is generally understood to be the chance of 
injury, damage or some kind of loss The spent 
fuel shipment record in the United States has 
been outstanding to date. Many more shipments 
have been successfully completed internationally 
under the same basic safety standards. 

While shipping spent fuel does involve r isk, 
NRC studies show this risk is low. As a part of 
its safety effort. the NRC aims to manage the 
hazards to minimize the risk. To evaluate the 
risks, the NRC asks the following three questions 
and then converts the answers into numbers: 

• What can go wrong? 

• How likely is it to occur? 

• If something goes wrong, what are the 
consequences? 

The overwhelming majority of spent fuel 
shipments are accident- free To calculate the 
radiation risks to the public, researchers 
use two scenarios. One involves a 
trip on which an accident occurs; 
the other covers the vast 
majority of journeys that 
do not involve an 
accident. 

Researchers use a four
step process to study 
actual and potential 
accidents and their effects. 

Step 1. Experts detumine what 
might happen. 

• They gather historic records. 

• They iJISo put together diJta on 
how miJny spent fuel shipments 
are tikf'ly e.Jch Yf'iJr. 

• They look at the rate of 
acCtdents for riJ1I and highway 
shipments 

• They look .Jt a liJrge number of 
.lCCldrnts that are cred1btr. 

• They also look at the effects 
of crash impact lorn•s. f1rf.'s, 
or punctures on the shipping 
container. They ptek forces that 
.Jre more severe than those 
covered by NRC stJndards. 

IOOD. 

t:J6. 

m. ... 
744, 

411 • i 
'"· ~ 
553. Ji 

! 

""· ~ 
426. !. e 
lil {!. 

m. 

7.J4.. 

1711. 

107. 

41 

Shown is a computer simulation of the response of a cask to a severe fire environment. 
Analyses Uke this and tests are used by NRC to assur• safe transportation of spent fuel. 
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Step 2. Engineers use 
complex computer 
programs to estimate 
how the parts of a shipping 
container m1g/11 be- damaged 
by col11s1ons or fires 

• Tht'y g.Jthpr Jdl.J c\'1 ho,., 

nHffh ~pent .1ut>/ '"'( h 

container o\:/l c1rry 

• They andiy11· lww t.~r· '•Pt'·~! 
fuel nl1ahr rc-.ponr1 •n" 

q/~'t1n rypt• (lf J(I 'lJ11flt 

• ThPy r.1lc11lat1' rnr 
U1 n1pl'r.1/11rt' of !fu.1 

(Ontamr·r .L'lrl the ·;pcPr 
!ucl 1t'>1'!f (Jui' 1nq tl 

lonq· t1··rrr fut~ 

Till~ 1nforrnafitln aUoo\'. 

('flqlfl,)t•f..:, f1) 1'·; t1rn,1f,• ~t;i· 

s11e of a porcn!la! !t\J~. a•)(f 
ho~v rn1Jt h n()\ .

1
1•.1r n:,1f1'r :a! 

m1ql>t 1",C.!/h' 

Step 3. Researchers match 
acC1dent scenarios from 
Step 1 with the analyses 
from Step 2. This tells them 
the l1l<el1hood that thf.'re 
would be severe dam.1gf' to 
the container or its contents. 

Step I.. A spt'C1al computer 
progr.im computes a nsk 
estimate. The program 
takes acC1dent probability 
est1matt•s, expected 
numbl'fs of sh1pmt'nts. 
route data /like population 
dens1l1es/, weathf.'r data (to 
est1m.1te how any release 
might be spread by wmd/, 
and rad1olog1cal dose data to 
produce a nsl< eslimatee. 

The Accident Scenario 

NRC studies show the likelihood of a radioactive 
release 1s very tow. Fewer than 5 in 10,000 
accidents involving a spent fuel container may 
be more severe than the conditions defined 
in the design standards. We would not expect 
a radioactive release in 99 99973% of those 5 
accidents. However, If a very unlikely chain of 
events occurs. an accident might be severe 
enough to cause a release. 

To estimate the risk of these severe accidents. 
researchers use a multi-step approach They 
use data and their experience with past highway 
and rail accidents involving other hazardous 
materials. Part of this step is to determine what 
kinds of accidents could happen and look at what 
their effects might be. 

Using this method, the chance that an accident 
would be serious enough to lead to a release is 1 
in 1 billion. If an accident did release radioactive 
material. the dose to the most affected individual 
would not cause immediate harm 

The Accident-Free Scenario 

For most spent fuel shipments, nothing will go 
wrong and no nuclear material will be released. 
For these shipments, experts calculate the total 
radiation dose that all people along the route 
could receive. They use information on routes and 
local populations to determine how many people 
may be affected and the dose they could receive. 

The risk to the public from an accident-free 
iourney results from the very low levels of 
radiation that may come through the cask walls. 
A person standing along the highway or railroad 
track might receive a brief exposure that is 
well below regulatory limits. Exposure will vary 
depending upon the speed of the vehicle and 
how far away the person is standing. Doses from 
routine transport would be less than 1/1000 
the amount of radiatton people receive from 
background sources each year 
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The Bottom Line 

The NRC believes that shipments of spent fuel in the United States 
are safe. This belief is based on the NRC's confidence in the shipping 
containers that it certifies and its ongoing research in transportation safety. 

• The NRC ensures that shipping containers are robust by: 

- Defining strict requirements for package design and performance 

- Reviewing designs and independently checking a container's ability 
to meet accident conditions 

- Doing inspections to ensure casks are built, maintained and used 
properly 

• The NRC also looks at the risks involved in spent fuel shipments. 
The agency: 

- Analyzes spent fuel transport records to fully understand potential 
safety issues 

- Evaluates new transportation issues, such as projections for the 
number of shipments, changes in population along some routes, and 
other factors 

- Keeps up with technology as it evolves to refine estimates of current 
and future risk to the public 

There will always be a slight chance that an accident will cause a 
release of nuclear material. But the NRC has found the likelihood of 
such an event and the risk to the public to be extremely Low. Even so, 
the NRC will continue to be vigilant about public safety as an essential 
part of its mission. 

Spent Fuel Transport Security 

The NRC also regulates how spent nuclear fuel is protected in transit 
against sabotage or theft. The agency strengthened these rules after 
Sept. 11. 2001. The current rules for the physical protection of spent fuel 
transport include: 

• Coordinating with law enforcement agencies before the shipment 

• Requiring advance notice to States, Indian tribes, and the NRC 

• Using a communications center and other means to monitor shipments 
while in route 

• Using armed escorts, and 

• Using devices that allow drivers and escorts to shut the vehicle off 

Safety of Spent Fuel Transportation - 9 





From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Tojuana, 

Couret. !yoooe 
Grasty Tajuana· Malone Tina 
This is now Adj U1sted to output size · RE: Spent Fuel bookl·et 
Thursday, July 28, 2016 12:42:00 PM 
Spent Fuel Transport bro 7-16.pd{ 

Here is the adjusted document. Ivonne 

From: Raaum, Darrin 

Sent: Thursday, July 28, 2016 11:24 AM 

To: Couret, Ivonne <lvonne.Couret@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Adj ustment to output size - RE: Spent Fuel booklet 

Attached is the 8.5 x 11 Spent Fuel Transport brochure. 

Darrin Raaum I Graphic Designer Contractor for USNRC 
T 301.415.1492 
OP1-35 02 

Project 216/RGM LLC 
4350 East-West Highway, Suite 101 
Bethesda, MD 20814 

From: Couret, Ivonne 

Sent: Tuesday, July 26, 2016 4 :21 PM 

To: Raaum, Darrin <Darrin.Raaum@nrc.gov>; Machalek, Woody <Woody.Macha lek@orc.gov> 

Subject: FW: Adjustment to out put size - RE: Spent Fuel booklet 

Importance: High 

This bites .. . let me know when we get the larger size item. Ivonne 

From: Grasty, Tajuana 

Sent: Tuesday, July 26, 2016 4:01 PM 

To: Couret, Ivonne <lvonne.Couret@nrc.gov>; Raaum, Darrin <Darrin Raaum@nrc gov> 

Cc: Ferrell, Ki mberly <Kimberly.Eerrell@orc.gov>; Shannon, Valerie <Valerie.Shannon@nrc.gov>; 

M achalek, Woody <Woody.Machalek@nrc.gov>; Malone, Tina <Tina.Malone@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Adj ustment to output size - RE: Spent Fuel booklet 

Importance: High 

Ivonne, 

Yes, I want the final of the document for publication-the size it will be printed. 

Tojuana 

From: Couret, Ivonne 



Sent: Monday, July 25, 2016 2:55 PM 

To: Raaum, Darrin <Darrin.Raaum@orc.gov>; Grasty, Tojuana <Tojuana.EortuneGrasty@nrc.gov>; 

Malone, Tina <Tina Malone@orc gov> 

Cc: Shannon, Valerie <Yalerie.Shannon@orc gov>; Machalek, Woody <Woody Machalek@orc gov> 

Subject: RE: Adjust ment to output size - RE: Spent Fuel booklet 

Tojuana, 
Can you review the document without the larger printout/design or shall we wait? Ivonne 

From: Raaum, Darrin 

Sent: Monday, July 25, 2016 2:05 PM 

To: Couret, Ivonne <lvonne.Couret@nrc.gov>; Grasty, Tojua na <Tojuana,fortuneGrasty@nrc.gov>; 

Malone, Tina <Tina Malone@orc.gov> 

Cc: Shannon, Valerie <Yalerje.Shannon@nrc gov>; Machalek, Woody <Woody.Macha lek@orc gov> 

Subject: RE: Adj ustment to output size - RE: Spent Fuel booklet 

That is going to require a complete redesign. 
It will take some time. I will get to it later in the week. 

Darrin Raaum I Graphic Designer Contractor for USNRC 
T 301.415.1492 
OP1 -35 02 

Project 216/RGM LLC 
4350 East-West Highway, Suite 101 
Bethesda, MD 20814 

From: Couret, Ivonne 

Sent: Monday, July 25, 2016 2:03 PM 

To: Grasty, Tajuana <Tojuana,fortuneGrasty@orc.gov>; Malone, Tina <Tina.Malone@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Shannon, Va lerie <Yalerje Shannon@nrc.gov>; Raaum, Darrin <Darrin Raaum@orc.gov>; 

Machalek, Woody <Woody.Machalek@nrc.gov> 

Subject: Adjustment to output size - RE: Spent Fuel booklet 

Correction they want to make this larger size rather than the current 5.5" x 8' please make it 
8.5 x 11 size. Thanks, Ivonne 

From: Couret, Ivonne 

Sent: Monday, July 25, 2016 1:27 PM 

To: Grasty, Tojuana <Tojuana,fortuneGrasty@nrc.gov>; Malone, Tina <Tina Malone@orc.gov> 

Cc: Shannon, Valerie <Yalerie.Shannon@nrc.gov> 

Subject: FW: Spent Fuel booklet 

Tojuna/Tina: 
Attached is final approved NUREG/BR 0292 for your review. Thanks, Ivonne 





The Agencies: Who Does What? 

• 

Cover Photos: 

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is an 
independent agency created by Congress. Its mission 
is to regulate the nation's civilian1 use of radioactive 
mate rials in a way that protects public health and safety 
and the environment. The NRC regulates commercial 
nuclear power reactors; research, test, and training 
reactors; nuclear fuel cycle facilities; and medical, 
academic, and industrial uses of nuclear materials. The 
NRC also regulates packaging for the transport, storage, 
and disposal of nuclear materials and waste, and 
licenses the export and import of radioactive materials. 

The U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) 
coordinates with the NRC to set rules for the packaging 
of nuclear materials. DOT also works with the NRC 
and affected States to regulate their transport. DOT 
regulates carriers, sets standards for routes, and 
is responsible for international agreements on the 
transport of all hazardous materials . 

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) is responsible 
by law for disposal of spent fuel from the nation's 
nuclear power reactors. 

The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEAI is a 
forum for scientific and technical cooperation in the 
nuclear field. Part of the United Nations, the IAEA sets 
global regulations in many areas of the nuclear industry. 
lAEA's regulations for materials packaging and transport 
serve as a model for the United States and other nations. 

{Left/ Transportable spent fuel storage casks sit on a storage pad. /Courtesy: Holtec lnternationaU 

{Middle/ Spent fuel transport cask arrives at Rancho Seco. tcourtesy:Areva/ 

/Right/ Schematic of spent fuel transport cask. fCourttsy: Holtec lnternatlonolJ 

(Bottom/ Spent fuel transport cask arrives on site. 

Page 1 Photos: 

(Left/ Empty transportable spent fuel storage system arrives at Prairie Island. tcourtesr.Areva/ 

{Right/ Transportable spent fuel storage system is readied for storage. tcourttsy: Areva/ 

(Bottom/ Transport package is placed inside conveyance vehicle. /Courtesy: NAC International/ 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 



The Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

The NRC regulates the nuclear fuel cycle from beginning to 
end. Starting when the uranium is taken from the ground, 
the NRC oversees its processing and manufacture into 
fuel to be used in reactors. The NRC also plays a role in 
ensuring the safe transpor tation, storage, and permanent 
geologic disposal of used fuel. 

The NRC works to protect public health and safety, the 
environment, and our national security. To keep the public's 
confidence, the NRC aims to do its work openly and to be 
effective, efficient, and realistic. 

Proper handling of nuclear materials helps to protect the 
safety of the public and plant workers. To achieve this aim, 
the NRC works w ith the DOT and DOE in the United States, 
and with the IAEA internationally. Together, these agencies 
help make sure nuclear materials are packaged and 
transported safely around the world. 

This publication explains the NRC's role in the safe 
packaging and transpor t of spent nuclear fuel from 
commercial nuclear power plants. The NRC oversees the 
design, manufacture, use, and maintenance of conta iners 
for these radioactive shipments. However, the NRC does not 
control the timing or destination of spent fuel shipments. 

The NRC has three 
main funct ions: 

1. To set standards 
and develop 
regulations 

2. To issue licenses 
for nuclear 
fac1llt1es and 
nuclear materials 
users 

3. To inspect faC1/1t1es 
to ensure that NRC 
regulat 10ns are 
being met 
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Radiation 

About half of the 
public ·s average 

annual rad1at1on 
exposure comes 

from natural 
sources. These 
sources include 

radon. the human 

body, outer space, 
rocks, and soil. This 

natural radiation is 
cal/Pd background 

and can vary greatly 
from place to place. 
Nearly all of the 

rest of an average 
person ·s exposure 
comes from 

medical sources, 
such as x-rays 

and d1agnost1c 

' tests that are 
usecl in health 

care. Rad1at1on 
that can be traced 

' to rad1oact1ve 

materials transport 
makes up a tmy 
fraction of an 
aver age person ·s 
overall exposure. 
Such low levels of 

1 exposure are very 

unlikely to have any 
biological effect. 
but if they did they 
would be too small 

to be detectable. 

The human 

body responds 
to radiation in 

, the same way 

whether 1t comes 

1 from natural or 
manmade sources. 

What is Spent Fuel? 

Nuclear reactors make electricity and, as a waste product, 
spent fuel. Uranium fuel can power a reactor for a number 
of years until it needs to be replaced. The used fuel is then 
known as spent fuel. It must be stored safely until it can be 
shipped offstte. 

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act sets a policy for safe, 
permanent disposal of spent fuel and other high-level 
radioactive wastes. Congress in 1987 selected Yucca 
Mountain in Nevada as the site to be studied for a repository 
deep underground. DOE applied to the NRG in 2008 for a 
permit to construct the repository there. But DOE withdrew 
its application in 2010. The NRC's role is to assess whether 
the facility would meet NRG reg1ulatory requirements. Other 
policy considerations are up to DOE and Congress. 

All nuclear power reactors move their spent fuel first into 
pools for storage on site. As the amount of spent fuel in 
the pool increases, many reactors are also using dry casks 
for storage. The NRC reviews and approves the designs for 
these systems. 

The NRG would also review any proposal for central interim 
storage of spent fuel. Eventually, spent fuel will need to be 
transported to a central storage or disposal facility from 
sites around the country. These shipments would likely be 
made by rail or on public highways. 

Because spent fuel is highly radioactive. people may 
wonder: 

•How does the NRC protect the public from radiation 
during transport? 

• What is the likelihood one of these shipments will be 
involved in an accident? 

• How well can the shipping containers withstand an 
accident and prevent the release of nuclear materials? 

The NRC addresses these and other questions as a part 
of its ongoing efforts to ensure safe transport. As new 
technology and real-world information become available, 
the NRG evaluates that information against its regulations. 
It is important to know that spent fuel has been shipped 
safely within the United States and abroad for more than 
40 years. 
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The Key to Ensuring Safety: 
the Spent Fuel Shipping Container 
Spent fuel is highly radioactive and must be shielded and 
contained to be transported safely. Safe shipment requires 
a large, robust spent fuel container called a cask. 

The NRC regulates the design and construction of these 
casks to ensure the public is protected. Containers used 
to move spent fuel by rail or highway are designed to 
withstand severe accidents. In the U.S. and internationally, 
these designs must pass a series of tests that mimic 
accident forces. The NRC reviews spent fuel containers 
very carefully to ensure they meet the design standards 
and test conditions in the regulations. 

These containers must be able to survive four tests 
involving impact, puncture, fire, and submersion in water. 
During and after the tests, the casks must contain the 
nuclear material, limit radiation doses to acceptable levels, 
and prevent a nuclear chain reaction. 

To protect workers and the public, a cask has walls of steel 
and shielding materials 5 to 15 inches thick and a massive 
lid. Truck containers weigh about 25 tons when loaded with 
one to two tons of spent fuel. Rail containers can weigh as 
much as 150 tons and can carry up to 20 tons of spent fuel. 
The ends of these transportation containers are encased 
in structures called impact limiters. In an accident, these 
impact limiters would crush and absorb the impact forces, 
protecting the package and its contents. 

Spent fuel containers are tightly sealed and provide heavy 
shielding to protect anyone who might be near the cask 
during transport. 

~ 
~ 

n 

The NRC requires 
spent fuel shipping 
casks to survive four 
tests in sequence: 

1. free-drop impact, 

2. puncture impact. 

3. fire, and 

4. water immersion. 

Truck carries NAC 
LWT transport 
package. 
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Bundle of 

Cask designers may use several techniques to demonstrate their 
containers are safe. They can use computer analyses, comparisons with 
other designs, component testing, physical testing of a scale model, or 
a combination of these techniques. Most often, they combine analyses 
and physical testing. They meet with technical review staff from the 
NRC, explain their design, and provide supporting documents in an 
application. The NRC evaluates each design, examines the information in 
depth, and performs its own calculations when needed. NRC reviewers 
are experts in different areas of science and engineering. They include 
structural and materials engineers and safety specialists with advanced 
degrees and many years of experience. 

Once the NRC is satisfied that a design meets the requirements, 
it issues a certificate of compliance. This certificate describes the 
approved design !including what materials must be used). the authorized 
contents, and the dimensions of the container. Then the containers 
can be manufactured and used. Manufacturers and shippers have 
programs in place to ensure the containers meet design specifications 
throughout fabrication and transportation. These programs are known 

as quality assurance. To 
ensure the casks meet 
the certificates, NRC 
staff inspects both the 
manufacturer and the 
facilities that wilt use 
them. 

Spent Fuel _.,.....,. __ __ 

But just having a 
certificate does not mean 
a cask can be used. Both 
NRC and DOT regulations 
also require a number 

Assemblies 

Canister -~~---
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of safety determinations 
before each spent fuel 
shipment. These include 
checks for leaks and 
tests to ensure radiation 
levels are within safe 
limits. These actions are 
designed to ensure that 
all aspects of every spent 
fuel shipment meet all 
the safety standards. 



A Brief History of Spent Fuel Shipments and Studies 

More than 1,300 spent fuel shipments have been 
completed safely in the United States over the past 
35 years. Four were involved in accidents, but none 
resulted in a release of radioactive material or a 
fatality due to radiation exposure. 

This experience confirms that the safety system 
is sound. But wiU this hold true when shipments 
increase to move spent fuel to a future repository 
or a storage facility? 

The NRC looks at the risks associated with spent 
fuel transport in a methodical and scientific way. 
Several NRC-sponsored studies over the years have 
focused on the risk related to spent fuel transport 
on highways and railroads. The results provide 
additional confidence in the current regulations 
to assure the safety of spent fuel transport. 

In a 1977 study1, the NRC found the risk from transporting 
spent fuel to be low. The study gave the NRC confidence that 
existing regulations are adequate to protect the public. 

In separate studies in 19872 and 20003, the NRC looked more 
closely at how shipping containers would perform in accidents. 
Each study used more advanced research methods than in the 
earlier studies. Both of these studies found the risk posed by 
spent fuel shipments would be even smaller than estimated in 
1977. That finding holds true even if the number of spent fuel 
shipments were to increase greatly. 

The latest risk study, published in January 2014, modeled 
the radiation doses people might receive from spent fuel 
shipments. This study again confirmed that NRC 
regulations for spent fuel transport ensure safety of 
the public and the environment. 

The 2014 study4 looked at how three NRC-certified 
packages would behave during both normal shipments 
and transportation accidents. The study modeled a variety 
of t ransport routes using population data from the 
U.S. Census Bureau. It used stat istics from actual highway 
and rail accidents and state-of-the-art computer models. 
The study considered doses from normal shipments to 
people living along transportation routes. It also looked at 
doses to occupants of vehicles sharing the route, vehicle 
crews and other workers, and anyone present at a stop. 

NAC LWT spent 
fuel transport 
package is moved 
by crane. (Courtesy: 
NAC International/ 

1. http://pbadupws.nrc. 
gov/docs/ML1219/ 
ML 12192A283.pdf 

2. http://www.nrc.gov/ 
reading-rm/doc· 
colle£tionslnuregs/ 
contract/cr4829/ 

3. http://pbadupws.nrc. 
gov/docs/ML0036/ 
ML003698324.pdf 

4. http://pbadupws.nrc. 
gov/docs/ML 1'03/ 
ML 14031A323.pdf 
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The risk assessment found: 

• Doses from routine t ransport would be less 
than 1/1000 the amount of radiation people 
receive from background sources each year. 

• There is less than a 1 in 1 billion chance that 
radioactive material would be released in an 
accident. 

Transportable spent fuel storage cask 
moves to storage pad. 

• If an accident did release radioactive material, 
the dose to the most affected individual would 
not cause immediate harm. 

(Courtesy: Holtec International/ 

Rail Cask 

Truck Cask 

Q.OIURE I.ID 

In addition to these risk studies, the NRC has looked closely at 
real-world transportation accidents involving fires. The NRC did 
a series of case studies on the most severe accidents to see how 
well an NRC-certified spent fuel package would perform. These 
studies show the current regulations protect the public even in 
the most severe fires. The case studies include the Howard Street 
tunnel chemical fire that burned for five days in Baltimore in 2001; 
the 1982 Caldecott tunnel fire and the 2007 MacArthur Maze fire, 
both sparked by gasoline tankers outside Oakland, CA.; and a 2007 
brush fire in the New Hall Pass tunnel outside Los Angeles. 

Additional NRC studies 
identified the conditions in an 
accident that could produce a 
fire severe enough to engulf a 
spent fuel transport package. 

On the basis of these studies, 
plus operational experience 
and its own reviews, the 
NRC believes spent fuel can 
continue to be shipped safely. 
The evidence shows this will 
be true even if hundreds of 
shipments are made each year. 
The NRC is continuing to track 
spent fuel shipping, including 
more analyses and testing of 
spent fuel casks, to ensure that 
the risks remain low. 

Spent fuel containers are specially designed to protect 
the public by withstanding accident conditions without 
releasing their radioactive contents. 
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Understanding the Risks 

Risk is generally understood to be the chance of 
injury, damage or some kind of loss. The spent 
fuel shipment record in the United States has 
been outstanding to date. Many more shipments 
have been successfully completed internationally 
under the same basic safety standards. 

While shipping spent fuel does involve r isk, 
NRC studies show th is r isk is low. As a part of 
its safety effort. the NRC aims to manage the 
hazards to minimize the risk. To evaluate the 
risks, the NRC asks the following three questions 
and then converts the answers into numbers: 

• What can go wrong? 

• How likely is it to occur? 

• If something goes wrong, what are the 
consequences? 

The overwhelming majority of spent fuel 
shipments are accident-free. To calculate the 
radiation risks to the public, researchers 
use two scenarios. One involves a trip 
on which an accident occurs; the 
other covers the vast majority 
of journeys that do not 
involve an accident. 

Researchers use a four
step process to study 
actual and potential 
accidents and their effects. 

Step 1. Exper ts determine what 
might happen. 

• They gather histortc records. 

• They also put together data on 
how many spent fuel shipments 
are likely each year. 

• They look at the rate of 
accidents for rail and highway 
shipments. 

• They look at a large number of 
accidents that are credible. 

• They also look at the effects 
of crash impact forces, fires, 
or punctures on the shipping 
container. They pick forces that 
are more severe than those 
covered by NRC standards. 

298. 

170. 

107. 

43. 

Shown is a computer simulation of the response of a cask to a severe fire environment. 
Analyses like this and tests are used by NRC to assure safe transportation of spent fuel. 
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Step 2. Engineers use 
complex computer 
programs to estimate 
how the parts of a shipping 
container might be damaged 
by collisions or fires. 

• They gather data on how 
much spent fuel each 
container will carry. 

• They analyze how the spent 
fuel might respond in a 
given type of accident. 

• They calculate the 
temperature of the 
container and the spent 
fuel itself during a 
long-term fire. 

This information allows 
engineers to estimate the 
size of a potential leak and 
how much nuclear material 
might escape. 

Step 3. Researchers match 
accident scenarios from 
Step 1 with the analyses 
from Step 2. This tells them 
the likelihood that there 
would be severe damage to 
the container or its contents. 

Step'· A special computer 
program computes a risk 
estimate. The program 
takes accident probability 
estimates, expected 
numbers of shipments, 
route data (like population 
densities}, weather data (to 
estimate how any release 
might be spread by wind/, 
and radiological dose data to 
produce a risk estimatee. 

The Accident Scenario 
NRC studies show the likelihood of a radioactive 
release is very low. Fewer than 5 in 10,000 
accidents involving a spent fuel container may 
be more severe than the conditions defined 
in the design standards. We would not expect 
a radioactive release in 99.99973% of those 5 
accidents. However, if a very unlikely chain of 
events occurs. an accident might be severe 
enough to cause a release. 

To estimate the r isk of these severe accidents, 
researchers use a multi-step approach. They use 
data and their experience with past highway and 
rail accidents involving other hazardous mater ials. 
Part of this step is to determine what kinds of 
accidents could happen and look at what their 
effects might be. 

Using this method, the chance that an accident 
would be serious enough to lead to a release is 1 
in 1 billion. If an accident did release radioactive 
material, the dose to the most affected individual 
would not cause immediate harm. 

The Accident-Free Scenario 
For most spent fuel shipments, nothing will go 
wrong and no nuclear material wilt be released. 
For these shipments, exper ts calculate the total 
radiation dose that all people along the route 
could receive. They use information on routes and 
local populations to determine how many people 
may be affected and the dose they could receive. 

The risk to the public from an accident-free 
journey results from the very low levels of 
radiation that may come through the cask walls. 
A person standing along the highway or railroad 
track might receive a brief exposure that is 
well below regulatory limits. Exposure will vary 
depending upon the speed of the vehicle and 
how far away the person is standing. Doses from 
routine transport would be less than 1/1000 
the amount of radiation people receive from 
background sources each year. 
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The Bottom Line 

The NRC believes that shipments of spent fuel in the United States 
are safe. This belief is based on the NRC's confidence in the 
shipping containers that it certifies and its ongoing research in 
transportation safety. 

• The NRC ensures that shipping containers are robust by: 

- Defining strict requirements for package design and performance 

- Reviewing designs and independently checking a conta iner's 
ability to meet accident conditions 

- Doing inspections to ensure casks are built, maintained and used 
properly 

• The NRC also looks at the risks involved in spent fuel shipments. 
The agency: 

- Analyzes spent fuel transport records to fully understand potential 
safety issues 

- Evaluates new transportation issues, such as projections for the 
number of shipments, changes in population along some routes, 
and other factors 

- Keeps up with technology as it evolves to refine estimates of 
current and future risk to the public 

There will always be a slight chance that an accident will cause a 
release of nuclear material. But the NRC has found the likelihood 
of such an event and the r isk to the public to be extremely low. Even 
so, the NRC will continue to be vigilant about public safety as an 
essential part of its mission. 

Spent Fuel Transport Secur ity 

The NRC also regulates how spent nuclear fuel is protected in transit 
against sabotage or theft. The a9ency strengthened these rules after 
Sept. 11, 2001 . The current rules for the physical protection of spent 
fuel transport include: 

• Coordinat ing with law enforcement agencies before the shipment 

• Requiring advance notice to States. Indian tribes, and the NRC 

• Using a communications center and other means to monitor 
shipments while in route 

• Using armed escorts, and 

• Using devices that allow drivers and escorts to shut the vehicle off 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Couret. !yoooe 
Raaum Darrin 
RE: Adjustment to output size • RE: Spent Fuel booklet 
Thursday, July 28, 2016 12:43:00 PM 

Thanks Darrin!!! Ivonne 

From: Raaum, Darri n 

Sent: Thursday, July 28, 2016 11:24 AM 

To: Couret, Ivonne <lvonne.Couret @nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Adj ustment to output size - RE: Spent Fuel booklet 

Attached is the 8.5 x 11 Spent Fuel Transport brochure. 

Darrin Raaum I Graphic Designer Contractor for USNRC 
T 301.415.1492 

OP1 ·35 02 

Project 216/RGM LLC 

4350 East-West Highway, Suite 101 
Bethesda, MD 20814 

From: Couret, Ivonne 

Sent: Tuesday, July 26, 2016 4:21 PM 

To: Raaum, Darrin <Darrin,Raaum@nrc,gov>; Machalek, Woody <Woody.Macha lek@nrc,gov> 

Subject: FW: Adjustment to output size - RE: Spent Fuel booklet 

Importance: High 

This bites ... let me know when we get the larger size item. Ivonne 

From: Grasty, Tojuana 

Sent: Tuesday, July 26, 2016 4 :01 PM 

To: Couret, Ivonne <lvonne.Couret@nrc.gov>; Raaum, Darrin <Darrin Raaum@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Ferrell, Ki mberly <Kimberly Ferrell@nrc gov>; Shannon, Valerie <Valerie Shannon@nrc gov>; 

M achalek, Woody <Woody Machalek@nrc.gov>; Malone, Tina <Tina,Malone@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Adjustment to out put size - RE: Spent Fuel booklet 

Importance: High 

Ivonne, 

Yes, I want the final of the document for publication-the size it will be printed. 

Tojuana 

From: Couret, Ivonne 

Sent: Monday, July 25, 2016 2:55 PM 

To: Raaum, Darrin <Darrin,Raaum@nrc,gov>; Grasty, Tajuana <Toiuana,fortuneGrasty@nrc.gov>; 



M alone, Tina <Tina Malone@nrqoy> 

Cc: Shannon, Valerie <Valerie Shannon@nrc.gov>; Machalek, Woody <Woody Machalek@nrc gov> 

Subject: RE: Adj ustment to out put size - RE: Spent Fuel booklet 

Tojuana, 
Can you review the document without the larger printout/design or shall we wait? Ivonne 

From: Raaum, Darrin 

Sent: Monday, July 25, 2016 2:05 PM 

To: Couret, Ivonne <Ivonne Couret @orc gov>; Grasty, Tojua na <Toiuana.FortuneGrasty@orc.gov>; 

Malone, Tina <Tina.Malone@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Shannon, Valerie <Valerie.Shannon@nrc.gov>; Machalek, Woody <Woody.Macha lek@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Adjustment to output size - RE: Spent Fuel booklet 

That is going to require a complete redesign. 
It will take some time. I will get to it later in the week. 

Darrin Raaum I Graphic Designe1r Contractor for USNRC 
T 301.415. 1492 
OP1 -35 02 

Project 216/RGM LLC 
4350 East-West Highway, Suite 101 
Bethesda, MD 20814 

From: Couret, Ivonne 

Sent: Monday, July 25, 2016 2:03 PM 

To: Grasty, Tajuana <Tojuana.FortuneGrasty@orc.gov>; Malone, Tina <Tina.Malone@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Shannon, Valerie <Valerie Sbannon@nrc gov>; Raaum, Darrin <Darrin Raaum@orc gov>; 

M achalek, Woody <Woody,Machalek@orc.gov> 

Subject: Adjustment to output size - RE: Spent Fuel booklet 

Correction they want to make this larger size rather than the current 5.5" x 8' please make it 
8.5 x 11 size. Thanks, Ivonne 

From: Couret, Ivonne 

Sent: Monday, July 25, 2016 1:27 PM 

To: Grasty, Tajuana <Tojuana.EortuneGrasty@nrc.gov>; Malone, Tina <Tina.Malone@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Shannon, Valerie <Valerie Shannon@nrc.gov> 

Subject: FW: Spent Fuel booklet 

Tojuna/Tina: 
Attached is final approved NUREG/BR 0292 for your review. Thanks, Ivonne 



FroM: ~ 
TO: ~WfbContrtf!(:(Rtt¢ 1tct 

SullJ~t.: fU: Otd~uy Sditlli.M IOI NUR[G·81t·0292,. Rw. ' Ml 162l7Alll 
Date: \klndl)'. Au&11s1 29. 20i6 i:12:00 f'~1 

Yes Replace II. Ivonne 

From: Shannon, Valerie 
Sent: Monday, August 29, 2016 8.28 AM 
To: Couret, Ivonne <Ivonne Couret@lnrc gov> 
Subject: FW: Oehvery ~chedule for NUREG·BR·0292, Rev. l Mll6237A1l3 

I wlll lell Jona1han 10 replace. correct? 

From: WebConu actor Resource 
Sent: rr.doy, August 16. 2016 12 SS PM 
To: Shannon, Valerie <'Va1ere.5h1mnonCrilrrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Oel.,erv Schedule for NUREG·BR·Ol92, ROY I ML16231At33 

Good aflernoon, 

Should lhe curren1 NUREG/BR·292 be kept or replace? 
h1:tp:J/www ore govlmadjog·anidoc·colloctjons/muggs.,ihrncburesJbr0292/ 

monks, 
Jonatha" D. Kromrr 

Web Tt!bm 

From: Mcvd, Donald 
Sent: Wednesday, August 24, 2016 11:49 AM 
To: WebWork Resource <WebWmk Bt•;,pyrte®on: gqv> 

Cc: WebComractOI R(!SOutce <Wl'l>CQO!«.ulO! St\\1)11rte@urt eov>; Grasty, TOJuana <TO!Ujl,rlJ !-qflu1li'Gt.l;.fy@()rt PQV>; Malooo, Tina <lLOM MJ!ooc(o""IQH, eov>. Dickey, Karen<~~; 

Edmonds. Yvonne <Y'vo110P Fdmoofls@nrc poy>; Repetto, John <!oho Repetto@nrr gov>; Shannon, Vale<ie <Valene Shanoon@orc poV> 
Siibject: FW: Dehverv Schedule for NUREG·BR·0292, Rev l Mll6237A.133 

ATIN: NUREG Author/Coordinator, 

By instruction in this e·mail, OIS Webwork.Resource will post your ru;iwly published NUREG(s) lo the following NRC pubhc Web Sito locations: 

AKA ·Publications Available In the Agency wide Documents Access and Managemenl System (ADAMS)" 

AND 

AKA "NUREG·Senes Publications .. under the appropriate category of NU REG (e.g. slalf reports, brochures, conference proceedings, international agreements, knowledge 
management). 

ADM is nol responsible for requesting that Webwork.Resource remove any outdated versions from the ~ore goy/reading·rmtdoc-col!ecl!ons/oure;gs site. Therefore. you will 
neod to contact Webwork.Resourco to remove tho old NUREG version from this localion. 

Note: If you have any concerns regarding lhe instructions below, please "Respond To All" so that the respective parties can fesotve any issues . 

........................................ s···· ......................................................... . 
t ) Tho documont(s) bolow will bo publicly roloasod in ADAMS on Fnday, 0812612016 and will bo pos1ed on tho NRC oxlornal (public) web silo once reloasod. 

NUREGl8R·0292. Rev. 1 
Safely of Spent Fuol Transportation 

August 2016 ML16237A133 

2) Webwork.Resource: Please post at: 

httpJlwww ore gov/readincrrmldoc·collectlonsJnuregslcubs/ and 

3) Printing: This document(s) has been processed and senl to a printing contractor. Delivery is currently scheduled to NRC by Frjday 08f26J2016 Distribution will commence 
once QA procedures are perlormed. Please ramembor thal all deliveries now occur ott·slle. and lhis nnay alfecl 1he actual lime In which you receive your document. 

Regards, 
Don 

Donald J Mcyd 
Semor Printing Spe-ctahst 
Publication'i Branch 
01vlslon of Adrnln1slrohvt S<!'rvlcu 
Office o f Administrat on 

(301141~·16l9 

~mail : Donald Mevd@prc goy 



From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 

HI Tajuana, 

Couret. !yoone 

Grasty Tojuana 

Machalek Woody 
Status of Nureg/BR-0292, Rev 2? 

Thursday, August 18, 2016 1 :43:00 PM 

Where are we with this NU REG review? The last thing I did was send the larger size fi le as 
a 8.5 x 11? Please let me know we would like to print and distribute. Thanks, Ivonne 

Ivonne L. Couret 

Public Affairs Officer 

Office of Public Affa irs 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commjssjoo 

301-415-8205 

lvonne.couret@nrc.gov 

NEW- Information Digest 2015-2016 now available online at http:llwww.nrc.govlreading
rroldoc-collections/nuregs/stafJ/sr1350/ 



From: 
lo: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 
Importance: 

Co11ret; Ivonne 

Grnm TQl!Jara 
MeyP Donald; Mj!lonr Tina; DlSTIUBI ITTQN Be<.flurcc; Machafek Woody 
Spent fLJel Traosport floal 
Friday, August 19, 701610:17:00 AM 
NUREG-0292 Spent fuel n11115pprt r!'Y l Qdf 

"•" 
Here 1s the Revised NUREG~0292 with your two edits We are ready then to post in 
ADAMS and have Dupllcat1ons pnnt 500 in-house OPA (Val Shannon -016-04) will retain 
100 copies when printed and distributed them appropriately The rest will be ren1a1n 1n 

distribution Ivonne 





The Agencies: Who Does What? 

• 
• • • 

Cover Photos: 

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is an 
independent agency created by Congress. Its mission 
is to regulate the nation's civilian use of radioactive 
materials in a way that protects public health and safety 
and the environment. The NRC regulates commercial 
nuclear power reactors; research, test, and training 
reactors; nuclear fuel cycle facilities; and medical, 
academic, and industrial uses of nuclear materials. The 
NRC also regulates packaging for the transport, storage. 
and disposal of nuclear materials and waste, and 
licenses the export and import of radioactive materials. 

The U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) 
coordinates with the NRC to set rules for the packaging 
of nuclear materials. DOT also works with the NRC 
and affected States to regulate their transport. DOT 
regulates carriers, sets standards for routes, and 
is responsible for international agreements on the 
transport of all hazardous materials . 

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) is responsible 
by law for disposal of spent fuel from the nation's 
nuclear power reactors. 

The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) is a 
forum for scientific and technical cooperation in the 
nuclear field. Part of the United Nations, the IAEA sets 
global regulations in many areas of the nuclear industry. 
IAEA's regulations for materials packaging and transport 
serve as a model for the United States and other nations. 

(Left} Transportable spent fuel storage casks sit on a storage pad. (Courtesy: Hottec lnternatlonaU 

(Middle} Spent fuel transport cask arrives at Rancho Seco. fCourtesy:Areval 

[Right} Schematic of spent fuel transport cask. /Courtesy: Holtec lntemationall 

{Bottom} Spent fuel transport cask arrives on site. 

Page 1 Photos: 

(Left} Empty transportable spent fuel storage system arrives at Prairie Island. tcaurtesy:Areval 

(Right} Transportable spent fuel storage system is readied for storage. tcaurtesy:Areval 

(Bottom} Transport package is placed inside conveyance vehicle. /Courtesy: NAC Jntemational/ 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 



The Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

The NRG regulates the nuclear fuel cycle from beginning to 
end. Starting when the uranium is taken from the ground, 
the NRG oversees its processing and manufacture into 
fuel to be used in reactors. The NRG also plays a role in 
ensuring the safe transportation, storage, and permanent 
geologic disposal of used fuel. 

The NRC works to protect public health and safety, the 
environment, and our national security. To keep the public's 
confidence, the NRC aims to do its work openly and to be 
effective, efficient, and realistic. 

Proper handling of nuclear materials helps to protect the 
safety of the public and plant workers. To achieve this aim, 
the NRC works with the DOT and DOE in the United States, 
and with the IAEA internationally. Together, these agencies 
help make sure nuclear materials are packaged and 
transported safely around the world. 

This publication explains the NRG's role in the safe 
packaging and transport of spent nuclear fuel from 
commercial nuclear power plants. The NRC oversees the 
design, manufacture, use, and maintenance of containers 
for these radioactive shipments. However, the NRG does not 
control the timing or destination of spent fuel shipments. 

The NRC has three 
main functions: 

1. To set standards 
and develop 
regulations 

2. To issue licenses 
for nuclear 
facilities and 
nuclear materials 
users 

3. To inspect facilities 
to ensure that NRC 
regulations are 
being met 

Safety of Spent Fuel Transportation - 1 



Radiation 

About half of the 
public ·s average 
annual radiation 
exposure comes 
from natural 
sources. These 
sources include 
radon, the human 
body, outer space, 
rocks, and soil. This 
natural radiation is 
called background 
and can vary greatly 
from place to place. 
Nearly all of the 
rest of an average 
person's exposure 
comes from 
medical sources, 
such as x-rays 
and diagnostic 
tests that are 
used in health 
care. Radiation 
that can be traced 
to radioactive 
materials transport 
makes up a tiny 
fraction of an 
average person's 
overall eKposure. 
Such low levels of 
exposure arc very 
unlikely to have any 
biological effect, 
but if they did they 
would be too small 
to be detectable. 
The human 
body responds 
to radiation in 
the same way 
whether 11 comes 
from natural or 
manmade sources. 

What is Spent Fuel? 

Nuclear reactors make electricity and, as a waste product, 
spent fuel. Uranium fuel can power a reactor for a number 
of years until it needs to be replaced. The used fuel is then 
known as spent fuel. It must be stored safely until it can be 
shipped offsite. 

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act sets a policy for safe, 
permanent disposal of spent fuel and other high-level 
radioactive wastes. Congress in 1987 selected Yucca 
Mountain in Nevada as the site to be studied for a repository 
deep underground. DOE applied to the NRC in 2008 for a 
permit to construct the repository there. But DOE withdrew 
its application in 2010. The NRC's role is to assess whether 
the facility would meet NRC regulatory requirements. Other 
policy considerations are up to DOE and Congress. 

All nuclear power reactors move their spent fuel first into 
pools for storage on site. As the amount of spent fuel in 
the pool increases, many reactors are also using dry casks 
for storage. The NRC reviews and approves the designs for 
these systems. 

The NRC would also review any proposal for central interim 
storage of spent fuel. Eventually, spent fuel will need to be 
transported to a central storage or disposal facility from 
sites around the country. These shipments would likely be 
made by rail or on public highways. 

Because spent fuel is highly radioactive. people may 
wonder: 

• How does the NRC protect the public from radiation 
during transport? 

• What is the likelihood one of these shipments will be 
involved in an accident? 

• How well can the shipping co1ntainers withstand an 
accident and prevent the release of nuclear materials? 

The NRC addresses these and other questions as a part 
of its ongoing efforts to ensure safe transport. As new 
technology and real-world information become available, 
the NRC evaluates that information against its regulations. 
It is important to know that spent fuel has been shipped 
safely within the United States and abroad for more than 
40 years. 

2 - U.S. Nuclear Regulatory C1ommission 



The Key to Ensuring Safety: 
the Spent Fuel Shipping Container 
Spent fuel is highly radioactive and must be shielded and 
contained to be transported safely. Safe shipment requires 
a large, robust spent fuel container called a cask. 

The NRC regulates the design and construction of these 
casks to ensure the public is protected. Containers used 
to move spent fuel by rail or highway are designed to 
withstand severe accidents. In the U.S. and internationally, 
these designs must pass a series of tests that mimic 
accident forces. The NRC reviews spent fuel containers 
very carefully to ensure they meet the design standards 
and test conditions in the regulations. 

These containers must be able to survive four tests 
involving impact, puncture, fire, and submersion in water. 
During and after the tests, the casks must contain the 
nuclear material, limit radiation doses to acceptable levels, 
and prevent a nuclear chain reaction. 

To protect workers and the public, a cask has walls of steel 
and shielding materials 5 to 15 inches thick and a massive 
lid. Truck containers weigh about 25 tons when loaded with 
one to two tons of spent fuel. Rail containers can weigh as 
much as 150 tons and can carry up to 20 tons of spent fuel. 
The ends of these transportation containers are encased 
in structures called impact limiters. In an accident, these 
impact limiters would crush and absorb the impact forces, 
protecting the package and its contents. 

Spent fuel containers are tightly sealed and provide heavy 
shielding to protect anyone who might be near the cask 
during transport 

~ 
~ 

n 

The NRC requires 
spent fuel shipping 
casks to survive four 
tests in sequence: 

1. free-drop impact, 

2. puncture impact, 

3. fire, and 

4. water immersion. 

Truck carries NAC 
LWT transport 
package. 
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Cask designers may use several techniques to demonstrate their 
containers are safe. They can use computer analyses, comparisons with 
other designs, cr0mponent testing, physical testing of a scale model, or 
a combination of these techniques. Most often, they combine analyses 
and physical testing. They meet with technical review staff from the 
NRC, explain their design, and provide supporting documents in an 
application. The NRC evaluates each design, examines the information in 
depth, and performs its own calculations when needed. NRC reviewers 
are experts in different areas of science and engineering. They include 
structural and materials engineers and safety specialists with advanced 
degrees and many years of experience. 

Once the NRC is satisfied that a design meets the requirements, 
it issues a certificate of compliance. This certificate describes the 
approved design !including what materials must be used!, the authorized 
contents, and the dimensions of the container. Then the containers 
can be manufactured and used. Manufacturers and shippers have 
programs in place to ensure the containers meet design specifications 
throughout fabrication and transportation. These programs are known 

as quality assurance. To 
ensure the casks meet 
the certificates, NRC 
staff inspects both the 
manufacturer and the 
facilities that will use 
them. 

Spent Fuel _,,,..,_ __ __ 

But just having a 
certificate does not mean 
a cask can be used. Both 
NRC and DOT regulations 
also require a number 

Assemblies 

Canister ----11----
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of safety determinations 
before each spent fuel 
shipment. These include 
checks for leaks and 
tests to ensure radiation 
levels are within safe 
limits. These actions are 
designed to ensure that 
all aspects of every spent 
fuel shipment meet all 
the safety standards. 



A Brief History of Spent Fuel Shipments and Studies 

More than 1,300 spent fuel shipments have been 
completed safely in the United States over the past 
35 years. Four were involved in accidents, but none 
resulted in a release of radioactive material or a 
fatality due to radiation exposure. 

This experience confirms that the safety system 
is sound. But will this hold true when shipments 
increase to move spent fuel to a future repository 
or a storage facility? 

The NRC looks at the risks associated with spent 
fuel transport in a methodical and scientific way. 
Several NRC-sponsored studies over the years have 
focused on the risk related to spent fuel transport 
on highways and railroads. The results provide 
additional confidence in the current regulations 
to assure the safety of spent fuel transport. 

In a 1977 study1, the NRC found the risk from transporting 
spent fuel to be low. The study gave the NRC confidence that 
existing regulations are adequate to protect the public. 

In separate studies in 19872 and 20003, the NRC looked more 
closely at how shipping containers would perform in accidents. 
Each study used more advanced research methods than in the 
earlier studies. Both of these studies found the risk posed by 
spent fuel shipments would be even smaller than estimated in 
1977. That finding holds true even if the number of spent fuel 
shipments were to increase greatly. 

The latest risk study, published in January 2014, modeled 
the radiation doses people might receive from spent fuel 
shipments. This study again confirmed that NRC 
regulations for spent fuel transport ensure safety of 
the public and the environment. 

The 2014 study' looked at how three NRC-certified 
packages would behave during both normal shipments 
and transportation accidents. The study modeled a variety 
of transport routes using population data from the 
U.S. Census Bureau. It used statistics from actual highway 
and rail accidents and state-of-the-art computer models. 
The study considered doses from normal shipments to 
people living along transportation routes. It also looked at 
doses to occupants of vehicles sharing the route, vehicle 
crews and other workers. and anyone present at a stop. 

NAC LWT spent 
fuel transport 
package is moved 
by crane. (Courtesy: 

NAC International/ 

1. hllp://pbadupws.nrr:. 
gov/docs/ML 1219/ 
/.IL 12192A283.pdf 

2. hllpr/lwww.nrc.gov/ 
readlng-rm/doc
collections/nuregs/ 
contract/cr4829/ 

3. http://pbadupws.nrr:. 
gov/docs/ML0036/ 
HL003698324.pdf 

4. hllp://pbadupws.nrr:. 
gov/docs/141. 1403/ 
HLl.4031A323.pdf 
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The risk assessment found: 

• Doses from routine transport would be less 
than 1/1000 the amount of r adiation people 
receive from background sources each year. 

• There is less than a 1 in 1 billion chance that 
radioactive material would be released in an 
accident. 

Transportable spent fuel storage cask 
moves to storage pad. 

• If an accident did release radioactive material, 
the dose to the most affected individual would 
not cause immediate harm. 

/Courtesy: Holtec International/ 

Rail Cask 

Truck Cask 

In addition to these risk studies, the NRC has looked closely at 
real-world transportation accidents involving fires. The NRC did 
a series of case studies on the most severe accidents to see how 
well an NRG-certified spent fuel package would perform. These 
studies show the current regulations protect the public even in 
the most severe fires. The case studies include the Howard Street 
tunnel chemical fire that burned for five days in Baltimore in 2001; 
the 1982 Caldecotl tunnel fire and the 2007 MacArthur Maze fire, 
both sparked by gasoline tankers outside Oakland, CA.; and a 2007 
brush fire in the New Hall Pass tunnel outside Los Angeles. 

Additional NRC studies 
identified the conditions in an 
accident that could produce a 
fire severe enough to engulf a 
spent fuel transport package. 

On the basis of these studies, 
plus operational experience 
and its own reviews, the 
NRC believes spent fuel can 
continue to be shipped safely. 
The evidence shows this will 
be true even if hundreds of 
shipments are made each year. 
The NRC is continuing to track 
spent fuel shipping, including 
more analyses and testing of 
spent fuel casks, to ensure that 
the risks remain low. 

Spent fuel containers are specially designed to protect 
the public by withstanding accident conditions without 
releasing their radioactive contents. 

6 - U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 



Understanding the Risks 

Risk is generally understood to be the chance of 
injury, damage or some kind of loss. The spent 
fuel shipment record in the United States has 
been outstanding to date. Many more shipments 
have been successfully completed internationally 
under the same basic safety standards. 

While shipping spent fuel does involve r isk, 
NRC studies show th is r isk is low. As a part of 
its safety effort, the NRC aims to manage the 
hazards to minimize the risk. To evaluate the 
risks, the NRC asks the following three questions 
and then converts the answers into numbers: 

• What can go wr1ong? 

• How likely is it to occur? 

• If something goes wrong, what are the 
consequences? 

The overwhelming majority of spent fuel 
shipments are accident-free. To calculate the 
radiation risks to the public, researchers 
use two scenarios. One involves a trip 
on which an accident occurs: the 
other covers the vast majority 
of journeys that do not 
involve an accident. 

Researchers use a tour
step process to study 
actual and potential 
accidents and their effects. 

Step 1. Exper ts determine what 
might happen. 

• They gather historic records. 

• They also put together data on 
how many spent fuel shipments 
are likely each year. 

• They look at the rate of 
accidents for rail and highway 
shipments. 

• They look at a large number of 
accidents that are credible. 

• They also look at the effects 
of crash impact forces. fifes, 
or punctures on the shipping 
container. They pick forces that 
are more severe than those 
covered by NRC standards. 
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Shown is a computer simulation of the response of a cask to a severe fire environment. 
Analyses like this and tests are used by NRC to assure safe transportation of spent fuel. 
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Step 2. Engineers use 
complex computer 
programs to estimate 
how the parts of a shipping 
container might be damaged 
by collisions or fires. 

• They gather data on how 
much spent fuel each 
container wt// carry. 

• They analyze how the spent 
fuel might respond in a 
given type of accident. 

• They calculate the 
temperature of the 
container and the spent 
fuel itself during a 
long-term fire. 

This information allows 
engineers to estimate the 
size of a potential leak and 
how much nuclear material 
might escape. 

Step 3. Researchers match 
accident scenarios from 
Step 1 with the analyses 
from Step 2. This tells them 
the likelihood that there 
would be severe damage to 
the container or its contents. 

Step 4. A special computer 
program computes a risk 
estimate. The program 
takes accident probability 
estimates, expected 
numbers of shipments, 
route data /like population 
densities/, weather data Ito 
estimate how any release 
might be spread by wind/, 
and radiological dose data to 
produce a risk estimatee. 

The Accident Scenario 
NRC studies show the likelihood of a radioactive 
release is very low. Fewer than 5 in 10,000 
accidents involving a spent fuel container may 
be more severe than the conditions defined 
in the design standards. We would not expect 
a radioactive release in 99.99973% of those 5 
accidents. However, if a very unlikely chain of 
events occurs, an accident might be severe 
enough to cause a release. 

To estimate the risk of these severe accidents, 
researchers use a multi-step approach. They use 
data and their experience with past highway and 
rail accidents involving other hazardous materials. 
Part of this step is to determine what kinds of 
accidents could happen and look at what their 
effects might be. 

Using this method, the chance that an accident 
would be serious enough to lead to a release is 1 
in 1 billion. If an accident did release radioactive 
material, the dose to the most affected individual 
would not cause immediate harm. 

The Accident-Free Scenario 
For most spent fuel shipments, nothing will go 
wrong and no nuclear material will be released. 
For these shipments, experts calculate the total 
radiation dose that all people along the route 
could receive. They use information on routes and 
local populations to determine how many people 
may be affected and the dose they could receive. 

The risk to the public from an accident-free 
journey results from the very low levels of 
radiation that may come through the cask walls. 
A person standing along the highway or railroad 
track might receive a brief exposure that is 
well below regulatory limits. Exposure will vary 
depending upon the speed of the vehicle and 
how far away the person is standing. Doses from 
routine transport would be less than 1/1000 
the amount of radiation people receive from 
background sources each year. 
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The Bottom Line 

The NRC believes that shipments of spent fuel in the United States 
are safe. This belief is based on the NRC's confidence in the 
shipping containers that it certifies and its ongoing research in 
transportation safety. 

• The NRC ensures that shipping containers are robust by: 

- Oe,fining strict requirements for package design and performance 

- Reviewing designs and independently checking a container's 
ability to meet accident conditions 

- Doing inspections to ensure casks are built, maintained and used 
properly 

• The NRC also looks at the risks involved in spent fuel shipmer1ts. 
The agency: 

- Analyzes spent fuel transport records to fully understand potential 
safety issues 

- Evaluates new transportation issues, such as projections for the 
number of shipments, changes in population along some routes, 
and other factors 

- Keeps up with technology as it evolves to refine estimates of 
current and future risk to the public 

There will always be a slight chance that an accident will cause a 
release of nuclear material. But the NRC has found the likelihood 
of such an event and the risk to the public to be extremely low. Even 
so, the NRC will continue to be vigilant about public safety as an 
essential part of its mission. 

Spent Fuel Transport Security 

The NRC also regulates how spent nuclear fuel is protected in transit 
against sabotage or theft. The agency strengthened these rules after 
Sept. 11, 2001. The current rules for the physical protection of spent 
fuel transport include: 

• Coordinating with law enforcement agencies before the shipment 

• Requiring advance notice to States, Indian tribes, and the NRC 

• Using a commllnications center and other means to monitor 
shipments while in route 

• Using armed escorts, and 

• Using devices 1that allow drivers and escorts to shut the vehicle off 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Thanks, Ivonne 

Couret. !yoone 
Grasty Tojuana 
GRAPHICS Resoyrce: Malone Tjoa; Shannon Yalerje 
RE: NUREG/BR-0292, Rl 

Monday, August 01, 2016 8:39:00 AM 

From: Grasty, Tojuana 

Sent: Friday, Ju ly 29, 2016 5:49 PM 

To: Couret, Ivonne <lvonne.Couret@nrc.gov> 

Cc: GRAPHICS Resource <GRAPHICS.Resource@nrc.gov>; Malone, Tina <Tina.Malone@nrc.gov>; 

Shannon, Valerie <Valerie.Shannon@nrc.gov> 

Subject: NUREG/BR-0292, Rl 

Importance: High 

Hi Ivonne, 

I reviewed the subject brochure. Please have Graphics change the revision to 1 and the 
date to July 201 6 then resend the PDF file to me. Since the beginning of August is early 
next week, the report can still go out with a July date. I also need mailing labels with the 
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Safety of Spent Fuel Transportation 

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is an independent agency that was created by 
Congress. Its mission is to regulate the nation's civilian use of radioactive materials in a way that 
protects public health and the environment. The NRC regulates commercial nuclear power 
reactors; research, test, and training reactors; nuclear fuel cycle facilities; and medical, academic, 
and industrial uses of nuclear materials. The NRC also regulates packaging for the transport, 
storage, and disposal of nuclear materials and waste. And it licenses the export and import of 
radioactive materials. 

The U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) coordinates with the NRC to set rules for the 
packaging of nuclear materials. DOT also works with the NRC and affected stiltes to regulate their 
transport. DOT regulates carriers, sets standards for routes and Is responsible for international 
agreements on the transport of all hazardous materials. 

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) is responsible by law for disposal of spent fuel from the 
nation's nt1clear power reactors. 

The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) is a forum for scientific and technical cooperation 
in the nuclear field. Pait of the United Nations, the IAEA sets global regulations in many areas of 
the nuclear industry. JAEA 's regulations for materials packaging and transport serve as a model 
for the United States and other nations. 

The NRC has three main functions: 
1. ro set st;;rndarcis and develop regulations; 
2. ro issue licenses for nuclear facUities and nuclear materials user:J: and 
3. To inspect facilities to ensure !hat NRC r~ulatlons are b!Hng met. 

The Nuclear Regulatorv Commission 
The NRC regulates the nuclear fuel cycle from beginning to end Starting when the uranium is 
taken from the ground, the NRC oversees its processing and manufacture into fuel to be used in 
reactors. The NRC also plays a role in ensuring the safe transportation, storage and permanent 
geologic disposal of used fuel. 

The NRC works to protect public health and safety. the environment and our national security. 
To keep the public's confidence, the NRG aims to do its work openly and to be effective, 
efficient and realistic 

Proper handling of nuclear materials will help to protect the safety of the public and plant 
workers. To achieve this aim, the NRC works with the DOT and DOE in the US., and 
internationally, with the JAEA. Together, these agencies help to make sure nuclear materials are 
packaged and transported safely 

This brochure explains the NRC's role in the safe packaging and transport of spent nuclear fuel 
from commercial nuclear power plants The NRC oversees the design, manufacture, use and 
maintenance of containers for these radioactive shipments. 

RadlaUon 



About half of the public's average annual radiation exposure comes from natural sources. These 
sources include radon, the human body, outer space, rocks and soil. This natural radiation is 
called "background" and can vary greatly from place to place. Nearly all of the rest of an 
average person's exposure comes from medical sources, such as xMrays and diagnostic tests 
that are used in health care. Radiation that can be traced to radioactive materials transport 
makes up a tiny fraction of an average person's overall exposure. Such low levels of exposure 
are very unlikely to have any biological effect, but if they did they would be too small to be 
detectable. The human body responds to radiation in the same way whether it comes from 
natural or manmade sources. 

What ls Spent Fuel? 

Nuclear reactors make electricity and, as a waste product, spent fuel. Uranium fuel can power a 
reactor for a number of years until it needs to be replaced. The used fuel is then known as 
"spent fuel.'' It must be stored safely until ii can be shipped offsite. 

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act sets a policy for safe, permanent disposal of spent fuel and other 
highMlevel radioactive wastes. Congress in 1987 selected Yucca Mountain in Nevada as the site 
to be studied for a repository deep underground. DOE applied to the NRC in 2008 for a permit 
to construct the repository there. But DOE withdrew its application in 2010. The NRC's role is to 
assess whether the facility would meet NRC regulatory requirements. other policy 
considerations are up to DOE and Congress. 

It will be some time before a repository is available. AU nuclear power reactors move their spent 
fuel first into pools for storage on site. As the amount of spent fuel in the pool increases, many 
reactors are also using dry casks for storage. The NRC reviews and approves the designs for 
these systems. 

Once a central location for storage or disposal is approved, spent fuel will need to be 
transported there from sites around the country. These shipments would likely be made by rail 
or on public highways. 

Because spent fuel is highly radioactive, people may wonder 
• How does the NRC protect the public from radiation during transport? 
•What is the likelihood one of these shipments will be involved in an accident? 
• How well can the shipping containers withstand an accident and prevent the release of nuclear 
materials? 

The NRC addresses these and other questions as a part of its ongoing efforts to ensure safe 
transport. As new technology and realMworld information become available, the NRC evaluates 
its regulations. It is important to know that spent fuel has been shipped safely within the U.S 
and abroad for more than 40 years. 

The Kev to Ensuring Safetv: the Spent Fuel ShlPPlnu Container 

Spent fuel is highly radioactive and must be shielded and contained to be transported safely. 
Safe shipment requires a large, robust spent fuel container called a "cask." 

The NRC regulates the design and construction of these casks to ensure the public is protected. 
Containers used to move spent fuel by rail or highway are designed to withstand severe 



accidents. In the U.S. and internationally, these containers must pass a series of tests that 
mimic accident forces. The NRG reviews spent fuel containers very carefully to ensure they 
meet the design standards and test conditions in the regulations 

These containers must be able to survive four tests involving impact, puncture, fire and 
submersion in water. During and after the tests, the casks must contain the nuclear material, 
limit radiation doses to acceptable levels and prevent a nuclear chain reaction. 

To protect workers and the public, a cask has walls of steel and shielding materials five to 15 
inches thick and a massive lid. Truck containers weigh about 25 tons when loaded with one to 
two tons of spent fuel. Rail containers can weigh as much as 150 tons and can carry up to 20 
tons of spent fuel. The ends of these transportation containers are encased in structures called 
impact limiters. In an accident, these impact limiters would crush and absorb the impact forces, 
protecting the package and its contents. 

Spent fuel containers are tightly sealed and provide heavy shielding. But it is not possible to 
shield all the radiation. The containers must have enough shielding to protect anyone who might 
be near the cask during transport 

Cask designers may use several techniques to demonstrate their containers are safe They can 
use computer analyses, comparisons with other designs, component testing, and physical 
testing of a scale model or a combination of these techniques. Most often, they combine 
analyses and physical testing. They meet with technical review staff from the NRC, explain their 
design and provide supporting documents in an application. The NRC evaluates each design. 
examines the information in depth. and performs its own calculations. NRC reviewers are 
experts in different areas of science and engineering They include structural and materials 
engineers and safety specialists with advanced degrees and many years of experience 

Once the NRC 1s satisfied that a design meets the requirements, it issues a Certificate of 
Compliance through a public rulemaking process. This certificate describes the approved 
design. including what materials must be used. the authorized contents, and the dimensions of 
the container. Then the containers can be manufactured and used. Manufacturers and shippers 
have programs in place to ensure the containers meet design specifications throughout 
fabncation and transportation. These programs are known as quality assurance To ensure the 
casks meet the certificates. NRC staff inspects both the manufacturer and the facilities that will 
use them 

But just having a certificate does not mean a cask can be used. Bath NRC and DOT regulations 
also require a number of safety determinations before each spent fuel shipment These include 
checks for leaks and tests to ensure radiation levels are within safe limits. These actions are 
designed to ensure that all aspects of every spent fuel shipment meet all the safety standards. 

A Brlel Hlstorv OI Spent Juel Shipments and Studies 

More than 1,300 spent fuel shipments have been completed safely in the U.S over the past 35 
years Four were involved in accidents But none resulted 1n a release of radioactive material or 
a fatality due to radiation exposure 

This experience confirms that the safety system is sound But will this hold true when shipments 
increase to move spent fuel to a future repository or a storage facility? 



The NRC looks at the risks associated with spent fuel transport in a methodical and scientific 
way. Several NRC-sponsored studies over the years have focused on the risk related to spent 
fuel transport on highways and railroads. The results provide additional confidence in the 
current regulations to assure the safety of spent fuel transport. 

In a 1977 study, the NRC found the risk from transporting spent fuel to be low. The study gave 
the NRC confidence that existing regulations are adequate to protect the public 

In separate studies in 1987 and 2000, the NRC looked more closely how shipping containers 
would perform in accidents_ Each study used more advanced research methods than in the 
earlier studies. These studies both found the risk posed by spent fuel shipments would be even 
smaller than estimated in 1977. That finding holds true even if the number of spent fuel 
shipments were to increase greatly. 

The latest risk study, published 1n January 2014, modeled the radiation doses people might 
receive from spent fuel shipments. This study again confirmed that NRC regulations for spent 
fuel transport ensure safety of the public and the environment 

The 2014 study looked at how three NRC-certffied packages would behave during both normal 
shipments and transportation accidents_ The study modeled a variety of transport routes using 
population data from the U.S. Census Bureau. h used statistics from actual highway and rail 
accidents and state-of-the-art computer models. The study considered doses from normal 
shipments to people living along transportation routes. lt also looked at doses to occupants of 
vehicles sharing the route, vehicle crews and other workers, and anyone present at a stop. The 
risk assessment found: 

• Doses from routine transport would be less than 1/1000 the amount of radiation people 
receive from background sources each year 

• There is less than a 1 in 1 billion chance that radioactive material would be released in 
an accident 

• If an accident did release radioactive material, the dose to the most affected individual 
would not cause immediate harm 

In addition to these risk studies. the NRC has looked closely at real-world transportation 
accidents involving fires. The NRC did a series of case studies on the most severe accidents ta 
see how well an NRC~certified spent fuel package would have performed, These studies show 
the current regulations protect the public even in the most severe fires The case studies include 
the Howard Street tunnel chemical fire that burned for five days in Baltimore in 2001: the 1982 
Caldecatt tunnel fire and the 2007 MacArthur Maze fire, both spal1<ed by gasoline tankers 
outside Oakland, Cal.; and a 2007 brush fire in the New Hall Pass tunnel outside Las Angeles. 

Additional NRC studies identified the conditions 1n an accident that could produce a fire severe 
enough to engulf a spent fuel transport package. 

On the basis of these studies, plus operational experience and its own reviews, the NRC 
believes spent fuel can continue to be shipped safely. The evidence shows this will be true even 
if hundreds of shipments are made each year. The NRC is continuing to track spent fuel 
shipping, including mare analyses and testing of spent fuel casks, to ensure that the risks 
remain low 



lnderstandlng the Risks 

Risk is generally understood to be the chance of injury, damage or some kind of loss The spent 
fuel shipment record in the U.S. has been outstanding to date. Many more shipments have been 
successfully completed internationally under the same basic safety standards 

While shipping spent fuel does involve risk, NRC studies show this risk is low As a part of its 
safety effort, the NRC aims to manage the hazards to minimize the risk. To evaluate the risks, 
the NRC asks the following three questions and then converts the answers into numbers: 

• What can go wrong? 
• How likely is it to occur? 
" If something goes wrong, what are the consequences? 

The overwhelming majority of spent fuel shipments are accident-free To calculate the radiation 
risks to the public, researchers use two scenarios. One involves a trip on which an accident 
occurs, the other covers the vast majority of journeys that do not involve an accident. 

Researchers use a fQur·step prQCess to study actual and potential accidents and their effects. 
Step 1. Experts determine what might happen. 
• They gather historic records. 
• They also put together d8ta on how many spent fuel shiptt1ents are likely each year. 
•They look at the ratt1 of accldefltS for rall and highway shipments 
• They look at a large number of accidents that are credible. 
• They also look at the effects of crash impact forces, fires or punctures on the srtipping contaln9r. They pick forces that 
are more severe than those covered by NRC standards. 

The Accident Scenario 

NRC studies show that the likelihood of an accident is low Fewer than 1 in 100 accidents 
involving a spent fuel container will be more severe than the conditions defined in the design 
standards. However. if a very unlikely chain of events occurs, an accident might be severe 
enough to cause a radioactive release 

To estimate the risk of these severe accidents, researchers use a multi-step approach. They 
use data and their experience with past highway and rail accidents involving other hazardous 
materials. Part of this step is to determine what kinds of accidents could happen and look at 
what their effects might be. 

Using this method, the chance that an accident would be serious enough to lead to a small 
release is about 1 in 1,000_ The chance of a large release is less than one in 1,000,000,000 

Step 2. Engineers use complex computer programs to estimate how the parts of a shipping container might be damaged 
by collislons or fires. 
• They gather data on how much spent fuel each container wUI carry. 
•They analyze how the spent fuel might respond in a given type of accident. 
• They calculate the temperatun1 of the C()lltalner and the spent fuel itself during a long-term fire. 
This information allows them to estimate the size of a potential leak and how much nuclear materlal might escape. 

St(lp 3. Researchers match accident scenarios from Step 1 with the analyses from Step 2. This tells them the likelihood 
that there would b4J severe damage to the container or its contents_ 

Step 4. A special computer program computes a risk estimate. The program takes accident probability estimates, e><pected 
numoors of shipments, route data (like population densities), weathet' data (to estimate how any release might be spread 
by wind). and radiological dose data to produce a risk estimate. 



The Accldent-Fraa Scenario 

For most spent fuel shipments, nothing will go wrong and no nuclear material will be released 
For these shipments, experts calculate the total radiation dose that all people along the route 
could receive. They use information on routes and local populations to determine how many 
people may be affected and the dose they could receive. 

The risk to the public from an accident-free journey results from the very low levels of radiation 
that may come through the cask walls. A person standing along the highway or railroad track 
might receive a brief exposure that is well below regulatory limits. Exposure will vary depending 
upon the speed of the vehicle and how far away the person is standing. Doses from routine 
transport would be less than 111000 the amount of radiation people receive from background 
sources each year. 

Tho Bottom une 
The NRC believes that shipments of spent fuel in the U S. are safe. This belief is based on the 
NRC's confidence in the shipping containers that it certifies and its ongoing research in 
transportation safety. 

• The NRC ensures that shipping containers are robust by: 
- Defining strict requirements for package design and perfonnance 
- Reviewing designs and independently checking a container's ability to meet accident 
conditions and 
- Doing inspections to ensure casks are built. maintained and used properly. 

• The NRC also looks at the risks involved in spent fuel shipments. The agency: 
- Analyzes spent fuel transport records to fully understand any safety issues 
- Evaluates new transportation issues, such as projections for the number of shipments, 
changes in population along some routes and other factors, and 
- Keeps up with technology as it evolves to refine estimates of current and future risk to the 
public 

There wilt always be a slight chance that an accident wiU cause a release of nuclear material. 
But the NRC has found the likelihood of such an event and the risk to the public to be extremely 
low Even so. the NRC will continue to be vigilant about public safety as an essential part of its 
mission. 

Spent Fuel Transpon SacurilY 

The NRC also regulates how spent nuclear fuel is protected in transit against sabotage or theft. 
The NRC's current rules for the physical protection of spent fuel transport include 
• Coordinating with law enforcement agencies before the shipment 
• Requiring advance notice to States, Indian tribes, and the NRC 
• Using a communications center and other means to monitor shipments while in route 
·Armed escorts, and 
" Devices that allow drivers and escorts to shut the vehicle off 



Since September 11, 2001, the NRC has taken add1t1onal steps to protect the public 

For Addttlonal 1nrormauon Contact 
Office of Public Affairs 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, D,C. 20555-0001 
Phone: (301) 415-8200 
Email: OPA@NRC.GOV 
Internet Home Page: http'/fwww.nrc.gov 
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Safety of Spent Fuel Transportation 

The U,S, Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRCJ is an independent agency that was created by 
Congress Its mission is to regulate the nation's civilian use of radioactive materials in a way that protects 
public health and safety and the environment The NRG regulates commerc1a/ nuclear power reactors; 
research. test. and training reactors: nuclear fuel cycle facilities: and medical. academic. and industrial 
uses of nuclear materials. The NRG also regulates packaging for the transport. storage, and disposal of 
nuclear matenals and waste. And it licenses the export and 1mporl of radioactive maten'afs. 

Tile U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) coordinates with the NRC to set rules for the packaging 
of nuclear materials. DOT also works with the NRG and affecte<:i States to regulate their transport DOT 
regulates carriers. sets standards for routes. and is responsible for 1nternat1ona1 agreements on the 
transport of all hazardous matenals 

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) is responsible by law for disposal of spent fuel from the nation's 
nuclear power reactors 

The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) is a forum for sc1ent1f1c and technical caoperatron 1n 
the nuclear field Part of the United Nations. the IAEA sets global regulations in many areas of the nuclear 
industry. IAEA ·s regulations for matenals packaging and transport serve as a n1odel for the United Stares 
and other nations 

The NRC has rhtee main functions: 
1. To set standards and develop regulations 
2. To issue licen$&S for nuclear facilities and nuclear matetials user5 
3. To insptcf fa<:iliti•s to ifflSvre that NRC regvlations are OOing met 

The Nuclear Reuulatorv commission 
The NRC regulates the nuclear fuel cycle from beginning to end. Starting when the uranium is 
taken from the ground, the NRC oversees its processing and manufacture into fuel to be used in 
reactors. The NRG also plays a role in ensuring the safe transportation, storage, and permanent 
geologic disposal of used fuel 

The NRG works to protect public health and safety, the environment, and our national security. 
To keep the public's confidence, the NRC aims to do its work openly and to be effective, 
efficient, and realistic. 

Proper handling of nuclear materials will help to protect the safety of the public and plant 
workers. To achieve this aim, the NRC works with the DOT and DOE in the United States, and 
with the IAEA internationally Together, these agencies help to make sure nuclear materials are 
packaged and transported safely 

This brochure explains the NRC's role 1n the safe packaging and transport of spent nuclear fuel 
from commercial nuclear power plants. The NRC oversees the design, manufacture, use and 
maintenance of containers for these radioactive shipments. 

Radiation 
About half of the public's average annual radiation exposure comes from natural sources These 
sources include radon, the human body, outer space, rocks, and soil. This natural radiation is 



called background and can vary greatly from place to place. Nearly all of the rest of an average 
person's exposure comes from medical sources, such as x-rays and diagnostic tests that are 
used in health care. Radiation that can be traced to radioactive materials transport makes up a 
tiny fraction of an average person's overall exposure_ Such low levels of exposure are very 
unlikely to have any biological effect, but 1f they did they would be too small to be detectable. 
The human body responds to radiation in the same way whether it comes from natural or 
manmade sources. 

What is Spent FuelP 

Nuclear reactors make electricity and, as a waste product, spent fuel. Uranium fuel can power a 
reactor for a number of years until it needs to be replaced. The used fuel is then known as spent 
fueL It must be stored safely until it can be shipped offsite. 

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act sets a policy for safe. permanent disposal of spent fuel and other 
high-level radioactive wastes. Congress 1n 1987 selected Yucca Mountain in Nevada as the site 
to be studied for a repository deep underground. DOE applied to the NRG in 2008 for a permit 
to construct the repository there. But DOE withdrew its application in 2010, The NRG's role is to 
assess whether the facility would meet NRG regulatory requirements. Other policy 
constderations are up to DOE and Congress. 

It will be some time before a repository is available. All nuclear power reactors move thelr spent 
fuel first into pools for storage on site. As the amount of spent fuel in the pool increases, many 
reactors are also using dry casks for storage. The NRG reviews and approves the designs for 
these systems. 

Once a central location for storage or disposal is approved, spent fuel will need to be 
transported there from sites around the country. These shipments would likely be made by rail 
or on public highways. 

Because spent fuel is highly radioactive, people may wonder: 
• How does the NRG protect the public from radiation during transport? 
•What is the likelihood one of these shipments will be involved in an accident? 
• How well can the shipping containers withstand an accident and prevent the release of nuclear 
materials? 

The NRC addresses these and other questions as a part of its ongoing efforts to ensure safe 
transport. As new technology and real-world information become available, the NRC evaluates 
its regulations. It is important to know that spent fuel has been shipped safely within the United 
States and abroad for more than 40 years. 

Tiie Kay to Ensuring S8fetv: the Spem fllel Shipping Container 

Spent fuel is highly radioactive and must be shielded and contained to be transported safely. 
Safe shipment requires a large, robust spent fuel container called a cask. 

The NRG regulates the design and construction of these casks to ensure the public is protected 
Containers used to move spent fuel by rail or highway are designed to withstand severe 
accidents. In the U.S. and internationally, these designs must pass a series of tests that mimic 



accident forces. The NRC reviews spent fuel containers very carefully to ensure they meet the 
design standards and test conditions in the regulations 

These containers must be able to survive four tests involving impact puncture, fire, and 
submersion in water. During and after the tests, the casks must contain the nuclear material. 
limit radiation doses to acceptable levels, and prevent a nuclear chain reaction. 

To protect workers and the public. a cask has walls of steel and shielding materials 5 to 15 
inches thick and a massive lid. Truck containers weigh about 25 tons when loaded with one to 
two tons of spent fuel. Rail containers can weigh as much as 150 tons and can carry up to 20 
tons of spent fueL The ends of these transportation containers are encased in structures called 
impact limiters In an accident these impact limiters would crush and absorb the impact forces, 
protecting the package and its contents. 

Spent fuel containers are tightly sealed and provide 
heavy shielding But it is not possible to shield all the 
radiation. The containers must have enough shielding to 
protect anyone who might be near the cask during 
transport 

Cask designers may use several techniques to 
demonstrate their containers are safe. They can use 
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computer analyses, comparisons with other designs. component testing, physical testing of a 
scale model, or a combination of these techniques Most often, they combine analyses and 
physical testing. They meet with technical review staff from the NRC, explain their design, and 
provide supporting documents in an application The NRC evaluates each design, examines the 
information in depth, and pertorms its own calculations NRC reviewers are experts in different 
areas of science and engineering. They include structural and materials engineers and safety 
specialists with advanced degrees and many years of experience. 

Once the NRC is satisfied that a design meets the requirements, it issues a certificate of 
compliance through a public rulemaking process. This certificate describes the approved design 
(including what materials must be used), the authorized contents, and the dimensions of the 
contarner. Then the containers can be manufactured and used_ Manufacturers and shippers 
have programs in place to ensure the containers meet design specifications throughout 
fabrication and transportation. These programs are known as quality assurance. To ensure the 
casks meet the certificates, NRC staff inspects both the manufacturer and the facihties that will 
use them. 

But just having a certificate does not mean a cask can be used. Both NRC and DOT regulations 
also require a number of safety determinations before each spent fuel shipment. These include 
checks for leaks and tests to ensure radiation levels are within safe limits. These actions are 
designed to ensure that all aspects of every spent fuel shipment meet all the safety standards. 

A Brief History of Spent Fuel Shipments and Studies 



More than 1,300 spent fuel shipments have been completed safely in the United States over the 
past 35 years. Four were involved in accidents. But none of the shipments resulted in a release 
of radioactive material or a fatality due to radiation exposure. 

This experience confirms that the safety system is sound. But will this hold true when shipments 
increase to move spent fuel to a future repository or a storage facitlty? 

The NRC looks at the risks associated with spent fuel transport in a methodical and scientific 
way, Several NRC~sponsored studies over the years have focused on the risk related to spent 
fuel transport on highways and railroads. The results provide additional confidence in the 
current regulations to assure the safety of spent fuel transport 

In a 1977 study', the NRG found the risk from transporting spent fuel to be low The study gave 
the NRG confidence that existing regulations are adequate to protect the public. 

In separate studies in 19872 and 20003
, the NRC looked more closely how shipping containers 

would peliorm in accidents. Each study used more advanced research methods than in the 
earlier studies. These studies both found the risk posed by spent fuel shipments would be even 
smaller than estimated in 1977. That finding holds true even 1f the number of spent fuel 
shipments were to increase greatly. 

The latest risk study, published in January 2014, modeled the radiation doses people might 
receive from spent fuel shipments. This study again confirmed that NRG regulations for spent 
fuel transport ensure safety of the public and the environment 

The 2014 study' looked at how three NRG-certified packages would behave during both normal 
shipments and transportation accidents. The study modeled a variety of transport routes using 
population data from the U.S. Census Bureau. It used statistics from actual highway and rail 
accidents and state~of-the-art computer models. The study considered doses from normal 
shipments to people living along transportation routes. It also looked at doses to occupants of 
vehicles sharing the route, vehicle crews and other workers, and anyone present at a stop. 

The risk assessment found: 

• Doses from routine transport would be less than 1/1000 the amount of radiation people 
receive from background sources each year. 

• There is less than a 1 in 1 billion chance that radioactive material would be released in 
an accident 

• If an accident did release radioactive material. the dose to the most affected individual 
would not cause immediate harm. 

In addition to these risk studies, the NRC has looked closely at real-world transportation 
accidents involving fires. The NRC did a series of case studies on the most severe accidents to 
see how well an NRG-certified spent fuel package would perform. These studies show the 
current regulations protect the public even in the most severe fires. The case studies include the 
Howard Street tunnel chemical fire that burned for five days in Baltimore 1n 2001: the 1982 
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Caldecott tunnel fire and the 2007 MacArthur Maze fire, both sparked by gasoline tankers 
outside Oakland, CA.; and a 2007 brush fire in the New Hall Pass tunnel outside Los Angeles. 

Additional NRC studies identified the conditions in an accident that could produce a fire severe 
enough to engulf a spent fuel transport package. 

On the basis of these studies, plus operational experience and its own reviews, the NRC 
believes spent fuel can continue to be shipped safely. The evidence shows this will be true even 
if hundreds of shipments are made each year. The NRC is continuing to track spent fuel 
shipping, including more analyses and testing of spent fuel casks, to ensure that the risks 
remain low. 

Understanding Ille Risks 
Risk is generally understood to be the chance of injury, damage or some kind of loss. The spent 
fuel shipment record in the United States has been outstanding to date. Many more shipments 
have been successfully completed internationally under the same basic safety standards. 

While shipping spent fuel does involve risk, NRC studies show this risk is low. As a part of its 
safety effort, the NRC aims to manage the hazards to minimize the risk. To evaluate the risks, 
the NRC asks the following three questions and then converts the answers into numbers; 

•What can go wrong? 
• How likely is it to occur? 
• If something goes wrong, what are the consequences? 

The overwhelming majority of spent fuel shipments are accident-free. To calculate the radiation 
risks to the public, researchers use two scenarios. One involves a trip on which an accident 
occurs; the other covers the vast majority of journeys that do not involve an accident 

Researoh1Jrs use a fou,,.step process to study actual and potential accidents and their effects. 
Step 1. Experts determlnfJ what might happ1Jn. 
• They gather historic record$. 
• They also put together dafa on how many spent fuel shipments are lik.ely each year. 
• They look at the rate of accidents for rail and highway shipments, 
• They took at a large number of accidents that are crectible. 
• They also look at the effects of crash impact forces, fires., or punctures on the shipping container, They pick forces that 
are more sev11r11 than thos& covered by NRC standards. 

me accidem scenario 

NRC studies show that the likelihood of an accident is low. Fewer than 1 in 100 accidents 
involving a spent fuel container will be more severe than the conditions defined in the design 
standards. However, if a very unlikely chain of events occurs, an accident might be severe 
enough to cause a radioactive release. 

To estimate the risk of these severe accidents, researchers use a multi-step approach. They 
use data and their experience with past highway and rail accidents involving other hazardous 
materials. Part of this step is to determine what kinds of accidents could happen and look at 
what their effects might be. 



Using this method, the chance that an accident would be serious enough lo lead lo a small 
release is about 1 in 1,000. The chance of a large release is less than one in 1,000,000,000. 

Step 2. Engineers use complex computer programs to estimate how the parts of a shipping container might be damaged 
by cotflslons or fires. 
• They gather data on how much spent fuel each container will c<irry. 
• They analyze how th• spent Wet might respond In a given type of acx;Jdent. 
• They calculate the temperature of the container and the spent fuel itself during a long-term fire. 
This information allows engineers to estimate the size of a potential leak and how miwh nuclear material might escape. 

Step 3. Rfi/searchers match accident scenarios trom Step 1 with the analyses from Step 2. This tefls them the IJkelfhood 
that there would be severe damage to the container or its contents. 

Step 4. A special computer program computes a risk estimate. The program takes accident probability fftimates, expected 
numb11rs of shipments, rQUtft data (like population densities), weather data (to estimate how any refease might be spread 
by wind), and radiologicaf dose data to produce a risk estimate. 

The Accident-free Scenario 

For most spent fuel shipments, nothing will go wrong and no nuclear material will be released. 
For these shipments, experts calculate the total radiation dose that all people along the route 
could receive. They use information on routes and local populations to determine how many 
people may be affected and the dose they could receive. 

The risk to the public from an accldent~free journey results from the very low levels of radiation 
that may come through the cask walls. A person standing along the highway or railroad track 
might receive a brief exposure that is well below regulatory limits. Exposure will vary depending 
upon the speed of the vehicle and how far away the person is standing. Doses from routine 
transport would be less than 1/1000 the amount of radiation people receive from background 
sources each year. 

The Bottom line 

The NRC believes that shipments of spent fuel in the United States are safe. This belief is 
based on the NRC's confidence in the shipping containers that it certWies and its ongoing 
research in transportation safety. 

•The NRC ensures that shipping containers are robust by: 
- Defining strict requirements for package design and performance 
- Reviewing designs and independently checking a container's ability to meet accident 
conditions 
- Doing inspections to ensure casks are built, maintained and used prope~y 

•The NRC also looks at the risks involved in spent fuel shipments. The agency: 
- Analyzes spent fuel transport records to fully understand any safety issues 
- Evaluates new transportation issues, such as projections for the number of shipments, 
changes in population along some routes, and other factors 
- Keeps up with technology as ii evolves to refine estimates of current and future risk to the 
public 

There will always be a slight chance that an accident will cause a release of nuclear material. 
But the NRC has found the likelihood of such an event and the risk to the public to be extremely 



low. Even so, the NRC will continue to be vigilant about public safety as an essential part of its 
mission. 

Spent Fuel Transpon socurttv 

The NRC also regulates how spent nuclear fuel is protected in transit against sabotage or theft. 
The agency strengthened these rules after Sept. 11, 2001. The current rules for the physical 
protection of spent fuel transport include 
• Coordinating with law enforcement agencies before the shipment 
•Requiring advance notice to States, Indian tribes. and the NRC 
• Using a communications center and other means to monitor shipments while in route 
• Using armed escorts, and 
• Using devices that allow drivers and escorts to shut the vehicle off 

For Addmonal lnformadon contact: 
Office of Public Affairs 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001 
Phone: (301) 415-8200 
Email: OPA@NRC.GOV 
Internet Home Page http//www nrc gov 
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From : 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Importance: 

COURET. IVONNE L 
GRASTY TOIUANA E: MALONE TINA M; RAAUM PARRIN L 
FERRELL KIMBERLY M: CONLEY MAUREEN E; MACHALEK. Woody U 
ON HOLD - REVIEW of NUREG/BR 0292 Revision Safety and Spent Fuel Transport r5 
Monday, June 27, 2016 8:34:00 AM 
High 

Tojuana, Tina, Darrin: 
Despite the finalization, NMSS now wants to add more verbiage. I do apologize if you 
started to review this document. Please place this document on hold until we again re
finalize with program office. Thanks for all you do! Ivonne 

From: COURET, IVONNE L 

Sent: Friday, June 24, 2016 2:02 PM 

To: Fort une Grasty, Tajuana <Tojuana.FortuneGrasty@nrc.gov>; Malone, Tina 

<Tina.Malone@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Ferrell, Kimberly <Kimberly.Ferrell@nrc.gov> 

Subject: NU REG/BR 0292 Revision Safety and Spent Fuel Transport rS 

Tojuana and Tina: 
I don't know if this is Revision 1 or 2. Attached is the brochure PDF and the related forms. 
Thanks in advance for your support on this project. Ivonne 

Ivonne L. Couret 

Public Affa irs Officer 

Office of Public Affa irs 

U.S Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

301-415-8205 

lvonne.couret@nrc.gov 

NEW- Information Digest 2015-2016 now available on/ine at http://www.nrc.gov/reading
rmldoc-collectionslnuregs/staU/srl350/ 



From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Importance: 

Couret. !yoone 
Machalek Woody; Meyd Donald 
Ferrell. Kimberly 
Problem with ADAMS PDE 
Wednesday, September 21, 2016 3:13:00 PM 
High 

There is a problem with the PDF in ADAMS for NUREG/BR 0292 is has pages of gibberish. 

http://www.nrc.gov/docs/ML 1623/ML 16237A 133.pdf 

Ivo nne L. Couret 

Public Affairs Officer 

Office of Publ ic Affairs 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commjssjon 

301-415-8205 

lyonne.couret@nrc.gov 



From; 

To: 
ec, 
Subject: 
Oat~: 

Attachments: 
lmPOrtance: 

Couret, Ivonne 
Fortune Grasty Tu11111n11; Machalek WC!Ody; Baker Johnnie; Meyd Donald; Ferrell Kimberly; Ma!gne Dna 

<"rhilnnpr yater1e; Haroogtoo Holly; West Steph1nie 

OPA_NUREG Spreadsheet_ OM.a Ct.Ill 
Mond<iy, J~ne 20, 2016 3:48-00 PM 
Nl1BFG 5prgi!dsheer parn <"'~II OPA l11nc '0 2016 •ISx 

HIQh 

Attached is the OPA NUREG Data Call sheet for FY 16 and FY 17. 
As per ADM directions. I have included the other generated pieces produced as part of the 
original NUREG under the NRC-designated term supplement 
Please let me know if you need further clarifications, I will be the OPA POC on these 
pro1ects. 
Thanks in advance for all your support. Ivonne 

Public Aftairs Officer 

Office of Public Affairs 

301A!5-8205 

NEW - lnformat1on Digest 2015-2016 now available online ot bltrdLwWw_JJ_f£.<SJ__Q)L/_reQf}i()g· 

rm/rl__Qr::.c.oUs:ctiQris/ nu_rCJJ!>l'JJs!f fi s r_13 SDL 



Instructions: Use drop dQwn menus for columns 8, F, M acid N Remaining FY 2016 and FY 2017 NUREG Oata Call 

NUREG ID NUREG Type fuQT1tl1 OPA POC/ Autl'lot Author's £-mall AddrMS ALltllor " • Eltpected Date T9rjetedFlnal ln~rnal DrlllttS for PublicatC.n &titm<1l Drivers QTE 6raphlcs 

(11KnownJ (usedn>p ("'51 and I UI 's Pa1e Voll.I~ to be Pub4katlon Due Datit (Commission Drhfen, Of for Publlcalloll Support Sup_, ._ ... ,, MIN) Office s Oe~redto ~ttl Confltrences. meettnas. etc.) Due O.te Neede4I Needed? 

(u .. ADMforflnat IDMl, etc.) 1 , ... dJOS> 

drop rnanuK<ipl ,_ 
...... llst) 

dawn r!Nlew drop 
llot) do-

llnl 

NUREG·13~ Brochure/BR NUREG· 1350, Vol. 28 lnformatiOn Ivonne Couret ivonne.couret@.n.re..RoY OPA 200 1 04/16/ 2016 08/30/2016 Out o f date incorporate new IAEA Genera I Yes Yes 

Digest information Conference 

NUR£G·l3)0 Brochure/BR NUREG·l3)0. Vol. 28 lnformat•Oll Ivonne Couret ~yonne.cou,ct~a>n r(; &Ov OPA I 1 04/16/2016 08/30/2016 Publ ic No Ves 

Ojgest - Sopplement ·CO Dist ribution 

NUREG·l3)0 B•ochu1e/BR NUREG-1350. Vol. 28 Information Ivonne Couret 1vonne {Q.~~ .. QY OPA 15 I 04/16/ 2016 08/30/2016 Pub lic No ves 

Digest - Supplement -NRC AT A Dist ributio n 

GLANCE 

NUREG·l350 Brochure/BR N UREG·1350, Vol . 28 lnfQfmatjon Ivonne Couret 1vonf'le couret@nrc: .gov OPA < 85 1 04/16/2016 08/30/2016 Public No Yes 

Digest · Supplement · Public Meeting Distribut ion 

Oisrribution 

NUREG/BR·0292 Brochure/BR Safety of Spent Fuel Transportation l11onne Courl!t/ lY.2!.!Q.~.,.~ouri:.t~~ OPA 8 1 05/02/2016 08/30/2016 Out of date incorporit e new Yf!S Yes 

Maureen Conley Information 

NUR EG/8R·0010 Brochure/SR Cit11en'• Guide 10 US NRC lnforma1ion •vorme Courel/ IV~.!J~:.,.~Q.l'.!.P,.l@.J!.~£c8Qll OPA 36 J 07/15/ 2016 ll/ ll/2016 Out of date Incorporate new Yes Ye• 
Holly Horrlngton Information 

NUREG/BR-0297 Brochure/BR NRC Public Meetings Ivonne Couret/ i112no~1~2Y~!@nrc.g2v OPA <10 1 06/01/2016 08/30/2016 Out of date Incorporate new Public Yes Yes 

Oavid Mcintyre Information Distribution 

NUREG/ 8R·0202 Brochure/BR Guidelines for Interviews with the lvonM Couret/ •VQn_~~·&Quret@nrc.gov OPA 2 l 06/30/2016 09/19/2016 Out of date incorporat e new Yes Yes 

M edia HOiiy H~rtington information 

NUREG/ BR·021S Brochure/BR Public Invol vement in the Nuclear Ivonne Couret/ tv2nne ~ouretllilnrc.gov OPA 12 l 08/08/ 2016 12/tS/2016 Out of date incorporat e new Ves Yes 

Regulatory Process Scott Burnel l information 

N UREG/8R·0220 Brochure/BR Public Petition Process Ivonne Co uret/ ivonne couret'6''1 rc.c,ov OPA 2 1 08/08/ 2016 12/IS/2016 Out of date i ncorporate new Yes Yes 

Scott Burnel l information for the public 

NUREG/BR·0217 Brochure/BR The Regulation and Use o f Ivonne Couret/ i:!~!:.~'1@..'='fC.gQy OPA 34 1 01/30/2016 04/2S/20l7 Out of date in corporate new Yes Yes 

Radioisotopes in Today's World Maureen Conley information 

NUREG· 13)0 Brochure/BR NUREG· l3SO. Vol . 29 Information Ivonne Couret/ JV0r1f'IC.CO_;J_rct@nrc.go'! OPA <200 I 04/16/2017 08/24/2017 Update IAEA Gener J I Yes Yes 

Digest Ivonne Couret Conference 

NUREG· 1350 Brochure/BR NUREG· l 350. vol. 29 lnform~tion Ivonne Couret 1vonnc.i:ourct@nrc.gov OPA 1 l 04/16/2017 08/24/2017 Publ ic No Yes 

Digest · Supplement ·CO Distribution 

NUREG· l3SO Brochure/BR NUREG· 1350, Vol . 29 Information l1Jonne Couret ~vonn e. cou r~t(ci)n re gov OPA 15 l 04/16/ 2017 08/24/2017 Public No Yes 

Digest - St.opplement -NRC A T A Distribution 

GLANCE 

NUREG -1350 Brochure/BR NUREG-1350, Vol. 29 Information Ivonne Co uret ivonne.courctrronrc.KQY. OPA < 85 1 04/16/ 2017 08/24/2017 Public No Yes 

Digest - Supplement · Public Meeting Distribution 

Distribution 

Currontly with 

Graphio 
Completed 

NUREG/ BR-0099 Brochure/BR U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Ivonne Co uret ivon_t!!'._£_0uret@nrc.gov OPA 2 1 05/31/ 2016 06/ 10/2016 Out of date incorporate new Public Yes Yes 

informat ion for the public Distribut ion 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Conley Maureen 
Couret Ivonne 
PN: AREVA Inc. (TN) Type B Packagings 
Thursday, January 21, 2016 3:58:00 PM 

These are interesting - they are "transportable storage casks," which means they serve 
both functions. So while these are being readied for storage, we can use them (with a 
notation to that effect) in the transport brochure. 

From: Saverot, Pierre 

Sent: Thursday, January 21, 2016 3:50 PM 

To: Conley, Maureen <Maureen.Conley@nrc.gov> 

Subject: AREVA Inc. (TN) Type B Packagings 

Maureen, 

Attached are pictures of t he following AREVA Inc. (TN) Type B Packagings (spent fuel): 

l. Coe 9293, TN-68 at Peach Bottom entering t he ISFSI 

2. CoC 9313, TN-40 at Prairie Island. 

This is the last of the pictures for TN . Holtec will be next... .. 

Pierre 



From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Couret. !yoooe 
Conley Maureen 
FVV: Files Attached: NUREG Text ·Spent Fuel Transport brochure 
Thursday, December 10, 2015 11 :17:12 AM 

Spent Fuel Transport bro r1 edited.pd( 
Summarv olComroents on Soent Fuel Tra11soort bro r1 edited.odf. 

Here is attachment with comments. Ivonne 

From: QTE Resource 

Sent: Wednesday, December 09, 2015 12:25 PM 
To: Couret, Ivonne <lvonne.Couret@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Files Attached: NUREG Text - Spent Fuel Transport brochure 

Ivonne, 

Attached are the fi les for the spent fuel transport NUREG. 

Regards, 
Caroline 

From: Couret, Ivonne 
Sent: Wednesday, December 09, 2015 10:06 AM 
To: QTE Resource 
Subject: RE: Files Attached: NUREG Text - Spent Fuel Transport brochure 

Caroline, 
You sent the comments for a different document, the PAR. Please send item for Spent 
Fuel Transport. Ivonne 

From: QTE Resource 

Sent: Tuesday, December 08, 2015 10:02 PM 
To: Couret, Ivonne <lvonne.Couret@nrc.goy> 

Cc: QTE Resource <OTE Resource@orc gov> 

Subject: Files Attached: NUREG Text - Spent Fuel Transport brochure 

Ivonne, 

Attached is the pdf with editing comments. As usual, the comments are color coded: 

Yellow: mechanical comments that can be accepted without review 
Pink: comments that require author disposition 
Red: comments that should be addressed before publishing 

Also attached is the summary of comments file. 

Please let us know if you have any questions, comments, or feedback. 

Regards, 
Caroline 



From: Couret, Ivonne 
Sent: Monday, November 30, 2015 2:57 PM 
To: QTE Resource 
Subject: Please review Updated NUREG Text - Spent Fuel Transport brochure 
Importance: High 

From: Raaum, Darrin 

Sent: Monday, November 30, 2015 10:06 AM 

To: Couret, Ivonne <lvonne.Couret @nrc.gov> 

Subject: Rl Spent Fuel Transport brochure 

Ivonne, 

Attached is the first draft of the Spent Fuel Transport brochure. 
The first two pages are cover concepts. 
Let me know if you have any changes I corrections. 

Darrin Raaum I Graphic Designe1r Contractor for USNRC 
T 301.415.1492 
OP1 ·35 02 

Project 216/RGM LLC 
4350 East-West Highway, Suite 101 
Bethesda, MD 20814 





The Agencies: Who Does What? 

• 

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is an 
independent agency that was created by Congress. 
Its mission is to regulate the nation·s civilian use of 
radioactive materials in a way that protects····· 
and the environment. The NRC regulates commercial 
nuclear power reactors: research. test, and training 
reactors: nuclear fuel cycle facilities: and medical, 
academic. and industrial uses of nuclear Materials. The 
NRC also regulates packaging for the transport, storage, 
and disposal of nuclear materials and waste. And it 
licenses the export and import of radioactive materials. 

The U.S. Department of Transportation !DOTI coordinates 
with the NRC to set rules for the packaging of nuclear 
materials. DOT also works with the NRC and affected 
states to regulate their transport. DOT regulates 
carriers. sets standards for routes and is responsible 
for international agreements on the transport of all 
hazardous materials. 

The U.S. Department of Energy IDOEI is responsible by 
law for disposal of spent fuel from the nation·s nuclear 
power reactors. 

The International Atomic Energy Agency llAEAI is a forum 
for scientific and technical cooperation in the nuclear 
field. Part of the United Nations. the IAEA sets global 
regulations in many areas of the nuclear industry. IAEA"s 
regulations for materials packaging and transport serve 
as a model for the United States and other nations. 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comm1ss1on 



The Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

The NRC regulates the nuclear fuel cycle from 
beginning to end. Starting when the uranium is taken 
from the ground, the NRC oversees its processing and 
manufacture into fuel to be used in reactors. The NRC 
also plays a role in ensuring the safe transportation, 
storage and permanent geologic disposal of used fuel. 

The NRC works to protect public health and safety. the 
environment and our national security. To keep the 
public's confidence, the NRC aims to do its work openly 
and to be effective realistic 

Together, these 
agencies help to make sure nuclear materials are 
packaged and transported safely. 

This brochure explains the NRC's role in the safe 
packaging and transport of spent nuclear fuel from 
commercial nuclear power plants. The NRC oversees the 
design, manufacture. use and maintenance of containers 
for these rad1oact1ve shipments. 

Safety of Spent Fuel Transportation - 1 



What is Spent Fuel? 

Nuclear reactors make electricity and, as a waste 
product, spent fuel Uranium fuel can power a reactor 
for a number of years until it needs to be replaced. The 
used fuel is then known as 'spent fuel· It must be stored 
safely until it can be shipped offsite. 

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act sets a policy for safe, 
permanent disposal of spent tuel and other high-level 
radioactive wastes. 1 selected Yucca 
Mountain in Nevada as the site to be studied for a 
repository deep underground. DOE applied to the NRC in 

2008 for a permit to construct the repository there. But 
DOE withdrew its application in 2010. The NRC's role is to 
assess whether the facility would meet NRC regulatory 
requirements. Other policy considerations are up to DOE 
and Congress. 

It will be some time before a repository is available. All 
nuclear power reactors move their spent fuel first into 
pools for storage on site. As the amount of spent fuel 
in the pool increases, many reactors are also using dry 
casks for storage. The NRC reviews and approves the 
designs for these systems. 

These shipments would 
likely be made by rail or on public highways. 

Because spent fuel is highly radioactive, people may 
wonder: 

• How does the NRC protect the public from radiation 
during transport? 

•What is the likelihood on• of these shipments will be 
Involved in an accident? 

• How well can the shipping containers withstmd an 
accident and prevent the release of nuclear materials? 

The NRC addresses these and other questions as a part 
of its ongoing efforts to ensure sale transport. As new 
technology and real-world information become available. 
the NRC evaluates its regulations. It is important to know 
that spent fuel has been shipped safely within the U S. 
and abroad for more than 40 years. 
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The Key to Ensuring Safety: 
the Spent Fuel Shipping Container 

Spent fuel is highly radioactive and must be shielded and 
contained to be transported safely. Safe shipment requires 
a large, robust spent fuel container called a ~cask . · 

The NRC regulates the design and construction of these 
casks to ensure the public is protected. Containers used 
to move spent fuel by rail or highway are designed to 

withstand severe accidents••••••••••••••• 
these containers must pass a series of tests that mimic 
accident forces. The NRC reviews spent fuel containers very 
carefully to ensure they meet the design standards and test 
conditions in the regulations. 

These containers must be able to survive four tests 
involving impact, puncture, re submersion in water. 
During and after the tests, the casks must contain the 
nuclear material, limit radiation doses to acceptable levels 
and prevent a nuclear chain reaction. 

To protect workers and the public, a cask has walls of 
steel and shielding materials to 1 l thick and a 
massive lid. Truck containers weigh about 25 tons when 
loaded with one to two tons of spent fuel. Rail containers 
can weigh as much as 150 tons and can carry up to 20 tons 
of spent fuel. The ends of these transportation containers 
are encased in structures called impact limiters. In an 
accident, these impact limiters would crush and absorb the 
impact forces, protecting the package and its contents. 

Spent fuel containers are tightly sealed and provide heavy 
shielding. But it is not possible to shield all the radiation. 
The containers must have enough shielding to protect 
anyone who might be near the cask during transport. 

~ 
~ 

B=E ... 
fire, and water 
Immersion tests 
are considered 
in sequence to 
determine their 
cumulative effects 
on a given package. 
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Bundle of 
Spent Fuel 
Assemblies 

Storage 
Cask----ioi 

Cask designers may use several techniques to 
demonstrate their containers are sale. They can use 
computer analyses. comparisons with other designs, 
component test ing, and physical testing of a scale model 
or a combination of these techniques. Most often, they 
combine analyses and physical testing. They meet with 
technical review staff from the NRC, explain their design 
and provide supporting documents in an application. The 
NRC evaluates each design, examines the information in 
depth. and performs its own calculations. NRC reviewers 
are experts in different areas of science and engineering. 
They include structural and materials engineers and safety 
specialists with advanced degrees and many years of 
experience. 

Once the NRC is satisfied that a design meets the 
requirements. it issues a Certificate of Compliance through 
a publ ic rulemaking process. This certificate describes 
the approved design. including what materials must be 
used, the authorized contents, and the dimensions of 
the container. Then the containers can be manufactured 
and used. Manufacturers and shippers have programs in 
place to ensure the containers meet design specifications 

throughout fabrication 
and transportation. These 
programs are known as 
quality assurance. To 
ensure the casks meet 
the certificates, NRC 
staff inspects both the 
manufacturer and the 
facilities that will use them. 

But just having a certificate 
does not mean a cask 
can be used. Both NRC 
and DOT regulations also 
require a number of safety 
determinations before each 
spent fuel shipment. These 
include checks for leaks and 
tests to ensure radiation 
levels are within safe limits. 
These actions are designed 
to ensure that all aspects or 
every spent fuel shipment 
meet all the safety standards. 
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A Brief History of Spent Fuel Shipments and Studies 

More than 1.300 spent fuel shioments have been 
completed safely in the U.S. over the past 35 years. 
Four were involved in accidents .••••••••• 
m a release of radioactive material or a fatality due 
to radiation exposure 

This experience confirms that the safety system 
is sound. But will this hold true when shipments 
increase to move spent fuel to a future repository 
or a storage facility' 

The NRC looks at the risks associated with spent 
fuel transport in a methodical and scientific way. 
Several NRC-sponsored studies over the years 
have focused on the risk related to spent fuel 
transport on highways and railroads. The results 
provide additional confidence in the current regulations to 
assure the safety of spent fuel transport 

••••••• NRC found the risk from transporting spent 
fuel to be low. The study gave the NRC confidence that existing 
regulations are adequate to protect the public. 

In separate studies in the NRC looked more 
closely how shipping containers would perform in accidents. Each 
study used more advanced research methods than in the earlier 
studies. These studies both found the risk posed by spent fuel 
shipments would be even smaller than estimated in 1977. That 
finding holds true even if the number of spent fuel shipments 
were to increase greatly. 

The latest nsk study, modeled the 
radiation doses people might receive from spent fuel shipments. 
This study again confirmed that NRC regulations for spent fuel 
transport ensure safety of the public and the environment 

The 2014 study looked at how three NRC-certified packages 
would behave during both normal shipments and transportation 
accidents. The study modeled a variety of transport routes using 
population data from the U.S. Census Bureau. It used statistics 
from actual highway and rail accidents and state-of-the-art 
computer models. The study considered doses from normal 
shipments to people living along transportation routes. It also 
looked at doses to occupants of vehicles sharing the route, 
vehicle crews and other workers. and anyone present at a stop. 
The risk assessment found: 
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Rail Cask 

Truck Cask 

• Doses from routine transport would be less than 1/1000 
the amount of radiation p~ple receive from background 
sources Heh,..,. 

• There is less than a 1 in 1 billion chance that radioactive 
material would be released i n an 1ccldent 

• If an accident did release radioactive material, the 
dose to the most affected individual would not cause 
lmmMl•t• harm 

In addition to these risk studies, the NRC has looked 
closely at real-world transportation accidents involving 
hres The NRC did a series of case studies on the most 
severe accidents to see how well an NRC-cert1f1ed spent 
fuel package would have performed. These studies show 
the current regulat ions protect the public even in the most 
severe fires. The case studies include the Howard Street 
tunnel chemical hre that burned for hve days In Baltimore In 
2001 : the 1982 Caldecott tunnel lire and the 2007 MacArthur 
Maze lire, both sparked by gasoline tankers outside Oakland, 
Cal 1 and a 2007 brush fire in the New Hall Pass tunnel 
outside Los Angeles. 

Additional NRC studies 
identified the conditions 
in an accident that could 
produce a fire severe 
enough to engulf a spent 
fuel transport package. 

On the basis of these 
studies, plus operational 
experience and its own 
reviews, the NRC believes 
spent fuel can continue 

Spent fuel containers are specially designed to protect 
the pubUc by withstanding accident conditions without 
releasing their radioactive contents. 

to be shipped safely. The 
evidence shows this will 
be true even if hundreds 
of shipments are made 
each year. The NRC is 
continuing to track spent 
fuel shipping, including 
more analyses and testing 
of spent fuel casks, to 
ensure that the risks 
remain low. 

6 - U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 



Understanding the Risks 

Risk is generally understood to be the chance 
of injury, damage or some kind of loss. The 
spent fuel shipment record in the U as been 
outstanding to date. Many more shipments have 
been successfully completed internationally 
under the same basic safety standards. 

While shipping spent fuel does involve risk, 
NRC studies show this risk is low. As a part of 
its safety effort, the NRC aims to manage the 
hazards to minimize the risk. To evaluate the 
risks, the NRC asks the following three questions 
and then converts the answers into numbers: 

• What can go wrong? 

• How likely is it to occur? 

• If something goes wrong, what are the 
consequences 1 

The overwhelm in~ ma 'ori of spent fuel 
shipments are To calculate 
the radiation risks to the public, 
researchers use two scenarios. 
One involves a trip on which an 
accident occurs.; the other 
covers the vast majority 
of journeys that do 
not involve an 
accident. 
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Shown is a computer simulation of the response of a cask to a severe fire environment. 
Analyses like this and tests are used by NRC to assure safe transportation of spent fuel. 
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The Accident Scenario 

NRC studies show that the likelihood of an 
accident is low. Fewer than 1 in 100 accidents 
involving a spent fuel container will be more 
severe than lhe conditions defined in the design 
standards. However, if a very unlikely chain of 
events occurs, an accident might be severe 
enough to cause a radioactive release. 

To estimate the risk of these severe accidents, 
researchers use a multi-step approach. They 
use data and their experience with past highway 
and rail accidents Involving other hazardous 
materials. Part of this step is to determine what 
kinds of accidents could happen and look at 
what their effects might be 

Using this method, the chance that an accident 
would be serious enough to lead to a small 
release is about 1 in 1 ,000. The chance of a large 
release 1s less than one in 1,000,000,000. 

The Accident- Free Scenario 

For most spent fuel shipments, nothing will go 
wrong and no nuclear material will be released. 
For these shipments, experts calculate the total 
radiation dose that all people along the route 
could receive. They use information on routes 
and local populations to determine how many 
people may be affected and the dose they 
could receive. 

The risk to the public from an accident-free 
journey results from the very low levels of 
radiation that may come through the cask walls. 
A person standing along the highway or railroad 
track might receive a brief exposure that is 
well below regulatory limits. 8<posure will vary 
depending upon the speed of the vehicle and 
how far away the pe·rson is standing. Doses from 
routine transport would be less than 1/1000 
the amount of radiation people receive from 
background sources each year. 

8 - U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 



The Bottom Line 

The NRC believes that shipments of spent fuel in the U.S. are safe. 
This belief is based on the NRC"s confidence in the shipping containers 
that it certifies and its ongoing research in transportation safety. 

• The NRC ensures that shipping containers are robust by: 

- Defining strict requirements for package design and performance 

- Reviewing designs and independently checking a container's 
ability to meet accident conditions and 

- Doing inspections to ensure casks are built, maintained and used 
property. 

• The NRC also looks at the r isks involved in spent fuel shipments. 
The agency: 

- Analyzes spent fuel transport records to fully understand any 
safety issues 

- Evaluates new transportation issues, such as projections for the 
number of shipments, changes in population along some routes 
and other factors, and 

- Keeps up with technology as it evotves to refine estimates of 
current and future risk to the public. 

There will always be a slight chance that an accident will cause a 
release of nuclear material. But the NRC has fot1nd the likelihood of 
such an event and the r isk to the public to be extremely low. Even so, 
the NRC will continue to be vigilant about public safety as an essential 
part of its mission. 

Spent Fuel Transport Security 

The NRC also regulates how spent nuclear fuel Is protected in transit 
against sabotage or theft. The NRC's current rules for the physical 
protection of spent fuel transport include: 

• Coordinating with law enforcement agencies before the shipment 

• Requiring advance notice to States, Indian tribes, and the NRC 

• Using a communications center and other means to monitor 
shi~ments while in route 

• Armed~ and 

• Devlen that allow drivers and escor ts to shut the vehicle off 

Salety of Spent Fuel Transportation - 9 
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The Key to Ensuring Safety: 
the Spent Fuel Shipping Container 
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Understanding the Risks 

Risk IS genetall)' understOOd to be the chance 
of m1ury, dilmitge o,. some kind ot ,lo.~ 
spent fuel shtpment record 1n the US has been 
outstV"tding to date Many more shipments have 
been succ.ssfuUy completed mtemahonatty 
under the s.ame ba~ :Mtfety st~nd~rds. 

While shipping s pent f\iel does involve risk, 
NRC studios ohow this nsk is low As a part of 
its safety effon. the NRC aims to ~e the 
haz~rds to mmtmia the risk To evaluate the 
risks. the NRC asks the follawmg 1hree questfOns 
and then converts the answers mto oumbe,-s 

• WMt un 90 wrong? 

• How Ukety is it to oa:ur? 
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From: 
To: 
Subj ect: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Conley. Maureen 
Mcintyre Dayjd 
FVV: two questions for you · 
Wednesday, January 20, 2016 11 :03:00 AM 

DOE Idaho ISFSI Ltr.od( 

Fyi, Michele's answer ... 

From: Sampson, Michele 

Sent: Wednesday, January 20, 2016 10:52 AM 

To: Conley, Maureen <Maureen.Conley@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: two questions for you ' 

Good thing you followed up as I seem to have completely dropped the ball on asking the 
vendors for pies. I'll do that today. 

You remember correctly, the TMl-2 ISFSI is in operation. The other Idaho ISFSI (formerly 
known as Foster-Wheeler) has never been put into operation. Just for fun I've attached a 
letter from DOE which has a definitive statement to that effect from DOE to get them out of 
the annual fee. 

As for the fuel . . . . My understanding is that the Foster Wheeler site was intended to store 
fuel from the shutdown Peach Bottom and Shippingport reactors, along with some other 
TRIGA fuel. At least some of the fuel is already at DOE ID. I believe that all of the 
Shippingport fuel and Peach Bottom 1 fuel was already shipped there (it isn't still at either 
reactor site). I've never really looked into it, but my understanding is that DOE was working 
out a waste management plan with the state of ID and the Foster Wheeler ISFSI was some 
part of that agreement. However, DOE failed to meet some waste processing 
goals/requirements, and the state took them to court and somehow the ISFSI is in some 
permanent limbo. The ISFSI was not central to the state's issues, I think it is just a 
secondary casualty of the lawsuit/agreement. 

FYI - I'll soon be your neighbor again. I'm moving over to OEDO Feb. 151. 

Thanks, 
Michele Sampson 
Division of Spent Fuel Management 
301-4 15-7 493 

From: Conley, Maureen 

Sent: Wednesday, January 20, 2016 10:13 AM 

To: Sampson, M ichele <Michele.Sampson@orc.gov> 

Subject: two questions for you ' 

Hi, Michele. Am I remembering correctly that DOE only built one of the two NRG-licensed 
lsfsis in Idaho? TMl-2 is operating, but not the Idaho spent fuel facility? (and if that's 
correct, where are they storing research reactor fuel?) 



Also - I'm wondering whether you had any luck getting images out of the cask vendors for 
that brochure. No rush, just following up. 

Thanks, 

Maureen Conley 

NRC Office of Public Affairs 

301-415-8202 



Hudson, Sharon 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Attachments: 

Ticket action a:-. appropriate 

Wylie. Maureen 
Thursday, June 04, 2015 11;08 AM 

Sarbara Gusa(k; Grancorv1tl, Teresa 
Muessle, Mary; Hudson, Sharon 
Fwd: Annual Fee Payments for Nuclear Regulatory Commission Ucens.e No. SNM~2512 
Idaho Spent Fuel Facility Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (EM~ 
FMDP· 15·029) 
EM·FMOP· 15-029 Annual Fee Payments. for NRC License No. SNM 2512 ISFSI.pdf 

f'rom: ·· Kai~er. Nancy ,.\." <h.,t1,ern.<1C!:i1 i~l.dnc.!.!ov> 

Subject: A11nu<1I Fee Payn1en1s for Nuclear Regulatory Con1n1ission License- No. SNM~25 J 2 Idaho Spent Fuel 
Facility Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (EM-FMDP~ l 5~029) 
Date: 114 June 2015 08:56 
To: ''Wylie. J\-1aurecn" <:-...1au~en,\~'y\ict.41 nrr.g1,)v> 
Cc: "Allen, Wi\li;in1" <\\''illiJl11~:\llen(a'nrc.f!o!:>. "Hall. Gregory G" <grc\!orv_h_fill~ irQ.doc_,_~.J_V>, "CWI 
Corre)>pondcnc(.' Control" <(.\\1(\Jrn:~p~111Vi:11ci.:-\:S1_n1rot02:_i£P-~-o~,,g:_q_\> 

Thi$ correspondence is s•nt electronicallv onlv. Hard copy is available upon request. Hard copy will be sent to 
Maureen Wylie. 

::c~:..···~c·· -_," O:re·-~~

-~~ ::-::-- • :r': '.-,, !'.!!. 



From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Woody, 

Couret. Ivonne 
GRAPHICS Resource· Machalek Woody 
Conley Maureen 
New Project Update NU REG 
Tuesday, November 17, 2015 4:30:29 PM 
BR0292 ML03]140098.pdf 
Safety of Spent Fuel Traosportatjoo brochure FINAL docx 

New project from OPA. 
We would like to update/or new fresh layout of this NU REG 0292 from 2003 to current new 
approved text found in the word file. 
So let's discuss tomorrow this project and The Student Corner on next steps. 
Thanks for all you do. Ivonne 
Ivonne L. Couret 

Public Affairs Officer 

Office of Public Affairs 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

301-415-8205 
lyonne.couret@nrc.gov 

NEW- Information Digest 2015-2016 now available online at http://www.nrc.gollfreading
rmldoc-collectionslnuregslsraff/sr1350/ 



Safety of Spent Fuel Transportation 

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is an independent agency that was creared by 
Congress. Its mission Is to regulate the nation's civilian use of radioactive materials in a way that 
protects public health and the environment. The NRC regulates commercial nuclettr power 
reactors; research, test, and training reactors; nuclear fuel cycle facilities; and medical, academic, 
and industrial uses of nuclear materials. The NRC also regtilates packaging for the transport, 
storage, and disposal of nuclear materials and waste. And it licenses the export and Import of 
radioactive materials. 

The U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) coordinates with the NRC to set rules for the 
packaging of nuclear materials. DOT also works with the NRC and affected states to regulate their 
transport. DOT regulates carriers, sets standards for routes and is responsible for international 
agreements on the transpot1 of all hazardous materials. 

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) is responsible by law for disposal of spent fuel from the 
nation's nuclear power reactors. 

The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEAJ is a forum for scientific and technical cooperation 
in the nuclear field. Part of the United Nations, the IAEA sets global regulations in many areas of 
the nuclear industry, IAEA 's regulations far materials packaging and transport serve as a model 
for the United States and other nations. 

The NRC has three mai11 functia11s. 
1. To set standards and dttvft/Op regulation:s, 
2. 10 Issue licenses for nuclear facUities and nuclear materials users; and 
3. To inspect ftlcili,ies to ensure that NRC reguNH1ons are being met. 

The Nuclear Regu1a1orv commission 
The NRC regulates the nuclear fuel cycle from beginning to end Starting when the uranium is 
taken fron1 the ground. the NRC oversees its processing and manufacture into fuel to be used in 
reactors. The NRC also plays a role in ensuring the safe transportation. storage and permanent 
geologic disposal of used fuel. 

The NRC works to protect public health and safety, the environment and our national security. 
To keep the public's confidence. the NRC aims to do its work openly and to be effective, 
efficient and realistic 

Proper handling of nuclear materials will help to protect the safety of the public and plant 
workers. To achieve this aim. the NRG works with the DOT and DOE in the U S , and 
internationally, with the IAEA Together. these agencies help to make sure nuclear materials are 
packaged and transported safely. 

This brochure explains the NRC's role in the safe packaging and transport of spent nuclear fuel 
from commercial nuclear power plants. The NRC oversees the design. manufacture. use and 
maintenance of containers for these radioactive shipments 

Radiation 



About half of the public's average annual radiation exposure comes from natural sources These 
sources include radon, the human body, outer space, rocks and soil. This natural radiation is 
called "background" and can vary greatly from place to place. Nearly all of the rest of an 
average person·s exposure comes from medical sources. such as x~rays and diagnostic tests 
that are used in health care. Radiation that can be traced to radioactive materials transport 
makes up a tiny fraction of an average person's overall exposure. Such low levels of exposure 
are very unlikely to have any biological effect, but if they did they would be too small to be 
detectable. The human body responds to radiation 1n the same way whether it comes from 
natural or manmade sources. 

What Is Spent Juel? 

Nuclear reactors make electricity and, as a waste product. spent fuel Uranium fuel can power a 
reactor for a number of years until it needs to be replaced. The used fuel is then known as 
"spent fueL" It must be stored safely until 1t can be shipped offs1te. 

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act sets a policy for safe. permanent disposal of spent fuel and other 
high~level radioactive wastes Congress in 1987 selected Yucca Mountain 1n Nevada as the site 
to be studied for a repository deep underground DOE applied to the NRC 1n 2008 for a permit 
to construct the repository there_ But DOE withdrew its application in 2010. The NRC's role is to 
assess whether the facility would meet NRG regulatory requirements Other policy 
cons1derat1ons are up to DOE and Congress. 

It will be son1e t11ne before a repository 1s available All nuclear power reactors move their spent 
fuel first into pools for storage on site As the amount of spent fuel in the pool increases, many 
reactors are also using dry casks for storage. The NRC reviews and approves the designs for 
these systems 

Once a central location for storage or disposal 1s approved, spent fuel will need to be 
transported there from sites around the country These shipments would likely be made by rail 
or on public hrghways 

Because spent fuel 1s highly radioactive. people may wonder 
.. How does the NRC protect the public from rad1at1on during transport? 
.. What is the likelihood one of these shipments will be involved in an accident? 
• How well can the shipping containers withstand an accident and prevent the release of nuclear 
materials? 

The NRC addresses these and other questions as a part of its ongoing efforts to ensure safe 
transport. As new technology and real~world information become available. the NRC evaluates 
its regulations. It is important to know that spent fuel has been shipped safely within the U.S. 
and abroad for more than 40 years 

The Kev to Ensuring Satatv: the Spent Juel Shipping Container 

Spent fuel is highly radioactive and must be shielded and contained to be transported safely 
Safe shipment requires a large. robust spent fuel container cal!ed a -·cask" 

The NRC regulates the design and construction of these casks to ensure the public is protected 
Containers used to move spent fuel by ra11 or highway are designed to withstand severe 



accidents. In the US. and internationally. these containers must pass a series of tests that 
mimic accident forces_ The NRC reviews spent fuel containers very carefully to ensure they 
meet the design standards and test conditions in the regulations 

These containers must be able to survive four tests involving impact, puncture. fire and 
submersion in water. During and after the tests, the casks n1ust contain the nuclear rnaterial, 
limit radiation doses to acceptable levels and prevent a nuclear chain reaction 

To protect workers and the public, a cask has walls of steel and shielding materials five to 15 
inches thick and a massive lid_ Truck containers weigh about 25 tons when loaded with one to 
two tons of spent fuel. Rail containers can weigh as much as 150 tons and can carry up to 20 
tons of spent fuel. The ends of these transportation containers are encased in structures called 
impact limiters In an accident, these impact !!miters would crush and absorb the impact forces, 
protecting the package and rts contents 

Spent fuel containers are tightly sealed and provide heavy sh1eld1ng But it is not possible to 
shield all the radiation The containers must have enough shielding to protect anyone who might 
be near the cask dunng transport 

Cask designers may use several techniques to demonstrate their containers are safe They can 
use computer analyses, comparisons with other designs. component testing, and physical 
testing of a scale model or a combination of these techniques. Most often, they combine 
anafyses and physical testing. They meet with technical review staff from the NRC. explain their 
design and provide supporting documents 1n an apphcation. ihe NRC evaluates each design, 
examines the 1nformat1on in depth, and periorms its own calculations NRG reviewers are 
experts in different areas of science and engineering. They include structural and materials 
engineers and safety specialists with advanced degrees and many years of experience 

Once the NRC is satisfied that a design meets the requirements, it issues a Certificate of 
Compliance through a public rulemak1ng process_ This certificate describes the approved 
design, including what 1natenals niust be used. the authorized contents. and the d1mens1ons of 
the container Then the containers can be manufactured and used Manufacturers and shippers 
have programs in place to ensure the containers meet design specifications throughout 
fabrication and transportation These programs are known as quality assurance. To ensure the 
casks meet the certificates, NRC staff inspects both the manufacturer and the facilities that will 
use them. 

But just having a cert1f1cate does not mean a cask can be used Both NRC and DOT regulations 
also require a number of safety determinations before each spent fuel shipment These include 
checks far leaks and tests to ensure radiation levels are within safe limits These actions are 
designed to ensure that alt aspects of every spent fuel shipment meet all the safety standards 

A Brief History of Spent Fuel Shipments and Studies 

More than 1 300 spent fuel shipments have been completed safely in the US over the past 35 
years. Four were involved 1n accidents But none resulted in a release of radioactive material or 
a fatality due to radiation exposure. 

This experience confirms that the safety system 1s sound. But will this hold true when shipments 
increase to move spent fuel to a future repository or a storage facility? 



The NRC looks at the risks associated with spent fuel transport in a methodical and scientific 
way_ Several NRC~sponsored studies over the years have focused on the risk related to spent 
fuel transport on highways and railroads. The results provide additional confidence in the 
current regulations to assure the safety of spent fuel transport 

In a 1977 study, the NRG found the risk from transporting spent fuel to be low. The study gave 
the NRC confidence that existing regulations are adequate to protect the public 

In separate studies 1n 1987 and 2000, the NRC looked more closely how sh1pp1ng containers 
would perform in accidents. Each study used more advanced research methods than jn the 
earlier studies. These studies both found the risk posed by spent fuel shipments would be even 
smaller than estimated in 1977 That finding holds true even it the number at spent fuel 
shipments were to increase greatly 

The latest risk study. published 1n January 2014 modeled the radiation doses people might 
receive from spent fuel shipments. This study again confirmed that NRC regulations for spent 
fuel transport ensure safety of the public and the environment 

The 2014 study looked at how three NRG certified packages would behave during both normal 
shipments and transportation accidents. The study modeled a variety of transport routes using 
population data from the U S Census Bureau It used statistics from actual highway and rail 
.accidents and state~ofwthe~art computer models The study considered doses from normal 
shipments to people living along transportation routes rt also looked at doses to occupants of 
vehicles sharing the route vehicle crews and other workers, and anyone present at a stop. The 
risk assessrnent found· 

• Doses from routine transport would be less than 1/1000 the amount of radiation people 
receive from background sources each year 

• There 1s less than a 1 in 1 bilhon chance that radioactive material would be released in 
an accident 

• If an accident did release radioactive material the dose to the most aftected 1ndiv1dual 
would not cause 1mmed1ate harm 

In addition to these risk studies. the NRC has looked closely at real~world transportation 
accidents involving fires_ The NRC did a series of case studies on the most severe accidents to 
see how well an NRCMcert1f1ed spent fuel package would have performed. These studies show 
the current regulations protect the public even 1n the most severe fires. The case studies include 
the Howard Street tunnel chemical fire that burned for five days 1n Baltimore 1n 2001, the 1982 
Caldecott tunnel fire and the 2007 MacArthur Maze fire, both sparked by gasoline tankers 
outside Oakland, Cal: and a 2007 brush fire in the New Hall Pass tunnel outside Los Angeles 

Additional NRC studies identified the cond1t1ons 1n an accident that could produce a fire severe 
enough to engulf a spent fuel transport package 

On the basis of these studies. plus operational experience and its own reviews, the NRC 
believes spent fuel can continue to be shipped safely The evidence shows this will be true even 
if hundreds of shipments are made each year_ The NRC is cont1nu1ng to track spent fuel 
shipping, including more analyses and testing of spent fuel casks, to ensure that the risks 
remain low. 



Understanding the Risks 

Risk is generally understood to be the chance of injury. damage or some kind of loss The spent 
fuel shipment record in the US has been outstanding to date Many more shipments have been 
successfully completed internationally under the same basic safety standards. 

While shipping spent fuel does involve risk_ NRC studies show this risk is low. As a part of its 
safety effort. the NRC aims to manage the hazards to m1n1m1ze the risk. To evaluate the risks, 
the NRC asks the following three questions and then converts the answers into numbers 

• What can go wrong? 
• How likely is it ta occur? 
• If something goes wrong, what are the consequences? 

The overwhelming majority of spent fuel shipments are accident-free. To calculate the radiation 
risks to the public. researchers use two scenarios. One involves a trip on which an accident 
occurs. the other covers the vast maionty of journeys that do not involve an accident 

Researchers use a four·step process to study actual and potential accidents and their effects. 
Step 1. Experts determine what might happen. 
• They gather hi$toric records. 
·They also puf fogether data on how many spent fvel sh1pm11nts are likely e<1ch year. 
• They look at the rate of accidents for rail <Jnd higliway shipments 
• They look at a large number of accidents that are credible 
•They also look al the effects of crash itnpact forces, flies or punctures on the shipping container They pick forces that 
are more severe than those covered by NRC standards 

The Accident scenario 

NRC studies show that the likelihood of an accident is low Fewer than 1 1n 100 accidents 
involving a spent fuel container will be more severe than the conditions defined in the design 
standards However. if a very unlikely chain of events occurs an accident might be severe 
enough ta cause a radioactive release 

To estimate the risk of these severe accidents, researchers use a multi-step approach. They 
use data and their experience with past highway and rail accidents involving other hazardous 
materials Part of this step is to determine what kinds of accidents could happen and look at 
what their effects might be 

Using this method, the chance that an accident would be serious enough to lead to a small 
release is about 1 in 1,000 The chance of a large release is less than one in 1 ,000.000.000 

Step 2. Engineers use complex computer programs to estimate how the parts of a shipping container might be damaged 
by collisions or fires. 
• They gather data on how much spent fuel each container will carry 
·They analyze how the spent fuel might respond in a given type of accident. 
•They calculate the temperature of the container and the spent fuel itself during a /ortg·lerm fire. 
This information allows them to estimate the size of a potenlial leak and how mvch nvclear materi;J/ might escape. 

Step J, Researchers match accident scenarios from Step 1 with the analyses from Step 2. This tells them the likelihood 
that there wovld be severe damage to the container or its contents. 

Step 4, A special computer program computes a risk estimate. The program takes accident probability estimates. expected 
numbers of shipments, route data (fike poplllation densities), weather data (to estimate how any release might be spread 
by wind). and radiological dose data to produce a risk estimate. 



The Accident-Free Scenario 

For most spent fuel shipments. nothing will go wrong and no nuclear material will be released 
For these shipments, experts calculate the total radiation dose that all people along the route 
could receive_ They use information on routes and local populations to determine how many 
people may be affected and the dose they could receive 

The risk to the public from an accident-free journey results from the very low levels of radiation 

that may come through the cask walls_ A person standing along the highway or railroad track 
might receive a brief exposure that is well below regulatory limits. Exposure will vary depending 
upon the speed of the vehicle and how far away the person 1s standing. Doses from routine 
transport would be less than 1/1000 the amount of radiation people receive from background 
sources each year. 

The Bottom line 

The NRC believes that shipments of spent fuel in the U.S are safe. This belief 1s based on the 
NRC's confidence in the sh1pp1ng containers that it certifies and its ongoing research 1n 
transportation safety. 

• The NRC ensures that shipping containers are robust by 
- Def1n1ng strict requirements for package design and performance 
- Reviewing designs and independently checking a container's ability to meet acc,:ident 
conditions and 
- Doing inspections to ensure casks are built. ma1nta1ned and used properly 

• The NRG also looks at the risks involved in spent fuel shipments The agency 
- Analyzes spent fuel transport records to fully understand any safety issues 
- Evaluates new transportation issues. such as pr0Ject1ons for the number of shipments, 
changes 1n population along some routes and other factors and 
- Keeps up with technology as it evolves to refine estimates of current and future risk to the 
public 

There will always be a slight chance that an accident w1U cause a release of nuclear material. 
But the NRG has found the likelihood of such an event and the risk to the public to be extremely 
low. Even so. the NRG will continue to be v1g1tant about public safety as an essential part of its 
m1ss1on. 

Spent Fuel Transpon securnv 

The NRC also regulates how spent nuclear fuel 1s protected in transit against sabotage or theft 
The NRC's current rules for the physical protection of spent fuel transport include: 
• Coordinating with \aw enforcement agencies before the shipment 
•Requiring advance notice to States. Indian tribes. and the NRC 
•Using a communications center and other means to monitor shipments while in route 
• Armed escorts, and 
• Devices that allow drivers and escorts to shut the vehicle off 



Since September 11 , 2001 , the NRC has taken additional steps to protect the public. 

For lddmonal 1n11nnadon Contact: 
Office of Public Affairs 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001 
Phone: (301) 415-8200 
Email: OPA@NRC.GOV 
Internet Home Page: http://www.nrc.gov 
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From : 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Dat e: 
I mportance: 

COURET. IYONNE L 
Grasty Tajuana· Malone Tina; Raaym Darrin 
Ferrell. Kimberly; Conley. Mayreen; Machalek Woody 
ON HOLD - REVIEW of NUREG/BR 0292 Revision Safety and Spent Fuel Transport r5 

Monday, June 27, 2016 8:35:00 AM 
High 

Tojuana, Tina, Darrin: 
Despite the finalization, NMSS now wants to add more verbiage. I do apologize if you 
started to review this document. Please place this document on hold until we again re
finalize with program office. Thanks for all you do! Ivonne 

From: COURET, IVONNE L 

Sent: Friday, June 24, 2016 2:02 PM 

To: Fort une Grasty, Tajuana <Tojuana.FortuneGrasty@nrc.gov>; Malone, Tina 

<Tina.Malone@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Ferrell, Kimberly <Kimberly.Ferrell@nrc.gov> 

Subject: NU REG/BR 0292 Revision Safety and Spent Fuel Transport rS 

Tojuana and Tina: 
I don't know if this is Revision 1 or 2. Attached is the brochure PDF and the related forms. 
Thanks in advance for your support on this project. Ivonne 

Ivonne L. Couret 

Public Affa irs Officer 

Office of Public Affa irs 

U.S Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

301-415-8205 

lvonne.couret@nrc.goy 

NEW- Information Digest 2015-2016 now available on/ine at http://www.nrc.gov/reading
rmldoc-collectionslnuregs/staU/srl350/ 



From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Maureen, 

Couret. !yoooe 
Conley Maureen 
QTE Suggested changes for NUREG Text - Spent Fuel Transport brochure 
Wednesday, December 09, 2015 10:08:57 AM 

Spent Fuel Transport bro rl edited.od( 

Can you accept or reject changes suggested by QTE. Thanks, Ivonne 

From: QTE Resource 

Sent: Tuesday, December 08, 2015 10:02 PM 

To: Couret, Ivonne <lvonne.Couret@nrc.gov> 

Cc: QTE Resource <QTE.Resource@nrc.gov> 

Subject: Files At tached: NUREG Text - Spent Fuel Transport brochure 

Ivonne, 

Attached is the pdf with editing comments. As usual, the comments are color coded: 

Yellow: mechanical comments that can be accepted without review 
Pink: comments that require author disposition 
Red: comments that should be addressed before publishing 

Also attached is the summary of comments file. 

Please let us know if you have any questions, comments, or feedback. 

Regards, 
Caroline 

From: Couret, Ivonne 
Sent: Monday, November 30, 2015 2:57 PM 
To: QTE Resource 
Subject : Please review Updated NUREG Text - Spent Fuel Transport brochure 
Importance: High 

From: Raaum, Darrin 

Sent: Monday, November 30, 2015 10:06 AM 

To: Couret, Ivonne <lyonne.Couret @nrc.gov> 

Subject: Rl Spent Fuel Transport brochure 

Ivonne, 

Attached is the first draft of the Spent Fuel Transport brochure. 
The first two pages are cover concepts. 
Let me know if you have any changes I corrections. 



Darrin Raaum I Graphic Designe1r Contractor for USNRC 
T 301.415.1492 
OP1 -35 02 

Project 216/RGM LLC 
4350 East-West Highway, Suite 101 
Bethesda, MD 20814 





The Agencies: Who Does What? 

• 

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is an 
independent agency that was created by Congress. 
Its mission is to regulate the nation·s civilian use of 
radioactive materials in a way that protects .••••• 
and the environment. The NRC regulates commercial 
nuclear power reactors; research, test, and training 
reactors; nuclear fuel cycle facilities; and medical. 
academic, and industrial uses of nuclear materials. The 
NRC also regulates packaging for the transport, storage, 
and disposal of nuclear materials and waste. And it 
licenses the export and import of radioactive materials. 

The U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) coordinates 
with the NRC to set rules for the packaging of nuclear 
materials. DOT also works with the NRC and affected 
states to regulate their transport. DOT regulates 
carriers, sets standards for routes and is responsible 
for international agreements on the transport of all 
hazardous materials. 

The U.S. Department of Energy IDOEI is responsible by 
law for disposal of spent fuel from the nation·s nuclear 
power reactors. 

The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) is a forum 
for scientific and technical cooperation in the nuclt!ar 
field. Part of the United Nations, the IAEA sets global 
regulations in many areas of the nuclear industry. IAEA's 
regulations for materials packaging and transport serve 
as a model for the United States and other nations. 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commis51on 



uclear Regulatory Commission 

The NRC regulates the nuclear fuel cycle from 
beginning to end. Starting when the uranium is taken 
from the ground, the NRC oversees its processing and 
manufacture into fuel to be used in reactors. The NRC 
also ...e!ays a role in ensuring the safe transportation, 

lind permanent geologic disposal of used fuel. 

The NRC works to protect public health and safety, the 
environment and our national security. To keep the 
public's confidence, the NRC aims to do its work openly 
and to be effective, e 1c1ent and realisltc. 

Together, these 
agencies help to make sure nuclear materials are 
packaged and transported safely. 

This brochure explains the NRC's role in the safe 
packaging and transport of spent nuclear fuel from 
commercial nuclear power plants. The NRC oversees the 
design, manutacture, use and maintenance of containers 
for these radioact ive shipments. 
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What is Spent Fuel? 

Nuclear reactors make electricity and, as a waste 
product, spent fuel. Uranium fuel can power a reactor 
for a number of years until it needs to be replaced. The 
used fuel is then known a~rspent fuel: It must be stored 
safely until it can be shipped offsite. 

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act sets a policy for safe, 
permanent disposal of spent fuel and other high-level 
radioactive wastes. 1 selected Yucca 
Mountain in Nevada as the site to be studied for a 
repository deep underground. DOE applied to the NRC in 
2008 for a permit to construct the repository there. But 
DOE withdrew its application in 2010. The NRC's role is to 
assess whether the facility would meet NRC regulatory 
requirements. Other policy considerations are up to DOE 
and Congress. 

It will be some time before a repository is available. All 
nuclear power reactors move their spent fuel first into 
pools for storage on site. As the amount of spent fuel 
in the pool increases, many reactors are also using dry 
casks for storage. The NRC reviews and approves the 
designs for these systems. 

These shipments would 
likely be made by rail or on public highways. 

Because spent fuel is highly radioactive, people may 
wonder: 

• How does the NRC protect the public from radiation 
during transport? 

•What is the likelihood one of these shipments will be 
involved in an accident? 

• How well can the shipping containers withstand an 
accident and prevent the release of nuclear materials? 

The NRC addresses these and other quest ions as a part 
of its ongoing efforts to ensure safe transport. As new 
technology and real-world information become available, 
the NRC evaluates its regulations. It is important to know 
that spent fuel has been shipped safely within the 
and abroad for more than 40 years. 

2 - U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 



The Key to Ensuring Safety: 
the Spent Fuel Shipping Container 

Spent fuel is highly radioactive and must be shielded and 
contained to be transported safely. Safe shipment requires 
a Large, robust spent fuel container called a cask: 

The NRG regulates the design and construction of these 
casks to ensure the public is protected. Containers used 
to. move spent fuel b~ rail oi:.!!jghway are designed to 
withstand severe accidents- 1 I 
these containers must pass a series of tests that mimic 
accident forces. The NRC reviews spent fuel containers very 
carefully to ensure they meet the design standards and test 
conditions in the regulations. 

These containers must be able to survive four tests 
involving impact, puncture, fire an submersion in water. 
During and after the tests, the casks must contain the 
nuclear material, limit radiation doses to acceptable levels 

prevent a nuclear chain reaction. 

To protect workers and the public, a cask has walls of 
steel and shielding materials ive to 1 inches thick and a 
massive lid. Truck containers weigh about 25 tons when 
loaded with one to two tons of spent fuel. Rail containers 
can weigh as much as 150 tons and can carry up to 20 tons 
of spent fuel. The ends of these transportation conitainers 
are encased in structures called impact limiters. In an 
accident. these impact Limiters would crush and absorb the 
impact forces, protecting the package and its contents. 

Spent fuel containers are tightly sealed and provide heavy 
shielding. But it is not possible to shield all the radiation. 
The containers must have enough shielding to protect 
anyone who might be near the cask during transport. 

~ 
~ 

n 

... 
fire, and water 
immersion tests 
are considered 
in sequence to 
determine their 
cumulative effects 
on a given package. 
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Bundle of 
Spent Fuel 
Assemblies 

Storage 
Cask ---+ 

Cask designers may use several techniques to 
demonstrate their containers are safe. They can use 
computer analyses. comparisons with other design:., 
component testing, and physical testing of a scale model 
or a combination of these techniques. Most often, they 
combine analyses and physical testing. They meet with 
technical review staff from the NRC, explain their design 
and provide supporting documents in an application. The 
NRC evaluates each design, examines the information in 
depth, and performs its own calculations. NRC reviewers 
are experts in different areas of science and engineering. 
They include structural and materials engineers and safety 
specialists with advanced degrees and many years of 
experience. 

Once the NRC is satisfied that a design meets the 
requirements, it issues a Certificate of Compliance through 
a public rulemaking process. This certificate describes 
the approved design, including what materials must be 
used, the authorized contents, and the dimensions of 
the container. Then the containers can be manufactured 
and used. Manufacturers and shippers have programs in 
place to ensure the containers meet design specifications 

throughout fabrication 
and transportation. These 
programs are known as 
quality assurance. To 
ensure the casks meet 
the certificates, NRC 
staff inspects both the 
manufacturer and the 
facilities that will use them. 

But just having a certificate 
does not mean a cask 
can be used. Both NRC 
and DOT regulations also 
require a number of safety 
determinations before each 
spent fuel shipment. These 
include checks for leaks and 
tests to ensure radiation 
levels are within safe limits. 
These actions are designed 
to ensure that all aspects of 
every spent fuel shipment 
meet all the safety standards. 
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A Brief History of Spent Fuel Shipments and Studies 

More than 1,300 spent fuel shipments have been 
completed safely in the U.S. over the past 35 years. 
Four were involved in accidents .••••••••• 
in a release of radioactive material or a fatality due 
to radiation exposure. 

This experience confirms that the safety system 
is sound. But will this hold truE! when shipments 
increase to move spent fuel to a future repository 
or a storage facility? 

The NRC looks at the r isks associated with spent 
fuel transport in a methodical and sc1entif1c way. 
Several NRC-sponsored studies over the years 
have focused on the risk related to spent fuel 
transport on highways and railroads. The results 
provide additional confidence in the current regulations to 
assure the safety of spent fuel transport. 

••••••INRC found the risk from transporting spent 
fuel to be low. The study gave the NRC confidence that existing 
regulations are adequate to protect the public. 

In separate studies in the NRC looked more 
closely how shipping containers would perform in accidents. Each 
study used more advanced research methods than in the earlier 
studies. These studies both found the risk posed by spent fuel 
shipments would be even smaller than estimated in 1977. That 
finding holds true even if the number of spent fuel shipments 
were to increase greatly. 

The latest risk study, modeled the 
radiation doses people might receive from spent fuel shipments. 
This study again confirmed that NRC regulations for spent fuel 
transport ensure safety of the public and the environment. 

The 2014 study looked at how three NRG-certified packages 
would behave during both normal shipments and transportation 
accidents. The study modeled a variety of transport routes using 
population data from the U.S. Census Bureau. It used statistics 
from actual highway and rail accidents and state-of-the-art 
computer models. The study considered doses from normal 
shipments to people living along transportation routes. It also 
looked at doses to occupants of vehicles sharing the route, 
vehicle crew!. al'ld other workers. and anyone present at a stop. 
The risk assessment found. 
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Rail Cask 

Truck Cask 

• Doses from routine transport would be less than 1/1000 
the amount of radiation people receive from background 
sources.-cftlflll 

• There is less than a 1 in 1 biHion chance that radioactive 
material would be released i1n 1n accident 

• If an accident did release radioactive material, the 
dose to the most affected individual would not cause 
lmmedilte hlrm 

In addition to these risk studies, the NRC has looked 
closely at real-world transportation accidents involving 
fires. The NRC did a series of case studies on the most 
severe accidents to see how well an NRC-certifted spent 
fuel packag.e would have performed. These studies show 
the current regulations protect the public even in the most 
severe fires. The case studies include the Howard Street 
tunnel chemical fire that burned for five days in Baltimore in 
2001 : the 1982 Caldecott tunnel fire and the 2007 MacArthur 
Maze fire, both sparked by gasoline tankers outside Oakland, 
Cal.: and a 2007 brush fire in the New Hall Pass tunnel 
outside Los Angeles. 

Additional NRC studies 
identified the conditions 
in an accident that could 
produce a fire severe 
enough to engulf a spent 
fuel transport package. 

On the basis of these 
studies, plus operational 
experience and its own 
reviews, the NRC believes 
spent fuel can continue 

Spent fuel containers are specially designed to protect 
the public by withstanding accident conditions without 
releasing their radio.active contents. 

to be shipped safely. The 
evidence shows this will 
be true even if hundreds 
of shipments are made 
each year. The NRC is 
continuing to track spent 
fuel shipping, including 
more analyses and testing 
of spent fuel casks, to 
ensure that the risks 
remain low. 
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Understanding the Risks 

Risk is generally understood to be the chance 
of injury, damage or some kind of loss. The 
spent fuel shipment record in the as been 
outstanding to date. Many more shipments have 
been successfully completed internationally 
under the same basic safety standards. 

While shipping spent fuel does involve risk, 
NRC studies show this risk is low. As a part of 
its safety effort, the NRC aims to manage the 
hazards to minimize the risk. To evaluate the 
risks, the NRC asks the following three questions 
and then converts the answers into numbers: 

•What can go wrong? 

• How likely is it to occur? 

• If something goes wrong, what are the 
consequences? 

The overwhelmin_g_ maE rit}'. of spent fuel 
shipments are ac · To calculate 
the radiation risks to the public, 
researchers use two scenarios. 
One involves a trip on which an 
accident occurs; the other 
covers the vast majority 
of journeys that do 
not involve an 
accident. 
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Shown is a computer simulation of the response of a cask to a severe fire environment. 
Analyses like this and tests are used by NRC to assure safe transportation of spent fuel. 
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The Accident Scenario 

NRC studies show that the likelihood of an 
accident is low. Fewer than 1 in 100 accidents 
involving a spent fuel container will be more 
severe than the conditions defined in the design 
standards. However, if a very unlikely chain of 
events occurs, an accident might be severe 
enough to cause a radioactive release. 

To estimate the risk of these severe accidents, 
researchers use a multi step approach. They 
use data and their experience with past highway 
and rail accidents involving other hazardous 
materials. Part of this step is to determine what 
kinds of accidents could happen and look at 
what their effects might be. 

Using this method, the chance that an accident 
would be serious enough to lead to a small 
release is about 1 in 1,000. The chance of a large 
release is less than one in 1.000.000.000. 

The Accident-Free Scenario 

For most spent fuel shipments, nothing will go 
wrong and no nuclear material will be released. 
For these shipments, experts calculate the total 
radiation dose that all people along the route 
could receive. They use information on routes 
and local populations to determine how many 
people may be affected and the dose they 
could receive 

The nsk to the public from an accident-free 
journey results from the very low levels of 
radiation that may come through the cask walls. 
A person standing along the highway or railroad 
track might receive a brief exposure that is 
well below regulatory limits. Exposure will vary 
depending upon the speed of the vehicle and 
how far away the person is standing. Doses from 
routine transport would be less than 1/1000 
the amount of radiation people receive from 
background sources each year. 
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The Bottom Line 

The NRC believes that shipments of spent fuel in the U.S are safe. 
This belief is based on the NRC's confidence in the shipping containers 
that it certifies and its ongoing research in transportation safety. 

• The NRC ensures that shipping containers are robust by: 

- Defining strict requirements for package design and performance 

- Reviewing designs and independentl checking a container's 
ability to meet accident condition 

- Doing inspections to ensure casks are built. maintained and used 
prope 

• The NRC al so looks at the risks Involved in spent fuel shipments. 
The agency: 

- Analyzes spent fuel transport records to fully understand any 
safety issues 

- Evaluates new transportation issues, such as projections for the 
number of shipments. changes in population along some routes 
and other factor 

- Keeps up with technology as it evolves to refine estimates of 
current and future risk to the publi 

There will always be a slight chance that an accident will cause a 
release of nuclear material. But the NRC has found the likelihood of 
such an event and the risk to the public to be extremely low. Even so, 
the NRC will continue to be vigilant about public safety as an essential 
part of its mission. 

Spent Fuel Transport Security 

The NRC also regulates how spent nuclear fuel is protected in transit 
against sabotage or theft. The NRC's current rules for the physical 
protection of spent fuel transport include: 

•Coordinating with law enforcement agencies before the shipment 

• Requiring advance notice to States, Indian tribes, and the NRC 

• Using a communications center and other means to monitor 
shipments while in route 

• Armed ncorts. and 

• D9¥kes t hat allow drivers and escorts to shut the vehicle off 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Couret. !yoooe 
Conley Maureen 
RE: AREVA (TN} Pictures of Transportation Casks 
Thursday, January 21 , 2016 3:47:22 PM 

WooHoo do we have okay to cure will provide AREVA credit. Ivonne 

From: Conley, Maureen 

Sent: Thursday, January 21, 2016 3:46 PM 

To: Couret, Ivonne <lvonne.Couret@nrc.gov> 

Subject: FW: AREVA (TN) Pictures ofTransport ation Casks 

The first of (hopefully) many batches of pies for the transport brochure .. . (NOTE: this is all 
FRESH fuel, not spent) 

From: Saverot, Pierre 

Sent: Thursday, January 21, 2016 3:44 PM 

To: Conley, Maureen <Maureen.Conley@orc gov> 

Subject: AREVA (TN) Pictures ofTransportation Casks 

Maureen, 

Attached are pict ures of t he follow ing AREVA Inc. (TN) Fresh Fuel Packagings: 

Coe 9217 (Docket 71-9217) ANF-250 

CoC 9248 (Docket 71-9248) SPl, SP2, SP3 

These pictures were taken at AREVA lnc.'s Horn Rapids Road Facil ity in Richland, WA. 

More to come. 

Pierre 



From: 
To: 
Subj ect: 
Date: 

Hsja An tho oy 
Conley Maureen 
RE: BROCHU RE!ll! 
Thursday, July 21, 2016 3:57:13 PM 

Even if we do not have a new printed version of t he brochure, I can give them a draft on 7 /26. 

From: Conley, Maureen 

Sent: Thursday, July 21, 2016 3:50 PM 

To: Hsia, Anthony <Anthony.Hsia@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: BROCHURE!!!! 

Ok, thanks Tony! 

From: Hsia, Anthony 

Sent: Thursday, July 21, 2016 3:43 PM 

To: Conley, Maureen <Maureen.Conley@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: BROCHURE!!!! 

They are coming here. It is the PllC tribal counci l president Shelley Buck and t he executive assistant 

to t he t ribal counci l Heat her West ra t o att end t he Commission stakeholders meet ing and I have 

scheduled a meeting with MSTR and Pl lC form 1 to 2 pm on 7 /26. Wi ll send you the scheduler in 

case you are interested in attending. 

From: Conley, Maureen 

Sent: Thursday, July 21, 2016 3:37 PM 

To: Hsia, Ant hony <Anthony.Hsia@nrc.gov> 

Subject : RE: BROCHURE!!!! 

Are they coming here, or are NRC folks going there? 

From: Hsia, Anthony 

Sent: Thursday, July 21, 2016 3:23 PM 

To: Lombard, Mark <Mark Lombard@orc.gov>; Conley, Maureen <Maureen Con ley@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: BROCHURE!!!! 

For the 7 /26 meeting with PllC, is t here a version of the "Safety of Spent Fuel Transportat ion" 

brochure I can hand to the visitors? If not, I could give them the o ld version NUREG/BR-0292. 

Tony 

From: Lombard, Mark 

Sent: Friday, July 15, 2016 2:40 PM 

To: Conley, Maureen <Maureen.Conley@orc.gov>; Hsia, Ant hony <Anthony.Hsja@orc.gov> 

Subject: RE: BROCHURE!!!! 



Sorry for the delay. Your recommended wording is awesome. 

From: Conley, Maureen 

Sent: Tuesday, July 12, 2016 5:36 PM 
To: Lombard, Mark <Mark.Lombard@nrc.goy>; Hsia, Anthony <Anthony.Hsia@nrc.goy> 

Subject: RE: BROCHURE!!!! 

Hi guys. Just wanted to follow up on the brochure. I've made the edits Mark sent but I think 
we still need to nail down the language in the "accident scenario" section. I like Mark's 
suggested context but not being a mint julep drinker (I prefer gin thanks) I'm not sure I can 
relate (!) 

So I'd like to propose the following for that section, please let me know if you have any 
comments (including about alternate beverages one might consume in the shower on the 

4th of July) and I'll move the brochure into production: 

NRG studies show that the likelihood of a radioactive release is very low. Fewer than 5 in 
10,000 accidents involving a spent fuel container may be more severe than the conditions 
defined in the design standards. We would not expect a radioactive release in 99.99973% 
of those 5 accidents. However, if a very unlikely chain of events occurs, an accident might 
be severe enough to cause a release. 

To estimate the risk of these severe accidents, researchers use a multi-step approach. 
They use data and their experience with past highway and rail accidents involving other 
hazardous materials. Part of this step is to determine what kinds of accidents could happen 
and look at what their effects might be. 

Using this method, the chance that an accident would be serious enough to lead to a 
release is 1 in 1 billion. If an accident did release radioactive material, the dose to the most 
affected individual would not cause immediate harm. 

Thanks! 
Maureen 

From: Lombard, Mark D 

Sent: Tuesday, June 28, 2016 1:48 PM 

To: CONLEY, MAUREEN E <Maureen.Conley@orc.gov>; Hsia, Anthony H <Anthony,Hsia@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: BROCHURE!!!! 

I like it but perhaps you can put the probability in context like "you have a better chance of being hit by a 
meteor while in the shower at midnight on the fourth of July while drinking a mint julip." 

-------- Original Message --------
From: "CONLEY, MAUREEN E" <Maureen.Conley@nrq~ov> 
Date: Mon, June 27, 2016 3:19 PM -0400 
To: "Lombard, Mark D" <Mark.Lombard@nrc.&ov>, "Hsia, Anthony H" <Anthony.Hsja@nrc.&ov> 
Subject: RE: BROCHURE!!!! 



P.S. Along similar lines -

• Page 8, third paragraph - can we characterize the large release and it 
consequences? Again, looking to put in in the "not worry" box. 

The blog post on the risk study states, 

• There is a 1 in 1 billion chance that radioactive material would be released in an accident 

• If an accident did release radioactive material, the dose to the most affected individual would not cause 

immediate harm 

I propose we just use that language, in sentence form, and blend with what we have in the 
brochure: 

Using this method, the chance that an accident would be serious enough to lead to a 
release is 1 in 1 billion. If an accident did release radioactive material, the dose to the most 
affected individual would not cause immediate harm. 

Does that work? 

Maureen 

From: CONLEY, MAUREEN E 

Sent: Monday, June 27, 2016 12:00 PM 

To: Lombard, Mark D <Mark Lombard@nrc e;ov>; Hsia, Anthony H <Anthony Hsja@nrc.e;ov> 

Subject: RE: BROCHURE!!!! 

Thanks for these edits, Mark (especially the missed typos!) 

RE: Page 8, first paragraph - "Fewer than 1 in 100 accidents will be more severe than the 
design standards" I don't think they will be more severe than the HAG standards, will they? 
Just thinking how we can keep it in the "not worry" box. 

In looking at that graphic from the risk study - it appears the figure should be 99.95% of 
accidents will not exceed the design requirements. Of those, 99.99973% will not lead to a 
release or loss of shielding. 

The first line of the paragraph is, "NRG studies show that the likelihood of an accident is 
low." 

Can we reword that paragraph to read: 

NRG studies show that the likelihood of a radioactive release is very low. Fewer than 5 in 
10,000 accidents involving a spent fuel container may be more severe than the conditions 
defined in the design standards. We would not expect a release in 99.99973% of those 
accidents. However, if a very unlikely chain of events occurs, an accident might be severe 
enough to cause a radioactive release. 



[then we go on to talk about how we estimate the risk) 

Here's the link to the risk study, see figure PS-8, p. xxxvi 
http://pbadupws.nrc.gov1docs/ML1403/ML 14031 A323.pdf 

Please let me know your thoughts on that alternate wording. Also, Tony, if you have any 
additional comments, please let me know. 

Maureen 

From: Lombard, M ark D 

Sent: Friday, June 24, 2016 5 :25 PM 

To: CONLEY, MAUREEN E <M aureen Conley@nrc.gov>; Hsia, Ant hony H <Anthony.Hsia@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: BROCHURE!!!! 

Sounds good. A few comments on the current draft: 

• Page 1, third paragraph, add "around the world" to the end of the last sentence 
• Page 1, last paragraph, last sentence, and elsewhere, Include commas per the 

NRC Style Guide 
• Page 4, first paragraph - we don't always do confirmatory calcs 

• Page 4, second paragraph - transportation CoCs do not go through rulemaking, 
only storage CoCs 

• Page 5, fifth paragraph, third sentence - delete one of the "boths" 
• Page 8, first paragraph - "fewer than 1 in 100 accidents will be more severe than 

the design standards" I don't think they will be more severe than the HAC standards, 
will they? Just thinking how we can keep it in the "not worry" box. 

• Page 8, third paragraph - can we characterize the large release and it 
consequences? Again, looking to put in in the "not worry" box. 

• Page 9, second bullet, first sub-bullet - change to" ... fully understand potential 
safety issues" 

From: CONLEY, MAUREEN E 

Sent: Friday, June 24, 2016 3 :48 PM 

To: Lombard, Mark D <Mark Lombard@orc gov>; Hsia, Anthony H <Anthony Hsia@nrc gov> 

Subject: BROCHURE!! !! 

Just to follow up on our meeting from yesterday ... We made the change to the text that we 
discussed. I conferred with my management on the graphic idea and the decision was 
made to stick with the spent fuel cask cut-away (reason being, if we introduce the subject of 
dose, it gets very complicated and can be used against us, whereas the existing image is 
very non-offensive). So the brochure is moving through the Nureg process now. Y'all 
probably have a better idea than I do how long that takes, but I'll keep you posted. 

That said, we did decide it would be worthwhile to have the dose graphics from the spent 
fuel risk study in our back pocket when/if transport actually is on the horizon and the mobile 
Chernobyl campaign gears up. 



OPA will work with the graphics folks on this - we think we can package it a little differently 
and make it even more dramatic and clear. When we have something to share I' ll bring it to 
our monthly meeting. 

Thanks, 

Maureen Conley 

NRC Office of Public Affairs 

301-415-8202 







The Agencies: Who Does What? 

• 
• . 

Cover Photos: 

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRCI 1s an 
independent agency created by Congress. Its mission is to 
regulate the nation's civilian use of radioactive materials 
in a way that protects public health and safety and the 
environment. The NRC regulates commercial nuclear 
power reactors: research, test, and training reactors; 
nuclear fuel cycle facilities; and medical, academic, 
and industrial uses of nuclear materials. The NRC also 
regulates packaging for the transport, storage. and 
disposal of nuclear materials and waste, and licenses the 
export and import of radioactive materials. 

The U.S. Department of Transportation (DOTI coordinates 
with the NRC to set rules for the packaging of nuclear 
materials. DOT also works with the NRC and affected 
States to regulate their transport. DOT regulates 
carriers, sets standards for routes, and is responsible 
for international agreements on the transport of all 
hazardous materials . 

The U.S. Department of Energy IDOEI is responsible 
by law for disposal of spent fuel from the nation's 
nuclear power reactors . 

The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEAI is a 
forum for scientific and technical cooperation in the 
nuclear field. Part of the United Nations, the !AEA sets 
global regulations in many areas of the nuclear industry. 
IAEA's regulations for mater ials packaging and transport 
serve as a model for the United States and other nations. 

{Left} Transportabre spent fuel storage casks sit on a storage pad. IC.X.rtes1, Holte<: 1n1er11111onau 

(Middle/ Spent fuer transport cask arrives at Rancho Seco. teour1tsy1AttV1/ 

{Right} Schematic of spent fuel transport cask. /Courttsy, Holttc 1n1tma1ionall 

{Bollom/ Spent fuel transport cask arrives on site. 

Page 1 Photos: 

(Left/ Empty transportable spent fuel storage system arrives at Prairie Island. tcourtHy:Arm/ 

{Right/ Transportable spent fuel storage system is readied for storage. 1courtur.Arw~/ 

{Bottom/ Transpor t package is placed inside conveyance vehicle. /Courrtsr NAClntm1~11ollal/ 
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The Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
The NRC regulates the nuclear fuel cycle from 
beginning to end. Starting when the uranium is taken 
from the ground, the NRC oversees its processing and 
manufacture into fuel to be used in reactors. The NRC 
also plays a role in ensuring the safe transportation, 
storage. and permanent geologic disposal of used fuel. 

The NRC works to protect public health and safety, the 
environment, aAd our national security. To keep the 
public's confidence, the NRC aims to do its work openly 
and to be effective, efficient, and realistic. 

Proper handling of nuclear materials helps to protect the 
safety of the public and plant workers. To achieve this 
aim, the NRC works with the DOT and DOE in the United 
States, and with the IAEA internationally. Together, these 
agencies help make sure nuclear materials are packaged 
and transported safely. 

This publication explains the NRC's role in the safe 
packaging and transport of spent nuclear fuel from 
commercial nuclear power plants. The NRC oversees the 
design, manufacture, use and maintenance of containers 
for these radioactive shipments. 

The NRC has three 
main functions: 

1. To set standards 
and develop 
regulations 

2. To issue licenses 
for nuclear 
faci/1t1es and 
n11clear maff'riuls 
users 

3 To inspect 
facilities to 
Msurr that NRC 
regulations are 
being met 
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Radiation 
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What is Spent Fuel? 

Nuclear reactors make electricity and, as a waste product, 
spent fuel. Uranium fuel can power a reactor for a number 
of years until it needs to be replaced. The used fuel is then 
known as spent fuel. It must be stored safely until it can be 
shipped offslte. 

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act sets a policy for safe, 
permanent disposal of spent fuel and other high-level 
radioactive wastes. Congress in 1987 selected Yucca 
Mountain In Nevada as the site to be studied for a repository 
deep underground. DOE applied to the NRC in 2008 for a 
permit to construct the repository there. But DOE withdrew 
its application in 2010. The NRC's role is to assess whether 
the facility would meet NRC regulatory requirements. Other 
policy considerations are up to DOE and Congress. 

All nuclear power reactors move their spent fuel first into 
pools for storage on site. As the amount of spent fuel in 
the pool increases, many reactors are also using dry casks 
for storage. The NRC reviews and approves the designs for 
these systems. 

The NRC would also review any proposal for central interim 
storage of spent fuel. Eventually, spent fuel will need to be 
transported to a central storage or disposal facility from 
sites around the country. These shipments would likely be 
made by rail or on public highways. 

Because spent fuel is highly radioactive, people may 
wonder: 

• How does the NRC protect the public from radiation 
during transport? 

• What is the likelihood one of these shipments will be 
involved in an accident? 

• How well can the shipping containers withstand an 
accident and prevent the release of nuclear materials? 

The NRC addresses these and other questions as a part 
of its ongoing efforts to ensure safe transport. As new 
technology and real-world information become available, 
the NRC evaluates that information against its regulations. 
It is important to know that spent fuel has been shipped 
safely within the United States and abroad for more than 
40 years. 
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The Key to Ensuring Safety: 
the Spent Fuel Shipping Container 
Spent fuel is highly radioactive and must be shielded and 
contained to be transported safely. Sale shipment requires a 
large, robust spent fuel container called a cask. 

The NRC regulates the design and construction of these 
casks to ensure the public is protected. Containers used to 
move spent fuel by rail or highway are designed to withstand 
severe accidents. In the U.S. and internationally, these 
designs must pass a series of tests that mimic accident 
forces. The NRC reviews spent fuel containers very carefully 
to ensure they meet the design standards and test conditions 
in the regulations. 

These containers must be able to survive four tests involving 
impact, punctu11e. fire, and submersion in water. During and 
after the tests, the casks must contain the nuclear material, 
limit radiation doses to acceptable levels, and prevent a 
nuclear chain reaction. 

To protect workers and the public, a cask has walls of steel 
and shielding materials 5 to 15 inches thick and a massive 
lid. Truck containers weigh about 25 tons when loaded with 
one to two tons of spent fuel. Rail containers can weigh as 
much as 150 tons and can carry up to 20 tons of spent fuel. 
The ends of these transportation containers are encased 
in structures called impact limiters. In an accident, these 
impact limiters would crush and absorb the impact forces, 
protecting the package and its contents. 

Spent fuel containers are tightly sealed and provide heavy 
shielding to protect anyone who might be near the cask 
during transport. 

The NRC requires 
spent fuel shipping 
casks to survive four 
tests in sequence: 

1. free-drop impact, 

2. puncture impact, 

3. fire, and 

4. water immersion. 

Truck carries NAC 
LWT transport 
package. 
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Cask designers may use several techniques to demonstrate their 
containers are safe. They can use computer analyses, comparisons with 
other designs, component testing, physical testing of a scale model, or 
a combination of these techniques. Most often, they combine analyses 
and physical testing. They meet with technical review staff from the NRC, 
explain their design, and provide supporting documents in an application. 
The NRC evaluates each design, examines the information in depth, and 
performs its own calculations. NRC reviewers are experts in different 
areas of science and engineering. They include structural and materials 
engineers and safety specialists with advanced degrees and many years of 
experience. 

Once the NRC is satisfied that a design meets the requirements, it issues 
a certificate of compliance through a public rulemaking process. This 
certificate describes the approved design !including what materials must 
be used]. the authorized contents, and the dimensions of the container. 
Then the containers can be manufactured and used. Manufacturers and 
shippers have programs in place to ensure the containers meet design 
specifications throughout fabrication and transportation. These programs 

Bundle of 
Spent Fuel _..,..._ __ 
Assemblies 
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are known as quality 
assurance. To ensure 
the casks meet the 
certificates, NRC staff 
inspects both the 
manufacturer and the 
facilities that will use 
them. 

But just having a 
certificate does not 
mean a cask can be 
used. Both NRC and 
DOT regulations also 
require a number of 
safety determinations 
before each spent 
fuel shipment. These 
Include checks for leaks 
and tests to ensure 
radiation levels are 
within safe limits. These 
actions are designed to 
ensure that all aspects 
of every spent fuel 
shipment meet all the 
safety standards. 



A Brief History of Spent Fuel Shipments and Studies 

More than 1,300 spent fuel shipments have been 
completed safely In the United States over the past 
35 years. Four were involved in accidents. but none 
resulted in a release of radioactive material or a 
fatality due to radiation exposure. 

This experience confirms that the safety system 
is sound. But will this hold true when shipments 
increase to move spent fuel to a future repository 
or a storage facility? 

The NRG looks at the risks associated with spent 
fuel transport in a methodical and scientific way. 
Several NRG-sponsored studies over the years have 
focused on the r isk related to spent fuel transport 
on highways and railroads. The results provide 
additional confidence in the current regulations 
to assure the safety of spent fuel transport. 

In a 1977 study'. the NRC found the risk from transporting 
spent fuel to be low. The study gave the NRC confidence that 
existing regulations are adequate to protect the public. 

In separate studies in 19872 and 20003, the NRC looked more 
closely at how shipping containers would perform in accidents. 
Each study used more advanced research methods t han in 
the earlier studies. Both of these studies both found the risk 
posed by spent fuel shipments would be even smaller than 
estimated in 1977. That finding holds true even if the number 
of spent fuel shipments were to increase greatly. 

The latest risk s tudy, published in January 2014, modeled 
the radiation doses people might receive from spent fuel 
shipments. This study again confirmed that NRG 
regulations for spent fuel transport ensure safety of 
the public and the environment. 

The 2014 study' looked at how three NRG-certified 
packages would behave during both normal shipments 
and transportation accidents. The study modeled a variety 
of t ransport routes using population data from the 
U.S. Census Bureau. ft used statist ics from actual h ighway 
and rail accidents and state-of-the-art computer models. 
The study considered doses from normal shipments to 
people living along transportation routes. It also looked at 
doses to occupants of vehicles shar ing the route, vehicle 
crews and other workers, and anyone present at a stop. 

NAC LWT spent 
fuel transport 
package is moved 
by crane. /Counesy: 
HAC lnrtmorloMU 

1. http://pbadUffWS.nr<. 
gtN/doa/HL l21P/ 
HLI 2192A283.pdf 

2. hllp://.,_,nrc.gov/ 
rftMling.,.,,,/rJoc. 
col.lec11ons/nUfWgs/ 
conlr•ctlcr4829/ 

3. http://pbfdupws.nrc. 
gtN/don/Hl.00341 
HL00349832'.pdf 

' · hllp:l/pl»dupws.llrt. 
gtN/docs/HL '4DJ/ 
HL 1403 IA323.pdf 
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The risk assessment found: 

I,._ 

t~~· . · r~ .J~~ • 

• Doses from routine transport would be less 
than 1/1000 the amount of radiation people 
receive from background sources each year. 

• There is less tthan a 1 in 1 billion chance 
that radioactive material would be released 
in an accident. 

Transportable spent fuel storage cask 
moves to storage pad. 

• If an accident did release radioactive 
material, the dose to the most affected 
individual wo111ld not cause immediate 
harm. /C01Jrt11y1 Holl« ln1eimr10t1111/ 

Rail Cask 

Truck Cask 

In addition to these risk studies, the NRC has looked closely at 
real-world transportation accidents involving fires. The NRC did 
a series of case studies on the most severe accidents to see how 
well an NRG-certified spent fuel package would perform. These 
studies show the current regulations protect the public even in 
the most severe fires. The case studies include the Howard Street 
tunnel chemical lire that burned for five days in Baltimore in 
2001; the 1982 Caldecoll tunnel hre and the 2007 MacArthur Maze 
fire. both sparked by gasoline tankers outside Oakland, CA.; and a 
2007 brush lire in the New Hall Pass tunnel outside Los Angeles. 

Additional NRC studies 
1dent1f1ed the conditions 
in an accident that could 
produce a lire severe 
enough to engulf a spent 
fuel transport package. 

On the basis of these 
studies, plus operational 
experience and its own 
reviews, the NRC believes 
spent fuel can continue 
to be shipped safely. The 
evidence shows this will 

Spent fuel containers an> specially designed to protect 
the public by withstanding accident conditions without 
releasing their radioactive contents. 

be true even it hundreds of 
shipments are made each 
year. The NRC is continuing 
to track spent fuel shipping, 
including more analyses 
and testing of spent fuel 
casks, to ensure that the 
risks remain low. 
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Understanding the Risks 

Risk is generally understood to be the chance of 
injury, damage or some kind of loss. The spent 
fuel shipment record in the United States has 
been outstanding to date. Many more shipments 
have been successfully completed internationally 
under the same basic safety standards. 

While shipping spent fuel does involve risk, 
NRC studies show this risk is low. As a part of 
its safety effort, the NRC aims to manage the 
hazards to minimize the risk. To evaluate the 
risks, the NRC asks the following three questions 
and then converts the answers into numbers: 

• What can go wrong? 

• How likely is it to occur? 

• If something goes wrong, what are the 
consequences? 

The overwhelming majority of spent fuel 
shipments are accident- free. To calculate the 
radiation risks to the public, researchers 
use two scenarios. One involves a 
trip on which an accident occurs; 
the other covers the vast 
majority of journeys that 
do not involve an 
accident. 

Researchers use a four
step process to study 
actual and potential 
accidents and their effects. 

Step 1. Experts determine what 
might happen. 

• They gather his torte records 

• They also put together data on 
how many spent fuel sh1pmC'nts 
are l ikely each year. 

• They look ar the rare of 
acC1dents for rail and highway 
shipments. 

• They look at a large number of 
accidents that are credible. 

• They also look at the dfccrs 
of crash unpJct forces. fifes. 
or punctures on the shipping 
container. They pick forces that 
are more severe than tho~e 
covered by NRC standards. 

1000. 

DI. 

m. 

ll08. 

744. 

611. ... 
.j 

617. ~ 
553. s 

~ 
489. ! 
426. • 36.l!. ~ 

198. 

234. 

170. 

107. 

43. 

Shown is a computer simulation of the response of a cask to a severe fire environment. 
Analyses like this and tests are used by NRC to assure safe transportation of spent fuel. 
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Step 2. Engineers use 
complex computer 
programs to estimate 
how the parts of a shipping 
container might be damaged 
by collisions or fires. 

• They gafhf'r dJt.1 on how 

mu1 h ·.penr fut'/ •.'.lC Ii 
container w:ll carry 

• ThPy analyze hul\I Ilic• '.pent 
fuf'I m1qht respunrf 1n a 
given type of Ju 1d1•nr 

• Th,•y c.1/cul.1te l/1e 

temperature ol rt11• 
ronr.11nl'r .Jnrf 111<' o;p«nt 
fuel itself dur:nq J 

lonq-rcrm t.rr 

This 1nforn;.1t1nn allow•, 
engineers re 1·~t1rnare the 
s1l'e of a potent1al leak .Jnd 
how n1uch nucll1.Jr rn>1!1•ff,)/ 

might f'5C.1pf' 

Step 3. ReseJrchers match 
accident scenarios from 
Step 7 with the analyses 
from Step 2. This tells them 
the l1kel1hood that there 
would be severe damage to 
the container or its contents. 

Step 4. A special computer 
program computes a rtsk 
est imate. The program 
takes .JCCtdent probab1l1ty 
estimates, expected 
numbers of shipment~. 
route data (lrke population 
densities}, weather data Ito 
estimate how any release 
might be spread by wind}, 
and radiological dose data to 
produce a risk estunatee. 

The Accident Scenario 

NRC studies show that the likelihood of an 
accident is low. Fewer than 1 in 100 accidents 
involving a spent fuel container will be more 
severe than the conditions defined in the design 
standards. However, if a very unlikely chain of 
events occurs, an accident might be severe 
enough to cause a radioactive release. 

To estimate the risk of these severe accidents, 
researchers use a multi-step approach. They 
use data and their experience with past highway 
and rail accidents involving other hazardous 
materials. Part of this step is to determine what 
kinds of accidents could happen and look at what 
their effects might be 

Using this method, the chance that an accident 
would be serious enough to lead to a small 
release is about 1 in 1,000. The chance of a large 
release is less than one in 1 billion. 

The Accident-Free Scenario 

For most spent fuel shipments, nothing will go 
wrong and no nuclear material will be released. 
For these shipments. experts calculate the total 
radiation dose that all people along the route 
could receive. They use information on routes 
and local populations to determine how many 
people may be atfected and the dose they could 
receive. 

The risk to the public from an accident-tree 
journey results from the very low levels of 
radiation that may come through the cask walls. 
A person standing along the highway or railroad 
track might receive a brief exposure that is 
well below regulatory limits. Exposure will vary 
depending upon the speed of the vehicle and 
how far away the person is standing. Doses from 
routine transport would be less than 1/1000 
the amount of radiation people receive from 
background sources each year. 
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The Bottom Line 

The NRC believes that shipments of spent fuel in the United States 
are safe. This. belief is based on the NRC"s confidence in the shipping 
containers that it certifies and its ongoing research in transportation safety. 

• The NRC ensures that shipping containers are robust by: 

- Defining strict requirements for package design and performance 

- Reviewing designs and independently checki:ng a container"s ability 
to meet accident conditions 

- Doing inspections to ensure casks are built, maintained and used 
properly 

• The NRC also looks at the risks Involved in spent fuel shipments. 
The agency: 

- Analyzes spent fuel transport records to fully understand any safety 
issues 

- Evaluates new transportation issues, such as projections for the 
number of shipments, changes in population along some routes, and 
other factors 

- Keeps up with technology as it evolves to refine estimates of current 
and future risk to the public 

There will always be a slight chance that an accident will cause a 
release of nuclear material. But the NRC has found the likelihood of 
such an event and the risk to the public to be extremely low. Even so, 
the NRC wiii continue to be vigilant about public safety as an essential 
part of its mission. 

Spent Fuel Transpor t Secur ity 

The NRC also regulates how spent nuclear fuel is protected In transit 
against sabotage or theft. The agency strengthened these rules after 
Sept. 11, 2001. The current rules for the physical protection of spent fuel 
transport include: 

• Coordinating with law enforcement agencies before the shipment 

• Requiring advance notice to States, Indian tribes, and the NRC 

• Using a communications center and other means to monitor shipments 
while in route 

• Using armed escorts, and 

• Using devices that allow drivers and escorts to shut the vehicle off 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

WHITE BERNARD H 
CONLEY MAUREEN E 
RE: FW: Safety and Spent Fuel Transport 
Friday, June 24, 2016 2:20:22 PM 

I have a million things going on right now, so you might want to ping me in a week or so to remind 

me that I have it. 

Have a great weekend © 

Bernie White 
Senior Project Manager 
Division of Spent Fuel Management 
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards 
(301) 415-6577 

From: CONLEY, MAUREEN E 

Sent: Friday, June 24, 2016 2:09 PM 

To: WH ITE, BERNARD H <Bernard.White@nrc.gov> 
Subject: RE: FW: Safety and Spent Fuel Transport 

No deadline. We'd just like to have a caption for it if we could. Don't strain yourself, it won't 
be the end of the world if we can't id it. But if you're up for the challenge I'd love to know the 
answer! 

Thanks, Bernie I 

From: WHITE, BERNARD H 

Sent: Friday, June 24, 2016 2 :05 PM 

To: CONLEY, MAUREEN E <Maureen.Conley@nrc goy> 

Subject: RE: FW: Safety and Spent Fuel Transport 

I wil l have to do some digging to f ind out. How soon do you need an answer? 

Bernie White 
Senior Project Manager 
Division of Spent Fuel Management 
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards 
(301) 415-6577 

From: CONLEY, MAUREEN E 

Sent: Friday, June 24, 2016 2 :05 PM 

To: WH ITE, BERNARD H <Bernard.Whjte@orc.goy> 

Subject: RE: FW: Safety and Spent Fuel Transport 

That's the one! 



From: WHITE, BERNARD H 

Sent: Friday, June 24, 2016 2:01 PM 

To: CONLEY, MAUREENE <Maureen Conley@orc.goy> 

Subject: RE: FW: Safety and Spent Fuel Transport 

I presume you are ta lking about the very large picture at t he bottom, which covers the entire width 

of the page? 

Bernie White 
Senior Project Manager 
Division of Spent Fuel Management 
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards 
(301) 415-6577 

From: CONLEY, MAUREEN E 

Sent: Friday, June 24, 2016 1:18 PM 

To: WH ITE, BERNARD H <Beroard.Whjte@orc.goy> 

Subject: FW: FW: Safety and Spent Fuel Transport 

Can you identify which transport package is pictured at the bottom of the cover page in the 
attached brochure? 

From: Raaum, Darrin 

Sent: Thursday, June 23, 2016 11:48 AM 

To: Conley, Maureen <Maureen.Conley@orc.goy> 

Cc: Couret, Ivonne <lyonne.Couret@orc.gov> 

Subject: RE: FW: Safety and Spent Fuel Transport 

Maureen, 

Attached is the latest version of the Spent Fuel Transport brochure. 

Darrin Raaum I Graphic Designe1r Contractor for USNRC 
T 301 .415. 1492 
OP1 ·35 02 

Project 216/RGM LLC 
4350 East-West Highway, Suite 101 
Bethesda, MD 20814 

From: Conley, Maureen 

Sent: Thursday, June 23, 2016 11:28 AM 

To: Raaum, Darrin <Parrin Raaum@orc gov>; Couret, Ivonne <Ivonne Couret@orc gov> 

Subject : RE: FW: Safety and Spent Fuel Transport Word f ile 



Looks good Darrin. A few more things, I'll swing by with a marked up copy. Please give a 
call if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 
Maureen 
415-8202 

From: Raaum, Darrin 

Sent: Thursday, June 23, 2016 6:35 AM 

To: Couret, Ivonne <lyonne.Couret@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Conley, Maureen <Maureen,Conley@orc gov> 

Subject: RE: FW: Safety and Spent Fuel Transport Word fi le 

Here is the latest. 

Darrin Raaum I Graphic Designew Contractor for USNRC 
T 301.415.1492 
OP1 -35 02 

Project 216/RGM LLC 
4350 East-West Highway, Suite 101 
Bethesda, MD 20814 

From: Couret, Ivonne 

Sent: Thursday, June 23, 2016 5 :57 AM 

To: Raaum, Darrin <Parrin Raaum@orc.gov> 

Subject: Fwd: FW: Safety and Spent Fuel Transport Word fi le 

Darrin it appears we didn't get the latest up date emailed can you resend. Thanks. Ivonne 

via Mobile phone 

-------- Original Message --------
From: "Conley, Maureen" <Maureen ,Con ley@nrq~oy> 
Date: Wed, June 22, 2016 5:20 PM -0400 
To: "Couret, Ivonne" <Ivonne.Couret@nrq~ov> 
Subject: FW: Safety and Spent Fuel Transport Word file 

Hey, Ivonne. Sorry this took so long, but I finally dug into my email. I'm waiting on edits 
from Darrin. I met with him June 13 to go over the changes and don't see that he's sent me 
anything since. 

Thanks, 
Maureen 

From: Raaum, Darrin 

Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 3:00 PM 

To: Conley, Maureen <Maureen,Conley@orc,goy> 



Subject: RE: Safety and Spent Fuel Transport Word file 

Sure. 

Darrin Raaum I Graphic Designer Contractor for USNRC 
T 301.415.1492 
OP1 -35 02 

Project 216/RGM LLC 
4350 East-West Highway, Suite 101 
Bethesda, MD 20814 

From: Conley, Maureen 

Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 2:55 PM 

To: Raaum, Darrin <Darrin Raaum@orc,gov> 

Subject: RE: Safety and Spent Fuel Transport Word f ile 

Hi, Darrin. Looks good, but I have a few edits. Is now a good time for me to bring them 
down? 

Maureen 

From: Raaum, Darrin 

Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 11:28 AM 

To: Conley, Maureen <Maureen.Conley@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Safety and Spent Fuel Transport Word file 

Maureen, 

Attached is the updated brochure. 
Let me know if I missed anything. 

Darrin Raaum I Graphic Designe1r Contractor tor USNRC 
T 301 .415.1492 
OP1-35 02 

Project 216/RGM LLC 
4350 East-West Highway, Suite 101 
Bethesda, MD 20814 

From: Conley, Maureen 

Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 8:36 AM 

To: Raaum, Darrin <Darrin,Raaum@orc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Safety and Spent Fuel Transport Word file 



Perfect, thanks! 

From: Raaum, Darrin 

Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 8:36 AM 

To: Conley, Maureen <Maureen.Conley@orc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Safety and Spent Fuel Transport Word file 

That works, I'm flexible on time. I'll see you after your meeting, whenever that is. 

Darrin Raaum I Graphic Designe1r Contractor for USNRC 

T 301.415.1492 
OP1-35 02 

Project 216/RGM LLC 
4350 East-West Highway, Suite 101 

Bethesda, MD 20814 

From: Conley, Maureen 

Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 8:32 AM 

To: Raaum, Darrin <Darrin Raaum@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Safety and Spent Fuel Transport Word f ile 

No worries. I have a 9:00 meeting this morning that could go to 10:00 or could break up 
earlier. Ok if I come by when it's over? Or if you want a definite time, say 10:30? 

Maureen 

From: Raaum, Darrin 

Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 7:14 AM 

To: Conley, Maureen <Maureen.Conley@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Safety and Spent Fuel Transport Word file 

Maureen, 

Sorry I was not able to reply earlier. I was not available on Friday afternoon. 
I am in all day today and tomorrow if you would like to come down. 
Let me know what time works for you. 

Darrin Raaum I Graphic Designer Contractor for USNRC 
T 301 .415.1492 

OP1-35 02 

Project 216/RGM LLC 

4350 East-West Highway, Suite 101 

Bethesda, MD 20814 



From: Conley, Maureen 

Sent: Friday, June 10, 2016 1:49 PM 

To: Raaum, Darrin <Darr jn.Raaum@nrc.goy> 

Subject: RE: Safety and Spent Fuel Transport Word file 

Hey, Darrin. Are you in today? How late will you be here? I have a meeting at 2:00 but 
could come down after to talk about a few minor tweaks to the report if that works for you. 

Please let me know. Thanks! 
Maureen 

From: Raaum, Darrin 

Sent: Wednesday, June 08, 2016 11:13 AM 

To: Couret, Ivonne <lyonne.Couret@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Conley, Maureen <Maureen.Conley@nrc goy> 

Subject: RE: Safety and Spent Fuel Transport Word file 

Attached is the first draft of the revised Spent Fuel Transport booklet. 

Darrin Raaum I Graphic Designer Contractor for USNRC 
T 301.415.1492 
OP1 -35 02 

Project 216/RGM LLC 
4350 East-West Highway, Suite 101 
Bethesda, MD 20814 





The Agencies: Who Does What? 

• 
• . 

Cover Photos: 

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRCI is an 
independent agency created by Congress. Its misl>ion is to 
regulate the nation's civilian use of radioactive materials 
in a way that protects public health and safety and the 
environment. The NRC regulates commercial nuclear 
power reactors: research. test, and training reactors; 
nuclear fuel cycle facilities; and medical. academic, 
and industrial uses of nuclear materials. The NRC also 
regulates packaging for the transport, storage, and 
disposal of nuclear materials and waste, and licenses the 
export and import of radioactive materials 

The U.S. Department of Transportation (DOTI coordinates 
with the NRC to set rules for the packaging of nuclear 
materials. DOT also works with the NRC and affected 
States to regulate their transport. DOT regulates 
carriers, sets standards for routes, and is responsible 
for international agreements on the transport of all 
hazardous materials . 

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) is responsible 
by law for disposal of spent fuel from the nation's 
nuclear power reactors . 

The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEAI is a 
forum for scientific and technical cooperation in the 
nuclear field. Part of the United Nations, the IAEA sets 
global regulations in many areas of the nuclear Industry. 
IAEA's regulations for materials packaging and transport 
serve as a model for the United States and other nations. 

(Left} Transportable spent fuel storage casks sit on a storage pad. tcourr .. ,, Holrtt tntuMri«IMJ 

(Middle/ Spent fuel transport cask arrives at Rancho Seco. tcourtuy;Aro .. 1 

(Right/ Schematic of spent fuel transport cask. /Courtesy; Honec tnrernatronal/ 

(Bottom} Spent fuel transport cask arrives on site. 

Page 1 Photos: 

(Left/ Transportable spent fuel storage system is readied for storage. teourtesr.Art.a/ 

(Right} Empty transportable spent fuel storage system at Prairie Island. /Courtesy· Art .. / 

(Bottom} Transport package is placed mside conveyance vehicle. /Courtesy NAC '"'""'''°,..11 
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The Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
The NRC regulates the nuclear fuel cycle from 
beginning to end. Starting when the uranium is taken 
from the ground. the NRC oversees its processing and 
manufacture into tuel to be used in reactors. The NRC 
also plays a role in ensuring the safe transportation, 
storage, and permanent geologic disposal of used fuel. 

The NRC works to protect public health and safety, the 
environment, and our national security. To keep the 
public's confidence, the NRC aims to do its work openly 
and to be effective. efficient. and realistic. 

Proper handling of nuclear materials helps to protect the 
safety of the public and plant workers. To achieve this 
aim. the NRC works with the DOT and DOE in the United 
States. and with the IAEA internationally. Together. these 
agencies help make sure nuclear materials are packaged 
and transported safely. 

This publication explains the NRC's role In the safe 
packaging and transport of spent nuclear fuel from 
commercial nuclear power plants. The NRC oversees the 
design, manufacture, use and maintenance of containers 
for these radioactive shipments. 

The NRC has thre~ 
main lunctrons: 

i. To set stJndards 
,ind dcvt'lop 
rt'gulat1011s 

2 To 1~.su<' lffen>t'~ 
for nuc fear 
fac1/1t1es Jnd 
nuclear m.Jf('r;Jf'i 

USf'f S 

J To 1115pt•cf 

f,J(l/1(11•s lo 
l'flSIJrt' th.11 NRC 
rt'gulat1ons are 
bl'lfl9 ITlt'/ 
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Radiation 
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What is Spent Fuel? 

Nuclear reactors make electricity and, as a waste product, 
spent fuel. Uranium fuel can power a reactor for a number 
ol years until it needs to be replaced. The used fuel Is then 
known as spent fuel. It must be stored safely until it can be 
shipped offsite. 

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act sets a policy for safe, 
permanent disposal of spent fuel and other high-level 
radioactive wastes. Congress in 1987 selected Yucca 
Mountain in Nevada as the site to be studied for a repository 
deep underground. DOE applied to the NRC in 2008 for a 
permit to construct the repository there. But DOE withdrew 
its application in 2010. The NRC"s role is to assess whether 
the facility would meet NRC regulatory requirements. Other 
policy considerations are up to DOE and Congress. 

All nuclear power reactors move their spent fuel first into 
pools for storage on site. As the amount of spent fuel in 
the pool increases, many reactors are also using dry casks 
for storage. The NRC reviews and approves the designs for 
these systems 

The NRC would also review any proposal for central interim 
storage of spent fuel. Eventually, spent fuel will need to be 
transported to a central storage or disposal facility from 
sites around the country. These shipments would likely be 
made by rail or on public highways. 

Because spent fuel is highly radioactive, people may 
wonder: 

• How does th• NRC protect the public from radiation 
during transport? 

• What is the likelihood one of these shipments will be 
involved In an accident? 

• How well can the shipping containers withstand an 
accident and prevent the release of nuclear materials? 

The NRC addresses these arnd other questions as a part 
of its ongoing efforts to ensure safe transport. As new 
technology and real-world information become available, 
the NRC evaluates that information against its regulations. 
It is important to know that spent fuel has been shipped 
safely within the United States and abroad for more than 
40 years. 
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The Key to Ensuring Safety: 
the Spent Fuel Shipping Container 
Spent fuel is highly radioactive and must be shielded and 
contained to be transported safely. Safe shipment requires a 
large, robust spent fuel container called a cask. 

The NRC regulates the design and construction of these 
casks to ensure the public is protected. Containers used to 
move spent fuel by rail or highway are designed to withstand 
severe accidents. In the U.S. and internationally, these 
designs must pass a series of tests that mimic accident 
forces. The NRC reviews spent fuel containers very carefully 
to ensure they meet the design standards and test conditions 
in the regulations. 

These containers must be able to survive four tests involving 
impact. puncture, fire. and submersion in water. During and 
after the tests, the casks must contain the nuclear material, 
limit radiation doses to acceptable levels, and prevent a 
nuclear chain reaction. 

To protect workers and the public, a cask has walls of steel 
and shielding materials 5 to 15 inches thick and a massive 
lid. Truck containers weigh about 25 tons when loaded with 
one to two tons of spent fuel. Rail containers can weigh as 
much as 150 tons and can carry up to 20 tons of spent fuel. 
The ends of these transportation containers are encased 
in structures called impact limiters. In an accident, these 
impact limiters would crush and absorb the impact forces, 
protecting the package and its contents. 

Spent fuel containers are tightly sealed and provide heavy 
shielding. to protect anyone who might be near the cask 
during transport. 

~ 
~ 

g 

The NRC requires 
spent fuel shipping 
casks to survive four 
tests in sequence: 

1. free-drop Impact, 

2. puncture impact, 

3. fire, and 

'· water immersion. 

Truck carryies 
NAC LWT transport 
package. 
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Cask designers may use several techniques to demonstrate their 
containers are safe. They can use computer analyses, comparisons with 
other designs, component testing, physical testing of a scale model. or 
a combination of these techniques. Most often, they combine analyses 
and physical testing. They meet with technical review staff from the NRC, 
explain their design, and provide supporting documents in an application. 
The NRC evaluates each design, examines the information in depth, and 
performs its own calculations. NRC reviewers are experts in different 
areas of science and engineering. They include structural and materials 
engineers and safety specialists with advanced degrees and many years of 
experience. 

Once the NRC is satisfied that a design meets the requirements, it issues 
a certificate of compliance through a public rulemaking process. This 
certificate describes the approved design (including what materials must 
be used), the authorized contents, and the dimensions of the container. 
Then the containers can be manufactured and used. Manufacturers and 
shippers have programs in place to ensure the containers meet design 
specifications throughout fabrication and transportation. These programs 

are known as quality 
assurance. To ensure 
the casks meet the 
certificates, NRC staff 
inspects both the 
manufacturer and the 
facilities that will use 
them. 

Bundle of But just having a 
certificate does not 
mean a cask can be 
used. Both NRC and 
DOT regulations also 
require a number of 
safety determinations 
before each spent 

Spent Fuel -+Nit• .. 
Assemblies 

Canister 

Storage 
Cask 
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fuel shipment. These 
include checks for leaks 
and tests to ensure 
radiation levels are 
within safe limits. These 
actions are. designed to 
ensure that all aspects 
of every spent fuel 
shipment meet all the 
safety standards. 



A Brief History of Spent Fuel Shipments and Studies 

More than 1,300 spent fuel shipments have been 
completed safely in the United States over the past 
35 years. Four were involved in accidents, but none 
resulted in a release of radioactive material or a 
fa tality due to radiation exposure. 

This experience confirms that the salety system 
is sound. But will this hold true when shipments 
increase to move spent fuel to a future repository 
or a storage facility? 

The NRC looks at the risks associated with spent 
luel transport in a methodical and scientific way. 
Several NRG-sponsored studies over the years have 
focused on the risk related to spent fuel t ransport 
on highways and railroads. The results provide 
additional confidence in the current regulat ions 
to assure the safety of spent fuel transport. 

In a 1977 study1, the NRC found the r isk from transporting 
spent fuel to be low. The study gave the NRC confidence that 
existing regulat ions are adequate to protect the public. 

In separate studies in 19872 and 20003, the NRC looked more 
closely at how shipping containers would perform in accidents. 
Each study used more advanced research methods than in 
the earlier studies. Both of these studies both found the r isk 
posed by spent fuel shipments would be even smaller than 
estimated in 1977. That finding holds true even if the number 
of spent fuel shipments were to increase greatly. 

The latest r isk study, published in January 2014, modeled 
the radiation doses people might receive from spent fuel 
shipments. This study again confirmed that NRC 
regulations for spent fuel t ransport ensure safety of 
the public and the environment. 

The 2014 study' looked at how three NRC-certified 
packages would behave during both normal shipments 
and transportation accidents. The study modeled a variety 
of transport routes using population data from the 
U.S. Census Bureau. It used statistics from actual highway 
and rail accidents and state-of- the-art computer models. 
The study considered doses from normal shipments to 
people living along transportation routes. It also looked at 
doses to occupants of vehicles sharing the route, vehicle 
crews and other workers, and anyone present at a stop. 

NACLWT spent 
fuel transport 
package is moved 
by crane. /Courtur 
NAC lnl.,,,.ti°"'tl 

I. hllp;//pbldupws.nrc. 
gfN/doa/ML '21t/ 
/14Ll219ZA283.pdf 

2. http;//www.nrt.fOV/ 
reading-rm/doc· 
collectionf/nure,._, 
contrectlcr"2t/ 

3. hllp;//pbtldupws.nrr:. 
9fN/tlocl//l4L(J()J4/ 
/14L0036PS3U.pdl 

'" http;//pl»dupws.nrr:. 
9w/doa/lolLl4'J3/ 
/14L1"131A323.pdf 
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The risk assessment found: 

• Doses from routine transport would be less 
than 1/1000 the amount of radiation people 
receive from background sources each year. 

• There is less than a 1 in 1 billion chance 
that radioactive material would be released 
in an accident. 

Spent fuel storage cask moves to 
storage pad. /Courtny: Hott« lotomatHinaU 

• If an accident did release radioactive 
material, the dose to the most affected 
individual would not cause immediate 
harm. 

Rail Cask 

Truck Cask 

In addition to these risk studies, the NRC has looked closely at 
real-world transportation accidents involving fires. The NRC did 
a series of case studies on the most severe accidents to see how 
well an NRC-certified spent fuel package would perform. These 
studies show the current regulations protect the public even in 
the most severe fires. The case studies include the Howard Street 
tunnel chemical fire that burned for five days In Baltimore in 
2001; the 1982 Caldecott tunnel fire and the 2007 MacArthur Maze 
fire. both sparked by gasoline tankers outside Oakland, CA.; and a 
2007 brush fire in the New Hall Pass tunnel outside Los Angeles. 

Additional NRC studies 
identified the conditions 
in an accident that could 
produce a fire severe 
enough to engulf a spent 
fuel transport package. 

On the basis of these 
studies, plus operational 
experience and its own 
reviews. the NRC believes 
spent fuel can continue 
to be shipped safely. The 
evidence shows this will 

Spent fuel containers are specially designed to protect 
the public by withstanding accident conditions without 
releasing their radioactive contents. 

be true even if hundreds of 
shipments are made each 
year. The NRC is continuing 
to track spent fuel shipping, 
including more analyses 
and testing of spent fuel 
casks, to ensure that the 
risks remain low. 
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Understanding the Risks 

Risk is generally understood to be the chance of 
injury, damage or some kind of loss. The spent 
fuel shipment record in the United States has 
been outstanding to date. Many more shipments 
have been successfully completed internationally 
under the same basic safety standards. 

While shipping spent fuel does involve risk, 
NRC studies show this risk is low. As a part of 
its safety effort, the NRC aims to manage the 
hazards to minimize the risk. To evaluate the 
risks, the NRC asks the following three questions 
and then converts the answers into numbers: 

• What can go wrong? 

• How likely Is it to occur? 

• If something goes wrong, what are the 
consequences'? 

The overwhelming majority of spent fuel 
shipments are accident-free. To calculate the 
radiation risks to the public, researchers 
use two scenarios. One involves a 
trip on which an accident occurs; 
the other covers the vast 
majority of journeys that 
do not involve an 
accident. 

Researchers use a four
step process to study 
actual and potential 
accidents and their effects. 

Step 1. Experts determine what 
might happen. 

• They gJther h1s!ori, records 

• Th<"y aha put toqet/Jer clat.i on 
how many spent fuel shipments 
,If'(' l1kl'/:, (>J(h y1•.)1 

• Thl'r· look ,JI rllt' r all' of 
JC(lde•1/s for rail and /11gf1wa.
•;h1p111o·nt~. 

• They look at a !argf' numb•'r of 
.1r(lri1'11ls //JJ/ Mr C11'd1ble 

• Thi•;· .Jl'o look at th.-· 1'ff1·c/'. 
ol cr.ish impact force•-. l1r• "·. 

or punctur1•s on lhl' ·;h1pp111q 
c ont.J1111'1. They pick forcf''> th.it 
.irr more s.:·vNe than t11oc,,-· 
cov1'red by NHC srandardo, 

10CID. 

'36. 

en. ... 
144. 

.... "' i 
617. ;§ 
SSl. .5 

! 
419. ! 
,26, &. e 
362. ~ 

291. 

Z34. 

nu. 

107. 

43. 

Shown is a computer simulation of the response of a cask to a severe fire environment. 
Analyses like this and tests are used by NRC to assure safe transportation of spent fueL 
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Step 2. Engineers use 
complex computer 
programs to est1matf' 
how the parts of il sh1pp1ng 
container might be damaged 
by coll1sions or fires 

• Tiley yathcr dalJ nr1 .r~o~·. 

rnuch -,p1 1 11.' .fu, ,f • ' .I ( h 

cor;tJ1ner will cJr r ~ 

• Th('y ,1n.1lJ'lt' h:H·.,· fht ' _',pent 
furl m1qht r~·.pond 111 a 
~/a'l'fl ty1n~ of ,J ( ( rder.' f 

• T/IC'y r.1/rul.Jtt· r!J,. 
ternJJer.1ture u: tfit· 
rnnt.i1n1'r .11J11 tn1· S/!1'nt 
fuel 1tS1' i'f f1:...,·r 1r)(; .i 

lonq ·ff',' r ~ f:ri · 

This 1n!orn1,1tior: auo~.,·~, 

tinljf{)~•1_ir•, tn (''1f,,'lld!t' rh1· 
size of a por,-·1Jt1d/ leak J:Hi 
hov.' tnuc h rwcl,•,lf rn.Jfl'r 1.)/ 

rn19/1t I'S< Jp1' 

Step 3. Rf'sf'archers match 
accident sCC'nanos from 
Step 1 with the ,inalysf's 
from Step 2. This tells them 
the l1ke/!hood thJt there 
would be severe damagf' to 
th<' containN or its conlf'nls. 

Step 4. A speC1.1/ computer 
program computes a rt5k 
estimate The program 
takes acCtdent probab1/1ty 
estimates, expl'cted 
numbers of sllipmcnts, 
roult' data (like population 
dens1tif's/, weather data Ito 
est1matr> /1ow any release 
might be spread by wind}, 
and rad1olog1cal dose dJta to 
produce a nsk est1matee. 

The Accident Scenario 
NRC studies show that the likelihood of an 
accident is low. Fewer than 1 in 100 accidents 
involving a spent fuel container will be more 
severe than the conditions defined in the design 
standards. However, if a very unlikely chain of 
events occurs, an accident might be severe 
enough to cause a radioactive release. 

To estimate the r isk of these severe accidents, 
researchers use a multi-step approach. They 
use data and their experience with past highway 
and rail accidents involving other hazardous 
materials. Part of this step is to determine what 
kinds of accidents could happen and look at what 
their effects might be. 

Using this method, the chance that an accident 
would be serious enough to lead to a small 
release is about 1 in 1,000. The chance of a large 
release is less than one in 1 billion. 

The Accident-Free Scenario 
For most spent fuel shipments, nothing will go 
wrong and no nuclear material will be released. 
For these shipments, experts calculate the total 
radiation dose that all people along the route 
could receive. They use information on routes 
and local populations to determine how many 
people may be affected and the dose they could 
receive. 

The risk to the public from an accident-free 
journey results from the very low levels of 
radiation that may come through the cask walls. 
A person standing along the highway or railroad 
track might receive a brief exposure that is 
well below regulatory limits. Exposure will vary 
depending upon the speed of the vehicle and 
how far away the person is standing. Doses from 
routine transport would be less than 1/1000 
the amount of radiation people receive from 
background sources each year. 
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The Bottom Line 

The NRC believes that shipments of spent fuel in the United States 
are safe. This belief is based on the NRC's confidence in the shipping 
containers that it certifies and its ongoing research in transportation safety. 

• The NRC ensures that shipping containers are robust by: 

- Defining strict requirements for package design and performance 

- Reviewing designs and independently checking a container·s ability 
to meet accident conditions 

- Doing inspections to ensure casks are built, maintained and used 
properly 

• The NRC also looks at the risks involved In spent fuel shipments. 
The agency: 

- Analyzes spent fuel transport records to fully understand any safety 
issues 

- Evaluates new transportation issues. such as projections for the 
number of shipments, changes in population along some routes, and 
other factors 

- Keeps up with technology as it evolves to refine estimates of current 
and future risk to the public 

There will always be a slight chance that an accident will cause a 
release of nuclear material. But the NRC has found the likelihood of 
such an event and the risk to the public to be extremely low. Even so, 
the NRC will continue to be vigilant about public safety as an essential 
part of its mission. 

Spent Fuel Transport Security 

The NRC also regulates how spent nuclear fuel is protected in transit 
against sabotage or theft. The agency strengthened these rules after 
Sept. 11, 2001. The current rules for the physical protection of spent fuel 
transport Include: 

• Coordinating with law enforcement agencies before the shipment 

• Requiring advance notice to States, Indian tribes, and the NRC 

• Using a communications center and other means to monitor shipments 
while in route 

• Using armed escorts, and 

• Using devices that allow drivers and escorts to shut the vehicle off 
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From: 
To: 
Subj ect: 
Date: 

WTF 

COURET. IYONNE L 
Conley Maureen 
RE: FW: Safety and Spent Fuel Transport rS 
Monday, June 27, 2016 8:37:54 AM 

From: CONLEY, MAUREEN E 

Sent: Friday, June 24, 2016 5:27 PM 

To: RAAUM, DARRIN L <Darrin.Raaum@nrc.gov>; COURET, I VON NE L <lvonne.Couret@nrc.gov>; 

GRASTY, TOJUANA F <Tojuan.a.FortuneGrasty@ nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: FW: Safety and Spent Fuel Transport rS 

Importance: High 

Can we please put the brakes on this?! 

NMSS has identified additional wording changes they would like to make. Will touch base 
on Monday. 

From: RAAUM, DARRIN L 

Sent: Friday, June 24, 2016 1:41 PM 

To: COURET, IVONNE L <Ivonne Couret@orc €Ov> 

Cc: CONLEY, MAUREEN E <Maureen.Conley@orc.gov> 

Subject: RE: FW: Safety and Spent Fuel Transport rS 

Attached is the current version of the Spent Fuel Transport brochure to send to Tojuana 
Fortune Grasty TQjuana.FortuneGrasty@orc.gov. 

Darrin Raaum I Graphic Designe1r Contractor for USNRC 
T 301.415.1492 
OP1 -35 02 

Project 216/RGM LLC 
4350 East-West Highway, Suite 101 
Bethesda, MD 2081 4 

From: Couret, Ivonne 

Sent: Thursday, June 23, 2016 9:10 AM 

To: Raaum, Darrin <Darrin.Raaum@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Conley, Maureen <Maureen Conley@nrc gov> 

Subject: RE: FW: Safety and Spent Fuel Transport Word file 

Thanks for quick response. Ivonne 

From: Raaum, Darrin 

Sent: Thursday, June 23, 2016 6:35 AM 



To: Couret, Ivonne <Ivonne Couret@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Conley, Maureen <Maureen Con ley@nrc gov> 

Subject: RE: FW: Safety and Spent Fuel Transport Word f ile 

Here is the latest. 

Darrin Raaum I Graphic Designe1r Contractor for USNRC 
T 301.415. 1492 
OP1-35 02 

Project 216/RGM LLC 
4350 East-West Highway, Suite 101 
Bethesda, MD 20814 

From: Couret , Ivonne 

Sent: Thursday, June 23, 2016 5:57 AM 

To: Raaum, Darrin <Darrin.Raaum@nrc.gov> 

Subject : Fwd: FW: Safety and Spent Fuel Transport Word file 

Darrin it appears we didn't get the latest up date emailed can you resend. Thanks. Ivonne 

via Mobile phone 

-------- Original Message --------
From: "Conley, Maureen" < Maureen.Conley@nrc.gov> 
Date: Wed, June 22, 2016 5:20 PM -0400 
To: "Couret, Ivonne" < Ivonne.Couret@nrc.gov> 
Subject: FW: Safety and Spent Fuel Transport Word file 

Hey, Ivonne. Sorry this took so long, but I finally dug into my email. I'm waiting on edits 
from Darrin. I met with him June 13 to go over the changes and don't see that he's sent me 
anything since. 

Thanks, 
Maureen 

From: Raaum, Darrin 

Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 3:00 PM 

To: Conley, Maureen <Maureen.Conley@nrc.gov> 

Subject : RE: Safety and Spent Fue l Transport Word file 

Sure. 

Darrin Raaum I Graphic Designer Contractor for USNRC 
T 301.415.1492 
OP1-35 02 

Project 216/RGM LLC 



4350 East-West Highway, Suite 101 
Bethesda, MD 20814 

From: Conley, Maureen 

Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 2:55 PM 

To: Raaum, Darrin <Darr jn.Raaum@orc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Safety and Spent Fuel Transport Word file 

Hi, Darrin. Looks good, but I have a few edits. Is now a good time for me to bring them 
down? 

Maureen 

From: Raaum, Darrin 

Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 11:28 AM 

To: Conley, Maureen <Maureen.Conley@orc gov> 

Subject: RE: Safety and Spent Fuel Transport Word file 

Maureen, 

Attached is the updated brochure. 
Let me know if I missed anything. 

Darrin Raaum I Graphic Designe1r Contractor for USNRC 
T 301.415.1492 
OP1 -35 02 

Project 216/RGM LLC 
4350 East-West Highway, Suite 101 
Bethesda, MD 20814 

From: Conley, Maureen 

Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 8:36 AM 

To: Raaum, Darrin <Darr jn,Raaum@orc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Safety and Spent Fuel Transport Word file 

Perfect, thanks! 

From: Raaum, Darri n 

Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 8:36 AM 

To: Conley, Maureen <Maureen.Conley@nrc.goy> 

Subject: RE: Safety and Spent Fuel Transport Word file 

That works, I'm flexible on time. I'll see you after your meeting, whenever that is. 



Darrin Raaum I Graphic Designeir Contractor for USNRC 
T 301.415.1492 
OP1 -35 02 

Project 216/RGM LLC 
4350 East-West Highway, Suite 101 
Bethesda, MD 20814 

From: Conley, Maureen 

Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 8:32 AM 

To: Raaum, Darrin <Darri n.Raaum@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Safety and Spent Fuel Transport Word file 

No worries. I have a 9:00 meeting this morning that could go to 10:00 or could break up 
earlier. Ok if I come by when it's over? Or if you want a definite time, say 10:30? 

Maureen 

From: Raaum, Darrin 

Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 7:14 AM 

To: Conley, Maureen <Maureen Con ley@orc.goy> 

Subject: RE: Safety and Spent Fuel Transport Word file 

Maureen, 

Sorry I was not able to reply earlier. I was not available on Friday afternoon. 
I am in all day today and tomorrow if you would like to come down. 
Let me know what time works for you. 

Darrin Raaum I Graphic Designe1r Contractor for USNRC 
T 301 .415.1492 
OP1-35 02 

Project 216/RGM LLC 
4350 East-West Highway, Suite 101 
Bethesda, MD 20814 

From: Conley, Maureen 

Sent: Friday, June 10, 2016 1:49 PM 

To: Raaum, Darrin <Darrin,Raaum@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Safety and Spent Fuel Transport Word file 

Hey, Darrin. Are you in today? How late will you be here? I have a meeting at 2:00 but 
could come down after to talk about a few minor tweaks to the report if that works for you. 



Please let me know. Thanks! 
Maureen 

From: Raaum, Darrin 

Sent: Wednesday, June 08, 2016 11:13 AM 

To: Couret, Ivonne <lyoone.Couret @orc.goy> 

Cc: Conley, Maureen <Maureen.Conley@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Safety and Spent Fuel Transport Word file 

Attached is the first draft of the revised Spent Fuel Transport booklet. 

Darrin Raaum I Graphic Designe1r Contractor for USNRC 
T 301.415.1492 
OP1-35 02 

Project 216/RGM LLC 
4350 East-West Highway, Suite 101 
Bethesda, MD 20814 







The Agencies: Who Does What? 

• 
• . . 

Cover Photos: 

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission INRCI is an 
independent agency created by Congress. Its mission is to 
regulate the nation's civilian use of radioact'lve materials 
in a way that protects public health and safe.ty and the 
environment. The NRC regulates commEircial nuclear 
power reactors; research, test, and training reactors; 
nuclear fuel cycle facilities; and medical, academic, 
and industrial uses of nuclear materials. The NRC also 
regulates packaging for the transport, storage, and 
disposal of nuclear materials and waste, and licenses the 
export and import of radioactive materials. 

The U.S. Department of Transportation (DOTI coordinates 
with the NRC to set rules for the packaging of nuclear 
materials. DOT also works with the NRC and affected 
States to regulate their transport. DOT regulates 
carriers, sets standards for routes, and is responsible 
for international agreements on the transport of all 
hazardous materials . 

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) is responsible 
by law for disposal of spent fuel from the nation's 
nuclear power reactors . 

The International Atomic Energy Agency llAEAI is a 
forum for scientific and technical cooperation in the 
nuclear field. Part of the United Nations, the IAEA sets 
global regulations in many areas of the nuclear industry. 
IAEA"s regulations for materials packaging and transport 
serve as a model for the United States and other nations. 

(Left/ Transportable spent fuel storage casks sit on a storage pad. tcour11sy: Hottec 1n11rn111on11J 

(Middle/ Spent fuel transport cask arrives at Rancho Seco. 1cour1esy:Arev11 

(Right) Schematic of spent fuel transport cask. 1Cour1•sy; Hollrc 1n1emation11/ 

(Bottom/ Spent fuel transport cask arrives on site. 

Page 1 Photos: 

(Left/ Empty transportable spent fuel storage system arrives at Prairie Island. tcour1•sr: Areva/ 

(Right/ Transportable spent fuel storage system is readied for storage. tCo•m••Y• Areva/ 

(Bottom} Transport package Is placed inside conveyance vehicle. fCO<lfl•sr: NAC 1n11marion11/ 
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The Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
The NRC regulates the nuclear fuel cycle from beginning to 
end. Starting when the uranium is taken from the ground, 
the NRC oversees its processing and manufacture into fuel 
to be used in reactors. The NRC also plays a role in ensuring 
the safe transportation, storage, and permanent geologic 
disposal of used fuel. 

The NRC works to protect public health and safety, the 
environment, and our national security. To keep the public's 
confidence, the NRC aims to do its work openly and to be 
effective, efficient, and realistic. 

Proper handling of nuclear materials helps to protect the 
safety of the public and plant workers. To achieve this aim, 
the NRC works with the DOT and DOE in the United States, 
and with the IAEA internationally. Together, these agencies 
help make sure nuclear materials are packaged and 
transported safely. 

This publication explains the NRC's role in the safe 
packaging and transport of spent nuclear fuel from 
commercial nuclear power plants. The NRC oversees the 
design, manufacture, use and maintenance of containers 
for these radioactive shipments. However, the NRC does not 
control the timing or destination of spent fuel shipments. 

The NRC has three 
main functions: 

1. To set standards 
and d<'velop 
regulatwns 

2. To issue licenses 
for nuclear 
fac 1l1t1es and 
nuclear materials 
users 

J To inspect 
fac1/1t1es to 
ensure that NRC 
regulations are 
being met 
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Radiation 

About hall of t/H' 

publics average 
annual rad1at1on 
exposure comes 
from natural 
sources. These 
sources 1ncludP 
radon, the human 
body, outer spacr, 
rocks. and soil. This 
natural rad1a/1on 1s 
called background 
and can v<lry greatly 
from place to place 
Nearly all of tf1e 
rest of an average 
person ·s eKposure 
comes from 
med1Cal sources. 
such as x-rays 
and d1agnost1c 
res ts that are 
used in ht'alth 
care Rad1at1on 
that can bl' tr aced 
to rad1oact1vl' 
materi,1/s transport 
makes up a tiny 
fraction of an 
aver age p<'rson s 
over all exposure 
Suc/1 low lev('/S of 
exposure are very 
unlikely lo have ,rny 
b10/091cal effect. 
but tf they did they 
would be too small 
to be detectable. 
The human 
body respond~ 
to rad1al10n in 

the same wJy 
whether 11 comes 
from natur.il or 
manmade sourcrs. 

What is Spent Fuel? 

Nuclear reactors make electricity and, as a waste product, 
spent fuel. Uranium fuel can power a reactor for a number 
of years until it needs to be replaced. The used fuel Is then 
known as spent fuel. It must be stored safely until it can be 
shipped offsite. 

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act sets a policy for safe, 
permanent disposal of spent tuel and other high-level 
radioactive wastes. Congress in 1987 selected Yucca 
Mountain in Nevada as the site to be studied for a repository 
deep underground. DOE applied to the NRC in 2008 for a 
permit to construct the repository there. But DOE withdrew 
its application in 2010. The NRC's role is to assess whether 
the facility would meet NRC regulatory requirements. Other 
policy considerations are up to DOE and Congress. 

All nuclear power reactors move their spent fuel first into 
pools for storage on site. As the amount of spent fuel in 
the pool increases, many reactors are also using dry casks 
for storage. The NRC reviews and approves the designs for 
these systems. 

The NRC would also review any proposal for central interim 
storage of spent fuel. Eventually, spent fuel will need to be 
transported to a central storage or disposal facility from 
sites around the country. These shipments would likely be 
made by rail or on public highways. 

Because spent fuel is highly radioactive, people may 
wonder: 

• How does the NRC protect the public from radiation 
during transport? 

• What is the likelihood one of these shipments will be 
involved in an accident? 

• How well can the shipping containers withstand an 
accident and prevent the release of nuclear materials? 

The NRC addresses these and other questions as a part 
of its ongoing efforts to ensure safe transport. As new 
technology and real-world information become available, 
the NRC evaluates that information against its regulations. 
It is important to know that spent fuel has been shipped 
safely within the United States and abroad for more than 
40 years. 
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The Key to Ensuring Safety: 
the Spent Fuel Shipping Container 
Spent fuel is highly radioactive and must be shielded and 
contained to be transported safely. Safe shipment requires a 
large, robust spent fuel container called a cask. 

The NRC regulates the design and construction of these 
casks to ensure the public is protected. Containers used to 
move spent fuel by rail or highway are designed to withstand 
severe accidents. In the U.S. and internationally, these 
designs must pass a series of tests that mimic accident 
forces. The NRC reviews spent fuel containers very carefully 
to ensure they meet the design standards and test conditions 
in the regulations. 

These containers must be able to survive four tests involving 
impact, puncture, fire, and submersion in water. During and 
after the tests, the casks must contain the nuclear material. 
limit radiation doses to acceptable levels. and prevent a 
nuclear chain reaction. 

To protect workers and the public, a cask has walls of steel 
and shielding materials 5to15 inches thick and a massive 
lid. Truck containers weigh about 25 tons when loaded with 
one to two tons of spent fuel. Rail containers can weigh as 
much as 150 tons and can carry up to 20 tons of spent fuel. 
The ends of these transportation containers are encased 
in structures called impact limiters. In an accident, these 
impact limiters would crush and absorb the impact forces, 
protecting the package and its contents. 

Spent fuel containers are tightly sealed and provide heavy 
shielding to protect anyone who might be near the cask 
during transport. 

~ 
~ 

n 

The NRC requires 
spent fuel shipping 
casks to survive four 
tests in sequence: 

1. free·drop impact, 

2. puncture impact, 

3. fire, and 

4. water immersion. 

Truck carries NAC 
LWT transport 
package. 
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Cask designers may use several techniques t·o demonstrate their 
containers are safe. They can use computer analyses, comparisons with 
other designs, component testing, physical testing of a scale model, or 
a combination of these techniques. Most often, they combine analyses 
and physical testing. They meet with technical review staff from the NRC. 
explain their design, and provide supporting documents in an application. 
The NRC evaluates each design, examines the information in depth, and 
performs its own calculations. NRC reviewers are experts in different 
areas of science and engineering. They include structural and materials 
engineers and safety specialists with advanced degrees and many years of 
experience. 

Once the NRC is satisfied that a design meets the requirements, it issues 
a certificate of compliance through a public rulemaking process. This 
certificate describes the approved design !including what materials must 
be used), the authorized contents, and the dimensions of the container. 
Then the containers can be manufactured and used. Manufacturers and 
shippers have programs in place to ensure the containers meet design 
specifications throughout fabrication and transportation. These programs 

Bundle of 
Spent Fuel -f"-t----
Assemblies 

Canister -~~--
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are known as quality 
assurance. To ensure 
the casks meet the 
certificates, NRC staff 
inspects both the 
manufacturer and the 
facilities that will use 
them. 

But just having a 
certificate does not 
mean a cask can be 
used. Both NRC and 
DOT regulations also 
require a number of 
safety determinations 
before each spent 
fuel shipment. These 
include checks for leaks 
and tests to ensure 
radiation levels are 
within sale limits. These 
actions are designed to 
ensure that all aspects 
of every spent luel 
shipment meet all the 
safety standards. 



A Brief History of Spent Fuel Shipments and Studies 

More than 1,300 spent fuel shipments have been 
completed safely in the United States over the past 
35 years. Four were involved in accidents, but none 
resulted in a release of radioactive material or a 
fatality due to radiation exposure. 

This experience confirms that the safety system 
is sound. But w ill this hold true when shipments 
increase to move spent fuel to a future repository 
or a storage facility? 

The NRC looks at the risks associated with spent 
fuel transport in a methodical and scientific way 
Several NRC-sponsored studies over the years have 
focused on the risk related to spent fuel transport 
on highways and railroads. The results provide 
additional confidence in the current regulations 
to assure the safety of spent fuel transport. 

In a 1977 study1, the NRC found the risk from transporting 
spent fuel to be low. The study gave the NRC confidence that 
existing regulations are adequate to protect the public. 

In separate studies in 198'T2 and 20003, the NRC looked more 
closely at how shipping containers would perform in accidents. 
Each study used more advanced research methods than in 
the earlier studies. Both of these studies both found the risk 
posed by spent fuel shipments would be even smaller than 
estimated in 1977. That finding holds true even if the number 
of spent fuel sh ipments were to increase greatly. 

The latest risk study, published in January 2014, modeled 
the radiation doses people might receive from spent fuel 
shipments. This study again confirmed that NRC 
regulations for spent fuel transport ensure safety of 
the public and the environment. 

The 2014 study' looked at how three NRC-certified 
packages would behave during both normal shipments 
and transportation accidents. The study modeled a variety 
of transport routes using population data from the 
U.S. Census Bureau. It used statistics from actual highway 
and rail accidents and state-of-the-art computer models. 
The study considered doses from normal shipments to 
people living along transportation routes. It also looked at 
doses to occupants of vehicles sharing the route, vehicle 
crews and other wnrkers. and anyone present at a stop. 

NAC LWT spent 
fuel transport 
package is moved 
by crane. /Counesy 
NAC lntom1~on1U 

I. hllp://pbadupws.nrc. 
9ov/doa/HL 111'/ 
HLIZl92A2113.pdf 

2. http://www.nte.9ov/ 
rNdin<rrmldo<· 
coll«~ 
c.onrrkt/cr'829/ 

3. htlpl/pbadupws.nrc. 
QOll/doa/#41.DOW 
HUI034 '8324.pdf 

4. hlfp:/lpbadupwurc. 
9ov/d«l/HL 1'03/ 
HL 141J31A3n.pdf 
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The risk assessment found: 

,.... . 

,t . ". · .. './ ~.~1~ 
• Doses from routine transport would be less 

than 1/1000 the amount of radiation people 
receive from background sources each year. ,, .. , .. 

I i - . . -
• There is less than a 1 in 1 billion chance 

that radioactive material would be released 
in an accident. 

. . - .... ·-
r ~ -

Transportable spent fuel storage cask 
moves to storage pad. 

• If an accident did release radioactive 
material, the dose to the most affected 
individual would not cause immediate 
harm. /Courtesy: Hollac lnfomarlor..il 

Rail Cask 

Truck Cask 

In addition to these r isk studies, the NRC has looked closely at 
real-world transportation accidents involving f ires. The NRC did 
a series of case studies on the most severe accidents to see how 
well an NRG-certified spent fuel package would perform. These 
studies show the current regulations protect the public even in 
the most severe fires. The case studies include the Howard Street 
tunnel chemical fire that burned for f ive days in Baltimore in 
2001 ; the 1982 Caldecott tunnel fire and the 2007 MacArthur Maze 
fire, both sparked by gasol ine tankers outside Oakland, CA.; and a 
2007 brush fire in the New Hall Pass tunnel outside Los Angeles. 

Additional NRC studies 
identified the conditions 
in an accident that could 
produce a fire severe 
enough to engulf a spent 
fuel transport package. 

On the basis of these 
studies, plus operational 
experience and its own 
reviews, the NRC believes 
spent fuel can continue 
to be shipped safely. The 
evidence shows this will 

Spent fuel contatners are specially designed to protect 
the public by withstanding accident conditions without 
releasing their radioactive contents. 

be true even 1f hundreds of 
shipments are made each 
year. The NRC is cont inuing 
to track spent fuel shipping, 
including more analyses 
and testing of spent fuel 
casks, to ensure that the 
risks remain low. 
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Understanding the Risks 

Risk is generally understood to be the chance of 
injury, damage or some kind of loss. The spent 
fuel shipment record in the United States has 
been outstanding to date. Many more shipments 
have been successfully completed internationally 
under the same basic safety standards 

While shipping spent fuel does Involve risk, 
NRC studies show this risk is low. As a part of 
its safety effort, the NRC aims to manage the 
hazards to minimize the risk. To evaluate the 
risks, the NRC asks the following three questions 
and then converts the answers into numbers, 

• What can go wrong? 

• How likely is it to occur? 

• If something goes wrong, what are the 
consequences? 

The overwhelming majority of spent fuel 
shipments are accident- free. To calculate the 
radiation risks to the public, researchers 
use two scenarios. One involves a 
trip on which an accident occurs; 
the other covers the vast 
majority of Journeys that 
do not involve an 
accident. 

Researchers use a four
step process to study 
actual and potential 
accidents and their effects. 

Step 1. Experts determine what 
might happen. 

• They gather h1stonc records. 

• They Jlso put together d.1ta on 
/1ow many spent fuel shipments 
are likely each year. 

• They look at the rate of 
acodcnts for rail and highway 
shipments 

• They look at a large number of 
acCJdcnts that are credible. 

• They also looJ.. at thC! effects 
of crash impact forces. /1rl's. 
or puncturl'S on the shipping 
contJiner. They pick forces that 
are more severe than those 
covered by NRC standards 

11l00, 

m 

m 
IOI. 
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Shown is a computer simulation of the response of a cask to a severe fire environment. 
Analyses like this and tests are used by NRC to assure safe transportation of spent fuel. 
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Step 2. Engineers use 
complex computer 
progrJms to estimate 
how the pilrts of a shipping 
container might be damaged 
by collisions or fires. 

• They gather data on how 
much spent fuel each 
container will carry 

• They analyze how tl1e spent 
fuel might respond in a 
given type of accident. 

• They calculate the 
temperature of the 
container and the spent 
fuel itself during a 
long-term fire 

This informat1or1 allows 
engineers to estimate the 
size of a potent/ill leak and 
how much nucleJr matenal 
might escape. 

Step 3. ReseJrchers match 
accident scenarios from 
Step 1 with the analyses 
from Step 2. This tells them 
the likelihood that there 
would be severe damage to 
the container or its contents. 

Step 4. A special computer 
program computes a risk 
estimate. The program 
takes accident probab1l1ty 
estimates, expected 
numbers of shipments, 
route data /like population 
densities/, weather data (to 
estimate how any release 
might be spread by wind/, 
and radiological dose datiJ to 
produce a risk estimatee. 

The Accident Scenario 
NRC studies show that the likelihood of an 
accident is low. Fewer than 1 in 100 accidents 
involving a spent fuel container will be more 
severe than the conditions defined in the design 
standards. However, if a very unlikely chain of 
events occurs, an accident might be severe 
enough to cause a radioactive release. 

To estimate the risk of these severe accidents, 
researchers use a multi-step approach. They 
use data and their experience with past highway 
and rail accidents involving other hazardous 
materials. Part of this step is to determine what 
kinds of accidents could happen and look at what 
their effects might be. 

Using this method, the chance that an accident 
would be serious enough to lead to a small 
release is about 1 in 1,000. The chance of a large 
release is less than one in 1 billion. 

The Accident- Free Scenario 
For most spent fuel shipments, nothing will go 
wrong and no nucl~ar material will be released. 
For these shipments. experts calculate the total 
radiation dose that all people along the route 
could receive. They use information on routes 
and local populations to determine how many 
people may be affected and the dose they could 
receive. 

The risk to the public from an accident-free 
journey results from the very low levels of 
radiation that may come through the cask walls. 
A person standing along the highway or railroad 
track might receive a brief exposure that is 
well below regulatory limits. Exposure will vary 
depending upon the speed of the vehicle and 
how far away the person is standing. Doses from 
routine transport would be Less than 1/1000 
the amount of radiation people receive from 
background sources each year. 
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The Bottom Line 

The NRC believes that shipments of spent fuel in the United States 
are safe. This belief is based on the NRC's confidence in the shipping 
containers that it certifies and its ongoing research in transportation safety. 

• The NRC ensur es that shipping containers are robust by: 

- Defining strict requirements for package design and performance 

- Reviewing designs and independently checking a container's ability 
to meet accident conditions 

- Doing inspections to ensure casks are built, maintained and used 
properly 

• The NRC also looks at the risks involved In spent fuel shipments. 
The agency: 

- Analyzes spent fuel transport records to fully understand any safety 
issues 

- Evaluates new transportation issues, such as projections for the 
number of shipments. changes in population along some routes. and 
other factors 

- Keeps up with technology as 1t evolves to refine estimates of current 
and future nsk to the public 

There will always be a slight chance that an accident will cause a 
release of nuclear material. But the NRC has found the likelihood of 
such an event and the risk to the public 10 be extremely low Even so. 
the NRC will continue to be vigilant about public safety as an essential 
part of its mission. 

Spent Fuel Transpor t Security 

The NRC also regulates how spent nuclear fuel 1s protected tn transit 
against sabotage or theft. The agency strengthened these rules after 
Sept. 11, 2001 . The current rules for the physical protection of spent fuel 
transport include· 

• Coordinating with law enforcement agencies before the shipment 

• Requiring advance notice to States, Indian tribes, and the NRC 

• Using a communications center and other means to monitor shipments 
while in route 

• Using armed escorts, and 

• Using devices that allow drivers and escorts to shut the vehicle off 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Couret. !yoooe 
Conley Maureen 
RE: Files Attached: NUREG Text · Spent Fuel Transport brochure 
Friday, December 18, 2015 10:18:47 AM 

You can print out and mark it ... since it is a NUREG so we would loose the battle on that. .. not a 
backgrounder or PRelease. 

-------- Original Message --------
From: "Conley, Maureen" <Maureen.Conley@nrc.gov> 
Date: Fri, December 18, 2015 9:27 AM -0500 
To: "Couret, Ivonne" <Ivonne.Couret@nrc.gov> 
Subject: RE: Files Attached: NUREG Text - Spent Fuel Transport brochure 

Hey, Ivonne. What's the process for resolving these comments? Should I print out the 
summary of comments and somehow note the ones I want to accept, or is there a file 
somewhere I should work in directly? 

Also - I may need to talk with Holly about this, but there are a number of suggested 
changes that are based on GPO style and go against OPA style. Who wins? 

Thanks, 
Maureen 

From: Couret, Ivonne 

Sent: Thursday, December 10, 2015 11:17 AM 

To: Conley, Maureen <Maureen.Conley@nrc.gov> 

Subject: FW: Files Attached: NUREG Text - Spent Fuel Transport brochure 

Here is attachment with comments. Ivonne 

From: QTE Resource 

Sent: Wednesday, December 09, 2015 12:25 PM 

To: Couret, Ivonne <lyonne.Couret@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Files Attached: NUREG Text - Spent Fuel Transport brochure 

Ivonne, 

Attached are the files for the spent fuel transport NUREG. 

Regards, 
Caroline 

From: Couret, Ivonne 
Sent: Wednesday, December 09, 2015 10:06 AM 
To: QTE Resource 
Subject: RE: Files Attached: NUREG Text - Spent Fuel Transport brochure 



Caroline, 
You sent the comments for a different document, the PAR. Please send item for Spent 
Fuel Transport. Ivonne 

From: QTE Resource 

Sent: Tuesday, December 08, 2015 10:02 PM 
To: Couret, Ivonne <lvonne.Couret@nrc.gov> 

Cc: QTE Resource <OTE.Resource@nrqov> 

Subject: Files Attached: NUREG Text - Spent Fuel Transport brochure 

Ivonne, 

Attached is the pdf with editing comments. As usual, the comments are color coded: 

Yellow: mechanical comments that can be accepted without review 
Pink: comments that require author disposition 
Red: comments that should be addressed before publishing 

Also attached is the summary of comments file. 

Please let us know if you have any questions, comments, or feedback. 

Regards, 
Caroline 

From: Couret, Ivonne 
Sent: Monday, November 30, 2015 2:57 PM 
To: QTE Resource 
Subject: Please review Updated NUREG Text - Spent Fuel Transport brochure 
Importance: High 

From: Raaum, Darrin 

Sent: Monday, November 30, 2015 10:06 AM 

To: Couret, Ivonne <lvonne.Couret@nrc.gov> 

Subject: Rl Spent Fuel Transport brochure 

Ivonne, 

Attached is the first draft of the Spent Fuel Transport brochure. 
The first two pages are cover concepts. 
Let me know if you have any changes I corrections. 

Darrin Raaum I Graphic Designer Contractor for USNRC 
T 301.415.1492 
OP1 -35 02 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Thank you. 

Pstra k. Dayjd 
Conley Maureen 
RE: In case you missed it 
Monday, September 12, 2016 9:17:28 AM 

Mr. Halstead continues to push for full-scale testing of packages. He had similar comments 
related to the DSFM Fire Study Compendium (NUREG/CR-7209). 

D. 

From: Conley, Maureen 

Sent: Monday, September 12, 2016 8:53 AM 

To: Pstrak, David <David.Pstrak@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: In case you missed it 

Hi, David. It is publicly available now. Here's a link: 

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/brochures/br0292/ 

Thanks for sharing that Pahrump Valley Times story. I had seen it, and in fact 
communicated with the reporter last week because two of us responded to her emails and 
her initial story said she didn't hear back from us. She's since changed that. 

Cheers, 
Maureen 

From: Pstrak, David 

Sent: Monday, September 12, 2016 8:00 AM 

To: Conley, Maureen <Maureen.Con ley@nrqrnv> 

Subject: In case you missed it 

Maureen - I had a question from DOE related to the updated NUREG/BR-0292. 

Specifically, they want to know when this document will be publicly available. 

While I believe that it is already, I wanted to ensure I provide an accurate response. Please 
advise. 

Also, in case you missed it, here is an article that appeared in the Pahrump Valley Times 
related to this updated brochure. Select the first link for details. 

Thanks -

David 

NEWS 



Nevada Opponents Of Yucca Project Criticize NRC Brochure Update. 

The Pahrump (NVl Valley Times (917, Soko\ova, 24K) reports that some Nevada officials and 
Yucca opponents are concerned at an NRC update to a "brochme on the safety of spent fuel 
transportation" because they fear it could "encourage new public relations efforts by the nuclear 
industry and proponents of the Yucca Mountain repository." The NRC publication titled, "The safety 
of spent fuel transportation" has drawn the ire of Nevada Agency for Nuclear Projects Director 
Robert Halstead, who "said Nevada staff and contractors are preparing a commentary on the 
publication focusing on several points." Among the points, Halstead contends that the new brochure 
"continues to misrepresent N RC cask accident pe1formance criteria and the lack of full -scale cask 
testing requirements." It also "continues to misrepresent the most recent NRC transportation risk 
repo1ts and does not address the consequences of successful terrorism and sabotage events." More 
news at http://www.bulletinintclli~encc.com/nrc/ 



From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Sayerot. Pjerre 
Conley Maureen 
RE: Pictures of Transportation Casks 
Thursday, January 21, 2016 9:31 :21 AM 

You wil l have as many as you need ..... ! ______ ~_~(I) _____ _ 

Even pictures of fresh fuel transport packages (even if th is N UREG is on spent fuel transport) such as 

Coe 9217 ANF-250 

Coe 9248 SPl, SP2, SP3 

Coe 9301 TNF-XI 

Coe 9319 MAP 12/MAP 13 

The pictures were taken at AREVA lnc.'s fuel processing faci l ity, Horn Rapid Road, in Richland, WA. 

You wil l decide ! ! 

From: Conley, Maureen 
Sent: Thursday, January 21, 2016 9:20 AM 
To: Saverot, Pierre 
Subject: RE: Pictures of Transportation Casks 

Awesome, thank you! 

From: Saverot, Pierre 

Sent: Wednesday, January 20, 2016 4:07 PM 

(')(I) 

To: Conley, Maureen <Maureen Conley@nrc gov> 

Subject: RE: Pictures of Transportation Casks 

I w ill email you TN cask pictures by the end of the day tomorrow. Holtec casks soon after, TN first... 

Pierre 

From: Conley, Maureen 
Sent: Wednesday, January 20, 2016 11 :39 AM 
To: Saverot, Pierre 
Subject: RE: Pictures of Transportation Casks 

Thank you, Pierre! 

From: Saverot, Pierre 

Sent: Wednesday, January 20, 2016 11:09 AM 

To: Sampson, Michele <Michele.Sampson@orc.goy>; White, Bernard <Bernard.Whjte@nrc.goy> 

Cc: Conley, Maureen <Maureen.Conley@nrc.gov> 



Subject: RE: Pictures of Transportation Casks 

Michele, 

I am on it. No worry. It w ill be done and I am asking both AREVA TN and Holtec. 

Pierre 

From: Sampson, Michele 
Sent: Wednesday, January 20, 2016 11 :07 AM 
To: White, Bernard; Saverot, Pierre 
Cc: Conley, Maureen 
Subject: Pictures of Transportation Casks 

Bernie and Pierre, 
Maureen is working on an update to NUREG/BR-0292. Because there is not any current 
large-scale commercial sp·ent fuel shipping in the US, there are not a lot of transport 
package pictures. Would you reach out to your vendors, NAC, Holtec and AREVA-TN to 
see if they have any pictur·es of their current transportation package designs that they 
would voluntarily provide for us to consider using in the brochure update. If they could 
identify which package it is and where the picture was taken (i.e. , photograph of NAC-LWT 
taken at public meeting in Virginia; or empty HI-STAR storage and transportation package 
being transported to a utility for storage). I don't think we need super-precise details, but 
we need to be able to identify what the picture is and roughly how it is being used in the 
picture. 

Please send Maureen whatever you get or let her know if the vendor doesn't have 
anything. You should also let the vendors know that we are asking all three - I don't want 
anyone to think they have an exclusive deal. 

Thanks, 
Michele Sampson 
Division of Spent Fuel Management 
301-415-7493 



From : 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Dat e: 

Whjte. Bernard 
Sampson Michele 
Conley Maureen: Sayerot. Pierre 
RE: Pictures of Transportation Casks 
Wednesday, January 20, 2016 12: 15:01 PM 

I will give NAC a call shortly 

Bernie White 
Senior Project Manager 
Division of Spent Fuel Management 
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards 
(301) 415-6577 

From: Saverot , Pierre 

Sent: Wednesday, January 20, 2016 11:09 AM 

To: Sampson, M ichele <Michele.Sampson@nrc.gov>; Wh ite, Bernard <Berna rd .White@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Conley, Maureen <Maureen.Conley@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Pictures of Transportation Casks 

Michele, 

I am on it. No worry. It w ill be done and I am asking both AREVA TN and Holtec. 

Pierre 

From: Sampson, Michele 
Sent: Wednesday, January 20, 2016 11 :07 AM 
To: White, Bernard; Saverot, Pierre 
Cc: Conley, Maureen 
Subject: Pictures of Transportation Casks 

Bernie and Pierre, 
Maureen is working on an update to NUREG/BR-0292. Because there is not any current 
large-scale commercial sp·ent fuel shipping in the US, there are not a lot of transport 
package pictures. Would you reach out to your vendors, NAC, Holtec and AREVA-TN to 
see if they have any pictures of their current transportation package designs that they 
would voluntarily provide for us to consider using in the brochure update. If they could 
identify which package it is and where the picture was taken (i.e., photograph of NAC-LWT 
taken at public meeting in Virginia; or empty HI-STAR storage and transportation package 
being transported to a utility for storage). I don't think we need super-precise details, but 
we need to be able to identify what the picture is and roughly how it is being used in the 
picture. 

Please send Maureen whatever you get or let her know if the vendor doesn't have 
anything. You should also let the vendors know that we are asking all three - I don't want 
anyone to think they have an exclusive deal. 

Thanks, 
Michele Sampson 



Division of Spent Fuel Management 
301 -415-7 493 



From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Conley. Maureen 
White Bernard 
RE: Pictures of Transportation Casks 
Friday, February 05, 2016 1 :06:00 PM 

Hey, Bernie. We would gladly take anything they can give us. (You might let them know 
that we received a couple dozen photos from Areva - generate a little healthy competition!) 

Thanks, 
Maureen 

From: White, Bernard 

Sent: Friday, February 05, 2016 12:03 PM 

To: Conley, Maureen <Maureen.Conley@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Pictures of Transportation Casks 

Maureen, 

I talked with NAC regarding this effort and they didn't have any new pictures of a 
transportation package to provide. If you would like an older one to put into the brochure, 
just let me know. 

Bernie White 
Senior Project Manager 
Division of Spent Fuel Management 
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards 
(301) 415-6577 

From: Sampson, Michele 
Sent: Wednesday, January 20, 201 6 11 :07 AM 
To: White, Bernard; Saverot, Pierre 
Cc: Conley, Maureen 
Subject: Pictures of Transportation Casks 

Bernie and Pierre, 
Maureen is working on an update to NUREG/BR-0292. Because there is not any current 
large-scale commercial spent fuel shipping in the US, there are not a lot of transport 
package pictures. Would you reach out to your vendors, NAC, Holtec and AREVA-TN to 
see if they have any pictur,es of their current transportation package designs that they 
would voluntarily provide for us to consider using in the brochure update. If they could 
identify which package it is and where the picture was taken (i.e., photograph of NAC-LWT 
taken at public meeting in Virginia; or empty HI-STAR storage and transportation package 
being transported to a utility for storage). I don't think we need super-precise details, but 
we need to be able to identify what the picture is and roughly how it is being used in the 
picture. 

Please send Maureen whatever you get or let her know if the vendor doesn't have 
anything. You should also let the vendors know that we are asking all three - I don't want 
anyone to think they have an exclusive deal. 



Thanks, 
Michele Sampson 
Division of Spent Fuel Management 
301-415-7493 



From: 
To: 
Subj ect: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Whjte. Bernard 
Conley Maureen 
RE: Query: do you know what the package is in the bottom of this page? 
Monday, August 08, 2016 1 :37:30 PM 
image001.png 
image0.02.ong 

I love reading Agatha Christie. One of the few authors I have ever reread. If you haven't 
seen the TV shows with David Suchet, they are fantastic. He makes a great Poriot 

Bernie White 
Senior Project Manager 
Division of Spent Fuel Management 
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards 
(301) 415-6577 

From: Conley, Maureen 

Sent: Monday, August 08, 2016 1:36 PM 

To: White, Bernard <Bernard.White@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Query: do you know what the package is in the bottom of t his page? 

Details details (I'd actually forgotten that, it's been a I on g time since I've read any Agatha 
Christie ... ) 

From: White, Bernard 

Sent: Monday, August 08, 2016 1:35 PM 

To: Conley, Maureen <Maureen.Conley@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Query: do you know what the package is in the bottom of t his page? 

Except for Hercule is Belgian .... 

Bernie White 
Senior Project Manager 
Division of Spent Fuel Management 
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards 
(301) 415-6577 

From: Conley, Maureen 

Sent: Monday, August 08, 2016 1:34 PM 

To: White, Bernard <Bernard Whjte@nrc gov> 

Subject: RE: Query: do you know what the package is in the bottom of t his page? 

Awesome sleuthing! 

We may have to rename him Pierre Poirot. 

From: White, Bernard 

Sent: Monday, August 08, 2016 1:31 PM 



To: Conley, Maureen <Maureen Conley@orc gov> 

Subject: FW: Query: do you know what the package is in the bottom of this page? 

Maureen, 

Pierre Saverot gets the credit. He has your answer below. It isn't a package we have ever 
approved in the US, or at least not in the past 25 years. 

Bernie White 
Senior Project Manager 
Division of Spent Fuel Management 
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards 
(301) 415-6577 

From: Saverot, Pierre 

Sent: Monday, August 08, 2016 12:55 PM 

To: White, Bernard <Bernard.White@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Query: do you know what the package is in the bottom of t his page? 

Dear Dr. Watson, 

The clue is in the figure! 

Tons is written as Tonnes. 

This is an English cask (flask), the Excellox .... are used for importing irradiated fuel from Japan via 

Barrow-in-Furness docks; UK 



This particu lar flask was photographed near Sel lafield power station in Cumbria, England, after its 

arrival with a consignment of irradiated nuclear fuel from Japan. 

Always at your service!I 
fO)(S} 

Pierre 

From: White, Bernard 

Sent: Friday, August 05, 2016 2:59 PM 

To: Saverot, Pierre <Pierre Sayerot@orc gov> 

Subject: Query: do you know what t he package is in the bottom of this page? 

I don't recognize it and cannot read what is written on it. My initial thought is that it might 
be an AREVA package since it has 2.2 tonnes written on it. 

Any thoughts? 

Bernie White 
Senior Project Manager 
Division of Spent Fuel Management 
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards 
(301) 41 5-6577 

I 
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From : 

To: 

Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Lombard. Mark 

Conley Maureen 

Hsja Anthony 
RE: Re: FW: Question from the media 

Thursday, September 08, 2016 9:59:02 PM 

Good reply Ms. Conley 

-------- Original Message --------
From: "Conley, Maureen" <Maureen.Conley@nrc.gov> 
Date: Thu, September 08, 2016 2:47 PM -0500 
To: Daria Sokolova <dsokolova@pvtimes.com> 
Subject: RE: Re: FW: Question from the media 

Thanks Daria. We appreciate the opportunity to respond to your questions and the 
correction to the story. I don't think we can address Bob Halstead's comments because I 
can't tell what exactly he is referring to. He says we misrepresent our material but is not 
specific about what he thinks is wrong. 

On the first two questions - As you alluded to in your story, the old brochure was published 
in 2003. Since that time the NRC has done quite a bit of work that further refines our 
understanding of how spent fuel casks would perform in real-world accidents, including in 
severe fires. As the brochure notes, the most recent risk assessment was completed in 
2014. We will continue this work and update our publications as appropriate to reflect the 
most recent information. 

The purpose of the brochure is to provide information to the members of the public who 
may have questions about spent fuel transportation safety. I'm not sure how an NRC 
brochure could impact Yucca Mountain. 

I hope this helps. Please let me know if you need anything further. 

Regards, 

Maureen Conley 

NRC Office of Public Affairs 

301-415-8200 

From: Daria Sokolova (mailto:dsokolova@pvtimes.com] 

Sent: Thursday, September 08, 2016 3:21 PM 

To: Conley, Maureen <Maureen.Conley@nrc.gov> 

Subject: (External_Sender] Re: FW: Question from the medi.:i 

Hi Maureen, 

I apologize for the situation. We will take the last line out of the article. Here are my questions 
for you: 

1. Why did you dec ide to update this brochure? 



2. Will this update affect the situation with Yucca Mountain, and if so, how? 

3. Do you think the state of Nevada's concerns in this case are justified? 

On Thu, Sep 8, 2016 at 12: 10 PM, Conley, Maureen <Maureen.Conley@nrc.gov> wrote: 

From: Conley, Maureen 

Sent: Tuesday, September 06, 2016 9:41 AM 

To: Rubenstone, James <James.Rubenstone@nrc gov>; Daria Sokolova 

<dsokolova@pvtimes com> 

Cc: Pineda, Chr ist ine <Christine.Pineda@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Quest ion from t he media 

Hi, Daria. I think you may be referring to the brochure we recently updated. It you let me 
know what you need, I can try answer any questions you have, or find people here who 
can. 

Regards, 

M aureen Conley 

NRC Office of Public Affairs 

301-415-8200 

From: Rubenstone, James 

Sent: Tuesday, September 06, 2016 9:25 AM 

To: Daria Sokolova <dsoko~ova@pvti mes.com> 

Cc: Pineda, Christine <Christine.Pjneda@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Quest ion from t he media 

Hi Daria, 

Thanks tor the inquiry. There are others at NRC who are better informed than me to 
answer questions about spent fuel transportation safety. I'm passing your email over to 
our Office of Public Affairs, who should be able to help you out. 

Jim 

From: Daria Sokolova [mailto:dsokolova@pvtimescom] 

Sent: Monday, September 05, 2016 3:49 PM 

To: Rubenstone, James <James Rubenstone@nrc gov> 

Cc: Pineda, Christine <Christine Pineda@nrc gov> 

Subject: [External_Sender] Quest ion from t he media 

Hi James, 



This is Daria from the Pahrump Valley Times. l recently saw your updated document on the 
safety of spent fuel transportation and was wondering .if I could ask you a couple of 
questions. 

Thanks 

Daria Sokolova 
Pahrump Valley Times reporter 

1570 E. Hwy. 372 Pahrump, NV 89048 
office: 775-727-5102. ext. 39 cellJ.---"x_'l __ 

on Twitter: DariaSokolovaZZ 

Daria Sokolova 
Pahrump Valley Times reporter 

1570 E. Hwy. 372 Pahr11mp, NV f 048 
office: 775-727-5102, ext. 39 cell: <0)(1) 

on Twitter: DariaSokolova77 



From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Conley Maureen 
Pstra k David 
Sjlya patrjcja; Hsia Anthony 
RE: Revised NUREG/BR-0292 
Wednesday, August 31, 2016 3:31 :00 PM 

Hi, David. Thanks, and thank you for your help in getting this brochure updated. 

suggested changes in mind for the next revision. (1>)(5) Don't 
know if you need/want to feed any of this back but my exp anat1on is below in re 
one. 

Maureen 

From: Pstrak, David 

Sent: Wednesday, August 31, 2016 1:50 PM 

To: Conley, Maureen <Maureen.Conley@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Silva, Patricia <Patricia.Silva@nrc.gov>; Hsia, Anthony <Anthony.Hsia@nrc.gov> 

Subject: Revised NUREG/BR-0292 

Maureen - congratulations for getting this brochure completed and across the goal line. 

I took the opportunity to open the link to NUREG/BR-0292 Rev 1 in the NRC email that was 
provided late yesterday. I also forwarded the .pdf to several stakeholders whom I routinely 
interact- at the US DOE, US DOT, State Regional Groups, and the Tribal Caucus. 

While I did not request such input, I received the following comments from a DOE staff 
member. If there is the possibility of considering some of these changes to the new 
revision of this brochure, I am happy to help revamp some of the language, based on these 
comments. 

In a related comment, this DOE staff member also asked me if they could include a link to 
NUREG/BR-0292 in their similar DOE publication on spent fuel transport, which is under 
development. If you agree, I will reply that they can provide a link to our NUREG, but only 
after we consider the comments (see below) that they have provided. 

Thank you -

David 
415-7053 

Comments from DOE staff: 
I do have just a few areas of suggestion for improvement of their site, especially since we may want 

to feature it: 

Page 2:1 

We do have those images in several other public products that discuss spent fuel storage. 



There is no room on the page for anything to be added. 

Page 3,I 

This is a standard NRC graphic that has been used in many other publications for some 
time. We will consider this suaaestion in our next revision. 
P;::iai::> '.:!· I (b){5) 

(b)(5) 

This is not a LLRW truck. As the caption states, it carries the NAC LWT (spent fuel) 
transport package. The photo on p. 1 shows the package inside the vehicle. 

Pa12e 3:1 (b)(5) 

This language appears on p. 8 in a section clearly headed "The Accident-Free Scenario." 
The section above ("The Accident Scenario") addresses accidents and provides a context 
for the term "most." 

We have a number of other products that go into detailed explanations about what is meant 
by background radiation. There is very little room on th is page to add these additional 
words or provide a comparison, however we will consider this suggestion in our next 
revision. 

I 

I 





The Agenci.es: Who Does What? 

• 

• 
Cover Photos: 

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission f NRC) is an 
independent agency that was created by Congress. 
Its mission is to regulate the nation's civilian use of 
radioactive materials in a way that protects public health 
and safety and the environment. The NRC regulates 
commercial nuclear power reactors; research, test, and 
training reactors; nuclear fuel cycle facilities; and medical, 
academic, and industrial uses of nuclear mater ials. The 
NRC also regulates packaging for the transport. storage, 
and disposal of nuclear materials and waste. And it 
licenses the export and import of radioactive materials . 

The U.S. Department of Transportation (DOTI coordinates 
with the NRC to set rules for the packaging of nuclear 
materials. DOT also works with the NRC and affected 
States to regulate their transport. DOT regulates 
carriers. sets standards for routes, and 1s responsible 
for international agreements on the transport of all 
hazardous materials. 

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) is responsible 
by law for disposal of spent fuel from the nation's 
nuclear power reactors . 

The International Atomic Energy Agency llAEAl is a forum 
tor scientific and technical cooperation in the nuclear 
field. Part of the United Nations, the IAEA sets global 
regulat ions in many areas of the nuclear industry. IAEA's 
regulations for materials packaging and transport serve 
as a model for the United States and other nations. 

(Left} Transportable spent fuel stor•ge asks on storage pad. lc-tu,: 11o1i.c 1nrtma1IOMIJ 

(Middle} Spent fuel transport usk arriving at Rancho Seco. IC<M1t1ff11 Arni/ 

(Right} SpMt fuel lransport cask on truck. 

(Bottom} Spent fuel transport cask on train. 

Page 1 Photos: 

(Left} Spent fuel transport package inside conveyance vehicle. /Cowfnr. HAC 1nrtrn.11oMU 

(Right} Transportable spent fuel storage systems readied for storage. /Co<lrlffr. HACANM/ 

(Bottom} NRC Heifdquarters in Rockville HD. 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 



The Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
The NRC regulates the nuclear fuel cycle from 
beginning to end. Starting when the uranium is taken 
from the ground. the NRC oversees its processing and 
manufacture into fuel to be used in reactors. The NRC 
also plays a role in ensuring the safe transportation, 
storage. and permanent geologic disposal of used fuel. 

The NRC works to protect public health and safety, the 
environment, and our national security. To keep the 
public·s confidence, the NRC aims to do its work openly 
and to be effective, efficient, and realistic. 

Proper handling of nuclear materials will help to protect 
the safety of the public and plant workers. To achieve 
this aim, the NRG works with the DOT and DOE in the 
United States, and with the IAEA internationally. Together, 
these agencies help to make sure nuclear materials are 
packaged and transported safely. 

This brochure explains the NRc·s role in the safe 
packaging and transport of spent nuclear fuel from 
commercial nuclear power plants. The NRG oversees the 
design. manufacture, use and maintenance of containers 
for these radioactive shipments. 

Safety of Spent Fuel Transportation -1 
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What is Spent Fuel? 

Nuclear reactors make electricity and, as a waste 
product, spent fuel. Uranium fuel can power a reactor for 
a number of years until it needs to be replaced. The used 
fuel is then known as spent fuel. It must be stored safely 
until it can be shipped offslte. 

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act sets a policy for safe. 
permanent disposal of spent fuel and other high- level 
radioactive wastes. Congress in 1987 selected Yucca 
Mountain in Nevada as the site to be studied for a 
repository deep underground. DOE applied to the NRC in 
2008 for a permit to construct the repository there. But 
DOE withdrew its application in 2010. The NRc·s role is to 
assess whether the facility would meet NRC regulatory 
requirements. Other policy considerations are up to DOE 
and Congress. 

It will be some time before a repository is available. All 
nuclear power reactors move their spent fuel first into 
pools for storage on site. As the amount of spent fuel 
in the pool increases, many reactors are also using dry 
casks for storage. The NRC reviews and approves the 
designs for these systems. 

Once a central location for storage or disposal is 
approved, spent fuel will need to be transported there 
from sites around the country. These shipments would 
likely be made by rail or on public highways. 

Because spent fuel is highly radioactive, people may 
wonder: 

• How does the NRC protect the public from radiation 
during transport? 

•What is the likelihood one of these shipments will be 
involved in an accident? 

• How well can the shipping containers withstand an 
accident and prevent the release of nuclear materials? 

The NRC addresses these and other questions as a part 
of its ongoing efforts to ensure safe transport. As new 
technology and real-world information become available, 
the NRC evaluates its regulations. It is important to know 
that spent fuel has been shipped safely within the United 
States and abroad for more than 40 years. 

2 - U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 



The Key to Ensuring Safety: 
the Spent Fuel Shipping Container 
In the U.S. and internationally, these designs must pass a 
series of tests that mimic accident forces. The NRC reviews 
spent fuel containers very carefully to ensure they meet the 
design standards and test conditions in the regulations. 

These containers must be able to survive four tests 
involving impact. puncture, fire, and submersion in water. 
During and after the tests, the casks must contain the 
nuclear material, limit radiation doses to acceptable levels, 
and prevent a nuclear chain reaction. 

To protect workers and the public, a cask has walls of steel 
and shielding materials 5 to 15 inches thick and a massive 
lid. Truck containers weigh about 25 tons when loaded with 
one to two tons of spent fuel. Rail containers can weigh as 
much as 150 tons and can carry up to 20 tons of spent fuel. 
The ends of these transportation containers are encased 
in structures called impact limiters. In an accident, these 
impact limiters would crush and absorb the impact forces, 
protecting the package and its contents. 

Spent fuel containers are tightly sealed and provide heavy 
shielding. But it Is not possible to shield all the radiation. 
The containers must have enough shielding to protect 
anyone who might be near the cask during transport. 

Cask designers may use several techniques to demonstrate 
their containers are safe. They can use computer analyses, 
comparisons with other designs, component testing, 
physical testing of a scale model, or a combination of these 
techniques. Most often, they combine analyses and physical 
testing. They meet with technical review staff from the NRC, 
explain their design, and provide supporting documents in 
an application. The NRC evaluates each design, examines 
the information in depth, and performs its own calculations. 
NRC reviewers are experts in different areas of science 
and engineering. They Include structural and materials 
engineers and safety specialists with advanced degrees and 
many years of experience. 

Once the NRC is satisfied that a design meets the 
requirements, it issues a certificate of compliance through 
a public rulemaking process. This certificate describes 
the approved design !including what materials must be 
usedl, the authorized contents, and the dimensions of 
the container. Then the containers can be manufactured 

Mlj, 
~ 

The NRC requires 
spent fuel shipping 
casks to survive four 
tests In sequence: 

1. free-drop Impact, 
2. puncture impact, 

3. fire, and 

'· water immersion. 
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and used. Manufacturers and shippers have programs in place to ensure 
the containers meet design specifications throughout fabrication and 
transportation. These programs are known as quality assurance. To ensure 
the casks meet the certificates. NRC staff inspects both the manufacturer 
and the facilities that will use them. 

But just having a certificate does not mean a cask can be used. Both NRC 
and DOT regulations also require a number of safety determinations before 
each spent fuel shipment. These include checks for leaks and tests to ensure 
radiation levels are within safe limits. These actions are designed to ensure 
that all aspects of every spent fuel shipment meet all the safety standards. 

Cask designers may use several techniques to demonstrate their containers 
are safe. They can use computer analyses. comparisons with other designs. 
component testing, and physical testing of a scale model or a combination 
of these techniques. Most often. they combine analyses and physical testing. 
They meet with technical review staff from the NRC. explain their design 
and provide supporting documents in an application. The NRC evaluates 
each design, examines the information in depth, and performs its own 
calculat ions. NRC reviewers are experts in different areas of science and 
engineering. They include structural and materials engineers and safety 
specialists with advanced degrees and many years of experience. 

Once the NRC is satisfied that a design meets the requirements. it issues 
a Certificate of Compliance through a public rulemaking process. This 
certificate describes the approved design. including what materials must 
be used. the authorized contents, and the dimensions of the container. Then 

the containers can be manufactured 
and used. Manufacturers and 
shipper s have programs in place to 
ensure the containers meet design 
specifications throughout fabrication 
and transportation. These programs are 
known as quality assurance. To ensure 
the casks meet the certificates. NRC 
staff inspects both the manufacturer 
and the facilities that will use them. 

But just having a ce11ficate does not 
mean a cask can be used. Both NRC 

Storage 
Cask---t1 

and DOT regulations also require a 
number of safety determinations before 
each spent fuel shipment. These include 
checks for leaks and tests to ensure 
radiation levels are within safe limits. 
These actions are designed to ensure 
that all aspects of every spent fuel 
shipment meet all the safety standards. 

Canister 
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A Brief History of Spent Fuel Shipments and Studies 

More than 1,300 spent fuel shipments have been 
completed safely in the United States over the past 
35 years. Four were involved in accidents. But none 
of the shipments resulted in a release of radioactive 
material or a fatality due to radiation exposure. 

This experience confirms that the safety system 
is sound. But will this hold true when shipments 
increase to move spent fuel to a future repository 
or a storage facility? 

The NRC looks at the risks associated with spent 
fuel t ransport 1n a methodical and scientific way. 
Several NRG-sponsored studies over the years have 
focused on the risk related to spent fuel t ransport 
on highways and railroads. The results provide 
additional confidence in the current regulations 
to assure the safety of spent fuel t ransport. 

In a 1977 study'. the NRC found the risk from transporting 
spent fuel to be low. The study gave the NRC confidence that 
existing regulations are adequate to protect the public. 

In separate stud ies in 19871 and 20001, the NRC looked more 
closely how shipping containers would perform in accidents. 
Each study used more advanced research methods than 
in the earlier studies. These studies both found the risk 
posed by spent fuel shipments would be even smaller than 
estimated in 1977. That finding holds true even if the 
number of spent fuel shipments were to increase greatly. 

The latest risk study, published an January 2014, modeled 
the rad1at1on doses people might receive from spent fuel 
shipments. This study again confirmed that NRC 
regulations for spent fuel transport ensure safety of 
the public and the environment. 

The 2014 study' looked at how three NRG-certified 
packages would behave during both normal shipments 
and transportation accidents. The study modeled a variety 
of transport routes using populatton data from the U.S 
Census Bureau. It used stahstics from actual highway and 
rail accidents and state-of-the-art computer models. The 
study considered doses from normal shipments to people 
living along transportation routes. It also looked at doses to 
occupants of vehicles sharing the route, vehicle crews and 
other workers. and anyone present at a stop. 

NAC LWT spent 
fuel transport 
package being 
moved by crane. 
/Courttsy· NAC 
lntorn11JOMI/ 

I. httpJ/pbadupws.nrr. 
l)Ov/doo/ML 1219/ 
/o4L 121'V.2SJ.pdf 

2 http llwww nrt gov/ 
ruding·rm/doc· 
co4l11<l10ns/nu,.gs/ 
contr.1ct/cr'81'/ 

1 http://pt>..iupwuvc 
gov/docs/ML0036/ 
ML003'9B324 pdl 

' · hllp://pbadupws.nrc. 
gO¥/dou/ML "031 
ML 1'031A323.pdf 
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Rail Cask 

Truck Cask 

The risk assessment found: 

• Doses from routine transport would be less than 1/1000 
the amount of radiation people receive from background 
sources each year. 

•There is less than a 1 in 1 billion chance that radioactive 
material would be released in an accident. 

• If an accident did release radioactive material, the 
dose to the most affected Individual would not cau!>e 
immediate harm. 

In addition to these risk studies, the NRC has looked closely 
at real-world transportation accidents involving fires. 
The NRC did a series of case studies on the most severe 
accidents to see how well an N RC-certified spent fuel 
package would perform. These studies show the current 
regulations protect the public even in the most severe fires. 
The case studies include the Howard Street tunnel chemical 
fire that burned for five days in Baltimore in 2001; the 1982 
Caldecott tunnel fire and the 2007 MacArthur Maze fire, both 
sparked by gasoline tankers outside Oakland. CA.; and a 2007 
brush fire in the New Hall Pass tunnel outside Los Angeles. 

Additional NRC studies 
identified the conditions 
in an accident that could 
produce a fire severe 
enough to engulf a spent 
fuel transport package. 

On the basis of these 
studies. plus operational 
experience and its own 
reviews, the NRC believes 
spent fuel can continue 
to be shipped safely. The 
evidence shows this will 

Spent fuel containers are specially designed to protect 
the public by withstanding accident conditions without 
releasing their radioactive contents. 

be true even if hundreds of 
shipments are made each 
year. The NRC is continuing 
to track spent fuel shipping, 
including more analyses 
and testing of spent fuel 
casks, to ensure that the 
risks remain low. 
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Understanding the Risks 

Risk is generally understood to be the chance of 
injury, damage or some kind of toss. The spent 
fuel shipment record in the United States has 
been outstanding to date. Many more shipments 
have been successfully completed internationally 
under the same basic safety standards. 

While shipping spent fuel does involve risk. 
NRC studies show this risk is low. As a part of 
its safety effort, the NRC aims to manage the 
hazards to minimize the risk To evaluate the 
risks. the NRC asks the following three questions 
and then converts the answers into numbers: 

•What can go wrong? 

• How likely Is it to occur? 

• If something goes wrong, what are the 
consequences? 

The overwhelming maiority of spent fuel 
shipments are accident-free. To calculate the 
radiation risks to the public, researchers 
use two scenarios. One involves a 
trip on which an accident occurs: 
the other covers the vast 
majority of JOUrneys that 
do not involve an 
accident. 
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Shown is a computer simulation of the response of a cask to a severe fire environment. 
Analyses like this and tests are used by NRC to assure safe transportation of spent fuel. 
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The Accident Scenario 
NRC studies show that the likelihood of an 
accident is low. Fewer than 1 in 100 accidents 
involving a spent fuel container will be more 
severe than the conditions defined in the design 
standards. However, if a very unlikely chain of 
events occurs, an accident might be severe 
enough to cause a radioactive release. 

To estimate the risk of these severe accidents, 
researchers use a multi-step approach. They 
use data and their experience with past highway 
and rail accidents involving other hazardous 
materials. Part of this step 1s to determine what 
kinds of accidents could happen and look at what 
their effects might be. 

Using this method, the chance that an accident 
would be serious enough to lead to a small 
release is about 1 in 1,000. The chance of a large 
release is less than one in 1,000,000,000. 

The Accident-Free Scenario 
For most spent fuel shipments, nothing will go 
wrong and no nuclear material will be released. 
For these shipments, experts calculate the total 
radiation dose that all people along the route 
could receive. They use information on routes 
and local populations to determine how many 
people may be affected and the dose they could 
receive. 

The risk to the public from an accident-free 
journey results from the very low levels of 
radiation that may come through the cask walls. 
A person standing along the highway or railroad 
track might receive a brief exposure that is 
well below regulatory limits. Exposure will vary 
depending upon the speed of the vehicle and 
how far away the person is standing. Doses from 
routine transport would be less than 1/1000 
the amount ot radiation people receive from 
background sources each year. 
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The Bottom Line 

The NRC believes that shipments of spent fuel in the United States 
are safe. This betief is based on the NRC's confidence in the shipping 
containers that it certifies and its ongoing research jn transportation safety. 

• The NRC ensures that shipping containers are robust by: 

- Defining strict requirements tor package design and performance 

- Reviewing designs and independently checking a container's ability 
to meet accident conditions and 

- Doing inspections to ensure casks are built, maintained and used 
properly. 

• The NRC 1tso looks at the risks involved in spent fuel shipments. 
The agency: 

- Analyzes spent fuel transport records to fully understand any safety 
issues 

- Evaluates new transportation issues, such as projections for the 
number of shipments, changes in population along some routes, and 
other factors, and 

- Keeps up with technology as it evolves to refine estimates of current 
and future risk to the public. 

There will always be a slight chance that an accident will cause a 
release of nuclear material. But the NRC has found the likelihood of 
such an event and the risk to the public to be extremely low. Even so, 
the NRC will continue to be vigilant about public safety as an essential 
part of its mission. 

Spent Fuel Transport Security 

The NRC also regulates how spent nuclear fuel is protected in transit 
against sabotage or theft. The agency strengthened these rules after 
Sept. 11, 2001. The current rules for the physical protection of spent fuel 
transport include: 

• Coordinating wit h law enforcement agencies before the shipment 

• Requiring advance notice to States, Indian tribes. and the NRC 

• Using a communications center and other means to monitor shipments 
while in route 

• Using armed escorts, and 

• Using devices t hat allow drivers and escorts to shut the vehicle off 

Since September 11, 2001, the NRC has taken additional steps to protect 
the public. 
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The Agencies: Who Does What? 

• 
Cover Photos: 

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission INRCI is 
an independent agency that was created by Congress. 
Its mission is to regulate the nation's civilian use of 
radioactive materials in a way that protects public health 
and safety and the environment. The NRC regulates 
commercial nuclear power reactors; research, test, and 
training reactors: nuclear fuel cycle fac11it1es; and medical, 
academic, and industrial uses of nuclear materials. The 
NRC also regulates packaging for the transport, storage, 
and disposal of nuclear materials and waste. And it 
licenses the export and import of radioactive materials. 

The U.S. Department of Transportation (DOTI coordinates 
with the NRC to set rules for the packaging of nuclear 
matenals. DOT also works with the NRC and affected 
States to regulate their transport OOT regulates 
earners, sets standards tor routes. and is responsible 
for internallonal agreements on the transport of all 
hazardous materials. 

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) is responsible 
by law tor disposal of spent fuel from the nation·s 
nuclear power reactors . 

The International Atomic Energy Agency llAEAI is a 
forum for scientific and technical cooperation In the 
nuclear field. Part of the United Nations, the IAEA sets 
global regulations in many areas of the nuclear industry. 
lAEA's regulations for materials packaging and transport 
serve as a model for the United States and other nations. 

(Left/ Transportable spent fuel stor•ge casks on storage pad. t'-1wr:Ho11.e1n1M1J1t10M/J 

/Middle/ Spent fuel transport usk arnving at Rancho Seco. fCourt•sy NIVll 

/Right/ Schematfc ol spent fuel lransport cask on transport vehicle. tC411~•1' Holt« 1n1rrn.~OMIJ 

/Bottom/ Spent f~I transport cask on train. 

Page 1 Photos: 

luft/ Spent fuel transport package Inside conveyance vehicle. I~ iw; 1ntrl!NllioMIJ 

(Right/ Transportable SfJffflt futl storage systems rHdied for storage. /r;o.,n,.1, HACAnwt 

(Bottom) Empty transportable spent fuel storage system at Prairie Island. /Courtn1, Arm/ 
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The Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
The NRC regulates the nuclear fuel cycle from 
beginning to end. Starting when the uranium is taken 
from the ground, the NRC oversees its processing and 
manufacture into fuel to be used in reactors. The NRC 
also plays a role in ensuring the safe transportation, 
storage. and permanent geologic disposal of used fuel. 

The NRC works to protect public health and safety. the 
environment. and our national security. To keep the 
public·s confidence, the NRC aims to do its work openly 
and to be effective, efficient, and realistic. 

Proper handling of nuclear materials will helps to protect 
the safety of the public and plant workers. To achieve this 
aim, the NRC works with the DOT and DOE in the United 
States, and with the IAEA internationally. Together. these 
agencies help make sure nuclear materials are packaged 
and transported safely. 

This publication explains the NRC's role in the safe 
packaging and transport of spent nuclear fuel from 
commercial nuclear power plants. The NRC oversees the 
design, manufacture. use and maintenance of containers 
for these radioactive shipments. 
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What is Spent Fuel? 

Nuclear reactors make electricity and, as a waste product. 
spent fuel. Uranium fuel can power a reactor for a number 
of years until it needs to be replaced. The used fuel is then 
known as spent fuel. It must be stored safely until it can be 
shipped offsite. 

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act sets a policy for safe, 
permanent disposal of spent fuel and other high· level 
radioactive wastes. Congress in 1987 selected Yucca 
Mountain in Nevada as the site to be studied for a repository 
deep underground. DOE applied to the NRC in 2008 for a 
permit to construct the repos.itory there. But DOE withdrew 
its application in 2010. The NRC's role is to assess whether 
the facility would meet NRC regulatory requirements. Other 
policy considerations are up to DOE and Congress. 

It will be some t ime before a reposi tory is available. All 
nuclear power reactors move their spent fuel first into 
pools for storage on site. As the amount of spent fuel in 
the pool increases, many reactors are also using dry casks 
for storage. The NRC reviews and approves the designs for 
these systems. 

The NRC would also review any proposal for central interim 
storage of spent fuel. Eventually, spent fuel will need to be 
transported to a central storage or disposal facility from 
sites around the country. These shipments would likely be 
made by rail or on public highways. 

Because spent fuel is highly radioactive, people may 
wonder: 

• How does the NRC protect the public from radiation 
during transport? 

• What is the likelihood one of these shipments will be 
Involved in an accident? 

• How well can the shipping containers withstand an 
accident and prevent the release of nuclear materials? 

The NRC addresses these and other questions as a part 
of its ongoing efforts to ensure safe transport. As new 
technology and real-world information become available, 
the NRC evaluates its regulations. It is important to know 
that spent fuel has been shipped safely within the United 
States and abroad for more than 40 years. 
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The Key to Ensuring Safety: 
the Spent Fuel Shipping Container 
Spent fuel is highly radioactive and must be shielded and 
contained to be transported safely. Safe shipment requires a 
large, robust spent fuel container called a cask. 

The NRC regulates the design and construction of these 
casks to ensure the public is protected. Containers used to 
move spent fuel by rail or highway are designed to withstand 
severe accidents. In the U.S. and internationally, these 
designs must pass a series of tests that mimic accident 
forces. The NRC reviews spent fuel containers very carefully 
to ensure they meet the design standards and test conditions 
in the regulations. 

These containers must be able to survive four tests involving 
impact, puncture, fire, and submersion in water. During and 
after the tests, the casks must contain the nuclear material, 
limit radiation doses to acceptable levels, and prevent a 
nuclear chain reaction. 

To protect workers and the public, a cask has walls of steel 
and shielding materials 5 to 15 inches thick and a massive 
lid. Truck containers weigh about 25 tons when loaded with 
one to two tons of spent fuel. Rail containers, can weigh as 
much as 150 tons and can carry up to 20 tons of spent fuel. 
The ends of the-se transportation containers are encased 
in structures called impact limiters. In an accident, these 
impact limiters would crush and absorb the impact forces, 
protecting the package and its contents. 

Spent fuel containers are tightly sealed and provide heavy 
shielding. But it is not possible to shield all the radiation. 
The containers must have enough shielding to protect 
anyone who might be near the cask during transport. 

The NRC requires 
spent fuel shipping 
casks to survive four 
tests In sequence: 

7. free-drop Impact, 

2. puncture impact, 

3. fire, and 

4. water immersion. 

Truck carrying 
NAC LWT transport 
package. 
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Storage 
Cask 

Canister 

Cask designers may use several techniques to demonstrate their 
containers are safe. They can use computer analyses, comparisons with 
other designs, component testing, physical testing of a scale model, or 
a combination of these techniques. Most often, they combine analyses 
and physical testing. They meet with technical review staff from the NRC, 
explain their design, and provide supporting documents in an application. 
The NRC evaluates each design, examines the information in depth, and 
performs its own calculations. NRC reviewers are experts in different 
areas of science and engineering. They include structural and materials 
engineers and safety specialists with advanced degrees and many years of 
experience. 

Once the NRC is satisfied that a design meets the requirements, it issues 
a certificate of compliance through a public rulemaking process. This 
certificate describes the approved design (including what materials must 
be used). the authorized contents, and the dimensions of the container. 
Then the containers can be manufactured and used. Manufacturers and 
shippers have programs in place to ensure the containers meet design 
spe_cifications throughout fabrication and transportation. These programs 

are known as quality 
assurance. To ensure 
the casks meet the 
certificates. NRC staff 
inspects both the 
manufacturer and the 
facilities that wil l use 
them. 

But JUSt having a 
certificate does not 
mean a cask can be 
used. Both NRC and 
DOT regulations also 
require a number of 
safety determinations 
before each spent 
fuel shipment. These 
include checks for leaks 
and tests to ensure 
radiation levels are 
within safe limits. These 
actions are designed to 
ensure that all aspects 
of every spent fuel 
shipment meet all the 
safety standards. 
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A Brief History of Spent Fuel Shipments and Studies 

More than 1,300 spent fuel shipments have been 
completed safely in the United States over the past 
35 years. Four were involved in accidents. but none 
resulted in a release of radioactive material or a 
fatality due to radiation exposure. 

This experience confirms that the safety system 
is sound. But will this hold true when shipments 
increase to move spent fuel to a future repository 
or a storage facility? 

The NRC looks at the risks associated with spent 
fuel transport in a methodical and scientific way. 
Several NRC-sponsored studies over the years have 
focused on the risk related to spent fuel transport 
on highways and railroads. The results provide 
additional confidence in the current regulations 
to assure the safety of spent fuel transport. 

In a 1977 study', the NRC found the nsk from transporting 
spent fuel to be low. The study gave the NRC confidence that 
existing regulations are adequate to protect the public. 

In separate studies in 19871 and 2000>, the NRC looked more 
closely at how shipping containers would perform in accidents. 
Each study used more advanced research methods than in 
the earlier studies. Both of these studies both found the risk 
posed by spent fuel shipments would be even smaller than 
estimated In 1977. That finding holds true even if the number 
of spent fuel shipments were to increase greatly. 

The latest risk study, published in January 2014, modeled 
the radiation doses people might receive from spent fuel 
shipments. This study again confirmed that NRC 
regulations for spent fuel transport ensure safety of 
the public and the environment. 

The 2014 study' Looked at how three NRG-certified 
packages would behave during both normal shipments 
and transportation accidents. The study modeled a variety 
of transport routes using population data from the 
U.S. Census Bureau. It used statistics from actual highway 
and rail accidents and state-of-the-art computer models. 
The study considered doses from normal shipments to 
people l iving along transportation routes. It also looked at 
doses to occupants of vehicles sharing the route, vehicle 
crews and other workers, and anyone present at a1 stop. 

I , http://pl»dupws.nn 
p/doa/NL 1219/ 
HLI 21PWS3.pdf 

2. hllp://www IJl'C.fOV/ 
'"'1/ng-rm/t»r.
collKllOM/nut't!p/ 
COlllTKl/ct482f/ 

3. hllp//pl»d•pws.nrc. 
gflfldon/HLIJ03dl 
HUJ034 'llJU.pdl 

4. hllp://pNtlupws.nn. 
rov/doa/ML 1403/ 
HLl"'131A323.pdt 
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Rail Cask 

Truck Cask 

The risk assessment found: 

• Doses from routine transport would be less than 1/1000 
the amount of radiation people receive from background 
sources each year. 

• There is less than a 1 in 1 billion chance that radioactive 
material would be released in an accident. 

• If an accident did release radioactive material, the 
dose to the most affected individual would not cause 
immediate harm. 

In addition to these risk studies. the NRC has looked closely 
at real-world transportation accidents involving fires. 
The NRC did a series of case studies on the most severe 
accidents to see how well an N RC-certified spent fuel 
package would perform. These studies show the current 
regulations protect the public even in the most severe fires. 
The case studies include the Howard Street tunnel chemical 
fire that burned for five days in Baltimore in 2001; the 1982 
Caldecott tunnel fire and the 2007 MacArthur Maze fire, both 
sparked by gasoline tankers outside Oakland, CA.; and a 2007 
brush fire in the New Hall Pass tunnel outside Los Angeles. 

Additional NRC studies 
identified the conditions 
in an accident that could 
produce a fire severe 
enough to engulf a spent 
fuel transport package. 

On the basis of these 
studies, plus operational 
experience and its own 
reviews, the NRC believes 
spent fuel can continue 
to be shipped safely. The 
evidence shows this will 

Spent fuel containers are speetally designed to protect 
the public by withstanding accident conditions without 
releasing their radioactive contents. 

be true even if hundreds of 
shipments are made each 
year. The NRC is continuing 
to track spent fuel shipping, 
including more analyses 
and testing of spent fuel 
casks, to ensure thal the 
risks remain low. 
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Understanding the Risks 
Risk is generally understood to be the chance of 
injury, damage or some kind of loss. The spent 
fuel shipment record in the United States has 
been outstanding to date. Many more shipments 
have been successfully completed internationally 
under the same basic safety standards. 

While shipping spent fuel does involve risk, 
NRC studies show this risk is low. As a part of 
its safety effort, the NRC aims to manage the 
hazards to minimize the risk. To evaluate the 
risks, the NRC asks the following three questions 
and then converts the answers Into numbers: 

•What can go wrong? 

• How likely Is it to occur? 

• If something goes wrong, what are the 
consequences? 

The overwhelming majority of spent fuel 
shipments are accident-free. To calculate the 
radiation risks to the public, researchers 
use two scenarios. One involves a 
trip on which an accident occurs; 
the other covers the vast 
majority of journeys that 
do not involve an 
accident. 

Researchers use a four
step process to study 
actual and potential 
accidents and their effects. 

Step 1. Experts deterrrnne what 
might happen. 

• Th1?yyJrf1u1 hr·..,(otr( f f-~<ord•. 

• T!H')' 11»0 out t: •gl'fh,.r dat.1 on 
huw mJny sp1.'nt fuel shipments 
,Jn' lil<clv r·o1c/1 ye.11 

• il111y rook ar thf' rate 0f 
J<t".1cl1•nh for r.11/ .JfHi t11qhw.1v 

shipments 

• Tt1ey !~:Ok 1if .3 J3rgc- f!u .rnber of 
Jr c1ri1'nf•; that .Jrl" u1•d1t1!e 

• 7 hr·:, .Jtso loo;., ar thr c.'f1_•:tc, 
i)f .-r:iSh 1.'""/J(J,J( t ;l,rl·i .;, .':re·. 

01 cunc twes on the ·;h1pp>ng 
co11t.11111·r T llf'Y p1<·;., Ion·,.,., rh .1r 

are morr scv('rf tl1an thos1 
COV('I('(} hy NF?C -,(Jfl(),)f {)'; 

1llOll. 

'136. 

an ... 
744. 

"'· .. 
617. s 
Slil. .i 

! 
419. 

::J 

! 
4116. ! 362. 

2'I. 

ZM. 

1'111. 

107. 

'1 

Shown is a computer simulation of the response of a cask lo a severe fire environment. 
Analyses Uke thl's and tests are used by NRC to assure safe transportation of spent fuel. 
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Step 2. Eng111rers usr 
comp/C'K computf'r 
programs to estimate 
how thr parts of a shipping 
container might be damaged 
by col/1s1ons or fires. 

• I h1·y QJt11e1 rl,1f.1 r:n how 
much c,penr l1!1'/ 1•.11h 

< onta1np1 ~vtl! r_ ,Jr / ~ 

• Tht''i an.J/f·/11 hi.·.· U.11· ~.pt.'nf 

fuel !l'1qht r1's1rnn cl 1n .J 

q1v,-·n tvpe at :1( 1 ufl:nt 

• The,, c.1!c1:l.lte rt1c 
f1•f1l{JI" ,J! ~lf 1' ;.) I fl' t 
contd:.'lr•r .Jnd fht• •;pi~:if 

l11t"f 1r·.l'llilur11H/.1 
lcnq·t('rm f1r·e 

This 1nforrr:JfiOfl 1t .r~1 ·,\•1 

Pnq1nt•er s ru 1•-.,t11n.·1t1· th(· 

s11e uf d potent.ral f(',J/.. .Jnd 
how fTJtJ( ti flU(it',J: n1afr 1 fld1' 

m1ghl (",(,li!C 

Step 3. ResrarchC'rs match 
acCldc>nt scenanos from 
Step 1 with the analyses 
from Step 2. This tells tlwm 
the l1kel1hood th.1t there 
would be sevf!re damage to 
the container or 1ls contents. 

Step 4. A spC'c1al computer 
pro gr am computes a risk 
estimate. The program 
takes acC1dent prob,1b1/1ty 
cst1m.1tes, e1<pccti'd 
numbers of shipments, 
rout<' data /11ki' popul.1t1on 
dens1t1es/, weather data Ito 
est1matP /1ow .iny release 
might be spread by wind/, 
and radiological dosl' datJ to 
produce a risk est1matce. 

The Accident Scenario 

NRC studies show that the likelihood of an 
accident is low. Fewer than 1 in 100 accidents 
involving a spent fuel container will be more 
severe than the conditions defined in the design 
standards. However, if a very unlikely chain of 
events occurs, an accident might be severe 
enough to cause a radioactive release. 

To estimate the r isk of these severe accidents, 
researchers use a multi-step approach. They 
use data and their experience with past highway 
and rail accidents involving other hazardous 
materials. Part of this step is to determine what 
kinds of accidents could happen and look at what 
their effects might be. 

Using this method, the chance that an accident 
would be serious ernough to lead to a small 
release is about 1 in 1,000. The chance of a large 
release is less than one in 1 billion. 

The Accident-Free Scenario 
For most spent fuel shipments, nothing will go 
wrong and no nuclear material will be released. 
For these shipments. experts calculate the total 
radiation dose that all people along the route 
could receive. They use information on routes 
and local populations to determine how many 
people may be affected and the dose they could 
receive. 

The risk to the public from an accident-free 
journey results from the very low levels of 
radiation that may come through the cask walls. 
A person standing along the highway or railroad 
track might receive a brief exposure that is 
well below regulatory limits. Exposure will vary 
depending upon the speed of the vehicle and 
how far away the person is standing. Doses from 
routine transport would be less than 1/1000 
the amount of radiation people receive from 
background sources each year. 
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The Bottom Line 

The NRC believes that shipments of spent fuel in the United States 
are safe. This belief is based on the NRC's confidence in the shipping 
containers that it certifies and its ongoing research in transportation safety. 

• The NRC ensures that shipping containers are robust by: 

- Defining strict requirements for package design and performance 

- Reviewing designs and independently checking a container's ability 
to meet accident conditions 

- Doing inspections to ensure casks are built, mai ntained and used 
properly 

• The NRC also looks at the risks involved in spent fuel shipments. 
The agency: 

- Analyzes spent fuel transport records to fully understand any safety 
issues 

- Evaluates new transportation issues, such as projections for the 
number of shipments, changes in population along some routes, and 
other factors 

- Keeps up with technology as it evolves to refine estimates of current 
and future risk to the 

There will always be a slight chance that an accident will cause a 
release of nuclear material. But the NRC has found the likelihood of 
such an event and the risk to the public to be extremely low. Even so, 
the NRC will continue to be vigilant about public safety as an essential 
part of its mission. 

Spent Fuel Transport Security 

The NRC also regulates how spent nuclear fuel is protected in transit 
against sabotage or theft. Tne agency strengthened these rules after 
Sept. 11, 2001. The current rules for the physical protection of spent fuel 
transport include: 

• Coordinating with law enforcement agencies before the shipment 

• Requiring advance notice to States, Indian tribes. and the NRC 

• Using a communications center and other means to monitor shipments 
while in route 

• Using armed escorts, and 

• Using devices that altow dri~·ers and escorts to shut the vehicle off 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Raaum. Darrjo 
Conley Maureen 
RE: Safety and Spent Fuel Transport rS 
Friday, J uly 22, 2016 10:06:46 AM 

Monday at 8:30 am is fine. 
How many copies do they want? 
We may have to have the Print shop print them. 

Darrin Raaum I Graphic Designer Contractor for USNRC 
T 301.415.1492 
OP1 -35 02 

Project 216/RGM LLC 
4350 East-West Highway, Suite 101 
Bethesda, MD 20814 

From: Conley, Maureen 

Sent: Friday, Ju ly 22, 2016 10:05 AM 

To: Raaum, Darrin <Darrin.Raaum@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Safety and Spent Fuel Transport rS 

Hey, Darrin. How about if II bring everything to you Monday at 8:30? NMSS has asked if we 
can provide a couple printed copies (they don't have to be the formal NUREG version) for a 
meeting they're having Tuesday afternoon. If we can't swing that we can give them the old 
brochure. 

I'll send a scheduler ... 

Thanks, 
Maureen 

From: Raaum, Darrin 

Sent: Friday, Ju ly 22, 2016 6:48 AM 

To: Conley, Maureen <Maureen.Conley@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Safety and Spent Fuel Transport rs 

Maureen, 

I am in on Friday, however I am only working a half day and Stephanie West is coming 
down at 8:30 am to work on the Info Digest. 
I am available all day on Monday. I get in at 6 am. 

Darrin Raaum I Graphic Designe1r Contractor for USNRC 
T 301.415.1492 
OP1 -35 02 

Project 216/RGM LLC 



4350 East-West Highway, Suite 101 
Bethesda, MD 20814 

From: Conley, Maureen 

Sent: Thursday, July 21, 2016 4:26 PM 

To: Raaum, Darrin <Darr jn.Raaum@orc.gov> 

Subject: Safety and Spent Fuel Transport r5 

Hey, Darrin. Are you still here, or in Friday? I have the final (famous last words) tweaks to 
the transportation brochure. Let me know if there's a good time and I'll swing by. 

Thanks, 
Maureen 



From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Couret. !yoooe 
Conley Maureen 
RE: Safety of Spent Fuel Transportation brochure 
Friday, May 27, 2016 1:27:08 PM 

I will discuss with Graphics and see who it will be assigned to this job and what then we can 
set up meeting when you return. Ivonne 

From: Conley, Maureen 

Sent: Friday, May 27, 2016 10:46 AM 

To: Couret, Ivonne <lvonne.Couret @nrc.gov> 

Subject: Safety of Spent Fuel Transportation brochure 

Ivonne, 

I created a folder on the g: drive that has files with the ,revised text (marked up with 
changes per QTE), photo captions, and 12 images that I think will work. 

G:\Maureen\Safety of Spent Fuel Transportation brochure 

Do you want to communicate with the graphics folks about this, or should I? 

Thanks, 

Maureen Conley 

NRC Office of Public Affairs 

301-415-8202 



From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Castelyeter. Dayjd 
Conley Maureen: Harrington Holly 

RE: TNT 
Thursday, September 08, 2016 5:46:40 PM 

Thanks Maureen. Good job in getting the correction. Kudos. 

David A. Caste lveter 

Office Director 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

Office of Public Affairs (Mail Stop 0 -16D3) 

11555 Rockvil le Pike, MD 20852 

301-415-8200 (O) 
l(b)(6) l(C) 

david.castelveter@nre.gov 

www.nrc.gov 

From: Con ley, Maureen 

Sent: Thursday, September 08, 2016 3:53 PM 

To: Harrington, Holly <Holly.Harrington@nrc.gov>; Castelvet er, David <David.Castelveter@nrc.gov> 

Subject: TNT 

FUKUSHIMA FOLLOW-UP - Platts had questions about the status of supplemental 
seismic analyses of spent fuel pools. JLD helped us provide the number of plants affected, 
due dates and status of submittals, and directed the reporter to the October 2015 NRC 
letter to licensees asking for the information. 

SPENT FUEL TRANSPORTATION SAFETY - We spoke to the Pahrump Valley (Nev.) 
Times reporter who wrote the story appearing today on our recently updated brochure that 
said NRG didn't return requests for comment. She said she overlooked emails from two 
NRG officials responding to her inquiries and will correct the story. We also responded to 
her questions on why we updated the brochure (it was outdated) and whether it would 
impact Yucca Mountain (huh?) 

Maureen Conley 

NRC Office of Public Affai rs 

301-415-8202 



From: 
To: 
Subj ect: 
Date: 

Conley Maureen 
Lombard Mark 
RE: discuss plan to engage/respond to RegCon questions 
Monday, November 30, 2015 11:44:00 AM 

On a separate note - we just got back from graphics a layout of the revised spent fuel 
transportation safety brochure. It would be good if we could sit down and go over it -
especially to get your feedback on images. We have our regular monthly meeting on the 
calendar for Dec. 16 (at the same time as the Chairman's open house). Let me know if you 
want to push it up to next week and I can try to find a time that will work for everyone. 

Maureen 

From: Lombard, Mark 

Sent: Monday, November 30, 2015 10:35 AM 

To: Conley, Maureen <Maureen.Conley@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: discuss plan to engage/respond to RegCon questions 

(>J(O) 

-----Original Appointment----

From: Conley, Maureen 

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2015 11:47 AM 

To: Lombard, Mark 

Subject: Tentative: discuss plan to engage/respond to RegCon questions 

When: Tuesday, December 01, 2015 4:00 PM-5:00 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 

Where: T4E14 

Have to be tentative (OJ<'> 

(Oj(O) 1- not sure what time but hopefully we'll be back by then. 



From: 
To: 
Subj ect: 
Date: 

Whjte. Bernard 
Conley Maureen 
RE: following up on images 
Monday, March 07, 2016 3:52:55 PM 

I will do the same 

Bernie White 
Senior Project Manager 
Division of Spent Fuel Management 
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards 
(301) 415-6577 

From: Conley, Maureen 

Sent: Monday, March 07, 2016 3:53 PM 

To: White, Bernard <Bernard.White@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: following up on images 

I thought I remembered some LWT pictures but couldn't put my hands on them. Let me 
scour my email and see if I can locate them ... 

From: White, Bernard 

Sent: Monday, March 07, 2016 3:51 PM 

To: Conley, Maureen <Maureen.Conley@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: following up on images 

Didn't they sent us some of the NAC-LWT when we did the blog article, do you have them? 

Bernie White 
Senior Project Manager 
Division of Spent Fuel Management 
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards 
(301) 415-6577 

From: Conley, Maureen 

Sent: Monday, March 07, 2016 3:42 PM 

To: White, Bernard <Bernard .Whjte@nrc.goy> 

Subject: RE: following up on images 

I think the only images OPA has are the pies I took on our field trip. They've got some 
photos and diagrams on their website if they could send those that'd be great. Make sure 
they know we have a dozen or more from TN (!) 

From: White, Bernard 

Sent: Monday, March 07, 2016 3:28 PM 

To: Conley, Maureen <Maureen.Conley@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: following up on images 



I talked with NAC and they stated they didn't have any new pictures to add. I can try again 
if you like .. 

Bernie White 
Senior Project Manager 
Division of Spent Fuel Management 
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards 
(301) 415-6577 

From: Conley, Maureen 

Sent: Monday, March 07, 2016 2:06 PM 

To: White, Bernard <Bernard.White@nrc.gov>; Save rot, Pierre <Pierre.Saverot@nrc.gov> 

Subject: following up on images 

Hi, guys. Just wanted to touch base and see if you've had any luck getting NAC and Holtec 
to provide photos of their fabulous transportation cask systems for the brochure on the 
safety of spent fuel transport that we're updating. 

If you haven't received any yet, perhaps the RIC will be the perfect opportunity to tighten 
the thumb screws? Or maybe a carrot would be better, you can send them to the OPA table 
where they can spin the wheel for a chance to win a candy bar! 

M aureen Conley 

NRC Office of Public Affairs 

301-415-8202 





From : 
To: 

Subject: 
Date: 
Attachm ents: 

Maureen, 

Raaum. Darrjo 
Conley Maureen 

RE: language for brochure 
Monday, J uly 25, 201 6 8:53:26 AM 

Spent Fuel Transport bro 6-2016 r6.pd( 

Attached is the latest ! 

Darrin Raaum I Graphic Designe1r Contractor for USNRC 
T 301.415.1492 
OP1 -35 02 

Project 216/RGM LLC 
4350 East-West Highway, Suite 101 
Bethesda, MD 20814 

From: Conley, Maureen 

Sent: Monday, July 25, 2016 8:42 AM 

To: Raaum, Darrin <Darrin .Raaum@nrc.gov> 

Subject: language for brochure 

On my way down. I'll explain this when I get there: 

NRC studies show that the likelihood of a radioactive release is very low. Fewer than 5 in 
10,000 accidents involving a spent fuel container may be more severe than the conditions 
defined in the design standards. We would not expect a radioactive release in 99.99973% 
of those 5 accidents. However, if a very unlikely chain of events occurs, an accident might 
be severe enough to cause a release. 

To estimate the risk of these severe accidents, researchers use a multi-step approach. 
They use data and their experience with past highway and rail accidents involving other 
hazardous materials. Part of this step is to determine what kinds of accidents could happen 
and look at what their effects might be. 

Using this method, the chance that an accident would be serious enough to lead to a 
release is 1 in 1 billion. If an accident did release radioactive material, the dose to the most 
affected individual would not cause immediate harm. 

Maureen Conley 

NRC Office of Public Affai rs 

301-415-8202 





The Agencies: Who Does What? 

• . 
Cover Photos: 

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is an 
independent agency created by Congress. Its mission is to 
regulate the nation's civilian use of radioactive materials 
in a way that protects public health and safety and the 
environment. The NRC regulates commercial nuclear 
power reactors; research, test, and training reactors; 
nuclear fuel cycle facilities; and medical, academic, 
and industrial uses of nuclear materials. The NRC also 
regulates packaging for the transport, storage, and 
disposal of nuclear materials and waste, and licenses the 
export and import of radioactive materials. 

The U.S. Department of Transportation !DOTI coordinates 
with the NRC to set rules for tne packaging of nuclear 
materials. DOT also works with the NRC and affected 
States to regulate their transport. DOT regulates 
carriers. sets standards for routes, and is responsible 
for international agreements on the transport of all 
hazardous materials. 

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) is responsible 
by law for disposal of spent fuel from the nation's 
nuclear power reactors . 

The International Atomic Energy Agency llAEAI is a 
forum for scientific and technical cooperation in the 
nuclear field. Part of the United Nations, the IAEA sets 
global regulations in many areas of the nuclear industry. 
IAEA's regulations for materials packaging and transport 
serve as a model for the United States and other nations. 

(Left} Transportable spent fuel storage casks sit on a storage pad. tcouttuy: Holttt 1n11ma11-11 

(Middle} Spent fuel transport cask arrives at Rancho Seco. teautt11y:Af8VIJ 

(Right/ Schematic of spent fuel transport cask. /Court•sr: Holtec 1ntemati.,,.1J 

/Bottom/ Spent fuel transport cask arrives on site. 

Page 1 Photos: 
(Left/ Empty transportable spent fuel storage system arrives at Prairie Island. 1eautt•sr.Arwnl 

(Right} Transportable spent fuel storage system is readied for storage. tcourtesyi Are .. 1 

(Bottom} Transport package is placed inside conveyance vehicle. tCourffly: NAC 1nt•rtlffloMIJ 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 



The Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
The NRC regulates the nuclear fuel cycle from beginning to 
end. Starting when the uranium is taken from the ground, 
the NRC oversees its processing and manufacture into fuel 
to be used in reactors. The NRC also plays a role in ensuring 
the safe transportation, storage, and permanent geologic 
disposal of used fuel. 

The NRC works to protect public health and safety, the 
environment, and our national security. To keep the public's 
confidence, the NRC aims to do its work openly and to be 
effective, efficient, and realistic. 

Proper handling of nuclear materials helps to protect the 
safety of the public and plant workers. To achieve this aim, 
the NRC works with the DOT and DOE in the United States, 
and with the IAEA internationally. Together, these agencies 
help make sure nuclear materials are packaged and 
transported safely around the world. 

This publication explains the NRC's role in the safe 
packaging and transport of spent nuclear fuel from 
commercial nuclear power plants. The NRC oversees the 
design, manufacture, use, and maintenance of containers 
for these radioactive shipments. However, the NRC does not 
control the timing or destination of spent fuel shipments. 

The NRC has three 
main functions: 

1. To set standards 
and develop 
regulations 

2. To issue /1censC'S 
for nuc/eJr 
faol1t1es and 
nuclear matenals 
users 

3. To inspect 
fac1/1t1es to 
ensure that NRC 
regulations are 
being met 
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Radiation 

About half of the 
public's average 
annual radiation 
exposure comes 
from natural 
sources. These 
sourct's include 
radon. the human 
body, outer space. 
rocks. and soil. This 
natural radiatwn 1s 
called background 
and can vary greatly 
from place to place. 
Nearly all of the 
rest of an average 
person ·s exposure 
comes from 
med/Cal sources, 
such as x-rays 
and diagnostic 
tests that are 
used in health 
care Rad1at1on 
that can be traced 
to rad1oact1ve 
materials transport 
makes up a tiny 
fraction of an 
aver age person ·s 
overall exposure. 
Such low levels of 
exposure are very 
unlikely to have any 
b1ologteal effect, 
but ti they did they 
would be too small 
to be detectable. 
The human 
body responds 
to rad1at1on in 

the same way 
whether it comes 
from natural or 
manmade sources. 

What is Spent Fuel? 

Nuclear reactors make electricity and, as a waste product, 
spent fuel. Uranium fuel can power a reactor for a number 
of years until it needs to be replaced. The used fuel is then 
known as spent fuel. It must be stored safely until it can be 
shipped offsite. 

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act sets a policy for safe, 
permanent disposal of spent fuel and other high-level 
radioact ive wastes. Congress in 1987 selected Yucca 
Mountain in Nevada as the site to be studied for a repository 
deep underground. DOE applied to the NRC in 2008 for a 
permit to construct the repository there. But DOE withdrew 
its application in 2010. The NRC's role is to assess whether 
the facility would meet NRC regulatory requirements. Other 
policy considerations are up to DOE and Congress. 

All nuclear power reactors move their spent fuel first into 
pools for storage on site. As the amount of spent fuel in 
the pool increases, many reactors are also using dry casks 
for storage. The NRC reviews and approves the designs for 
these systems. 

The NRC would also review any proposal for central interim 
storage of spent fuel. Eventually, spent fuel will need to be 
transported to a central storage or disposal facility from 
sites around the country. These shipments would likely be 
made by rail or on public highways. 

Because spent fuel is highly radioactive, people may 
wonder: 

• How does the NRC protect the public from radiation 
during transport? 

•What Is the likelihood one of these shipments will be 
involved in an accident? 

• How well can the shipping containers withstand an 
accident and prevent the release of nuclear materials? 

The NRC addresses these and other questions as a part 
of its ongoing efforts to ensure safe transport. As new 
technology and real-world information become available, 
the NRC evaluates that information against its regulations. 
It is important to know that spent fuel has been shipped 
safely within the United States and abroad for more than 
40years. 
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The Key to Ensuring Safety: 
the Spent Fuel Shipping Container 
Spent fuel is highly radioactive and must be shielded and 
contained to be transported safely. Safe shipment requires a 
large, robust spent fuel container called a cask. 

The NRC regulates the design and construction of these 
casks to ensure the public is protected. Containers used to 
move spent fuel by rail or highway are designed to withstand 
severe accidents. In the U.S. and internationally, these 
designs must pass a series of tests that mimic accident 
forces. The NRC reviews spent fuel containers very carefully 
to ensure they meet the design standards and test conditions 
in the regulations. 

These containers must be able to survive four tests involving 
impact, puncture, fire, and submersion in water. During and 
after the tests, the casks must contain the nuclear nnaterial, 
limit radiation doses to acceptable levels, and prevent a 
nuclear chain reaction. 

To protect workers and the public, a cask has walls of steel 
and shielding materials 5 to 15 inches thick and a massive 
lid. Truck containers weigh about 25 tons when loaded with 
one to two tons of spent fuel. Rall containers can weigh as 
much as 150 tons and can carry up to 20 tons of spent fuel. 
The ends of these transportation containers are encased 
in structures called impact limiters. In an accident. these 
impact limiters would crush and absorb the impact forces, 
protecting the package and its contents. 

Spent fuel containers are tightly sealed and provide heavy 
shielding to protect anyone who might be near the cask 
during transport. 

The NRC requires 
spent fuel shipping 
casks to survive four 
tests in sequence: 

1. free ·drop Impact, 

2. puncture impact, 

3. fire, and 

4. water Immersion 

Truck carries NAC 
LWT transport 
package. 
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Cask designers may use several techniques to demonstrate their 
containers are safe. They can use computer analyses, comparisons with 
other designs, component testing, physical testing of a scale model, or 
a combination of these techniques. Most often, they combine analyses 
and physical testing. They meet with technical review staff from the NRC, 
explain their design, and provide supporting documents in an application. 
The NRC evaluates each design, examines the information in depth, and 
performs its own calculations when needed. NRC reviewers are experts 
in different areas of science and engineering. They include structural and 
materials engineers and safety specialists with advanced degrees and 
many years of experience. 

Once the NRC is satisfied that a design meets the requirements, it issues 
a certificate of compliance. This certificate describes the approved design 
[including what materials must be used}, the authorized contents, and the 
dimensions of the container. Then the containers can be manufactured 
and used. Manufacturers and shippers have programs in place to ensure 
the containers meet design specifications throughout fabrication and 
transportation. These programs are known as quality assurance. To 

Bundle of 
Spent Fuel -l-+-~~ 
Assemblies 
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ensure the casks meet 
the certificates, NRC 
staff inspects both the 
manufacturer and the 
facilities that will use 
them. 

But just having a 
certificate does not 
mean a cask can be 
used. Both NRC and 
DOT regulations also 
require a number of 
safety determinations 
before each spent 
fuel shipment. These 
include checks for leaks 
and tests to ensure 
radiation levels are 
within safe limits. These 
actions are designed to 
ensure that all aspects 
of every spent fuel 
shipment meet all the 
safety standards. 



A Brief History of Spent Fuel Shipments and Studies 

More than 1,300 spent fuel shipments have been 
completed safely in the United States over the past 
35 years. Four were involved in accidents, but none 
resulted 1n a release of radioactive material or a 
fatality due to radiation exposure. 

This experience confirms that the safety system 
1s sound. But will this hold true when shipments 
increase to move spent fuel lo a future repository 
or a storage faci lity? 

The NRC looks at the risks associated with spent 
fuel transport in a methodical and scientific way. 
Several NRG-sponsored studies over the years have 
focused on the risk related to spent fuel transport 
on highways and railroads. The results provide 
additional confidence in the current regulations 
to assure the safety of spent fuel transport. 

In a 1977 study1 , the NRC found the risk from transpor ting 
spent fuel to be low. The study gave the NRC confidence that 
existing regulations are adequate to protect the public. 

In separate studies in 198?1 and.20003, the NRC looked more 
closely at how shipping containers would perform in accidents. 
Each study used more advanced research methods than in the 
earlier studies. Both of these studies found the risk posed by 
spent fuel shipments would be even smaller than estimated in 
1977. That finding holds true even if the number of spent fuel 
shipments were to increase greatly. 

The latest risk study, published in January 2014, modeled 
the radiation doses people might receive from spent fuel 
shipments. This study again confirmed that NRC 
regulations for spent fuel t ransport ensure safety of 
the public and the environment. 

The 2014 study' looked at how three NRC-certified 
packages would behave during both normal shipments 
and transportation accidents. The study modeled a variety 
of transport routes using population data from the 
U.S. Census Bureau. It used statistics from actual highway 
and rail accidents and state-of-the-art computer models. 
The study considered doses from nor mal shipments to 
people l iving along transportation routes. It also looked at 
doses to occupants of vehicles sharing the route, vehicle 
crews and other workers, and anyone present at ii stop. 

NAC LWT spent 
fuel transport 
package is moved 
by crane. /Courresy, 
NAC lntornlflonf(J 

!. hllp://pbadupws"'"" 
,..,1docs/UL 1219/ 
HLl21'WB3.pdt 

2. http://www.llf'C.gov/ 
rudlng-rm/doc· 
coll«lions/nufYt}s/ 
cOfltrld/crU2P/ 

3. http://pUtlupws.nrc. 
fO'l/d«s/HL/1034/ 
HL00349832'.pdl 

.C. http://plladupwt.nrc. 
gO'l/doah4L1W 
HL 14/JJl.4323.pdl 
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The risk assessment found: 

• Doses from routine transport would be less 
than 1/1000 the amount of radiation people 
receive from background sources each year. 

• There is less than a 1 in 1 billion chance 
that radioactive material would be released 
In an accident. 

Transportable spent fuel storage cask 
moves to storage pad. 

• If an accident did release radioactive 
material, the dose to the most affected 
individual would not cause immediate 
harm. /CO<Jrtesy: Holte< lnlm1otlonalJ 

Rail Cask 

Truck Cask 

ClOSUA!UD 

In addition to these risk studies, the NRC has looked closely at 
real-world transportation accidents involving fires. The NRC did 
a series of case studies on the most severe accidents to see how 
well an NRC-certified spent fuel package would perform. These 
studies show the current regulations protect the public even in 
the most severe fires. The case studies include the Howard Street 
tunnel chemical fire that burned for five days in Baltimore in 
2001; the 1982 Caldecott tunnel fire and the 2007 MacArthur Maze 
fire, both sparked by gasoline tankers outside Oakland, CA.; and a 
2007 brush fire in the New Hall Pass tunnel outside Los Angeles. 

Additional NRC studies 
identified the conditions 
in an accident that could 
produce a fire severe 
enough to engulf a spent 
fuel transport package. 

On the basis of these 
studies, plus operational 
experience and its own 
reviews, the NRC believes 
spent fuel can continue 
to be shipped safely. The 
evidence shows this will 

Spent fuel containers are specially designed to protect 
the public by withstanding accident conditions without 
releasing their radioactive contents. 

be true even if hundreds of 
shipments are made each 
year. The NRC is continuing 
to track spent fuel shipping, 
including more analyses 
and testing of spent fuel 
casks, to ensure that the 
risks remain low. 
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Understanding the Risks 

Risk is generally understood to be the chance of 
injury, damage or some kind of loss. The spent 
fuel shipment. record in the United States has 
been outstanding to date. Many more shipments 
have been successfully completed internationally 
under the same basic safety standards. 

While shipping spent fuel does involve risk, 
NRC studies show this risk is low. As a part of 
its safety effort, the NRC aims to manage the 
hazards to minimize the risk. To evaluate the 
risks, the NRC asks the following three questions 
and then converts the answers into numbers: 

• What can go wr ong? 

• How likely is it to occur? 

• If something goes wrong, what are the 
consequences? 

The overwhelming majority of spent fuel 
shipments are accident-free. To calculate the 
radiation risks to the public, researchers 
use two scenarios. One involves a 
trip on which an accident occurs: 
the other covers the vast 
majority of journeys that 
do not involve an 
accident. 

Researchers use a four
step process to study 
actual and potential 
accidents and their effects. 

Step 1. Experts determine what 
might happen. 

• They gather historic records. 

• They also put together data on 
how many spent fuel shipments 
are likely each year. 

• They look at the rate of 
accidents for rail and highway 
shipments. 

• They look at a large number of 
accidents that are credible. 

• They also look at the effects 
of crash impact forces, fires, 
or punctures on the shipping 
container. They pick forces that 
are more severe than those 
covered by NRC standards. 

1000. 
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Shown is a computer simulation of the response of a cask to a severe fire environment. 
Analyses like this and tests are used by NRC to assure safe transportation of spent fuel. 
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Step 2. Enginrers use 
complex computer 
programs to est1m<1te 
how the parts of a shipping 
container might be damaged 
by collisions or fires. 

• They gather data on l1ow 
much spent fuel •'.!Ch 
containpr w1ll car1 y. 

• They .inaly:c how th< spt'nt 
fuel might respond in il 
given type of a< ci<ient. 

• They cJ!rnl.ite th•' 
temper a lure of tf1c 
container .iml the 'flenl 
fuel ilseif during a 
long·lf:fm fife 

This mformar1on allows 
engrneers to 1_·~t1m<1te fhr' 

size of a po!cnt1a/ lrak and 
how much nucll'.n matcrcil 
might escapf'. 

Step 3. RrseMchers match 
accident scenanos from 
Step 1 with the analyses 
from Step 2. This tells them 
the likelihood that there 
would be severe d<1ma9e to 
the containu or its contrnts. 

Step 4. A special computrr 
program computes a risk 
estimate. The program 
takes accidMt probab11lty 
estimates, cxprcted 
numbers of shipments, 
route data /like population 
densities/, weathc.>r data Ito 
estimate' how any relrase 
might be spread by wind/, 
and radiological dose data to 
produce a risk estimatee. 

The Accident Scenario 
NRG studies show the likelihood of a radioactive 
release is very low. Fewer than 5 in 10,000 
accidents involving a spent fuel container may 
be more severe than the conditions defined 
in the design standards. We would not expect 
a radioactive release in 99.99973% of those 5 
accidents. However, if a very unlikely chain of 
events occurs, an accident might be severe 
enough to cause a release. 

To estimate the risk of these severe accidents, 
researchers use a multi-step approach. They 
use data and their experience with past highway 
and rail accidents involving other hazardous 
materials. Part of this step is to determine what 
kinds of accidents could happen and look at what 
their effects might be. 

Using this method, the chance that an accident 
would be serious enough to tead to a release is 1 
in 1 billion. If an accident did release radioactive 
material, the dose to the most affected individual 
would not cause immediate harm. 

The Accident-Free Scenario 
For most spent fuel shipments, nothing will go 
wrong and no nuclear material will be released. 
For these shipmen1s, experts calculate the total 
radiation dose that all people along the route 
could receive. They use information on routes and 
local populations to determine how many people 
may be affected and the dose they could receive. 

The risk to the public from an accident-free 
journey results from the very low levels of 
radiation that may come through the cask walls. 
A person standing along the highway or railroad 
track might receive a brief exposure that is 
well below regulatory limits. Exposure will vary 
depending upon the speed of the vehicle and 
how far away the person is standing. Doses from 
routine transport would be less than 1/1000 
the amount of radiation people receive from 
background sources each year. 
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The Bottom Line 

The NRC believes that shipments of spent fuel in the United States 
are safe. This belief is based on the NRC's confidence in the shipping 
containers that it certifies and its ongoing research in transportation safety. 

• The NRC ensures that shipping containers are robust by: 

- Defining strict requirements for package design and performance 

- Reviewing designs and independently checking a container's ability 
to meet accident conditions 

- Doing inspections to ensure casks are built, maintained and used 
properly 

• The NRC also looks at the risks involved in spent fuel shipments. 
The agency: 

-Analyzes spent fuel transport records to fully understand potential 
safety issues 

- Evaluates new transportation issues, such as projections for the 
number of shipments, changes in population along some routes, and 
other factors 

- Keeps up with technology as it evolves to refine estimates of current 
and future risk to the public 

There will always be a slight chance that an accident will cause a 
release of nuclear material. But the NRC has found the likelihood of 
such an event and the risk to the public to be extremely low. Even so, 
the NRC will continue to be vigilant about public safety as an essential 
part of its mission. 

Spent Fuel Transport Security 

The NRC also regulates how spent nuclear fuel is protected in transit 
against sabotage or theft. The agency strengthened these rules after 
Sept. 11, 2001 . The current rules for the physical protection of spent fuel 
transport include: 

• Coordinating with law enforcement agencies before the shipment 

• Requiring advance notice to States, Indian tribes, and the NRC 

• Using a communicati on!> center and other means to monitor shipments 
while in route 

• Using ar med escorts, and 

• Using devices that al\0'111 drivers and escorts to shut the vehicle off 
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From: 
To: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Hsja An tho oy 
Lombard Mark· Cooley Maureen: Marcano Damaris; Sampson Michele 
RE: spent fuel communication products 
Tuesday, December 01, 2015 9:13:07 PM 

I will be at CNWRA for the annual program review meeting and not be able to join you 
on 12/9. 

Tony 

From: Lombard, Mark 
Sent: Tuesday, December 01, 2015 6:09 PM 
To: Conley, Maureen; Hsia, Anthony; Marcano, Damaris; Sampson, Michele 
Subject: RE: spent fuel communication products 

Sounds good. My only potential conflict is if Scott wants me to attend another meeting 
for him. Will know more next week. 

-----Origi na I Appointment----

From: Conley, Maureen 

Sent: Tuesday, December 01, 2015 4:29 PM 

To: Lombard, Mark; Hsia, Anthony; Marcano, Damaris; Sampson, M ichele 

Subject: spent fuel commu nication products 

When: Wednesday, Decem ber 09, 2015 3:00 PM-4:00 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & 

Canada). 

Where: Mark's office 

Hi, all. Mark and I talked about getting together to discuss the spent fuel 
transportation safety brochure next week, maybe we can combine that with a 
discussion about responses to RegCon questions? 

Also, as we discussed, I'm sending this as a recurring meeting - we'll see how that 
works going forward. Thanks! 



From: 
To: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Conley Maureen 
Sampson Michele 

RE: two questions for you · 
Wednesday, January 20, 2016 11 :06:00 AM 

Welcome neighbor! What will you be doing for OEDO? 

Thank you for this info. I tried to figure this all out on DOE's website but their public 
information is conflicting or at least vague .... 

And thanks for whatever images you can get before you move over here. 

Maureen 

From: Sampson, Michele 

Sent: Wednesday, January 20, 2016 10:52 AM 

To: Conley, Maureen <Maureen.Conley@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: two questions for you' 

Good thing you followed up as I seem to have completely dropped the ball on asking the 
vendors for pies. I' ll do that today. 

You remember correctly, the TMl-2 ISFSI is in operation. The other Idaho ISFSI (formerly 
known as Foster-Wheeler) has never been put into operation. Just for fun, I've attached a 
letter from DOE which has a definitive statement to that effect from DOE to get them out of 
the annual fee. 

As for the fuel . . . . My understanding is that the Foster Wheeler site was intended to store 
fuel from the shutdown Peach Bottom and Shippingport reactors, along with some other 
TRIGA fuel. At least some of the fuel is already at DOE ID. I believe that all of the 
Shippingport fuel and Peach Bottom 1 fuel was already shipped there (it isn't still at either 
reactor site). I've never really looked into it, but my understanding is that DOE was working 
out a waste management plan with the state of ID and the Foster Wheeler ISFSI was some 
part of that agreement. However, DOE failed to meet some waste processing 
goals/requirements, and the state took them to court and somehow the ISFSI is in some 
permanent limbo. The ISFSI was not central to the state's issues, I think it is just a 
secondary casualty of the lawsuiVagreement. 

FYI - I'll soon be your neighbor again. I'm moving over to OEDO Feb. 151. 

Thanks, 
Michele Sampson 
Division of Spent Fuel Management 
301 -415-7493 

From: Conley, Maureen 

Sent : Wednesday, January 20, 201610:13 AM 

To: Sampson, M ichele <Michele Sampson@orc.goy> 



Subject: two questions for you' 

Hi, Michele. Am I remembering correctly that DOE only built one of the two NRG-licensed 
lsfsis in Idaho? TMl-2 is operating, but not the Idaho spent fuel facility? (and if that's 
correct, where are they storing research reactor fuel?) 

Also - I'm wondering whether you had any luck getting images out of the cask vendors for 
that brochure. No rush, just following up. 

Thanks, 

Maureen Conley 

NRC Office of Public Affairs 

301-415-8202 



From: 
To: 
Subj ect: 
Date: 

Sayerot. Pjerre 
Conley Maureen 
Re: following up on images 
Monday, March 07, 2016 4:35:56 PM 

Joy is no longer in charge of this ... 

You will not see me in any way since I am thousands of miles away from you, working 

remotely (ah!) to check on what is important: your emails. 

Kudos to TN and their follow-up shall be recognized ... 

From: Conley, Maureen 

Sent: Monday, March 7, 2016 4:25 PM 

To: Saverot, Pierre; White, Bernard 

Subject: RE: following up on images 

True true - If I see Joy Russell or Pjerre at the RIC I'll meotjoo jt to her J <>J<S) 

I -
Maureen 

From: Saverot, Pierre 

Sent: Monday, March 07, 2016 4:22 PM 

To: Conley, Maureen <Maureen.Conley@nrc.gov>; White, Bernard <Bernard.White@nrc.gov> 

Subject: Re: following up on images 

I was successfu l the very first day in having TN sending you several high qual ity pictures of 

their casks .... To the contrary, Holtec has on ly forwarded my request to their " information 

dept" and have not heard anything from them since. 

My posit ion is that you shall recognize in that NUREG those who read ily respond, i.e., show TN 

casks ! 

And between you and me, this Nureg is for public consumption, r ight? A cask looks like any 

other cask for the uninitiated ..... 

Pierre 



From: Conley, Maureen 

Sent: Monday, March 7, 2016 2:05 PM 

To: White, Bernard; Saverot, Pierre 

Subject: following up on images 

Hi, guys. Just wanted to touch base and see if you've had any luck getting NAG and Holtec 
to provide photos of their fabulous transportation cask systems for the brochure on the 
safety of spent fuel transport that we're updating. 

If you haven't received any y~ perhaps the RIC will be the perfect opportunity to tighten 
the thumb screws? Or maybe a carrot would be better, you can send them to the OPA table 
where they can spin the wheel for a chance to win a candy bar! 

M aureen Conley 

NRC Office of Public Affai rs 

301-415-8202 



From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Lombard. Mark 

Conley Maureen: Hsia Anthony: Marcano Damaris 

~ 
Re: spent fuel communication products 

Saturday, February 27, 2016 5: 15:46 AM 

The latter please. 
------Original Message-----
From: Maureen Conley 
To: Mark Lombard 
To: Anthony Hsia 
To: Damaris Marcano 
Cc: Bo Pham 
Subject: spent fuel communication products 
Sent: Feb 26, 20 I 6 4:53 PM 

Hi, folks. In looking ahead to our next scheduled meeting March 16 - I wilJ be out on travel that whole week. The 
week prior is the RIC, which leaves either the week of Feb. 29 or the week of March 21 for the next time we can all 
get together. Do you have a preference? I'm leaning toward that latter . With any luck I will have a closer-to-final 
transport safety brochure and a couple more blog posts ready to go by then . .. 

Let me know what you prefer and I'll update the scheduler. Thanks, 

Maureen Conley 
NRC Office of Public Affairs 
301 -41 5-8202 



From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Maureen, 

GRAPHICS Resource 
Conley Maureen 
Safety and Spent Fuel Transport Word file 
Wednesday, June 01 , 2016 8:16:02 AM 

I am working on updating the Safety and Spent Fuel Transportation brochure. 
I noted that the Word file has many highlighted comments. 
Could you send me the updated Word fi le with no comments so I do not introduce any 
errors. 

Thank you, 

Darrin Raaum I Graphic Designe1r Contractor for USNRC 
T 301.415.1492 
OP1-35 02 

Project 216/RGM LLC 
4350 East-West Highway, Suite 101 
Bethesda, MD 20814 



From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Ivonne, 

Conley Maureen 
Couret Ivonne 
Safety of Spent Fuel Transportation brochure 
Friday, May 27, 2016 10:45:00 AM 

I created a folder on the g: drive that has files with the .revised text (marked up with 
changes per QTE), photo captions, and 12 images that I think will work. 

G:\Maureen\Safety of Spent Fuel Transportation brochure 

Do you want to communicate with the graphics folks about this, or should I? 

Thanks, 

Maureen Conley 

NRC Office of Public Affai rs 

301-415-8202 



From: 
To: 
Subj ect: 
Date: 

Harrjogtoo. Holly 
Harrington Holly 
Tomorrow"s News Tonight 
Thursday, September 08, 2016 5:02:59 PM 

11 1ay co11tai11 111a tclial p; op: ic ta: y te : :c eso ogc1 :oiso 

POWER RESOURCES -- In continuing coverage, OPA Region IV spoke to a reporter from The Cortez 

(Colorado) Journal newspaper and from Nuclear Intell igence Weekly about the Confirmatory Action 

Letter issued last week, documenting actions the company has agreed to take following two 

incidents in w hich radioactive sludge leaked from containers used to transport it to a processing site 

in Utah. 

FUKUSHIMA FOLLOW-UP - P~atts had questions about the status of supplemental seismic analyses 

of spent fuel pools. J LO helped us provide the number of plants affected, due dates and status of 

submittals, and directed the reporter to the October 2015 NRC letter to licensees asking for the 

information. 

SPENT FUEL TRANSPORTATION SAFETY- OPA HQ spoke to t he Pahrump Valley {Nev.) Times reporter 

who wrote a story appearing today on our recently updated brochure that said NRC didn't return 

requests for comment. She said she overlooked emails from two NRC officia ls responding to her 

inquiries and wi ll correct the story. We also responded to her questions on why we updated t he 

brochure (it was outdated) and whether it would impact Yucca Mountain. 

TM I - Exelon is hosting a community night at the plant tonight. About 400 people have indicated 

they' ll be attending, as will the NRC Resident Inspectors. Media is also expected to attend. 

EXELON - The company issued a press release on the performance of its nuclear fleet over the 

summer. It can be found here: http://www.exeloncorp.com/newsroom/exelon-nuclear-stations

deljver-when-summer-heats-up 

INDIAN POINT - Entergy issued a press release about a security exercise at the plant tomorrow. 

Participants wil l be using MILES gear, which can be heard off-site. It can be found here: 

http://www.sa f esecu revital .com/i ndia n-poi nt-to-cond uct-secu rity-t ra i ni ng-exercises-friday-d ri I ls-to

in cl ude-sjm u lated-wea po ory-a rt if i cja 1-gu nfi re/ 

i11tc1 ::al dJ@ 8Al7 li18 Sictrita ' :tier 0111 sid 0 f\!BC -- PO redj5trjh11tjgp 

1'¥18'{ l!ORtJiR '*13tiFi?1 proprietary 1 0 09\0'S ?QAOcjes 



From: 
To: 
Subj ect: 
Date: 

Hi Maureen, 

Darja Sokoloya 
Conley Maureen 
[External_Sender] Re: Re: FW: Question from the media 
Thursday, September 08, 2016 4:52:32 PM 

Thanks for your answers. I will make sure to reach out to you next time I have a question. 

On Thu, Sep 8, 2016 at 12:47 PM, Conley, Maureen <Maureen.Conley@nrc.gov> wrote: 

Thanks Daria. We appreciate the opportunity to respond to your questions and the 
correction to the story. I don't think we can address Bob Halstead's comments because I 
can't tell what exactly he is referring to. He says we misrepresent our material but is not 
specific about what he thinks is wrong. 

On the first two questions - As you alluded to in your story, the old brochure was 
published in 2003. Since that time the NRC has done quite a bit of work that further 
refines our understanding of how spent fuel casks would perform in real-world accidents, 
including in severe fires. As the brochure notes, the most recent risk assessment was 
completed in 2014. We will continue this work and update our publications as appropriate 
to reflect the most recent information. 

The purpose of the brochure is to provide information to the members of the public who 
may have questions about spent fuel transportation safety. I'm not sure how an NRC 
brochure could impact Yucca Mountain. 

I hope this helps. Please let me know if you need anything further. 

Regards, 

Maureen Conley 

NRC Office of Public Affairs 

301-415-8200 

From: Daria Sokolova [mailto:dsokoloya@pytimes.com] 

Sent: Thursday, September 08, 2016 3:21 PM 

To: Conley, Maureen <Maureen.Conley@orc.gov> 



Subject: [External_Sender] Re: FW: Question from t he media 

Hi Maureen, 

I apologize for the situation. We will take the last line out of the article. Here are my 
questions for you: 

1. Why did you decide to update this brochure? 

2. Will this update affect the situation with Yucca Mountain, and if so, how? 

3. Do you think the state of Nevada's concerns in this case are justified? 

On Thu, Sep 8, 2016 at 12: 10 PM, Conley, Maureen <Maureen.Conley@nrc,gov> wrote: 

From: Conley, Maureen 

Sent: Tuesday, September 06, 2016 9:41 AM 

To: Rubenstone, James <James.Rubenstone@nrc.goy>; Daria Sokolova 

<dsokolova@pytjmes.co m> 

Cc: Pineda, Christine <Christine Pjneda@orc gov> 

Subject: RE: Question from t he media 

Hi, Daria. I think you may be referring to the brochure we recently updated. If you let 
me know what you need, I can try answer any questions you have, or find people here 
who can. 

Regards, 



Maureen Conley 

NRC Office of Public Affairs 

301-415-8200 

From: Rubenstone, James 

Sent: Tuesday, September 06, 2016 9:25 AM 

To: Daria Sokolova <dsokoloya@pytjmes.com> 

Cc: Pineda, Christine <Christine Pineda@orc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Question from the media 

Hi Daria, 

Thanks for the inquiry. There are others at NRG who are better informed than me to 
answer questions about spent fuel transportation safety. I'm passing your email over to 
our Office of Public Affairs, who should be able to help you out. 

Jim 

From: Daria Sokolova [mailto:dsokolova@pvtimes.com] 

Sent: Monday, September 05, 2016 3:49 PM 

To: Rubenstone, James <James.Rubenstone@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Pineda, Christ ine <Christine.Pineda@nrc.gov> 

Subject: [External_Sender] Question from t he media 

Hi James, 

This is Daria from the IPahrump Valley Times. I recently saw your updated document on 
the safety of spent fuel transportation and was wondering if I could ask you a couple of 
questions. 

Thanks 



Daria Sokolova 

Pahrump Valley Times reporter 

1570 E. Hwy. 372 Pahrump, NV 89048 

office: 775-727-5102. ext. 39 cellJ (b](6} 

011 Twitter: DariaSokolova77 

Daria Sokolova 

Pahrump Valley Times reporter 

1570 E. Hwy. 372 Pahrump, NV 89048 

office: 775-727-5102. exl 39 cel4 (l>X6) 

on Twitter: DariaSoko/ova77 

Daria Sokolova 
Pahrump Valley Times reporter 



1570 E. Hwy. 372 Palirump, NV 8i-.9~fJ-i.48~· -----. 
office: 775-727-5102, ext. 39 cel/:l(b)(6) 
011 Twitter: DariaSokolova77 ____ __... 



From: 
To: 
Subj ect: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

M aureen, 

Sayerot. Pjerre 
Conley Maureen 
do you know what the package is in the bottom of this page? 
Monday, August 08, 2016 8:21 :41 AM 
Cover page from SF brochure.odf 

I sent you a lot of cask pictures at your request a while back from TN/AREVA. Do you know which 

cask is at the bottom of the page? 

Thanks 

Pierre 





From: 

To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Conley Maureen 

Lombard Mark· Hsia Anthony; £.b.am....aQ. 

follow up 
Monday, March .21 , 2016 5:44;00 PM 

Dry Cask 101.docx 

Hi, guys. Just to follow up on our meeting today -

I updated the list of blog posts (please see attachment). I added consolidated storage, 
noted the ones we're deferring to 2017 and added a few notes about timing. 

If we want to do a dry storage ~~w.i.......u...J.Lloiu.l..l.ll~~~il..l..lo:..u.i.il.i..li<...u...i.u.i.iu..Li4lilC.Lli<...w.i....l.l.l.ll<...L.U..lll.I....-...., 
ublic meetin related to WCS 

(~('> We're scheduled to 
meet next on ease et me 

I will make the shielding blog and the transportation safety brochure priorities. Shielding 
would make sense to put in the dry storage brochure and you may want that transportation 
brochure at the meeting too .. . 

Thanks, 
Maureen 



llry Cask Hll 

Structural 

N11edi?.~.Jr~n1 D,Sf~: 

Consolidated storage/WCS (plan to post when we receive WCS application) 

Resear<;h 

lsfsi dry run$ 

Confinement 

Inspections 

Shielding 

Extended storage and transportation (plan to post when paper goes to Commission May 31} 

JQ .. foot drop test 

Renewals 

Renewal Inspections 

Material degradation 

Post~.Q: 

Dry C<isk.s 101' M;;iriaging Heat 

Covlee )o/111n>on 

Dry task 101 · ~torage and lransport- Thi' Right Materials for the Job 
Jahn Wisp 

Dry Cask 101- Criticality Saf('ty 
Drew Barro 

Spent Fuel Cask$ 101 - Whal We Regul<'!te and Why 
Mark Lornbard 

3/21/2016 



From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Conley Maureen 
Couret Ivonne 
images for spent fuel transport brochure 
Tuesday, December 22, 2015 8:43:00 AM 

Hey, Ivonne. FYI, I met with the spent fuel folks last week to talk about the brochure. 
Unfortunately most of the images in it will need to be replaced (only one on the front cover 
appears to be an actual transport cask). The problem is most of the certified transport 
casks have not been built. The good news is, Michele Sampson offered to reach out to the 
cask vendors to ask for any images they might be able to share. 

Check out this DOE link - one of the rolling photos on the landing page shows three trucks 
in a row, the middle one appears to have a transport cask on it. 

http:Uenergy.gov/ne/consent-based-siting 

Let's see what DSFM can come up with - we're pretty confident the vendors will want us to 
use their photos, so we can revisit after the holidays ... 

Maureen Conley 

NRC Office of Public Affairs 

301-415-8202 



From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Hi Maureen, 

Araguas. Christjao 
Cooley Maureen 
Pstra k Dayjd 
FW: Safety of Spent Fuel Transportation brochure working draft rev. 1 .docx 
Thursday, December 04, 2014 5:31 :20 PM 
Safety of Spent Fuel Transportation brochure workjng draft rey. 1 .docx 

I am one of the BCs in NMSS/SFM. I understand that you would like to add language to 
the attached brochure on the Baltimore tunnel fire and the MacArther Maze fire. How 
married are you to this concept? We do have two published studies on these accidents but 
I propose not saying much if anything at all . We are currently working on a compendium of 
both railway and roadway transportation accidents that compare the results of these 
accidents with existing requirements of spent nuclear fuel containers (which include both 
Baltimore and MacArthur Maze). There are several studies and while it would be ideal to 
just point to this work in the brochure, it is not complete and likely won't be until sometime 
in 2015. I think we could highlight in a short paragraph the fire studies we are doing but I 
don't think it should go beyond that. Thoughts? 

Christian 

From: Pstrak, David 
Sent: Thursday, December 04, 2014 1 :21 PM 
To: Araguas, Christian 
Cc: Silva, Patricia 
Subject: FW: Safety of Spent Fuel Transportation brochure working draft rev. 1 .docx 

Christian - I just was assigned the task to review this draft SNF transportation brochure. 

Note the comment/request from Maureen Conley below about adding words about the 
Baltimore Tunnel Fire and the MacArthur Maze fire (i.e. , the fire studies) to this brochure 
(attached). I think it best for that info to be developed by your staff along with 
consideration/recommendation as to where/how it best be added. On this fl ip side, if you 
believe that this brochure is not a suitable mechanism for sharing the results of the fire 
studies, I suggest that you weigh in as such. 

In a separate email, Lombard requested this review be completed by 12/10/14. 

Let me know if you have any questions on my suggestion or the action. 

David 
287-9121 

From: Lombard, Mark 
Sent: Wednesday, December 03, 2014 6:31 PM 
To: Pstrak, David; Rubenstone, James 
Cc: Conley, Maureen; Silva, Patricia 
Subject: Fw: Safety of Spent Fuel Transportation brochure working draft rev. 1.docx 

Can you gentlemen please also take a look at t he at tached and provide comments maybe by the end 

of th is week? 



Thanks, 

Mark 

From: Conley, Maureen 
Sent: Friday, November 28, 2014 04:41 PM 
To: Lombard, Mark; Hsia, Anthony; Marcano, Damaris 
Subject: Safety of Spent Fuel Transportation brochure working draft rev. 1.docx 

Hi, all. Here is my first rough cut at the revision, mainly edited to simplify language and 
address Yucca Mountain uncertainties. I added in language on the latest transportation risk 
assessment but think it would be useful to also add something about the Howard st. tunnel 
fire and the MacArthur Maze fire and any other accidents you guys have studied that I 
might not be aware of (these probably could be added in call-out boxes in the margins 
unless we think a lot of text is required to explain them/give context/etc.) 

When you have a chance, please let me know your thoughts. 

Thanks! 
Maureen 
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~ Mooffi.a+fl-Wfll ~DOE W applied'/ to the NRC 1n 2008 to for a perm1tJq_conStruct 
the repository there But DOE withdrew its appl1cat1on 1n 2010 -The NRC's role 1s to assess 
wheJti.~rl!lllQLQPosed fac1.lity meets.NRC regulatorv reqwrements_ Other~oos1derat1011s 
are up to DOE and Co!!9!£fili,.~ \~~ ~$!:! 1ls ir <1epe11.ient ~~;;.~ 
~h;~M~~thei:-t~~~a-h;gtt~aste 
rotposftory.at Y'-lcca-Mountam- Onty-after ex~ii+lfllil FeVI~ of-a- OOE .,ap.PIK>ali-011 ~ tne-NRC-00 
~*6-at~ ol tfle reguffit«-ms-,, T~NWP~~N-RG 
Ufl to..~r . .yeaf5-.IG-06GKJ@.whel_Mf.to §f-anl tfle I 6ef!se 

Jl.Y!'!_ll ~me time be!9!£..86Gatlse a repository !§_won't--OO---a11ailable. for oome-time- some 8!1 
nuclear power plants move their ate $perit fuel first m10 pools for "1torage ori site As the amount 
Qf_gi_~!!fl_[grows manv reacJors a_r~_i,llso u~J!cr'-~__ji):'_§__,miplement-Hl!l-f1'iJff.:>4W 
len1f'.lGHHJ' st{M8t}ft.-Orl £.IM. Olhifif.p!a(;l.E. ~Ml·I0.·6tG+&·~·fl#f'I away.f~om thi!..r1W.CIGl'·illi4l 
tei!~<li'Y site--uffill-~ma1ieffl f~Y-1&~ The N8,C reviews an(,! approyes designs for 
j_heS'LlY1\illrmt 

Once a cen(r{!I 19yi;t19n !Qr sto1ag9 or d1spgsal •& aoproved spent fuel will negd to be 
transported there salely from sites around Hie country Given the widespread locations of power 
r~ac.tGfS If. a-Glspesal GJW is fma~y apprG¥ed ·liOOIWAitf;S will--need te..t.riuwi;iort··SPl?Ol·t:\!el to tMt 
s+te &affil-y These shipments would likely be made on railroads and on public highways 



Bec?.l!.$.li' :>Spent fuel is highly radioactwe~ ~t be~eEI rn large hei1o; i>entainers 
!IM!~ ~blte-t«m+~1e -l-!his raises the folJowing l!'~~M.<iuesti0t1S'ifl 
COfl.11\\>Gl+On-~ $11•~ 

•How does the NRC protect the public from radioactive waste that is being transported? 
• What 1s the l1Kelihood of these shipments being involved in an accident? 
•How well can the transportation contamern withstand an accident and prevent the release of 
nuclear materials? 

The NRC addresses these and other questions as a part of its ongoing efforts to ensure sale 
transport. As new technologies and information become available, the NRC continually 
evaluates its existing safety requirements . .!Li.!} .. lfr.P..Qri:.?.!JL\QJ .. '1QY!.1tl91.§R&.Cl.t.!.1,19.Lb.9.!'-P.9.£.n 
~~alely w•th111 _tf)Ll) S and atoro.Jld fo1.1f101e tt1an 30 ye<11s 

ne rev111111S1111u Slletv: .. , 1111111111111111111111111 C11181ner 
Spent fuel is highly rad1oact1ve and must be heavily shielded and t>g-htly contained to be 
transported s3fely AA<i!s-~ .:-~f .Jlfly s§i!lfe shipment requires •G-a robust spent 
fuel container. or "cask · 

The NRC est~ regulate:RIBM> an4~&4of the design and constn.1ction of these 
r~asKs to ensure the public 1s a-s l-11e pffmafy way-to-prolectfil!~~· 
Containers used to move spent fuel by rail or highway are designed to withstand severe 
accidents In the u_s and international\)'.,._ *91Jla00fl'5--f€'ft\.1+!'€"--lt\al these containern must pass a 
series of tests that m1m1c accident d.;irnaqefo~ces- The NRC oonducll>-+l!JOfOu!i reviews w cert•lr 
!hat spent fuel containers very c~r11!.1.;1!!YJO ensur§J_hn, meet the design standcirds and test 
condiuons in the regulations 

These containers must be ~b'ftel>!-Oh)fu}l'fSIS ~to survive ~flOO-Of,,four 
testss-1rnula1e4--<IDGK1enl G!';lflQ+lioos involving impact, puncture, fire· and submersion in W'!\e_r 
During and alter the tests. the ~iner,,....~must contain nuclear material, limit doses to 
acceptable levels-, and prevent 13~nuclear reaction 

To protect workers afld the public. ~ .. -g-~~_,o:;ontame1s- ha~ve walls of steel and sh1eld1ng 
m.atQnals five to 15 inches thick. made of steel and s/'11ekling materials and a massive lid. Truck 
containets weigh about 25 tons when loaded with 1 izn_i;:, to ~t~ !Or'ls of spent fuel Rail 
containers can weigh as much as 150 tons <1nd can carry up to 20 tons of spent fwel The ends 
of these transportation co11tainer;; a1e e11cased 1t1 structures called impact limiters. ln t-he·event 
of. an accident these l1m1ters would crush. absorbir'lg impact forces and protecting the container 
a11d its cargo 

Spent fuel containers are tightly sealed and provide ]J_eEfl..sh1eld111g fo+ ~d1alu;t-+) 
H<..-:iwever But it is not possible to elirnmffi-0. shield <1ll .lbfLradiat1on·wi'.h·sh!fi>l4wig lli 
C~ontainers mus! provide enough shielding to protect anyone ~uce"'1?X«tfm!l 1atl1at+Qn..to low 
J.e~e~s I-hat rneel oo:r 3nd-Jl.IRG rai;J1;,l11!;Ml slaniilar-.Gs Im 111.e r.ad!alKJn. d0&£1lo10d1v1dua.ts who 
m1ghl be near the cask during transport 

C-Ofltit<llef ~._i~des1gners may use llft)!~__t]JJQQh.niquefuJO demon5trate their cqnta1nern are i.>@f!h 

They can ~u.se. computer analyses. comparisons with other designs, compo!'\eflt testing. scale· 
model testing. or a comb1nat1on of these ~~l-O-Of1rn~H;~IWlfc are safo 
~\~f!lfilque~s~Most often, they use a combinat1on of computer analyses and physical testing, 



They e~plain their design and prov•d~J!U..QQ.Q!l~('lQ documents in an application The NRC 
evah.1ates each ~io!HeF--a-G6Afairlef-design . examines the information in depth, and then 
performs its own calculations. NRC reviewers ~.~s in different are~s of science ¥1_Q 
§.Q.9.i~fing . They.include structural and materials engineers and safety specialists with 
advanced degrees and many years of experience. 

Once the NRC is saJ1sf1ed that a design m.eets the requirements it issues a Certificate of 
Compliance Then -k>f-a ~ot fuel-GElfltainef des~ fat>f!GatOfs-make the containers_~_'!_ be 
!!1.i!n~tactured an.~. used. Manufacturers and shippers have.~mur.1--adhere to a program~ 
!Q_!~nsures the containers~ meet design specifications~hout fabri_!;iltlO_n 
and transportation. 

l!~.il!filJJ.a.Y.!!!.9..A..{:~.~..!!r..Q.Q.~ !ll21.!n~a.!) .. iLC:OSI-- can be u~e.Q...NRC and DOT regulations aiso 
require a number of safety determinations before each spent fuel shipment. These include 
checks for leaks and tests to ensure that radiation levels and contamination l&vels are within 
safe limits. These actions are designed to ensure that all aspects of every spent fuel shipment 
meet ~\He a~-NRC-safety standards. 

I Brief llSbrv If SOlll fUtl SllllllUll 11• Slldlel 

More than 1,300 spent fuel shipments regulated by the NRC have been completed safely in the 
U.S during the past 25 years. Although there have been four aceidents,-4ffilOl~hose 
&l:l~s. none ha§\le resulted in a release of radioactive material. 

TtJis ~Experience wM-~·shif)ffleflls-·COnfirms that the ~I safety system is sound. 
But will this hold true when there are The que~--::whaf ~·-~~are 
thousands of future shipments?': The NRC continuously evaluates risks associated with spent 
fuel transport in a methodical and scientific way. To provide additional confidence. the NRC has 
sponsored several risk studies related to spent fuel transportation on highways and railroads. 

In 1977. the NRG completed a study that is now seen as ~the "baseline" for 
comparison with new information and studies completed since then. That study allowed the 
!'!B..LlQ..§a~.!!.!l~O~~-~ll!.ti~<;l-~~.lely protect the, public 

In 1987, the NRC used improved research methods to evaluate-see how shipping containers 
react In accidents and to estimate the risk of releasing radioactive materials. The study results 
provided added assurances that ahG;;l--tlle--ab1lity -O:-shipping casks would ~withstand an 
accident ai;d-conf•rmeo re£.ults of the 1977 study. 

Another &WEly, FeleaseEI in Mafcl:r-2000. use<l·~~y4&-analyzeg how well lhe 
ab1!+iy-0f containers would hold _upjn_l&wilhslaAG-an accident. Using improved techn.9.!QgLl-This 
study fQIJ.!l.Q.~luEleEI lt:iat the risk W9..!.!&.~e-~.l£.~.n .~.~~Llllfill.originall'i...e.s~!nJ97l 
!:.Y.en 1f lfeffl the ·~-number of spent fuel shipments increased greally-lhat ~
fN! .ilf&t-half-61 thiS.-GeJlll:ll'fWOi;kJ...bfr e>lefl·&maliel: ~~ally es4<ffiate6 tA-tJR:;. 

Ibe latest risk studv. publ ished iti.~anuary 2014. mo<leled the radiation doses people might 
[~~e1ve from_ spent fuel shipments. The study_confirmed that NRC regulations for spent fuel 

transport are adequate to ensure safety of the public and the environment. It examined . .!!.Q!t 
three NRG-certified packages wquld behave during both normal shipments and accidents II 



!11Qlleled a vari.ety of tran~port routes using population data from the 2000 census as updated in 

2008 It used actual highway a11d rail accident statistics. It considered doses from normal 

?ll!Q!!t~nts to people living along transportation routes. occupants of vehicles sharing the route 

vehicle crews and other workers. and pnyone pr~sent at~top. And it used state-of-th~:art 

computer models The risk assessment found 

Doses from routine transport would be less than 111000 the amount of radiation people 

~~.~v.e. from b~ckground ~Qurces each year 
~ -~l.here §Jess than a 1 in 1 billion chance that radioactive material would be released in 

an accident 

If an ;;icc1dent did release radioactive materi;;il. the dose lo the most affected ind1y1dual 

):V.Q.!!.!.Q...!lQ! cause im_mediate harm 

On the basis of these studies. operational experience, and its own l@GAAical reviews, the NRC 
concluded that the shipment of spent fuel is.will be safe •. even is hundreQJ! of shipm_ents ;;ire 
made each year al ~e9-s~t·kwe45- The NRC is continuing to lo~~ 
1ntrack spent fuel shipping, including lhe performance of additional more analyses and testing of 
spent fuel casks, to ensure that the risks remain low. 

lndlnlllldlnl 1111 RISb 

Risk is generally understood to be the PGS&ibi41y-chan~_of injury, damage, or some kind of loss. 
G•..eR lhal·;m€i~arr6ifl§-4!he spent fuel shipment record in the U.S. has been outstanding to 
date. Many more shipments have been successfuUy completed internationally under the same 
basic safety standards. 

While shipping spent fuel does in110Jve risk, NRC studies show indfcate.-that·this risk is low. As a 
part of its safety effort, !he .. ~.RC a1m.s _IQ.rninimiz!:ling risk 1s an important concept to the NRC. To 
evaluate the rosks t+he NRC°-!H~ assessment asks the foNowing three questions and then 
converts the answers into numbers 1Q-arri11e--a1 a ris-k-va!w: 

• What can go wrong? 
• How likely is it? 
•If something goes wrong. what are the consequences? 

Altoough-tihe overwhelming majority of spent fuel shipments are accident-free. To calculate the 
rfill1:itiuf.l n~k~_!o th~ publ ic .. researchers ~leutate radiation.risks to tne pubhc uslllg use two 
scen;;inos. One scenariQ. involves a )()Ul<leY·!!!I!dlffing on which an accident occurs: the other 
covers the vast majority of journeys that do not in11ol11e an accident. 

Ret.,r<h•rs us•• fl)ur.sr•p proc .. s 10 • lud)I •<lu•r end poi.nti41 ..:cia.nrs "'" !Mir ttl'eclS <><>''"''"a-. 
Step 1. E~,,.m " Soll IJ1sl<H"1G ~~.wd.6 10 determl,,• •h•t mlglu Mpp• n. 
• !~~!!!..<"f Mstari£ t«ords. 
'. They elso g• llo•r QM!J!lilol!l!£.dal0 on how m111y SP*ITI flJ.i 1hlpm.,.,. 119 1/Af"ly Hth r-•r. 
• Th~ loo~ •1111• rile or 1cck1onto ll>r raH ~nd lllgttw1y shipmenrs. 
• Rese.:trch~rs ~looll •fa targ.e numb•,ot iJccld•nB th4• .1r• '-<>heeiv.abM~(f:diblc. 
• Th•Y ,,.,, loo• fl cruh lm11«t ll>rc• s, llrts or punttuf9s. They eic4 lotres mar .,.,,,o,. _....,. Ill• • ll!Os• coven!d l>y 
It/RC .sr~nd•rds. 
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D1 lcclll1111 scnarll 

NRC studies show that. the chance of an accident is low. and !hi!! fewer than 1 in 100 accidents 
involving a spent fuel container will be more severe than the conditions of the design standards. 
However, if a very unlikely chain of events occurs. the accident might be severe enough to 
cause a radioactive release. 

To estimate the ~ .. aAd-oon~AGesrisk of unusually severe accidents. researchers 
use a multi-step approach~. They use T~~-data and 
their experience with past trucking and rail accidents involving other hazardous materials. Part 
of this~~ to determine +ms-alse-ifwel'<'e6 Elel0Fmi~hat kinds of accidents could happen 
and lookH:19 at what their ~al· effects might be. 

According to the DOE Final Environmental Impact Statement ~IS}-for the Yucca Mountain 
Project. about 11,000 rail or 53,000 truck shipments might be expected cluring the 24 years of 
operation of the repository~ it--1>& awrovea. The chances that any accident would occur 
during a spent fuel shipment are about 1 in 10,000 for rail shipments and 1 in 1.000 for highway 
transport. Put another way, these estimates indicate that 1 to 50 accidents involving casks are 
conceivable in the process of moving alk;ufreffi-spent fuel to a l)efmafleffi-repository. 

Looking at these conceivable accidents. the chance that even one would be serious enough to 
lead to even a small release is about 1 in 1.000. The chance of a large release is estimated to 
be less than one in 1,000,000..QQQ. 

S,.p 1. EngittHn llH compln computtr prog,.ms 10 •SlilNlt how .,,. PM'S of• fhippintJ conum.r mljlhl i. d-(led 
Cy colllsion.S Or tJres. 
• They gart1•r d•111 on 110 w much 2P4nt fuel each ..: ontltiner wtJl c,arry. 
• Tlroy •11•ly,tt how in. fufl mtg/II ntsportd in • !Ji"*' rype ot acciMrtl. 
• T,,.y ct/cult re 1,,. ,.m,,.,.,,.,,., ot ttr• cont•ln•r alkl ~ sp.,, t ,.,., /!JI.en dUring • ""'9-'"nn ,,,.., 
Thi• inL'tJm'l•Oon ~llow$ rhem to _e._stlmat• pt01t1HJli& Hll.l~MtH on tM size of any potential INt IInd hOw much nl:ICl@•r 
mat•rial mlgltr u c•p•. 

St•p J. Re5ea~hen. march •Ccldenr sc:en•rio• tom St• 1 with tM.Mo&~~nalyws '1om Siep 2~•-'1!!.m Jo 
aet.,m•,. lh• chart co of••.,.,. d1mar1• 10 lh• cortlalrtt r or Its con!WIU. 

St.p 4. ResNtchtn use a spec1aj comuuter p109'!!!!.!o. c0topute 1 riaA ~,,.,,,,.,. wif4h ..t ~ ~ompuf« PlogfM'H. Th• 
pfO'Jntm i.k•• occld.,,1 probtbllity eollm•IH, •Jfl'fC!9d numo.,. ol •~ta. ,,,.,,. <Uta (111•• popu111ion <Hn~llHJ, 
wearh•r daf• (ro Q•Umate now any rel•••• might be • p r9ftd by wind}, •nd tadk>{OgJC:-1 dOa@ tULs tQ ptOdrK.• •risk ~•titJutte. 

Tll1 lcctllent-frtt Sc11sl1 

Fo.u nost sp~nt fuel shioments .. ffi.~rney, nothing ~l!!..go&.; wrong and no 
nuclear material ~.1l!J2!! .. 1&-released-tf-Om Ille eaAlaiAer. In this scenario, ~xperts calCl,Jlate the 
total at t:.ii!d1ati9o_Q_ose all-fad1o1Gg~~~-~, that ~.!!.~ople.along the route could 
be-receive~y~ ~e--aleng41'\&·~n~~.-is-Ga!Gulaled. Because spent tuel,..eY&A 
lull~ COffiameG. still emits low levels of radiation through the~ ~~walls. researchers 
~ti.mate t~. total racj1~t 1on do~~ to people who could be expos~Q. They use mtor~ 
route~ and local population~ ~to determine estmate the number of people who .!!!!9!!1 
be attected wfle.ooukl be-~e6--and the letal-fadiatieFHJ&se-ll'lal-dose they might receive. 



The risk to the public from an accident-rree journey results from the very lo~ radiation field 
that surrounds the si:>e~·4uel ~oefl!anspon cask. If the container 1s moving past a person. 
perhaos-sl!.c;~~someone standing along the highway or railroad track. the exposure is brief 
and well below regulatory limits. Exposure will vary depending uPon the speed of the !fain~ 
toactor-lfJ1ie1 11g~eh.1~l_fi! and t.!2_w far il".'-'jl..Y...~~the person is standing.fro< .. tt>e~ 
Ol ·ll~. The very low dose~ to each person along the route 1& 11re added to QQ131,i.g_ej_the total 
population dose. As a~ 10<- GGml)a,_.,_.aA passenger f.!Y!!!9 u~ round-trip 9'j-a41 from 
New Yorll to Los Angeles receives a dQJ!e from_ background radiation oo!>t' that is 25 times 
greater than the dose to persons closest to a typical spent fuel shipment 

Tiiie 1111• U11 

The NRC believes that shipments of spent fuel in the U S. are safe. This behef is based on the 
NRC's confidence 1n the shipping containers that it certifies and rts ongoing research in 
transportation safety. 

•The NRC ensures thal shipping containers are robust by. 
- Regulating their design and construction of &h1pf)I09 conta1Ae1s. 
- Reviewing designs and independently checking a container's ability to meet accident 
conditions 
- Ensuring that GOnta111ers.cas~s are built, maintained. and used properly 

·The NRC also !oHowS·ittlil\19''*>!'.>Y+; l)fagtam to uweshgates and asse~~ the nsks involved 
in spenl fuel shipments_ Tbe a~ncj' 
-Analyz~smg spent fuel transportal+ou records to full.¥._ understand safety 1ssues-beNel 
- Evaluat~smq new transportation issues. such as~ pro1e~\[9ns fQ!.t~ n!Jrotl~r of 
shipment iE-vels. ch11_nge~ 1n .oonse• populatiom; along some routes· and other factors 
- K~.~.Q.~ u,, ~·.1.\!1 Us1119 ~w technology;!.§.!,!. e119!y_s_,5 to t~.fHl~ est1mates.9! current and future 
:evel5 of potef1t1<1I risk to the pubhc 

Although there will always be a slight chance that an accident w ill cause a release of nuclear 
material. the NRG has found that the hkelihoOd of such an event and the as.soc.iaieo-nsk to the 
public are extremely low Even so. the NRC will continue to be vigilant about public safely as an 
essential part of its mission 

The NRC also regulates the ~al-prolecuon of spent nuclear fuel 1n transit against sabotage 
or other malicious acts. The NRC's current r_ules !or th~physica t protectiOn 1~~-lo<Qf 

spent fuel transportattOR include: 
• Coor:i'!_'J~h_Pre-st.+pmen~-roo•dination wi!tl law enforcement agencies before the 
Jiihiprr.~.fll 
• ~u1rmfl..Mva,1ce P<~•pir.ent notice t.o_ol States and !!:!~. NRC 
• UJ!.i!:!.9..i? comm.\!.!11calions.c_enter !Ind other means to mon•lQ!~!!!P~n.!L<Y~.!!:1.!;>~I~ 
&h+pH>ern ca~ to communic~ ~ 
• Sl>.pm@t1l 1n0Rilorn;g 
•Armed escorts.;in pOfttlate<f~as; and 
• Immobilization devices., 



Since September 11, 2001, the NRC has taken addrt1onal steps to protect the public +.4ese 
hleps--1rwelve a-0019~ -0f-tfle--&eGIJ-fily f!OGl-me-. ITTGlOOfng w:iw--measutes-takoo-to-f>r-Ole\"\t 
nu~-fool~~~1!a-le-t!~!~-a~t~a~4MicNRC 
has-_,.,~~ 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

David, 

Lombard. Mark 
Pstra k David 
Conley Maureen: Sj!ya. Patrjcja: Hsja Anthony 
FW: Safety of Spent Fuel Transportation brochure working draft rev 3.docx 
Friday, April 03, 2015 4:26:04 PM 
Safety of Spent Fuel Transportation brochure workjng draft rey 3.docx 

I have been sitting on this far too long. Can you please look at Maureen's replies and 
questions and let us know if we need any additional changes, in your opinion? 

Thanks, 

Mark 

From: Con ley, Maureen 
Sent: Friday, January 30, 201 5 3:17 PM 
To: Lombard, Mark 
Subject: Safety of Spent Fuel Transportation brochure working draft rev 3.docx 

Hi, Mark. I am sending you back the latest revision to the brochure. I made many of the 
suggested changes. I did not make changes where I felt the information was redundant or 
did not support the clear messaging we are aiming for with this brochure. In those cases 
where possible I did try to .address the substance of the change. Where there were 
comments, I did my best to address them. 

Also, one point of style: the modern convention is to leave a single space between 
sentences, not the two that we all grew up with. 

Please share with those whomever needs to see this again. I am happy to correct any 
factual errors but need to be careful about how we are wording some of these complicated 
technical topics. 

Thanks for all your help and the support from your staff! 
Maureen 
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Safety of SP41nt fuel Transportation 

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is.,, independent agency that was created by 
Congress. Its mission Is ro regulate th• narion's civilian use of radioacrive materials In a way that 
protects public health and the environment. The NRC regul111n commercial nucl111r pO'WfH' 
reactors; research, test, and training reactors; nuclear fuel cycl• facilities; and medical. academic, 
and Industrial uses of nuclear materials. The NRC also regulat•s p.clt;aging f<X the transport, 
storage. and disposal of nuclear m111eri11ls 11nd waste. And it licenns the export and import of 
radioacrlve mat11rials. 

The U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT} coordinates with the NRC to HI rules for th• 
paclcaging of nuclear materials. DOT also works witll lhe NRC and affected states to r99ufate their 
transport. DOT regulates ca"iers, sefs standards for routes and is responsi ble for international 
agreements on the transport of all hazardous materials. 

The U.S. Depertment of Energy (DOE} Is responsible by law for disposal of spent fwl from the 
nation's nuclear power reactors. 

The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEAJ is a forum for scientific and technical cooperarlon 
in th11 nuclesr fi11/d. Part of the United Nations, the IAEA sets global regulatiOns in many areas of 
the nuclear Industry. IAEA's regulations for materials p.clraging and transport serve Ha model 
for the United States and other nations. 

Tlte HRC lrH Ill'" m1in lll1Kllon1: 
I. To 111111n!lard11nd d0"91op reflU,.tiono; 
1 To t••u• lk•n••• lot nuc*r tKU'fJ•• ettd nud.at ,,,..,., .. ,. ua«S; Md 

1. ro ln•PKI '-C~lllH ro enaul9 th• I Nff'C ~""°"' ,,. b.u>Q m•r. 

The N11c111r 11111111rv camm1Ss111 
The NRC regulates the nuclear fuel cycle from beginning to end. Starting when the uranium is 
taken from the ground. the NRC 011ersees its processing and manufacture mto fuel to be used in 

reaclors. The NRC also plays a role on ensuring the safe transportation. storage and permanent 
geologic disposal of used fuel. 

The NRC works to protect public health and safety. the environment and our national secu rity. 
To keep the public's confidence. the NRC aims to do rts work openly and to be effech11e. 
efficient and realistic. 

Proper handling of nuclear materials will help to protect the safety of the public and plant 
worr.ers To achieve this aim_ the NRC works w~h the DOT and DOE m the U.S .. and 
internationally, with the IAEA. Together. these agencies help to make sure nuclear materials are 
packaged and transported safely. 

This brochure explains the NRC·s role in the safe packaging and transport of spent nuclear fuel 
from commercial nuclear power plants The NRC overs~s the design. manufacture. use and 
maintenance of containers for these radioactive shipments. 
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About f1111f of the public's average •nnual ,..diation eXJ/0$1111 comes from n•tur•I s~es. These 
sourcH Include radon, the human body, ollhlr space, rocks and soil. This natu,..1 rad~tion is 
called "background" and can vary greatly frnm place to pl.ce. NNrly all of !he resr of an •.,.,-ege 
person's exposure comes from m11dical sources, such •s x-rays •nd diagnostic tesrs tfl•t .,,, 
used In hHlth c•re. R•dl•rion that can be treced to radlo•ctlve m•ten11/s transpM makes up 11 
tiny fraction of an •ver•ge person's overall exposu,... For such low lllWHs ot exposure, •ny 
blologlc•I effec~ •re so sm•I/ th•t, if they u lsr, !hey would not be ~teec.ble. The hum11n body 
responds to radilltion in file same w11y whether if comes from natural or manm~ sourcas. 
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Nuclear reactors make electricrty and, as a waste product, spent fuel. Uranium fuel can power a 
reactor for a number of years until it needs to be replaced. The used fuel is then known as 
"spent fuel." II must be stored safely unrn it can be shipped offsrte 

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act sets a policy for safe. permanent dis9osal or spef'lt fue l and other 
high-level radioactive wastes. Congress in 1 ga7 selected Yucca Mountain in Nevada as the site 
to be studied for a repository deep underground. DOE applied to the NRC in 2008 for a permit 
to construct the repository there. But DOE w~hdrew its application in 2010. The NRc·s role IS to 
assess whelher the facility would meet NRC regulatory requirements Other policy 
considerations are up to DOE and Congress 

It will be some time before a repository is available All nuclear power reactors move tf\e1r spent 
fuel lirst into pools for storage on Site As the amount of spent luel m the pool increases. many 
reactors are also using dry casks for storage The NRC reviews and approves the designs for 
these systems. 

Once a central location for storage or disposal 1s approved. spent fuel w~I need to be 
transported there from sites around the country These shipments would likely be made by rail 
or on public highways. 

Because spent fuel is highly radioactive. people may wonder 
• How does the NRC protect the public from rad1at1on dunng transport? 
•What rs the likelihood one of these shipments will be involved in an aOcident? 
•How well can the shipping containers withstand an accident and prevent the release of nuclear 
materials? 

The NRC addresses these and other questions as a part of its oogoing efforts to ensure safe 
transport. As new technology and real-world information become available. the NRG evaluates 
its regulations. It is important to know that spent fuet has been shipped safely within the U. S 
and abroad !or more than 40 years. 

Spent fuel is highly radioactive and must be shielded and contained to be transported safely 
Safe shipment requires a large. robust spent fuel container called a ·cask." 
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The NRC regulates the design and construction of these casks to ensure the public is protected. 
Containers used to move spent fuel by rail or highway are designed to withstand severe 
accidents. In the U.S. and internationally, these containers must pass a series of tests that 
mimic accident forces. The NRC reviews spent fuel containers very carefully to ensure they 
meet the design standards and test conditions in the regulations. 

These containers must be able to survive four tests involving impact. puncture. fire and 
submersion in water. During and after the tests. the casks must contain the nuclear material. 
limit radiation doses to acceptable levels and prevent a nuclear chain reaction. 

To protect workers and the public. a cask has walls of steel and shielding materials five to 15 
inches thick and a massive hd. Truck containers wetgh about 25 tons when loaded with one lo 
two tons of spent fuel . Rail containers can weigh as much as t50 tons and can carry up to 20 
tons of spent fuel . The ends of these transportation containers are encased in structures called 
impact limiters. In an accident, these impact limiters would crush and absorb the impact forces. 
protecting the package and Its contents. 

Spent fuel containers are tightly sealed and provide heavy shielding. But it is not possible to 
shield all the radiation. The containers must have enough shielding to protect anyone who might 
be near the cask. during transport. 

Cask designers may use several techniques to demonstrate their containers are safe. They can 
use computer analyses. comparisons with other designs, component testing. and physical 
testing of a scale model or a combination of these techniques. Most often. they combine 
analyses and physical testing. They meet with technical review staff from the NRC, explain their 
design and provide supporting documents in an application. The NRC evaluates each design, 
examines the information in depth. and performs its own calculations_ NRC reviewers are 
experts in different areas of science and engineering. They include structural and materials 
engineers and safety specialists with advanced degrees and many years of experience. 

Once the NRC is satisfied that a design meets the requirements, it issues a Certificate of 
Compliance. This certificate describes the approved design. including what materials must be 
used, the authorized contents. and the dimensions of the container. Then the containers can be 
manufactured and used_ Manufacturers and shippers have programs in place to ensure the 
containers meet design specifications throughout fabrication and transportation_ These 
programs are known as quality assurance. To ensure the casks meet the certificates, NRG slaff 
inspects both the manufacturer and the facilities that will use them. 

But just having a certificate does not mean a cask can be used. Both NRC and DOT regulations 
also require a number of safety determinations before each spent fuel shipment. These include 
checks for leaks and tests to ensure radiation levels are within safe limits. These actions are 
designed to ensure that all aspects of every spent fue l shipment meet aff the safety standards_ 

I lrilf HISrlry Df S .. ltFulf Slllll•tllS lld ..... 

More lhan 1.300 spent fuel shipments have been completed safety in the U.S. over the past 35 
years. Four were involved in accidents But none resulted in a release of radioactive material or 
a fatality due to radiation exposure. 
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This experience confirms that the safety system is sound. Bui will this hold true when shipments 
increase to move spent fuel to a future repository or a storage facility'> 
The NRC looks at the risks associated with spent fuel transport in a methodical and scientific 
way. Several NRG-sponsored studies over the years have focused on the risk related to spent 
fuel transport on highways and railroads. The resuhs provide add1honal confidence il1 the 
regulations in place to assure the safety of spent fuel transport. 

In a 1977 study. the NRC found the risk from transporting spent fuel to be low The study gave 
the NRC confidence that existing regulat•ons are adequate to prated the public 

In separate studies in 1967 and 2000, the NRC looked more closely how sh1pp1119 containers 
would perform in accidents. Each study used more advanced research melhods than 1n the 
earlier studies. These studies both found the risk posed by spent fuel shipments would be even 
smaller than estimated in 1977. That finding holds true even if !he number of spent fuel 
shipments were to increase greatly. 

The latest risk study. published in January 2014, modeled the doses people might receive from 
spent fuel shipments. This study again confirmed that NRC regulations for spent fuel transport 
ensure safety of the pubhc and the environment. 

The 2014 study looked at how three NRC-certified packages would behave during both normal 
shipments and accidents. The study modeled a variety of transport routes ustng population data 
from the U S. Census Bureau. II used statistics from actual highway and rai l acadents and 
state-of-the-art computer models. The study considered doses from normal shipments to people 
living along transportation routes. I! also looked at doses to occupants of veh1des shanng the 
route. vehicle crews and other workers. and anyone present at a stop The risk assessment 
found. 

Doses from routine transport would be less than 111000 the amount of radiation people 
receive from background sources each year 
There is less than a 1 in 1 billion chance that radioactive material would be releas.ed 1n 
an accident 
If an accident did release radioactive material. the dose to the most affected individual 
would not cause immediate harm 

In addition to these risk studies, the NRC has looked closely at real-world aecidents involving 
fires. The NRC did a series of case studies on the most severe accidents to see how weK a11 
NRC·certified spent fuel package would have performed These studies show the current 
regulations protect the public even 1n the most s.evere ftres The case studies include the 
Howard Street tunnel chemical fire that burned for five days in Baltimore in 2001 : the 1982 
Caldecott tunnel fire and the 2007 MacArthur Maze ftre. both sparked by gasoline tankers 
outside Oakland. Cal.: and a 2007 brush fire in the New Hall Pass tunnel outside Los Angeles. 

Additional NRC studies identified the conditions in an accident that could produce a fire severe 
enough to engulf a spent fuel transport package. 

On the basis of these studies. plus operational experience and its own reviews. the NRC 
believes spent fuel can be shipped safely. The evidence shows thlS will be true even if hundreds 
of shipments are made each year The NRC is continuing to track spent fuel shipping. including 
more analyses and testing of spent fuel casks. to ensure that the risks remain low 
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Risk is generally understood to be the chance of injury. damage or some kind of loss. The spent 
fuel shipment record in the U.S. has been outstanding to date. Many more shipments have been 
successfully completed internationally under the same basic safety standards. 

While shipping spent fuel does involve risk . NRC studies show this risk iS low. As a part of its 
safety effort, the NRC aims to manage the hazards to minimize the risk. To evaluate the risks. 
the NRG asks the following three questions and then converts the answers into numbers: 

·What can go wrong? 
• How likely is ii to occur? 
• If something goes wrong, what are the consequences? 

The overwhelming majority of spent fuel shipments are accident-free. To calculate the radiation 
risks to the public, researchers use two scenarios. One involves a trip on which an accident 
occurs; the other covers the vast majority of journeys that do not involve an accident. 

R•sHr<:hon uH • fout·otop ptOC•H ro of!Jdy tctu•I •nd po-1;.1 uci<Hllll and !heir .tfwcts. 
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NRG studies show that the likelihood of an accident is low. Fewer than 1 in 100 accidents 
involving a spent fuel container will be more severe than the conditions defined in the design 
standards. However. if a very unlikely chain of events occurs. an accident might be severe 
enough to cause a radioactive release. 

To estimate the risk of these severe accidents. researchers use a multi-step approach. They 
use data and their experience with past trucking and rail accidents involving other hazardous 
materials. Part of this step is to determine what kinds of accidents could happen and look at 
what their effects might be. 

Using this method, the chance that an accident would be serious enough to lead to a small 
release is about 1 in 1,000. The chance of a large release is less than one in 1,000,000,000. 
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For most spent fuel shipments, nothing will go wrong and no nuclear material win be released. 
For these shipments, experts calculate the total radiation dose that all people along the route 
could receive. They use information on routes and local populations to determine how many 
people may be affected and the dose they could receive . 

. __ The risk to the public from an accident-free journey results from the very low levels of 
radiation that may come through the cask walls. A person standing along the highway or 
railroad track might recei11e a brief exposure that is well below regulatory limits. 

Exposure will vary depending upon the speed of the vehicle and how far away the 
person is standing. Dases from rquline transPort would be less than 1.'1000 th.: 2mouni 
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The NRC believes that shipments of spent fuel in the U.S. are safe. This belief is based on the 
NRC's confidence in the shipping containers that it certifies and its ongoing research in 
transportation safety. 

• The NRC ensures that shipping containers are robust by: 
- Defining strict requirements for package design and performance 
- Reviewing designs and independently checking a container's ab~ity to meet accident 
conditions and 
- Doing inspections to ensure casks are built, maintained and used properly. 

• The NRC also looKs at the risks involved in spent fuel shipments. The agency: 
- Analyzes spent fuel transport records to fully understand any safety issues 
- Evaluates new transportation issues, such as projections for the number of shipments. 
changes in population along some routes and other factors. and 
- Keeps up with technology as it evolves to refine estimates of current and future risk to the 
public. 

Although there will always be a slight chance that an accident will cause a release of nuclear 
material. But the NRC has tound the likelihood of such an event and the risk to the public are 
extremely low. Even so, the NRC wiH continue to be vigilant abOut public safety as an essential 
part of its mission. 

The NRC also regulates how spent nuclear fuel is protected in transit against sabotage or theft. 
The NRC's current rules for the physical protection of spent fuel transport include: 
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•Coordinating with law enforcement agencies before the shipment 
·Requiring advance notice to States oind the NRC 
•Using a communicat1ons center and ot11er means to m<)rHtor sh1pmenls while 1n r<)ute 
• Armed escorts_ and 
• Remote dev1Ccs that a11ow vehicles to be turned off 

Smee September 11, 2001 the NRC has taken addrt1onal steps to protect !he public 

Fer UlllJGtlal lnltr•lll•n C11111C1: 
Office al Public Affairs 
U.S. Nuclear Reguhlltory Comm1ss1on 
Washington, DC 20555"-0001 
Phone (301) 415-8200 
Email OPA@NRC GOV 
Internet Home Page http /lwww nrc gov 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Lombard. Mark 
Conley Maureen 
FVV: Thank you! 
Friday, September 04, 2015 6:17:36 PM 

Safety of Spent Fuel Transoortation brochure working draft rev 3 Pstrak comments 082015.docx 

David made some edits to the attached. He was unable to confirm accuracy of the 
statement below so I am trying to contact one of our contractors who worked on the risk 
study to confirm it. I don't have his contact information yet but should have it next week. I 
think it is otherwise good to go. 

Mark 

From: Pstrak, David 

Sent: Friday, August 14, 2015 6:48 AM 

To: Lombard, Mark <Mark.Lombard@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Silva, Patricia <Patricia.Silva@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Thank you! 

As requested. 

I have highlighted the new comments and changes I made in yellow for ease of 
identification. 

Overall, I accept Maureen's comments to the original comments that I (and Jim 
Rubenstone) made late last year and early this year. In general, it appears that Maureen is 
seeking to not get into too much/unnecessary detail. 

I am still pursuing the accuracy and details of the following statement. I have reached out 
to NRG colleagues, but have yet to confirm this information. The only change to this 
statement from the original NUREG (published in 2003) is the change from 25 years to 35 
years. 
More than 1,300 spent fuel shipments have been completed safely in the U.S. over the past 35 years. 
Four were involved in accidents. But none resulted in a release of radioactive material or a fatality 
due to radiation exposure. 

Let me know if you have any questions on my new comments. 

David 

From: Lombard, Mark 

Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2015 6:09 PM 

To: Pstrak, David <Davjd.Pstrak@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Silva, Pat ricia <Patricia.Silva@nrc.gov> 

Subject: Re: Thank you! 

Thank you David. Please send it to me and I wi ll take a look and then forward it to Maureen . 

M ark 



From: Pstrak, David 
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2015 03:45 PM 
To: Lombard, Mark 
Cc: Silva, Patricia 
Subject: RE: Thank you! 

Mark- On the spent fuel transportation brochure, I did receive it from you back in April. 
Due to other pressing and high priority work, my focus has not been on the brochure. 
However, I took it upon myself to move it up the list to review it while I was recovering from 
my recent surgery. I have done, that, and reviewed Maureen's comments, and added just 
a small handful of clarifying text. 

I am ready to resend that to her. Do you want to see it before I send it? Or do you want 
me to handle this and move it forward and make myself available to Maureen to address 
any qs she develops/has? 

Let me know-

David 

From: Lombard, Mark 

Sent: Tuesday, August 11, 2015 1:05 PM 

To: Pstrak, David <Dayjd.Pstrak@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: Thank you! 

I am glad you are doing well Dave. It has been so long since we talked about the 
transportation brochure. Maureen Conley had given us some comments and I can't 
remember if I had sent them to you for resolution. The upgrade to Office 2013 resulted in a 
loss of my archived emails so I can't retrace my steps. Did I send the comments to you and 
did you send the resolutions back to me? Sorry to ask but can you help me refresh my 
memory please? 

Thanks, 

Mark 

From: Pstrak, David 

Sent: Tuesday, August 11, 2015 11:38 AM 

To: NMSS_DSFM Dist ribut ion <NMSS DSFMDistribution@nrc.gov> 

Subject: Thank you! 



I appreciate your strong support! 

David 



Original grade level 12.2 
Current 9.6 

Safety ol Speot Fuel Transportation 

The U.S. Nuclear Regularory Commission (NRC) is an independent agency that was created by 
Congress. Its mission is to regulate the nalion's civilian us. of radioactive materials In a way that 
protects public health and rhe environmenr. The NRC regulates commercial nuclear power 
l'Hctors; research. tesr. and training reactors; nuclear fuel cycle facilities: and medical, academic, 
and industrial uses of nuclear materials. The NRC also regulates packaging /or the transport, 
storage, and disposal of nuclear materials and waste. And it licenses the export and import of 
radioactive materials. 

The U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) coordinates with the NRC to set rules for the 
packaging of nuclear materials. DOT also worlrs with the NRC and affected stares to regulate their 
transport. DOT regulates carriers, sets standards for routes and is responsible for international 
agreements on the transport of all hazardous materials. 

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) is responsible by Jaw for <Hspoul of spent fuel from the 
nation's nuclear power reactors. 

The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEAJ is a forum for scientir/C and technical cooperation 
in the nuclear field. Part of the United Nations, the IAEA sets global regulations in many areas of 
the nuclear industry. IAEA's regulations for materials pacuglng and transport serve as 11 model 
for the United States and other nations. 
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The N1cl11r 111111t1rv C•••iSslt• 
The NRC regulates the nuclear fuel cycle from beginning to end Starting when the uranium is 
taken from lhe ground, the NRC oversees its processing and manufacture rnto fuel to be used m 
reactors The NRG also plays a role in ensu11ng the safe transportatten. storage and permanent 
geologic disposal of used fuel. 

The NRG works to protect public heallh and safety. the environmeot and our national security. 
To keep the pubhc·s confidence . the NRC aims to do its work openly and to be effective, 
efficient and realistic 

Proper handling of nuclear materials will help to protect the safety of the public and plant 
workers To achieve this aim. the NRC works with the DOT and DOE 1n the U.S .. and 
internationally. with the IAEA. Together_ these agencies help to make sure nuclear materials are 
packaged and transported safely 

This brochure explains the NRC's rote 1n the safe pacl<ag1ng and transport of spent nuclear fuel 
from commercial nuclear power plants. The NRC oversees the design m anufacture. use and 
maintenance of containers for these radioactive shipments_ 
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About half of the public's average annual r11diarion exposure comes from narurel sources. TbeH 
sources include radon, the human body, ourer space, roclls and soil. This natural radiation is 
called "bacllgrouno" 11no can vary greatly from place to place. NHrly all of the rlJSt of an average 
person's ex~ure comes from medic• soull:es, such as x-<ays and diagnosric htslS that are 
used in hHlth care. Radiation that cant.. traced to radioactive materials tr11r1sport m1lles up 1t 

tiny fr•ction of 1n average person's overall exposure. For such low l evels of exposure. any 
biological effects ere so small that, If they exist. they would not be oetectilble. The hum1n body 
responds to radiation In the same w11y whethlH' it comes from natural or mallmade sources. 

WllM IS Spell folli' 

Nuclear reado1s make electricity a nd . as a waste product, spent fuel. Uranium fuel can power a 
reactor tor a number of years until it needs to be replaced. The used fuel is then llnown as 
"spent fuel ." It must be stored safely until ~ can be shipped offsite 

The Nuclear Waste Policy Ad sets a policy for safe. permaoent disposal of spent fuel and other 
high-level radioactive wastes. Congress in 1967 selected Yucca Mountain in Nevada as the site 
to be studied for a repository deep underground DOE applied to the NRC 1n 2008 for a permit 
to construct the repository there. But DOE withdrew ~s application in 2010. The NRC's role is to 
assess whether the facility would meet NRC regulatory requirements_ Other policy 
considerations are up to DOE and Congress. 

It will be some lime before a repas1tory is available All nuclear power reactors move their spent 
fuel first into pools for storage on site. As the amount of spent fuel in the pool increases. m any 
reactors are also using dry casks for storage. The NRC reviews and approves the designs for 
these systems 

Once a central location for storage or disposal is approved_ spent fuel will need lo be 
transported !here from sites around the country These shipments would lil<.ely be made by rail 
or on public highways. 

Because spent fuel is highly radioactive. peaple m ay wonder: 
·How does the NRC protect the pubhc from rad1aflon during transport? 
•What is the ltkehhood one of these shipments will be involved in an accident? 
•How well can the shipping containers withstand an accident and prevent the release of nuclear 
m aterials? 

The NRC addresses these and other Questions as a part of its ongoing efforts to ensure sale 
transport. As new technology and real-world information become available. the NRC evaluates 
its regulations . It is important to know that spent fuet has been shipped safety within the U.S 
and abroad for more than 40 years. 

Tiie Kev u Enlm111 Slfltt. 1M Sil• flet •-c ... 1111r 
Speot fuel is highly radioactive and must be shielded and contained to be t ransported safely 
Safe shipment requires a large. robust spent fuel container called a ·cask • 
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The NRC regulates the design and construction of these casks to ensure the pub~c is protected. 
Containers used to move spent fuel by rail or highway are designed to withstand severe 
accidents. In the U.S and internationally. these containers must pass a series of tests that 
mimic accident forces The NRC reviews spent fuel containers very carefully to ensure they 
meet the design standards and test conditions in the regulations 

These containers must be able to survive four tests mvolving impact. puncture. fire and 
submersion in water. During and after the tests. the casks must contain the nuclear material. 
limit radiation doses to acceptable levels and prevent a nuclear chain reaction 

To protect workers and the public. a cask has walls of steel and shielding materials five to 15 
inches thid< and a massive lid Trud< containers weigh about 25 tons when loaded wnh one to 
two tons of spent fuel. Rail containers can weigh as much as TSO tons and can carry up to 20 
tons of spent fuel. The ends of these transportation containers are encased in structures called 
impact limiters In an accident. these impact limrters would crush and absorb the impact forces. 
protecting the package and rts contents 

Spent fuel containers are tightly sealed and provide heavy sh1eld1ng. But 11 1s not possible to 
shield all the radiation. The containers must have enough shielding to protect anyone who might 
be near the cask dunng transport. 

Cask designers may use several techniques to demonstrate their containers are safe They can 
use computer analyses. comparisons with other designs, component testing. and physical 
testing of a scale model or a combination of these techniques Most often. they combine 
analyses and physical testing They meet with technical review staff from the NRC. explain their 
design and provide supporting documents in an applicatton The NRC evaluates each design, 
examines the information in depth. and performs rts own calculations NRC reviewers are 
experts in different areas of science and engineering They include structural and matenals 
engineers and safety spec1ahsts w1th advanced degrees and many years of experience. 

Once the NRC is satisfied that a design meets the requirements. it issues a Certificate of 
Compliance lhrough a pubhc ru!emakmg process. This certificate describes the <1ppro11ed 
design. including what materials must be used. the auttoorized contents. and the dimensions of 
the container Then lhe containers can be manufactured and used Manufadurers and shippers 
have programs in place to ensure the conta1ne1s meet de5'gn specifrcat10ns throughout 
fabrication and transportation. These programs are known as quality assurance To ensure the 
casks meet the certificates. NRG staff inspects both the manufacturer and the fac1hties that will 
use them 

But just having a certificate does not me<1n a cask can be used Both NRC and DOT regulations 
also require a number of safety determinations before each spent fuel shipment. These include 
checks fo1 leaks and tests to ensure radiation levels are wrthin safe limits. These actions are 
designed to ensure that all aspects of every spent fuel shipment meet au the safety standards 

a Brief ltstorv of Sll•nt F111111"1111111n11 StlMllln 

More than 1.300 spent fuel shipments have been completed safely in the U.S. over the past 35 
years. Four were involved in accidents. But none resulted 1n a release of radioactrve material or 
a fatality due to radiation exposure. 
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This experience confirms that the safety system is sound. But will this hold true when shipments 
increase to move spent fuel to a future repository or a storage facility? 

The NRC looks at the risks associated with spent f~I transport '" a methodical and scientific 
way Several NRC-sponsored studies over the years have focused on the risk related to spent 
fuel transport on highways and railroads The results provide additional confidence in the 
&!.irrent regulations ~to assure the safety of spent fuel transport 

In a 1977 study. the NRC found the risk from transport111g spent fuel to be low The study gave 
the NRC confidence that existing regulations are adequate to prated the public. 

In separate studies in 1987 and 2000. the NRC looked more closely how sh1pp1ng conta111ers 
would perform in accidents Each study used more advanced research methods than in the 
earlier studies. These studies both found the risk posed by spent fuel shipments would be even 
smaller than estimated in 1977. That finding holds true even if the number of spent fuel 
shipments were to increase greatly. 

The latest risk study. published in Janua1y 2014 , modeled the radiation doses people might 
receive from spent fuel shipments. This study again confirmed that NRC regulations for spent 
fuel transport ensure safety of the public and the erivironment. 

The 2014 study looked at how three NRC-cert•fied packages would behave during both normal 
shipments and )ransvortallon acc1derits. The study modeled a va11ely of tran sport routes using 
population data from the U.S . Census Bureau. ft used statistics from actual highway and rail 
accidents and state-of-the-art computer models The study considered doses from normal 
shipments to people living along transportation routes II also looked at doses 10 occupants of 
vehicles shann9 the route. vehicle crews and other workers. and anyone present at a stop The 
risk assessment found: 

Doses from routine lransport would be less lhan 1'1000 the amount of radiation people 
receive from background sources each year 
There is less than a 1 in 1 billion chance that radioactive material would be released '" 
an accident 
If an accident did release radioad1ve material. the dose to the most affected individual 
would not cause immediate harm 

In addition to these nsk studies. the NRC has looked closely at real-world,!!;inspo@.!!.911 
accidents involving fires. The NRC did a series of case studies on the most severe acc1dent.s to 
see how well an NRC·certified spent fuel package would have performed These studies show 
the currerit regulations protect the public even 1n the most severe fires The case sludies include 
the Howard Street tunnel chemical fire that burned for five days in Ba•more in 2001 : the 1982 
Caldecott tunnel fire and the 2007 MacArthur Maze fire . both sparked by gasohne tankers 
outside Oakland. Cal.: and a 2007 brush fire 1n the New Hall Pass tunoel outside Los Angeles. 

Add1tional NRC studies identified the cond1t1ons 1n an accident that could produce a fire severe 
enough to engulf a spent fuel transport package. 

On the basis of these studies. plus operational experience and its own reviews. the NRC 
believes spent fuel can.contiriue tq_be transPQ(tfill~ safely. The evidence shows this will 
be true even 1f hundreds of shipments are made each year. The NRC is continuing to track 
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spent fuel shipping, including more analyses and testing of spent fuel casks. to ensure that the 
risks remain low 

llldlrstlllll-nie Riils 

Risk is generally understood to be the chance of injury, damage or some kind of loss. The spent 
fuel shipment record in lhe U S has been outstanding lo date. Many more shipments have been 
successfully completed internationally under the same basic safety standards. 

While shipping spent fuel does involve risk. NRC studies show this risk is low. As a part of its 
safety effort. the NRC aims 10 manage the hazards to minimiZe the risk. To evaluate the riSks. 
the NRC asks the following three questions and then converts the answers into numbers: 

•What can go wrong? 
• How likely is it to occur? 
• If something goes wrong. what are the consequences? 

The overwhelming majority of spenl fuel shipments are accident-free. To calculate the radiation 
risks to the public. researchers use two scenarios. One involves a trip on which an accident 
occurs. the other covers the vast majority of journeys that do not involve an accident. 

RfftlrCll«S UM I foUt•Jlf{J l)fOCH• "'Study .c1ua/ 11nd fJ<llftllilll •CCl-.ll llnd ,,,.,, •lrwll. 
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• They look at~,., .. of ac~idem.t rot rail ilttd lllghway .altiptn•ttm_ 
• T,,.y ll><>k "' • /aiye 11t1mber of • CcidenU lh•I •re cte<Jible. 
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&re mo,. s@vere rh•n rlto~e co.,•f9d by NRC sr•ndlrds. 
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NRC studies show lhat the likelihood of an accident is low. Fewer than 1 in 100 accidents 
involving a spent fuel container will be more severe than the conditions defined in the design 
standards. Howe11er. if a very unlikely chain of events occurs. an accident might be severe 
enough to cause a radioactive release. 

To estimate the risk of these severe accidents, researchers use a multi-step approach. They 
use data and their experience with past~lGIH!ig and rail accidents involving other 
hazardous materials. Pan of this step is to determine what kinds of accidents could happen and 
look at what their effects might be. 

Using this method. the chance that an accident would be serious enough to lead to a small 
release is about 1 in 1.000. The chance of a large release is less than one in 1.000.000.000. 

Step 2. Engine.rs us:e complex compu111tr pro9(~ms to estim~fl& how th#I p.atU of• shlpptng ~' mighf N dMn•ged 
~ y tolll•iOttl Of nrea. 
• They g•rl>Pr d~tB on how much spent f!J@l H clt containw wfll c•fJ)'. 
• Tl'l•y artalyH hOw fM ·~r fuff ml~t ,.._~pond in a gintt f)pe o1 ~ccic»m. 
• TIN>y caicu/41• the lfmP"<ltv,. of ltlo con<ain•r • 11<1 ttrt sp«>t fuol itself dunng ~ lot>,,._I.,... "19. 
This itrfottn•don allows them to estimate the siz• ot a porenri•l .fiNk and ttow much nuclNr m•r.tl•I might •«•IM· 
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Srep 4. A ap.cJ1I tompur., prognm computM • rl•• elfJnNnt. 11'1• p~ "*•• «tfden.t prvN.Oilityu.;na,.•. •xP«Nd 
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For most spent fuel shipments. nothing wih go wrong and no nuclear material will be released. 
For these shipments. experts calculate the total radiation dose that all people along the route 
could receive. They use information on routes and local populations to determine how many 
people may be affected and the dose they could receive. 

:..._The risk to the public from an accident-fr~ Journey results from the very low levels of 
radiation that may come through the cask walls A person standing along the highway or 

railroad track might receive a brief exposure that 1s well below regulatory limits. 

Exposure will vary depending upon the speed of the vehicle and how far away the 
person is standing ~from routine transport would be le_~s than 1:1900 the an~oun: 

n.f.~a~1.atiQn_p_~QP.le rec,~111~ from b~c.kground so_urces each yeM_ 
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The NRC believes that shipments of spent fuel in the U.S are sale This behel 1s based on the 
NRC's confidence in the shipping containers that it certifies and its ongoing research "' 
transportation safety 

• The NRC ensures that shipping containers are robust by: 
- Oefjning strict requirements for pacl<age design and performance 
- Reviewing designs and independently checking a container's ab1hty to meet accident 
conditions and 
- Doing inspections to ensure casks are bu1ll , mamtainer1 and used properly 

• The NRC also looks at the risks involved in spent fuel shipments The agency 
- Analyzes spent Ivel transport records to fully understand any safety issues 
- Evaluates new transportation issues. such as pra,ections for the number of shipments. 
changes in population along some routes and other faC1ors. and 
- Keeps up with technology as i1 evolves to reline estimates of current and future risk to the 
public . 

.fl.llh~ !•here will always be a shght chance that an accident will cause a release of nuclear 
material. But the NRC has detert!1ined ~ the likelihood of such an e11ent and the risk to the 
public .!JLb~are extremely low. E11en so , the NRC will continue to be vigilant about public safety 
as an essential part of ~s mission. 
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The NRC also regulates how spent nuclear fuel is protected in transit against sabotage or theft 
The NRC·s current rules for the physical protedion of spent tuel transport include 
•Coordinating wnh law enfo1cemer1t agencies before the shipment 
·Requiring advance notice to States lr'ld1an tribes and the NRC 
•Using a communications center and other means to monitor shipments while 1n route 
·Armed escorts, and 
• Remote devices that allow vehicles to be turned off 

Since September 11. 2001, the NRG has taken add1t1on1:11 steps to protect the public 

Ftr •••1111 .. 1111tl'llJlllOtl c .. 11c~ 
Office of Public Aff<i1rs 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comm1ss•on 
Washington, O_C. 20555~0001 
Phone (301) 415·8200 
Email. OPA@NRC GOV 
Internet Home Page http·//www nrc gov 

NRC 
l.S. Nuclear 
811Ulll8111Y 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Conley. Maureen 
Ara~uas Christian 
RE: Fire Studies Input 
Friday, J anuary 30, 2015 8:57:00 AM 

Great, thanks so much! 

From: Araguas, Christian 
Sent: Friday, January 30, 2015 7:22 AM 
To: Conley, Maureen 
Cc: Chang, J immy 
Subject: RE: Fire Studies Input 

Hi Maureen, 

See below. Everything but the last sentence is correct. 

From: Con ley, Maureen 
Sent: Thursday, January 29, 2015 4:44 PM 
To: Araguas, Christian 
Cc: Chang, J immy 
Subject: RE: Fire Studies Input 

Hi, thanks so much for sending this information. I have incorporated it into the draft 
brochure but wanted to run the language by you to make sure it's still accurate. Can you 
please take a look and let me know? 

Thanks! 
Maureen 

In addition to these risk studies, the NRC has looked closely at real-world accidents involving fires. 
The NRC did a series of case studies on the most severe accidents to see how well an NRC-certified 
spent fuel package would have performed. These studies show the current regulations protect the 
public even in the most severe fires . The case studies include the Howard Street tunnel chemical fire 
that burned for five days in Baltimore in 2001; the 1982 Caldecott tunnel fire and the 2007 
MacArthur Maze fire, both sparked by gasoline tankers outside Oakland, Cal.; and a 2007 brush fire 
in the New Hall Pass tunnel outside Los Angeles. 

Additional NRC studies identified the conditions in an accident that could produce a fire severe 
enough to engulf a spent fuel transport package. 

From: Araguas, Christian 
Sent: Friday, January 16, 20151 1:29 AM 
To: Conley, Maureen 
Cc: Chang, J immy 
Subject: Fire Studies Input 

Maureen, 

See input below that can be included at the end of the "Brief History" section. 



In addition to the studies mentioned above, the NRG has conducted studies of very long 
duration fire scenarios that bound expected real-world accident conditions for a 
representative set of package designs that are likely to be used in future shipping 
programs. The NRG has documented the predicted performance of NRG certified spent 
fuel packages in these real life severe accidents. The NRG conducted a screening of real 
life transportation accidents, performed case studies for the most severe accidents, and 
examined it current regulations as a result of the consequences of the accidents. The 
results of these case studies have been documented in several NU REG reports 
(NU REG/GR 6894, 6987, 7035, 7101 , 6793, 6886, 7101, 7034). For example, the NRG 
has performed case studies of the Baltimore tunnel fire of 2001, the Galdecott tunnel fire of 
1982, the MacArthur Maze fire of 2007, and the New Hall Pass tunnel fire of 2007. 

The NRG has also conducted additional studies to determine accident parameters that 
could produce a severe fire with the potential to engulf a SNF transportation package, and 
analyzed and updated statistics for accidents (e.g., frequency of road and rail accidents 
involving a long duration fire). The NRG also analyzed accidents and determined trends 
associated with these accidents. 

The NRC is current ly working t o publ ish a compendium to summarize t he severe fire accident study 

for bot h roadway and railway, with an expected goal to have these summary documents out for 

public comment during the 4 th quarter of fiscal year 2015. 



From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Conley. Maureen 
Coffin Stephanie 
Lombard Mark 
RE: Public Outreach on Spent Fuel 
Thursday, February 27, 20141:21:00 PM 

No worries, I'll call you in about a half-hour. Thanks, 

Maureen 

From: Coffin, Stephanie 
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2014 12:52 PM 
To: Conley, Maureen 
Cc: Lombard, Mark 
Subject: RE: Public Outreach on Spent Fuel 

Maureen, 

Mark is working an urgent issue; I'm not sure he will be able to support the meeting 
below. 

I think he would like to be involved; so if he can't make, I plan to reschedule. 

Give me a ring before you head over here (301-287-9452) , and I will let you know the 
status. 

If you prefer, I can reschedule now. 

Sorry for the uncertainty, 

Stephanie 

-----Original Appointment----
From: Coffin, Stephanie 
Sent: Sunday, February 23, 2014 1 :43 PM 
To: Coffin, Stephanie; Lombard, Mark; Conley, Maureen 
Subject: Public Outreach on Spent Fuel 
When: Thursday, February 27, 2014 2:00 PM-2:30 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 
Where: Mark's Office (3WFN 14816) 

Maureen, 

I went over all the facts sheets and brochures you sent me, and I think we have good 
material to support a Category Ill public meeting ... or a webinar ... or a live chat .... or a 
blog .... 

Mark and I wanted to discuss all the venues open to us and see where it might make 
sense to start and what you might recommend. 

Thanks, 

Stephanie 





From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Conley Maureen 
Lombard Mark· Pstrak David 
Hsja Anthony 
RE: Re: [EXTERNAL] request for assistance please 
Monday, October 05, 2015 10:18:00 AM 

Awesome, thanks Mark! 

From: Lombard, Mark 

Sent: Friday, October 02, 2015 6:09 PM 

To: Conley, Maureen <Maureen.Conley@nrc.gov>; Pstrak, David <David.Pst rak@nrc.gov> 

Cc: Hsia, Anthony <Anthony.Hsia@nrc.gov> 

Subject: FW: Re: [EXTERNAL) request for assistance please 

I have an answer on the question David had on the statement below. 

From: Ammerman, Douglas J [mailto:d jammer@sandia.gov) 

Sent: Friday, October 02, 2015 4:57 PM 

To: Lombard, Mark <Mark Lombard@nrc gov> 

Subject: [External_Sender] Re: [EXTERNAL] request for assistance please 

M ark, 

I would say that the statement is correct. In t he past ten years t here was an accident involving an 

empty Naval Reactors M-140 cask. I believe t hat t he four accidents referred to in the statement only 

include loaded casks, because I think t here had been more than four cask accidents ten years ago. 

Doug 

On Oct 2, 2015, at 1:48 PM, Lombard, Mark <Mark.Lombard@orc.gov> wrote: 

Doug, 

If this is not appropriate to ask, please let me know. We are updating our Transportation 
brochure and are wondering is the following statement is accurate: "More than 1,300 spent 
fuel shipments have been completed safely in the U.S. over the past 35 years. Four were 
involved in accidents. But none resulted in a release of radioactive material or a fatality due 
to radiation exposure." 

The only change to this statement from the original NUREG (published in 2003) is from 25 
years to 35 years. If it is not appropriate for me to ask for your review, that is OK. 

Thank you, 

Mark 



From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Lombard. Mark 
Pstra k David 
Conley Maureen: Sj!ya. Patrjcja: Rybenstone. lames 
RE: Safety of Spent Fuel Transportation brochure working draft rev. 1.docx 
Monday, December 15, 2014 8:51:08 AM 

Thank you David. I will go over your comments with Maureen. 

Mark 

From: Pstrak, David 
Sent: Friday, December 05, 2014 11 :00 AM 
To: Lombard, Mark 
Cc: Conley, Maureen; Silva, Patricia; Rubenstone, James 
Subject: RE: Safety of Spent Fuel Transportation brochure working draft rev. 1.docx 

Mark - attached please find my initial comments and suggestions on the SNF 
transportation brochure. 

Please let me know if you have questions on my edits and input. 

I will look for the info on the couple of items I offered to confirm or Maureen requested 
confirmation of. 

David 

From: Lombard, Mark 
Sent: Wednesday, December 03, 2014 6:48 PM 
To: Pstrak, David; Rubenstone, James 
Cc: Conley, Maureen; Silva, Patricia 
Subject: Re: Safety of Spent Fuel Transportation brochure working draft rev. 1.docx 

On second thought, how about by next Wednesday COB? 

From: Lombard, Mark 
Sent: Wednesday, December 03, 2014 06:31 PM 
To: Pstrak, David; Rubenstone, James 
Cc: Conley, Maureen; Silva, Patricia 
Subject: Fw: Safety of Spent Fuel Transportation brochure working draft rev. 1.docx 

Can you gentlemen please also take a look at the attached and provide comments maybe by the end 

of th is week? 

Thanks, 

Mark 

From: Conley, Maureen 
Sent: Friday, November 28, 2014 04:41 PM 



To: Lombard, Mark; Hsia, Anthony; Marcano, Damaris 
Subject: Safety of Spent Fuel Transportation brochure working draft rev. 1.docx 

Hi, all. Here is my first rough cut at the revision, mainly edited to simplify language and 
address Yucca Mountain uncertainties. I added in language on the latest transportation risk 
assessment but think it would be useful to also add something about the Howard st. tunnel 
fire and the MacArthur Maze fire and any other accidents you guys have studied that I 
might not be aware of (these probably could be added in call-out boxes in the margins 
unless we think a lot of text is required to explain them/give context/etc.) 

When you have a chance, please let me know your thoughts. 

Thanks! 
Maureen 



Origin•/ grade level 12.2 

Once the text is agreed uppn and finalized. the photos that will be included as part of the brochure 
will need to be reviewed. 

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRCJ is an lndepen'*11agency11S111bfishlK1 by 
Congress. _Its mission is ro license and regulate !he Ha#olHrnafion's civilian use cl radioactive 
malwials ;n a way thar protects public hHtth and the environment. . The NRC regulates 
commercial nucl&ar power re11c1ors: research. tesr, and training reactors; nuclear fuel cycle 
facilities; and medical, academic, and industrial uses of nuclear materials. The NRC also 
regulates paclcaging for the transport, storage, and disposal of nuclear maierials and waste. _And 
Addition all'{ .. it licenses the export and import of radioactive materials. 

The U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) coordinates with the NRC to set rules tor the 
packaging of nuclear materials. DOT worlts with the NRC and affected states to regulate their 
transport. DOT also regu/ares carriers, sets st•n~fds for routes. 11nd is responsible tor 
international agreements on the transport of all hazardous materials. 

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOEJ is responsible by Jaw for disposal of spent fuel from the 
nation's nuclear poWflf NltctorsOlants. 

The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEAJ is a forum for scienrific and technical cooperation 
in the nuclear field. ~Part of the United Nations, the IAEA sets global regul•tions for many 
i!!!ti!I!_O! the nuclear industry, including nuclear materialspackaging and transportation. These 
IAEA 's pacl<aging and 1ransport<1tion regulations ffrve as a model for the United States •nd other 

nations. 
Th• 14RC "•• - -Jn fllncliofl•: 
1. ioo.r•r.- anddevelop._i.tion•; 
2. IO /ssu1 1Jc111s .. 1or nuc-facilid•• •nd nu<:IHt ma-ls us..s; •nd 
J. IO in•P«1 fociRllH 10 etulH'e 11111 NRC f'l!l<l/•flot!S .,. Dlfng IMf. 

The N1clear legu1111n C1m1D1ssi11 
The NRC regulates the nuclear fuel cycle from beginning to end. It begins with the mining of 
uranium...fill.Q... Tlle-G)'Cle continues through the manufacture of fuel. its use in reactors . 
!!~.SJlor.t.a!i~ .. storage, and permanent geologic disposal. 

The NRC works to maintain public health cind safety, protect the environment and ensure our 
national security. To maintain the public's confidence. the NRG aims to do its work openly and 
to be effective, efficient, and realistic to It also strives to keep the regulatory burden reasonable 
on all those involved in the use. handling, transport, and disposal of nuclear materials. 

Proper handling of nuclear materials will help to ensure the safety of the public and plant 
workers. That is why the NRC works with Olllef ~the DOT and DOE in the U.S. and the 
L~.EA internationally to ensure these materials are haRGle&packaged and transported safely. 

This booklet explains the NRC's role in ensunng spent nuclear fuel from commercial nuclear 
power plants is pilf.~~9....iJ.l'!.Q..transported safely. The NRC oversees the design, manufacture. 
use. and maintenance ot containers for these radioactive shipments. 
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Nuclear reactors make electricity and, as a waste product, spent fuel Uranium fuel can power a 
reactor for a number of years until it needs to be replaced. The used fuel is then known as 
"spent fuel." II must be stored safely until it can be shipped offsite .. 

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPAJ sets a policy for safe, permanent disposal of spent fuel 
and other radioactive wastes . . Congress in t 987 ~ed selected Yucca Mountain in Nevada as 
the site for an underground repository._ DOE applied to the NRC in 2008 le for a permit to 
construct the repository !Ref~ at Yucca Mountain. _But DOE withdrew its 39plication in 2010. 
The NRC's role is to assess whether the proposed facility meets NRC regulatory requirements. 
Other policy considerations are up to DOE and Congress. 

It will Ii~_ be some time before a g_~p.!.Qm~.repository is available. }'.Pr nuclear power 1eact9_~ 
plants move their spent fuel first into pools for storage on site. As the amouAf volume of spent 
fuel ~n the pool increases ~- many reactors are also using dry ca~ks for storag~ . . The 
NRC reviews, -aOO approves~and 1ssues_certificate~_for the design of these dry ca.~ desigl16-for 
!~systems. 

Smee the propo~ed repos!torv at Yu~ca Mountain is not currenJ!l'._9pera!!!)!L the ~ i~ 
considering storage of SP.ent fue l perhaps ~ta consolidated facit_ity in the U.S Once a central 
location for storage or disposal is approved. spent fuel will need lo be transported there-Gately 
from sites around the country. _These shipments would likely be made on railroads using 
specially designed casks and railcars as well as and on public highways. 

Because spent fuel is highly radioactive. this raises the following questions: 
·How does the NRC protect the public from the hazards associated with spent fuel and other 
radioactive waste dunng transporta!jon lnat~~? 
•What is the Jlkelihood of ~U\ese shipments of the~s~Qf matenal_being involved in an 
accident? 
•What steps does the NRC take to ensure that How well~n tAe transportation containers~ 
withstand an accident and prevent the release of nuclear materials? 

The NRC addresses these and other questions as " part of its ongoing efforts to continue to 
ensure safe transport .• As new technologies and 1eal-world informaliOn become available, the 
NRC continually evaluates its existing @IDl)~tion_li'l<:tsafety requirements. _II is important to 
know that spenl fuel has been shipped safety within the U.S. and abroad for more than 30 
years. 

Tbl 11111 lnurtn1Slf11Y: a1 SuelllfnlSMlllhllC...,• 

Spent fuel is highly radioactive and must be shielded and contained to be transported safety. 
Safe shipment requires a robust spent fuel container~Ued a "caSk." 



The NRC r~es reviews and app,oves the design and construction of these casks to ensure 
the public is protected..f.rom t~.~~§~QciateQ..h?..zards . . Containers used to move spent fuel by rail 
or highway are designed lo withstand severe accidents. Jn the U.S. and internationally. these 
containers must pass a series of tests that mimic accident forces. The NRC reviews spent fuel 
containers very carefully to ensure they meet the design standards and test conditions in the 
regulations. 

These containers must be able Q..~.$.i~Q_to survive i:!.. ~_equence_Q!.four tests 1nclu~g a 30-~oot 
dr.oQ.J.esL9J!.lo.an unyiel91!'.'9 surface .. ~_re test a fu~lfing fire at t.475 degrees 
Fahrenheit for 30 minutes. and immersion under iR'.iel"'"19~ .. ~, f~G-&\.I~ 
•fl.Water .. During and after the tests. the casks must contain the nuclear material_cont~nts, limit 
r:M@J.1i:in .. doses to acceptable levels. and prevent a nudear cntica.!j!y_reaction. 

To protect workers and the public, a cask has walls of steel and shielding materials fi\/e to 15 
inches thick and a massive lid .. Truck containers weigh about 25 tons when loaded with one to 
two tons of spent fuel._ Rail containers can weigh as much as 150 tons and can carry up to 20 
tons of spent fuel . . The ends of these transportation containers are encased in structures called 
impact limiters. Impact limiters contaln crushable foam and/or wood that act to absorb the 
:l!l.£!!il!:tnerqv 1n a test or real-hfe accident. In an accident. these impact lim iters would crush 
and ab_gi_rb the c~ impact forces aM..J!!erfil:!y protecting the container and its~ 
C~fl.! . 

Spent fuel containers are ~rigmeered J9 be tightty sealed~V~~st. and incl.u.c:!~ and~ 
he-a>i~ shielding.!!1_~~-rial IQ lower the_ associated radiat1qn levels .. But it is not possible to shield 
all the radiation .. The containers must J*-Ovicle !!!£~enoogh shielding to protect anyone who 
might be near the cask during transport. 

Cask designers may use several techniques to demonstrate their containers are safe. _They can 
use computer analyses. comparisons with other designs. component testing, p~t~ 
<!.scale-model te~ing, or a combination of these techniques .. Most often, they use a 
combination of computer analyses and physical testing _They meet wrth technical review staff 
from tl1.e. t.IBC and explain their design and provide supporting documents in an application. 
The NRC evaluates each design, examines the information in depth, and U!6R performs its own 
calculations. _NRC reviewers are experts in different areas of science and engineering . . They 
include structural, and malerials~r~al. and cnt1cai1ty engineers and safety speQalists with 
advanced degrees and many years of experience. 

Once the NRC has completed its rev1~w and is satiSfied that a design meets the requirements. 1t 
issues a Certificate of Comphance~1ch specifies. for example, _!_he materials of consJruction 
11.1~t.~.W~~QlU~D.tLJ..qgjhe size dimensions of the container .. Then -the containers can be 
manufactured and put into serv1celtSe<l .. Manufacturers and shippers !!_Se gua.!!l.v.!!ssurance 
nav& speG-1<11 programs to ensure the containers meet design specifications lluoughout 
fabrication and transportation. As a means to ensure the provisions of the Cer1ftcate of 
99T.P..!•'1!t:if.~. a.~ .. P.~.i!Jg '!'~!.. ~~-~~f.LS:2.Nll!f! . .m~~ctions .fil...QQill JJ:te manuta.cture and .shipper 
tac11111~s 

Whde having a certificate for a pack.age design ensures the safety of Ille package dunng 
!!pDSP..QHi!.!!O.!!..~~!JlJ~.9.11.ir~.ruents qJ the NRC and DOT must also be met_prior to off~!!!J.9..2 
package for stiipment 8*-ft'S! ~ iH,eM~e4eas~~~ Both 
NRC and DOT regulations also require a number of safety determinations before e ach spent 



fuel shipment_ These include checks for leaks and le6lsassessmen~ to ensure radiation levels 
are within the specified safe limits. _These actions are designed to ensure that all aspects of 
every spent fuel shipment meet all the safety standards_ 

A lrllf llstlrV If lie• flel Shl•111S •II SbllUIS 
More than 1.300 spent fuel shipments regulated by the NRC have been completed safely in the 
U.S. during the past 25 years .• Although there have been four accidents. none ti.%~ 
resulted in a release of radioactive material or a fatality due to exposure to radiahon. 

This experience confirms that the safety system is sound. tn other wOfds _the regula_lQ!Y 
reglurements of the NRC for package cert1ficallon coupled with the transportation requirements 
o.!J>_g~J.Ut!~ NRQ_fillQJ!L~_OOT .fil!§uJe th@..fil!fj!ty of the packa.Q..e duringJransportation. But will 
this hold true when there are l!!g~_!QQ!ng_c~~~~~Q~lli!!Y.Q!.2 
centr!hzed stor_a_ge facility-tl10i1sa~ J!lJ.M .. future sh$merus?_ The NRC continuously 
evaluates risks associated with spent fuel transport in a methodical and scientific way. _To 
provide additional confidence, the NRC has sponsored several risk studies over t~~~f.l! 
related to spent fuel transport on highways and railroads. 

In 1977. the NRC completed a study that is now seen as the "baseline" fOf comparison with new 
information and studies completed since then. _That study concluded that the transportation 
regulations adequately protect the public and provided confidence to the public of the important 
~a.1~~!11.at NRCoo~t~t~st~atieA regu~ 
~ote6t-the-p00li-6. 

In 1987. the NRC used improved research methods to see how shipping containers react in 
accidents and to estimate the risk of releasing radioactive materials . . The study results provided 
added assurance that !:ertified shipping casks would withstand an accident 

Another study conducted in 2000 analyzed tlOw well containers would ~withstand an 
accident. _Using improved technology, this study found the risk would be even smaller than 
originally estimated in 1977. even if the number of spent fuel shipments increased greatly. 

The latest risk study. published in January 2014. modeled the radiation doses peaple might 
receive from spent fuel shipments. _The study confrmed that NRC regulations for spent fuel 
transport are adequate to ensure safety of the public and the environment._ It examined how 
three NRG-certified packages would behave during both normal shipments and accidents .. ~ 
studyl-t modeled a variety of transport routes using population data from the 2000 census. as 
updated in 2008~ ... ll used actual highway and rail accident statistics . ..!,!sing sliili§::of-the·al! 
!<_O[T)puter rn9(Jels. th~studylt considered doses from normal shipments to people living along 
transportation routes, occupants of vehicles sharing the route. vehicle crews and other wor\<ers. 
and anyone present at a stop. _AAG-iklseG-~~~-mQdelr.,-The risk 
assessment found: 

Doses from routine transport would be less than 111000 the amount of radiation people 
receive from background sources each year 
There is less than a 1 in 1 billion chance that radioactive material would be released in 
an accident 



If an accident did release radioactive material, the dose to the most affected individual 

would not cause immediate harm 

On the basis of these studies, operational experience. and its own reviews, the NRC concluded 
that lhe shipment of spent fuel will be safe. even i!~ hundreds of shipments are made each year. 
The NRC is continuing to track spent fuel shipping. including more analyses and testing of spent 
fuel casks, to ensure that the risl<.s remain low. 

l1ll1rstMlll11 die Rlslls 

Risi<. is generally understood to be the chance of injury, damage or some kind of loss._ The 
spent fuel shipment record in the U.S. has been outstanding to date . • Many more shipments 
have been successfully completed internationally under the same basic transportation safety 
standards. 

While shipping spent fuel does involve risk. NRC studies show this risk is low._ As a part of its 
safety effort, the NRC aims to manage the hazards to minimize the risk. _To evaluate the risks. 
the NRC asks the following three questions and then converts the answers into numbers: 

•What can go wrong during transportation? 
•How likely is it lo occu~? 
• If something goes wrong, what are the consequences for the package and the pubhc7 

The overwhelming majority of spent fuel shipments are accident-free. _To calculate the radiation 
risks to the public. researchers use two scenarios .. One involves a trip on which an accident 
occurs: the other covers the vast majority of journeys that do not involve an accident. 

l?•seorcheTS 11•• a four·Sl•p pro<:.ss to stud)' «lutl and potenri.11/ acc;dtnts and,,,.,, -cs. 
Ship 1, .E•P9rts <Htermin• wll.r miptrr ltaPiJen. 
' Tft•k' 9•tt.•r hi$l0ric ...conb. 
• They also pur ~'"" dlta on"°'" many spenr,.,., shlptMnts are likely each yHr. 
• Thy Joo• •t the r•tfl o t •Ccid41tltS tor tail •nd hJghw•y shipmer1'ta. 
• Tn.y .loo• •t • 11rpe number or • cci<Ntt"ts Ch•I "'" credibl•, 
• 11Hy 11so look ar crash ilf'¥RO fr>n•s, tln1s or punerures .. TMyp1cll lotces th• t M9 motw s~v.,. fban those co~ by 
NRC $t11t1d•rd$. 

Th1lccldelltSCIRlrlt 

NRC studies show that the chancelikehhood of an accident is low, and that fewer than 1 in 100 
accidents involving a spent fuel contai'ner will be more severe than the conditions of the design 
standards- _However. if a very unlikely chain of events occurs, the accident might be severe 
enough to cause a radioactive release. 

To eslimale the risk of unusually severe accidents. researchers use a multi-step approach. 
They use data and their experience with past trucking and rail accidents involving other 
hazardous materials _Part of this step is to determine what kinds o f accidents could happen and 
look at what their effects might be. 

r <:om;;.e.;l.d [i4ti"ci21: n•s"i;.;9-....ge ~s ~or·~· blo9 
: pos.t John COOk and I ?ut together on the r1'5k 21s'5oassme11t. 
' trno 1/pyblic.P!oo nrc-0atrway ao·,1201JJQ911wwmspQll1ng. 
sc:ent-nuCle~r·<uel·l>Ow~O·..,.e ·~l'Q"'·•l$·o3r~1 



According to the DOE Final Environmental Impact Statement for the Yucca Mountain Project. 
about 11,000 rail or 53,000 truck shipments might be expected during I.he 24 years of operation 
of the proposed repository. _The chances that any accident would occur during a spent fuel 
shipment are about 1 in 10.000 for rail shipments and 1 in 1,000 for highway transport. _Put 
another way. these estimates indicate that ~oximately 1 to 50 accidents involving casks are 
conceivable in the process of moving spent fuel to a repository. 

Looking at these conceivable accidents. the chance that even one would be serious enough to 
lead to even a small release is about 1 in 1,000 . . The chance of a large release Is estimated to 
be less than one in 1.000.000.000. 

s..,, l. _EnginHrs un camp/ex campui.t progr•m• to fftlm.111 flow Ille ,,.tu or• ship/Hnfl <oni.m.r might b• <Mm•!lff 
by co1"sk>ns ot tires. 
• Th•JI Qalll., d1u on haw mu.II spertr llJ•I tech ronUintr will <1rry. 
• Tiley ona/YN how lht seMt /IJt/ might res~ in• g;,,..n lype of acc~t 
• Th•y c•ku,.t• the ivmp.,.Wre ol th• conr.aJner «nd the spenr ~/CJ.•# duriltg • ionst6r41rm "'1t~ 
Thi• Jnfomr"ion 111o.n ih.m 10 tstimll• lht s/H ol • paren/NI lfflr 1"'1 ltow mucll nuci.tr m1twl might tSCIP•· 

s,.p 3 . . R••Hn:h.,,, m•t<h accident, • .,..,,.,. lrom Si.p 1 with the 1nll.-ses #rom S"IJ 2 . . Tiiis i;vts u-th• cltlttct of 
•• _,.,. d•mag~ fO t1JI COrtl•i'lt• f or"' C'Ottt«lts. 

Sr.p I . _Re•Nrchoro UH • •pec~f compu,.r progr.,,, to compflf• • rislr .,dm&r. . . The Pf'O!l'I"' t•hs occident pn>b•~ilify 
•stimetes, u~fft<I numbtn of shipm•nt~. ,...,,. IU~ (II*• populotlon denshiHJ . ..-Mrdtu (IO tslilMro how •nr 
r*Ns• might M spl'Nd b _. wimt), and 111diit>logiC•i dol:t' A'- fo pm<Aliee • riil Qdm.tp. 

Th• 1cc11111t-fr11 scenull 

For most spent fuel shipments. -nothing will go wrong and no nuclear material will be released. 
In this scenario. experts calculate the total radiation dose that all people along the route could 
receive. _Because spent fuel emits low levels of radiation throu9h the cask walls. researchers 
estimate the total radiation dose to people who could be exposed. _They use information on 
routes and local populations to determine the number of people who might be affected and the 
dose they might receive. 

The risk to the public from an accident-free journey results from tile very low radiation field that 
surrounds the transp0rt cask. _If the container is moving past a person. such as someone 
standing along the highway or railroad track. the exposure is brief and well below regulatory 
limits. _Exposure will vary depending upon the speed of the vehicle and how far away the 
person is standing . • The very low doses to each person along the route are added to get the 
total population dose ... A passenger flying round-trip from New Yark to Los An!)eles receives a 
dose from background radiation that is 25 times greater than the dose to persons closest to a 
typical spent fuel shipment. 

The1-..u111 

The NRC believes that shipments of spent fuel in the U.S. are safe. _ThiS belief iS based on lhe 
NRC's confidence in the shipping containers that it certifies and its ongoing research in 
transportation safety. 

• The NRC ensures that shipping containers are robust by: 
-·Re§l:llali~~~view1f)g and certifyin_g their design and g>nductmq inspections du1:m.a 
construction. 



- Reviewing designs and independently checking a container's ability to meet accident 
conditions 
- Ensuring casks are built. maintained, and used properly. 

·The NRC also investigates and assesses the risks involved in spent fuel shipments . . The 
agency: 
- Analyzes spent fuel transport records to fully understand safety issues~ 
- Evaluates new transportation issues, such as projections for the number of shipments, 
changes in population along some routes, and other factors. 
- Keeps up with technology as it evolves to refine estimates of current and future risk to the 
public 

Although there will always be a slight chance that an accident will cause a release of nuclear 
material. the NRC has found that the likelihood of such an event and the risk to the public are 
extremely low . . Even so. the NRC will continue to be vigilant about public safety as an essential 
part of its mission. 

Salllt IHI Trana1r1 s11:1rlb 
The NRC also regulates the protection of spent nuclear fuel in transit against sabotage theft or 
d1vers1on 0 1 otlle1 ~us acts. _The NRC's current 'Ufe-5..regulations for the physical 
protection of spent fuel transport include: 
• Coordinating wijh -law enforcement agencies before the shipment 
• Requiring advance notice to States and the NRC 
• Using a communications center and other means to monitor shipments while in route 

• Armed escorts - ;;HG 

• Immobilization devices. 

Since September 11 . 2001, the NRC has taken additional steps to p rotect the public. 

Jtr Ulltlet1al llf0l'llltl1D le•c1: 
Offic.e of Public Affairs 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, DC 20555-0001 
Phone: (301 ) 415-6200 
Email OPA@NRC.GOV 
Internet Home Page: hltp:l/www.nrc.gov 
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From : 

To: 

Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Pstra k. Dayjd 
Lombard Mark 
Conley Maureen: Sj!ya. Patrjcja: Rybenstone. lames 
RE: Safety of Spent Fuel Transportation brochure working draft rev. 1.docx 

Thursday, December 04, 2014 12:50:09 PM 

Wednesday works for me as well. 

David 

From: Lombard, Mark 
Sent: Wednesday, December 03, 2014 6:48 PM 
To: Pstrak, David; Rubenstone, James 
Cc: Conley, Maureen; Silva, Patricia 
Subject: Re: Safety of Spent Fuel Transportation brochure working draft rev. 1.docx 

On second thought, how about by next Wednesday COB? 

From: Lombard, Mark 
Sent: Wednesday, December 03, 2014 06:31 PM 
To: Pstrak, David; Rubenstone, James 
Cc: Conley, Maureen; Silva, Patricia 
Subject: Fw: Safety of Spent Fuel Transportation brochure working draft rev. 1.docx 

Can you gentlemen please also take a look at the attached and provide comments maybe by the end 

of this week? 

Thanks, 

Mark 

From: Conley, Maureen 
Sent: Friday, November 28, 2014 04:41 PM 
To: Lombard, Mark; Hsia, Anthony; Marcano, Damaris 
Subject: Safety of Spent Fuel Transportation brochure working draft rev. 1.docx 

Hi, all. Here is my first rough cut at the revision, mainly edited to simplify language and 
address Yucca Mountain uncertainties. I added in language on the latest transportation risk 
assessment but think it would be useful to also add something about the Howard st. tunnel 
fire and the MacArthur Maze fire and any other accidents you guys have studied that I 
might not be aware of (these probably could be added in call-out boxes in the margins 
unless we think a lot of text is required to explain them/give context/etc.) 

When you have a chance, please let me know your thoughts. 

Thanks! 
Maureen 



From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Conley Maureen 
Lombard Mark· Hsia Anthony; Marcano Damarjs 
RE: Safety of Spent Fuel Transportation brochure working draft rev. 1.docx 
Thursday, December 04, 2014 8:44;00 AM 

It's a function in Microsoft Word. You may have to go into Options to change a setting. 
Here's how to do it: 

In Word, click on the File tab at top left. Second from the bottom in the menu is Options. 
Click on that. Then select Proofing (third down). Under the third subhead (When correcting 
spelling and grammar in Word) find the last box and check it (show readability statistics). 
When this box is checked, if you click on the Review tab, then click the first button to run a 
spelling and grammar check, you will get some stats in a box at the end. The one we care 
about is the very last one, the Flesch-Kinkaid Grade Level. 

You can have all sorts of fun with it. .. check entire documents, or single 
sentences/paragraphs. 

From: Lombard, Mark 
Sent: Wednesday, December 03, 2014 6:30 PM 
To: Conley, Maureen; Hsia, Anthony; Marcano, Damaris 
Subject: Re: Safety of Spent Fuel Transportation brochure working draft rev. 1.docx 

How do you figure that out? 

From: Conley, Maureen 
Sent: Friday, November 28, 2014 04:42 PM 
To: Lombard, Mark; Hsia, Anthony; Marcano, Damaris 
Subject: RE: Safety of Spent Fuel Transportation brochure working draft rev. 1.docx 

P.S. I managed to knock the reading grade level down from 12.2 to 10.2 ... which is about 
where we like it to be. 

From: Con ley, Maureen 
Sent: Friday, November 28, 2014 4:42 PM 
To: Lombard, Mark; Hsia, Anthony; Marcano, Damaris 
Subject: Safety of Spent Fuel Transportation brochure working draft rev. 1.docx 

Hi, all. Here is my first rough cut at the revision, mainly edited to simplify language and 
address Yucca Mountain uncertainties. I added in language on the latest transportation risk 
assessment but think it would be useful to also add something about the Howard st. tunnel 
fire and the MacArthur Maze fire and any other accidents you guys have studied that I 
might not be aware of (these probably could be added in call-out boxes in the margins 
unless we think a lot of text is required to explain them/give context/etc.) 

When you have a chance, please let me know your thoughts. 

Thanks! 
Maureen 



From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Rubeostone. lames 
Lombard Mark· Pstrak David 
Conley Maureen: Sj!ya. Patrjcja 
RE: Safety of Spent Fuel Transportation brochure working draft rev. 1.docx 
Thursday, December 04, 2014 8:1 7:13 AM 

That works for me. 

From: Lombard, Mark 
Sent: Wednesday, December 03, 2014 6:48 PM 
To: Pstrak, David; Rubenstone, James 
Cc: Conley, Maureen; Silva, Patricia 
Subject: Re: Safety of Spent Fuel Transportation brochure working draft rev. 1.docx 

On second thought, how about by next Wednesday COB? 

From: Lombard, Mark 
Sent: Wednesday, December 03, 2014 06:31 PM 
To: Pstrak, David; Rubenstone, James 
Cc: Conley, Maureen; Silva, Patricia 
Subject: Fw: Safety of Spent Fuel Transportation brochure working draft rev. 1.docx 

Can you gentlemen please also take a look at the attached and provide comments maybe by the end 
of th is week? 

Thanks, 

Mark 

From: Conley, Maureen 
Sent: Friday, November 28, 2014 04:41 PM 
To: Lombard, Mark; Hsia, Anthony; Marcano, Damaris 
Subject: Safety of Spent Fuel Transportation brochure working draft rev. 1.docx 

Hi, all. Here is my first rough cut at the revision, mainly edited to simplify language and 
address Yucca Mountain uncertainties. I added in language on the latest transportation risk 
assessment but think it would be useful to also add something about the Howard st. tunnel 
fire and the MacArthur Maze fire and any other accidents you guys have studied that I 
might not be aware of (these probably could be added in call-out boxes in the margins 
unless we think a lot of text is required to explain them/give context/etc.) 

When you have a chance, please let me know your thoughts. 

Thanks! 
Maureen 



From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Maureen, 

Araguas. Christ jao 
Cooley Maureen 
RE: Safety of Spent Fuel Transportation brochure working draft rev. 1 .docx 
Friday, January 16, 2015 7:14:29 AM 

Sorry for the delayed response. We will try and get you something late next week. 

Christian 

From: Con ley, Maureen 
Sent: Tuesday, January 13, 2015 5:25 PM 
To: Araguas, Christian 
Cc: Pstrak, David 
Subject: RE: Safety of Spent Fuel Transportation brochure working draft rev. 1.docx 

Hi, Christian. Just wanted to follow up - do you think a high level summary of these studies 
and how we use them is manageable? I'm working to resolve comments I've gotten back 
and would love to have your language to include in the next draft I send out for review. 

Thanks, 
Maureen 

From: Con ley, Maureen 
Sent: Friday, December 19, 201411:06 AM 
To: Araguas, Christian 
Cc: Pstrak, David 
Subject: RE: Safety of Spent Fuel Transportation brochure working draft rev. 1.docx 

Hi, Christian. I think Mark had asked for feedback by Dec. 1 O but we don't have a hard and 
fast deadl ine. 

A very high level summary of the Baltimore tunnel fire would be great, with a mention of the 
two other studies that are underway and how we identify and study accidents like them to 
better understand transportation risks. Maybe with a statement about how we consider 
whether our regulations would have been adequate in the situation, whether they've ever 
been found inadequate, and what we would do if they were. 

I'll be here today and Monday, then not again until Jan. 2. If you are around over the next 
couple weeks and think you could get something together by that first full week in January, 
that would be great. If not, perhaps the following week? 

Thanks very much, 
Maureen 

From: Araguas, Christian 
Sent: Friday, December 19, 201411:00 AM 
To: Conley, Maureen 
Cc: Pstrak, David 
Subject: RE: Safety of Spent Fuel Transportation brochure working draft rev. 1.docx 



Hi Maureen, 

The fire studies likely won't be complete until Fall of next year. We are finalizing the 
MacArthur Maze and New Hall Pass studies as well as some seal testing efforts through 
NIST. These will likely go out for public comment and then all studies will be rolled up into 
both a road compendium and rail compendium. My guess is that this will not meet your 
timing needs. So with that I guess we can just summarize the Baltimore tunnel fire 
discussion. When is this needed by? 

From: Con ley, Maureen 
Sent: Friday, December 05, 2014 12:21 PM 
To: Araguas, Christian 
Cc: Pstrak, David 
Subject : RE: Safety of Spent Fuel Transportation brochure working draft rev. 1.docx 

Hey, Christian. I just left you a voice mail. 

The idea was to give a brief overview of how we look at major transport accidents in detail 
to see if there's anything new that we should incorporate into our regs. The two I mentioned 
are the ones I know about, but rather than detailing the findings from those two accidents, I 
think it would be useful to summarize how we go about identifying these kinds of accidents 
and learning what we can about them. 

I'm curious about the timeframe for the compendium you mentioned. The brochure will not 
go out until sometime in 2015, so we might be able to link the information somehow. 

Happy to chat further, please give a call when you get a chance. I'm leaving today around 
1 :15 but should be around next week. Thanks! 

Maureen 
Maureen Conley 

NRC Office of Public Affai rs 

301-415-8202 

From: Araguas, Christian 
Sent: Thursday, December 04, 2014 5:31 PM 
To: Conley, Maureen 
Cc: Pstrak, David 
Subject: FW: Safety of Spent Fuel Transportation brochure working draft rev. 1.docx 

Hi Maureen, 

I am one of the BCs in NMSS/SFM. I understand that you would like to add language to 
the attached brochure on the Baltimore tunnel fire and the MacArther Maze fire. How 
married are you to this concept? We do have two published studies on these accidents but 
I propose not saying much if anything at all. We are currently working on a compendium of 
both railway and roadway transportation accidents that compare the results of these 
accidents with existing requirements of spent nuclear fuel containers (which include both 



Baltimore and MacArthur Maze). There are several studies and while it would be ideal to 
just point to this work in the brochure, it is not complete and likely won't be until sometime 
in 2015. I think we could highlight in a short paragraph the fire studies we are doing but I 
don't think it should go beyond that. Thoughts? 

Christian 

From: Pstrak, David 
Sent: Thursday, December 04, 2014 1 :21 PM 
To: Araguas, Christian 
Cc: Silva, Patricia 
Subject : FW: Safety of Spent Fuel Transportation brochure working draft rev. 1.docx 

Christian - I just was assigned the task to review this draft SNF transportation brochure. 

Note the comment/request from Maureen Conley below about adding words about the 
Baltimore Tunnel Fire and the MacArthur Maze fire (i.e. , the fire studies) to this brochure 
(attached). I think it best for that info to be developed by your staff along with 
consideration/recommendation as to where/how it best be added. On this flip side, if you 
believe that this brochure is not a suitable mechanism for sharing the results of the fire 
studies, I suggest that you weigh in as such. 

In a separate email, Lombard requested this review be completed by 12/10/14. 

Let me know if you have any questions on my suggestion or the action. 

David 
287-9121 

From: Lombard, Mark 
Sent: Wednesday, December 03, 2014 6:31 PM 
To: Pstrak, David; Rubenstone, James 
Cc: Conley, Maureen; Silva, Patricia 
Subject : Fw: Safety of Spent Fuel Transportation brochure working draft rev. 1.docx 

Can you gent lemen please also take a look at t he attached and provide comments maybe by the end 

of th is week? 

Thanks, 

M ark 

From: Conley, Maureen 
Sent: Friday, November 28, 2014 04:41 PM 
To: Lombard, Mark; Hsia, Anthony; Marcano, Damaris 
Subject : Safety of Spent Fuel Transportation brochure working draft rev. 1.docx 

Hi, all. Here is my first rough cut at the revision, mainly edited to simplify language and 
address Yucca Mountain uncertainties. I added in language on the latest transportation risk 
assessment but think it would be useful to also add something about the Howard st. tunnel 
fire and the MacArthur Maze fire and any other accidents you guys have studied that I 



might not be aware of (these probably could be added in call-out boxes in the margins 
unless we think a lot of text is required to explain them/give context/etc.) 

When you have a chance, please let me know your thoughts. 

Thanks! 
Maureen 



From: 
To: 
Subj ect: 

Conley Maureen 
Lombard Mark 
RE: Transportation reports 

Date: Tuesday, September 11, 2012 10:36:00 AM 

4 pm Monday works for me. 

"Classics" is a generous description! The short answer to your quest ion is yes. 

Part of what I want to figure out is whether one or both are worth updating at all. The March 1987 

report discusses studies "over t he last decade" (1977-1987) that provide evidence spent fuel can be 

t ransported safely. If we are handing t his th ing out, it would make sense to have more recent 

information included. But maybe a better option is to retire th is one, or j ust hang onto it as a 

historical document. It really focuses on summarizing the February 1987 LLNL accident study. It has a 

lot of ood informat ion for an one w ho wants to et down in the technical weeds j (o)(S) I 
(')IS) 

The other report from 2003 is much better geared to a non-technical audience. But it is a snapshot 

in t ime - it talks about the decision by Congress and the President in 2002 to approve Yucca 

Mountain and the four years NRC would have to make a licensing decision once DOE fi led an 

application. It also refers to the then-current body of evidence rega rding transportation safety. This 

one seems ripe for updating. 

There is also the question of whether NRC should develop a similar brochure on t he safety of spent 

fuel storage. We have a backgrounder that provides basic in formation on spent fuel storage, but it 

doesn't have the focus on safety t hat the transportation brochure has. 

So, plenty for us to ta lk about Monday. Shall I come your way? 

From: Lombard, Mark 
Sent: Tuesday, September 11 , 201 2 9:30 AM 
To: Conley, Maureen 
Subject : RE: Transportation reports 

How about 4pm on Monday? These reports are both classics. Are you thinking of refreshing 
them for public use? 

Mark 

From: Conley, Maureen 
Sent: Monday, September 10, 201 2 10:48 AM 
To: Lombard, Mark 
Subject : Transportat ion reports 

Hey, Mark. Just checking on your avai lability t his week to chat about my two t ransportation 

brochures. I am attaching t he pdfs in case you want to take a look. I've got some t ime eit he·r early or 

lat e t his afternoon, or anyt ime tomorrow (except between 1 and 2) or Friday. 



Maureen Conley 

NRC Office of Public Affairs 

301-415-8202 



From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Conley. Maureen 
Cook !oho 
Benner. Erjc; Woodfield Ion 
RE: checking on risk assessment 
Thursday, January 09, 2014 2:58:00 PM 

Hi, John. Thanks for that update. I think you may be thinking of a different brochure, 
'Transporting Spent Fuel" put together by RES in 1987, focusing on the LLNL study. Here 
is a link to the one I would like to revise : 

http://pbadupws.nrc.gov/docs/ML0311/ML031140098.pdf 

This is an OPA product that has been completely overtaken by events. OPA believes it 
would be useful to have a brochure available to the public that discusses spent fuel 
transportation safety, as the current one does, without specific references to a Yucca 
Mountain repository. But I do understand your concerns. I think both summaries in the risk 
assessment are good. If we were to update our brochure, it would be considerably shorter 
than the public summary (and would be packaged specifically as a brochure rather than as 
a Nureg appendix). Many of the graphics look like they would work well for our purposes .. 

It sounds as though it would be useful for you and I and perhaps others in SFST to have a 
longer conversation about what our revision would involve and whether it makes sense. 

We are in no hurry to do this revision, but need to let Admin know how much to budget for 
our work on Nuregs over the next six months. I'll go ahead and put in a placeholder, 
pending further dialogue. 

Thanks, 
Maureen 

From: Cook, John 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2014 12:27 PM 
To: Conley, Maureen 
Cc: Benner, Eric; Woodfield, Jon 
Subject: RE: checking on risk assessment 

Hi Maureen-

Happy New year. 

Yes, the process for publication is quite long here. We provided the Final report to Publications for review 
in November, and they said it would be the end of January before they could start on it. When we get it 
back from them, we'll need to make any changes they want. Then we need to prepare a Federal Register 
Notice announcing availability of the Final, and then release it. I'm sure there are many more sub-steps, 
approvals and processes in there too. 

I would note that the outdated brochure to which you refer was also a long, drawn-out affair, subject to 
many reviews and revisions. It was quite labor intensive both for staff and our contractor, and ended up 
costing almost a third of the project it summarized. Frankly, I'm not sure the effort was cost-effective. 

In recognition of that experience, NUREG-21 25 actually contains 2 Summaries. The Draft contains a 2-
page Executive Summary at the beginning of the report, and a 12-page Public Summary that was located 
in the last Appendix. ACRS recommended that we give the Public Summary more prominence, which 



led to our decision to move it to the front of the report so that it immediately follows the Executive 
Summary in the Final report (Publications made a special exception for us to use this out-of-the-box 
format). The Public Summary i1s intended to be a self-contained brochure, although we do not identify it as 
such. 

We took care to try to keep both Summaries readable for the public. For example, did you notice that the 
Executive Summary, which conveys the results of a 600-page technical analysis, contains almost no 
numbers? 

The Public Summary is intended to provide members of the public who are interested in the topic, but 
have no technical background, with a fundamental introduction to the report. The challenge here is that 
while most of the public has a feel for transportation, what we are really talking about is radiation dose, 
which is not obvious, and the risk of that dose, which even less obvious. Furthermore, dose and 
risk have their own lexicon, which is not easily translated using common language. Also, the more 
sim I ou tr to describe a com lex to ic the less accurate and/or com lete the descri tion become •~<~ 

Our approach in the Public Summary was to strike a balance between clarity and completeness. by using 
straightforward illustrations and graphics to (hopefully) convey enough technical information for the 
results to make sense. Some of the public comments we received on the Draft report were 
complimentary of the Public Summary So, I would like to think we will at least partially succeed in 
addressing accessibility and transparency in the Final report too, but we really won't know until after we 
publish it. 

Now as to another separate brochure, it is my view that Public Summary described above obviates that 
need. Also note that, unlike the Draft, the Final report will be printed in full-color. The contract supporting 
SFTRA expires in March 2014, and we have no funds currently budgeted to make any revisions to the 
text, figures, graphs, tables etc., beyond that point. However, I don't believe we would object if you 
wanted to develop a separate brochure, provided that you take the text, figures, graphs, tables, etc. as-is 
from the Final report. [Note this does not constitute any commitment of SFST resources to support such 
an effort.) 

Those are my thoughts. Hope they help. 

-John 

From: Con ley, Maureen 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 4:55 PM 
To: Cook, John 
Subject: checking on risk assessment 

Hi, John. Just wanted to check with you on the status of the transportation risk assessment. 
I see the draft but not the final. Are we still waiting for publication? 

I'm interested partly because I am reviewing a very outdated spent fuel transportation 
brochure that OPA published in 2003 (that includes way too much about NWPA and Yucca 
Mountain, even alluding to PFS). We are weighing whether to spike it altogether or update 
it. My inclination is to update and refocus it on this new risk assessment. I believe the 
current brochure was issued when the Package Performance Study was being planned. 
While we have no definite prospects for transporting spent fuel in the near futu~ with all 
the reactors shutting down, there is a growing population that will be clamoring to get the 



I know your executive summary is intended for general public consumption. We could put 
that language in our glossy full-color brochure (assuming my supervisor approves). Curious 
to know what you think .... 

Maureen Conley 

NRC Office of Public Affairs 
301-415-8202 



From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

K thanks! 

Conley Maureen 
Cool Donald 
RE: how does this language sound? 
Friday, January 30, 2015 4:00:00 PM 

From: Cool, Donald 
Sent: Friday, January 30, 2015 3:58 PM 
To: Conley, Maureen 
Subject: RE: how does this language sound? 

Looks Good 

From: Conley, Maureen 
Sent: Friday, January 30, 2015 3: 13 PM 
To: Cool, Donald 
Subject: RE: how does this language sound? 

Definitely not! But I'm going to tweak your tweaks. Let me know if it still works. 

From: Cool, Donald 
Sent: Friday, January 30, 2015 10:09 AM 
To: Conley, Maureen 
Subject: RE: how does this language sound? 

See below suggestions. Too geeky? 

From: Conley, Maureen 
Sent: Friday, January 30, 201 5 10:00 AM 
To: Cool, Donald 
Subject: how does this language sound? 

For my updated brochure on spent fuel transportation safety: 

About half of the public's average cmmwl radiation exposure comes from natural sources. These sources i11c/11de 
radon, the h11man body, outer space, rocks and rnil. This natural radiation is called "background" and ca11 vary 
greatly from place to place. Nearly all of the rest of an average per.w11 's exposure comes from medical sources, 
such as x-rays and diagnostic tests, that are used in health care. Radiation that can be traced to 11nek:a1 p1mt1 m 
radioactive materials transport makes up a tiny fraction of an average person'.\· overall exposure. F<tr S uch l{Jw 
levels of exposure; are very 11nlikely to have any biological effect, but if they did they would be too ~small 
#tat, if h'1ey exi.1t1 they ot1hld t1<1t to be detectable Ht.ey nitiy ""' eHm he deteetahlt:. The human body responds to 
radiati{Jn in R:tulia.li.,,1 helt.roe!J the same way whether it com es from natural or mmwwde sources. 

Thanks! 
Maureen Conley 

NRC Office of Public Affa irs 

301-415-8202 



From: 

To: 

Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Conley Maureen 
lackson Gerard 
Gott. Wj!ljam 
RE: question - spent fuel transport security 

Thursday, February 05, 2015 6:05:00 PM 

Thanks for your comments, Gerry. Since this is a brochure for the public, I'd like to keep the 
language as-is RE: your first comment. Our current brochure has images of the Nu reg 
covers for all the relevant Nuregs, so we'll probably add in 0561- and that way people will 
have the title. 

RE: your second comment, to keep this in as simple language as possible, how about, 
Devices that allow drivers and escorts to shut the vehicle off? 

Maureen 

From: Jackson, Gerard 
Sent: Thursday, February 05, 2015 11 :19 AM 
To: Conley, Maureen 
Cc: Gott, William 
Subject: RE: question - spent fue l transport security 

Maureen, 
Happy to go over anything else. 
I just made two changes. I made the rule statement the title of the NU REG for consistence 
and the same with the comment on the immobilization devise requirement. 

Best regards, 
Gerry 

From: Con ley, Maureen 
Sent: Thursday, February 05, 2015 9:31 AM 
To: J ackson, Gerard 
Cc: Gott, William 
Subject: RE: question - spent fue l transport security 

Thanks, Gerry. If you could just make sure the language we have is accurate, I would 
greatly appreciate it: 

The NRC also regulates how spent nuclear fuel is protected in transit against sabotage or theft. The 
NRC's current rules for the pkysieal protection of spent foe! traAsport iAelude: physical protection of 
spent nuclear fuel (SNF) during transportation by road, rail and water. 
• Coordinating with law enforcement agencies before the shipment 
• Requiring advance notice to States and the NRC 
• Using a communications center and other means to monitor shipments while in route 
• Armed esco1ts, and 
• ReFAote devices tkat a:llow \'ekieles to be t1:1rfled off. Driver and escorts assigned to the veh icle are 
provided a means to immobi lize the transport vehicle. 

Since September 11, 2001, the NRC has taken additional steps to protect the publ ic. 

Regards, 



Maureen 

From: Jackson, Gerard 
Sent: Wednesday, February 04, 2015 2:36 PM 
To: Conley, Maureen 
Cc: Gott, William 
Subject: RE: question - spent fuel transport security 

Yes, 
Sorry for the delay. 
Do you also need the safety aspects of transporting spent fuel. 
For your reference for spent fuel you can reference NUREG-0561 Rev.2 (Spent Fuel Only) 
But if you wish me to review I can do that. 

Best 
Gerry 

From: Con ley, Maureen 
Sent: Friday, January 30, 2015 9:55 AM 
To: Jackson, Gerard 
Subject: question - spent fuel transport security 

Hi, we spoke about a year ago when a reporter was looking at our approval of a transport 
route through Buffalo for those shipments from Canada to Savannah River. I have been 
updating our brochure on spent fuel transportation and there's a very short section that 
deals with security. Would you be the right person to review that? Or if not, who can I send 
it to? This is the extent of it: 

The NRC also regulates how spent nuclear fuel is protected in transit against sabotage or theft. The 
NRC's current rules for the physical protection of spent fuel transport include: 
• Coordinating with law enforcement agencies before the shipment 
• Requiring advance notice to States and the NRC 
• Using a communications center and other means to monitor shipments while in route 
• Armed escorts, and 
• Remote devices that allow vehicles to be turned off. 

Since September 11, 2001, the NRC has taken additional steps to protect the public. 

Just want to be sure we are accurate and including the most important information. Thanks 
for any help you can provide! 

M aureen Conley 

NRC Office of Public Affairs 

301-415-8202 



From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Harrjogtoo. Holly 
Cooley Maureen 
Coyret !yoone 
RE: that NUREG brochure 
Thursday, January 09, 2014 10:11 :20 AM 

If you'd like to redo it that's fine with me. I'm cc'ing Ivonne so she'll circle back to graphics 
and update my original response that we weren't doing any NUREGs this year.(oops) 

From: Con ley, Maureen 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08., 2014 5:08 PM 
To: Harrington, Holly 
Subject: that NUREG brochure 

Holly, 

I have reviewed the Safet 
ra hies bu 

ortation brochure. It has a lot of ood 

exists in other products, but there is some good language about how we assess the risks of 
transporting spent fuel that I haven't seen elsewhere. I checked with Dave and he's not 
aware of it existing in any other OPA product. 

My recommendation is to refocus the brochure on the new spent fuel transportation risk 
assessment (the one we did the blog post on several months ago). I believe the current 
brochure was issued when the Package Performance Study was being planned ma·or 
ex ensive tests on actual casks that would've taken fuel to Yucca Mountain . (b){S) 

(b)(5) 

!>)(~ So II think it is a good idea for us to have a user-friendly product that 
e ac ua nsks. 

I don't believe the final risk assessment is out yet, but it will include an executive summary 
intended for general public consumption. We could combine that language with some of the 
other good basic transportation risk assessment stuff in our glossy full-color brochure. 

Happy to talk more about this tomorrow if you want. 

Maureen Conley 

NRC Office of Public Affai rs 

301-415-8202 



From: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Date: 

Attachments: 

Conley Maureen 

Lombard Mark 

Marcano Damarjs; Hsja Anthony 
RE: updating spent fuel transportation brochure 

Friday, November 28, 2014 11 :22:00 AM 

Safety of Spent Fuel Transportation brochure workjng draft.docx 

Sure do. Here is an unedited version. 

I'm taking a first cut to simplify some of the language. I will send that as well in 
redline/strikeout when I'm done going through it. The current version comes in at a 12.2 
reading grade level. We aim for 10.0, though in some of these more technical products that 
can be challenging. 

A couple things I think we need to focus on: 

Revising language about Yucca Mountain (to be more curren~ '~'5) 
Adding the 2013 transportation risk assessment 
Adding info on the MacArthur Maze and Baltimore tunnel fire studies 
Addressing high burnup spent fuel. 

I'll try to wrap up my first run-through by this afternoon. 

Maureen 

From: Lombard, Mark 
Sent: Friday, November 28, 2014 11: 13 AM 
To: Conley, Maureen 
Cc: Marcano, Damaris; Hsia, Anthony 
Subject: RE: updating spent fuel transportation brochure 

Thanks Maureen. Do you have a Word or other electronic version that we can use to do 
redline/strikeout please? 

From: Con ley, Maureen 
Sent: Friday, November 28, 2014 9:43 AM 
To: Lombard, Mark; Hsia, Anthony 
Cc: Marcano, Damaris 
Subject: updating spent fuel transportation brochure 

All, 

I am finally getting around to updating this March 2003 brochure. I can handle most of the 
text myself but wanted to coordinate with you to make sure it's factually accurate and 
includes the latest information and images. No hard deadline on this, but it would be useful 
to have to hand out at public meetings as they arise. 

Here's a link to the electronic version on our website: 
http://pbadupws,nrc.gov/docs/ML031 1/ML031140098,pdf 

We have hard copies here as well, let me know if you want any and I'll run them over. 

Thanks! 



Maureen Conley 

NRC Office of Public Affairs 

301-415-8202 



Original grade level 12.2 

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is an independent agency established by the U.S. 
Congress in 1974 to ensure adequate protection of public health, safety, and the environment in 
the use of nuclear materials. The NRC regulates commercial nuclear power reactors,' non-power 
research, test, and training reactors; and fuel cycle facilities. The NRC also tegulates medical, 
academic, and industrial uses of nuclear materials, as well as packaging for the transport, 
storage, and disposal of nuclear materials and waste. In addition, the NRC regulates the design, 
manufacture, use, and maintenance of containers for high-level radioactive shipments. 

The U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT), in coordination with the NRC, sets rules governing 
the packaging of nuclear materials. With NRC and the affected states, DOT regulates the transport 
Of nuclear materials. The DOT also regulates carriers of nuclear materials, sets standards for 
transportation routes, and Is responsible for international agreements on the transport of all 
hazardous materials. 

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), among other things, oversees the development of disposal 
systems for spent nuclear fuel from the nation's nuclear power plants. This activity is entirely 
funded by fees collected from nuclear power plant companies and ultimately from rate payers. 

The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) setves as the world's principal intergovernmental 
forum for scientific and technical cooperation Jn the nuclear field. An agency of the United 
Nations, the IAEA published regulations tor transporting nuclear mtJterlals. These regulations 
serve as a model for the United States and other nations. 

Tho NRC has three principal functions: 
1. to ser standards and develop regulations; 
2. to issuo /iconses for nuclear facilities and nuclear materials users; and 
3. ro inspect facilities ro ensure that NRC regulations are being met. 

The Nuclear Regulatorv commission 
The US. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) regulates the nuclear materials cycle from 
beginning to end. This cycle begins with the mining of uranium. It continues through the 
manufacture of fuel. its use in reactors, any temporary storage. and (ultimately) with permanent 
geologic disposal 

The NRC is dedicated to maintaining public health and safety, protecting the environment, and 
ensuring our national security in ways that increase public confidence in the agency. The NRG 
plans to achieve these goals by making its activities more effective, efficient, and realistic, and 
by reducing unnecessary regulatory burden on all those involved in the use, handling, transport, 
and disposal of nuclear materials. 

The NRG believes that proper handling of nuclear materials will help to ensure the safety of the 
public and plant workers. Toward that end, the NRC works with other agencies, such as the 
U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT). the US. Department of Energy (DOE). and the 
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). 

This booklet relates to the NRC's role 1n the sale transportation of spent nuclear fuel from 
commercial nuclear power plants. Specifically, the NRC oversees the design, manufacture. use. 
and maintenance of containers for these radioactive shipments. 



RadlaUon 
Scientists estimate that nearly 90 percent of alt radiation e1!'posure comes from natural sovrces: radon gas, the human 
body, outer space. rocks, and soil. 89ckground radiation Is natuJ7i1/ly present. but its levels can vary greatly. People living 
In areas with a significant amount of granite, fQr example, receive more earth-based radiation. Those living or working at 
high alfltudes receive more cosmic radiation. Most natural exposure is from radon, a gas that seeps from the earth's crust 
into the air we breathe. The remaining 10 percent of all radiation exposure comes from man-made sources, primarily 
medical x-rays. Natural and artificial radiation ar-e similar In kind and effect. 

What Is Siient Fuell' 

Nuclear reactors produce electricity and, as a waste product, spent fuel. Uranium fuel powers 
reactors for a number of years, until its potential to produce electrical power is exhausted. The 
used uranium fuel is then referred to as "spent fuel." Nuclear power plants store spent fuel in 
enclosed cooling pools and, in some cases, in dry storage casks to await shipment to a 
temporary storage or permanent disposal facility The Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA), 
enacted by Congress in 1992, calls for spent fuel to be moved to a temporary storage facility or 
to a permanent DOE repository. 

The NWPA sets a national policy for safe, permanent disposal of spent nuclear fuel and other 
radioactive wastes in an underground repository. The action by Congress and the President in 
July 2002 approving Yucca Mountain will permit the DOE to apply to NRC to construct the 
repository. 

The NRC's role under the NWPA is to use its independent judgment as an expert technical 
agency to decide whether to grant DOE a license to construct a high-level waste repository at 
Yucca Mountajn. Only after extensive review of a DOE application will the NRC be able to judge 
whether DOE has satisfied the demands of the regulations. The NWPA gives NRC up to four 
years to decide whether to grant the license. 

Because a repository won't be available for some time, some nuclear power plants are 
implementing plans for temporary storage on site. Other plants plan to store spent fuel away 
from the reactor at a temporary site until a permanent repository is built 

Given the widespread locations of power reactors, if a disposal site is finally approved, 
licensees will need to transport spent fuel to that site safely. These shipments would likely be 
made on railroads and on public highways. 

Spent fuel is highly radioactive and must be transported in large, heavy containers that shield 
the public from exposure. This raises the following frequently asked questions in connection 
with such shipments: 
• How does the NRC protect the public from radioactive waste that is being transported? 
• What is the likelihood of these shipments being involved in an accident? 
• How well can the transportation containers withstand an accident and prevent the release of 
nuclear materials? 

The NRC addresses these and other questions as a part of its ongoing efforts to ensure safe 
transport. As new technologies and information become available, the NRC continually 
evaluates its existing safety requirements. 

The Kev to Ensuring saretv: 1118 Spem Fuel ShlPPlng Container 



Spent fuel is highly radioactive and must be heavily shielded and tightly contained to be 
transported safely. An essential component for any safe shipment is a robust spent fuel 
container, or "cask." 

The NRC establishes regulations and standards for the design and construction of robust casks 
as the primary way to protect the public during transport. Containers used to move spent fuel by 
rail or highway are designed to withstand severe accidents. U.S. and international regulations 
require that these containers must pass a series of tests that mimic accident damage. The NRC 
conducts rigorous reviews to certify that spent fuel containers meet the design standards and 
test conditions in the regulations. 

These containers must be shown, by test or analysis, to survive a sequence of four simulated 
accident conditions involving impact, puncture, fire, and submersion. During and after the tests, 
the containers must contain nuclear material, limit doses to acceptable levels, and prevent 
nuclear reaction. 

To protect workers and the public, containers have walls five to 15 inches thick, made of steel 
and shielding materrals, and a massive lid. Truck containers weigh about 25 tons when loaded 
with 1 to 2 tons of spent fuel. Rail containers can weigh as much as 150 tons and can carry up 
to 20 tons of spent fuel. The ends of these transportation containers are encased in structures 
called impact limiters. In the event of an accident, these limiters would crush, absorbing impact 
forces and protecting the container and its cargo. 

Spent fuel containers are tightly sealed and provide shielding for most radiation. However, it is 
not possible to eliminate all radiation with shielding. Containers provide enough shielding to 
reduce external radiation to low levels that meet DOT and NRC radiation standards for the 
radiation dose to individuals who might be near the cask during transport. 

Container designers may use computer analyses, comparisons with other designs, component 
testing, scale-model testing, or a combination of these techniques to demonstrate that 
containers are safe. Most often, they use a combination of computer analyses and physical 
testing, NRC evaluates each application for a container design, examines the information in 
depth, and then performs its own calculations. NRC reviewers include structural and materials 
engineers and safety specialists with advanced degrees and many years of experience 

Once the NRC issues a Certificate of Compliance for a spent fuel container design. fabricators 
make the containers. Manufacturers and shippers must adhere to a program that ensures the 
containers continuously meet design specifications 

NRG and DOT regulations also require a number of safety determinations before each spent 
fuel shipment. These include checks for leaks and tests to ensure that radiation levels and 
contamination levels are within safe limits. These actions are designed to ensure that all 
aspects of every spent fuel shipment meet the applicable NRC safety standards. 

A Brief Hlstorv ot Spam Fuel Shipments and Studies 

More than 1.300 spent fuel shipments regulated by the NRG have been completed safely in the 
U.S, during the past 25 years. Although there have been four accidents Involving those 
shipments, none have resulted in a release of radioactive material. 



Experience with past shipments confirms that the fundamental safety system is sound. The 
question becomes, 'What might happen if there are thousands of future shipments?" The NRC 
continuously evaluates risks associated with spent fuel transport in a methodical and scientific 
way. To provide additional confidence, the NRC has sponsored several risk studies related to 
spent fuel transportation on highways and railroads. 

In 1977, the NRC completed a study that has since become the "baseline" for comparison with 
new information and studies completed since then. 

In 1987, the NRC used improved research methods to evaluate how shipping containers react 
in accidents and to estimate the risk of releasing radioactive materials. The study results added 
assurances about the ability of shipping casks to withstand an accident and confirmed results of 
the 1977 study. 

Another study, released in March 2000, used improved technology ta analyze the ability of 
containers to withstand an accident This study concluded that the risk from the increased 
number of spent fuel shipments that could occur in the first half of this century would be even 
smaller than originally estimated in 1977. 

On the basis of these studies, operational experience, and its own technical reviews, the NRC 
concluded that the shipment of spent fuel is safe at projected shipment levels. The NRC is 
continuing to follow developments in spent fuel shipping, including the performance of additional 
analyses and testing of spent fuel casks, to ensure that the risks remain low. 

unaerstandina Ille Risks 

Risk is generally understood to be the possibility of injury, damage, or some kind of loss Given 
that understanding, the spent fuel shipment record in the U.S. has been outstanding to date. 
Many more shipments have been successfully completed internationally under the same basic 
safety standards. 

While shipping spent fuel does involve risk, NRC studies indicate that this risk is low. As a part 
of its safety effort, minimizing risk is an important concept to the NRC. The NRC's nsk 
assessment asks the following three questions and then converts the answers into numbers to 
arrive at a risk value: 

•What can go wrong? 
• How likely is it? 
• If something goes wrong, what are the consequences? 

Although the overwhelming majority of spent fuel shipments are accident-free, researchers 
calculate radiation risks to the public using two scenarios_ One scenario involves a journey 
during which an accident occurs: the other covers the vast majority of journeys that do not 
involve an accident. 

Researchers use a four-step process to study actual and potential accidents and their efffJ:cts on a container. 
Step 1. Experts use historic records to determine what might happen. 
•They also gather data on how many spent fuel shipments are l/Hely each year. 
• They look at the rate of accidents for rail and highway shipments. 
•Researchers loOk at a large number of accidents that are conceivable. 
• They also look at crash impact forces, fires, or punctures that are more severe than those covered by NRC standards. 



Shown is a computer simulation of the response of a caslt to a severe fire environment. Analyses f/lte this and tests are 
used by NRC to assure safe transportation of spent fuel. 

The Accident Scenarto 

NRG studies show that fewer than 1 in 100 accidents involving a spent fuel container will be 
more severe than the conditions of the design standards. However, if a very unlikely chain of 
events occurs, the accident might be severe enough to cause a radioactive release. 

To estimate the hkehhood and consequences of unusually severe accidents, researchers use a 
multi-step approach to calculate risk. That approach uses accident data and their experience 
with past trucking and rail accidents involving other hazardous materials. This also involves 
determining what kinds of accidents could happen and looking at their potential effects. 

According to the DOE Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) for the Yucca Mountain 
Project, about 11,000 rail or 53,000 truck shipments might be expected during the 24 years of 
operation of the repository, should 1t be approved. The chances that any accident would occur 
during a spent fuel shipment are about 1 in 10,000 for rail shipments and 1 1n 1,000 for highway 
transport. Put another way, these estimates indicate that 1 to 50 accidents involving casks are 
conceivable in the process of moving all current spent fuel to a permanent repository. 

Looking at these conceivable accidents, the chance that even one would be serious enough to 
lead to even a small release is about 1 in 1,000. The chance of a large release is estimated to 
be less than one in 1,000,000. 

Step 2. Engineers use complex computer programs to estimate how the parts of a shipping container might be damaged 
by collisions or fires. 
• They gather data on how much spent fuel each container will catry. 
• They analyze how the fuel might respond In a given type of accident. 
• They calculate the temperature of the container and the spent fuel itself during a long-term fire. 
This information provides estimates on the size of any potential lealf and how much nuclear material might escape. 

Step 3. Researchers match accident scenflrios from Step 1 with the assessments from Step 2 to determine the chance of 
severe damage to the container or its contents. 

Step 4. Researchtn's compute a risk esrlmate with a special computer program. The program takes accident probability 
estim<1fes, expected numbers of shipments, route data (lilt& population den$itles). Wl;Nlther dat;r (fO estim<1te how any 
release might be spread by wind), and radiological dose dat.a to produce a risk estimate. 

TbB Accident-Free SCBnarto 

In an accident~free journey, nothing goes wrong and no nuclear material ls released from the 
container. In this scenario, the total of all radiological exposures, or doses, that could be 
received by all people along the transportation route, is calculated. Because spent fuel, even 
fully contained, still emits low levels of radiation through the container walls, researchers use 
route and population information to estimate the number of people who could be exposed and 
the total radiation dose that they might receive. 

The risk to the public from an accident-free journey results from the low-level radiation field that 
surrounds the spent fuel container. If the container is moving past a person, perhaps someone 
standing along the highway or railroad track, the exposure is brief and well below regulatory 
limits. Exposure will vary depending upon the speed of the train or tractor-trailer rig and the 
distance the person is standing from the highway or track_ The very low dose to each person 
along the route 1s added to obtain the total population dose. 



As a basis for comparison, a passenger traveling round-trip by air from New York to Los 
Angeles receives a background radiation dose that is 25 times greater than the dose to persons 
closest to a typical spent fuel shipment. 

The Bonom u1111 

The NRC believes that shipments of spent fuel in the U S are safe. This belief is based on the 
NRC's confidence in the shipping containers that it certifies and its ongoing research in 
transportation safety. 

•The NRG ensures that shipping containers are robust by: 
- Regulating the design and construction of shipping containers. 
- Reviewing designs and independently checking a container's ability to meet accident 
conditions. 
- Ensuring that containers are built, maintained. and used properly 

• The NRC also follows an aggressive program to investigate and assess the risks involved in 
spent fuel shipments: 
- Analyzing spent fuel transportation records to understand safety issues better. 
- Evaluating new transportation issues, such as increased shipment levels. denser populations 
along some routes, and other factors. 
- Using new technology to estimate current and future levels of potential risk to the public. 

Although there will always be a slight chance that an accident will cause a release of nuclear 
material. the NRC has found that the likelihood of such an event and the associated risk to the 
public are extremely low. Even so, the NRC will continue to be vigilant about public safety as an 
essential part of its mission. 

Spent Foal Transp11rt Securnv 

The NRC also regulates the physical protection of spent nuclear fuel in transit against sabotage 
or other malicious acts. The NRC's current physical protection regulations for spent fuel 
transportation include 
• Pre~shipment coordination with law enforcement agencies 
• Pre-shipment notice of States and NRC 
• In-transit shipment call-in to communications center 
• Shipment monitoring 
•Armed escorts (in populated areas) 
• Immobilization devices 

Since September 11, 2001, the NRC has taken additional steps to protect the public. These 
steps involve a heightening of the security posture, including new measures taken to protect 
nuclear facilities and regulated activities, such as spent fuel transportation, and orders that NRC 
has issued to licensees. 

For Additional lntormadon Contact: 
Office of Public Affairs 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001 
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The U.S. NuclHr Regulatory Commiuion (NRCJ is an independent agency esl•bll$hed by 
Congress . .Its mission is 10 license and regul•te the ~'.s narion 's civilian use ol radioactive 
materials In a way that protects public heallh and Ille environment . . The NRC regulates 
commercial nuclear power reactors; research, test, and training reactors; nuclear fuel cycle 
laciliries: and medical, academic, and industrial uses of nuclear materials. The NRC also 
regulates packaging for the transpon, storage, and disposal ol nuclear marw-ials and waste. And 
AdtJitionallv. It licenses the Hp on and import of tadioacrive materials. · 

The U.S. Deparvnent of Transportation (DOT) coordinates ..,;111 the NRC to set rules for the 
paclf11ging of nucle1r materials. DOT worl<s with the NRC .nd affected states to regulate their 
transport. DOT also regulates carriers, sets standards for routes, and is responsible for 
International agreements on the transport of all hazardous materials. 

The U.S. Dep1mmenr of Energy (DOE} is responsible by law for disposal of spent Ille# from rhe 
nation's nuc/Ht power ~;,nts. 

The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) is a forum for scientific and recllnical cooperation 
in lhe nucleat field. ~Pan of the Unittld Nations, the IAEA sets global regu/afjons for manv 
df'lilJi.fll rl!t..'1!!.~!~!.!!.r. iJ.1~!1.~!!'i, .. !r!Cl.~Lc!f!.'.!J... nuclear materialspK/l.~n!l.M!!.. rransportatiC!f!. These 
/Ac A ·s !)il<:kagon<1 ancl cransport.rnon regulations serve as a model for the Unit~ States and otller 

1111tions. 
Tllo NRC h•• ,,,_main llmcuons: 
f . to Ml uondlrda •nd •-P ,.......r«>no: 
a. to 1 ... .,. '"'""" .. tot nuclMr flcllltiea tnd """'-' m-• .,,.,,.; .,.., 
J. to l11spec:r ,_olHtl.1 to _,,....,,.111•1 N~ r.tllll•tlo,,. ... b.it>g ,,,.1, 

The N1c111r 11111•1rv c1mm1ss111 
The NRC regulates the nuclear fuel cycle from beg1nn1ng to eoa It begins with the mining of 
uranium and T lie (;ycle continues through the manufactute of fuel. its use 1n reactors. 
tral}!illQ1.a.t'('n_ storage_ and permanent geologic disposal. 

The NRC works to maintain public health and safety. protect the enwonment and e nsure our 
national security. To maintain the publ ic's confidence. the NRC aims to do rts work openly and 
to be effective efficient. and reahstacto It also strives to keep the regulatory burden reasonable 
on all those involved in the use. handling. transport. and drsposal of nuclear mate11als. 

Proper handling of nuclear materials will help to ensure the safety of the public and plant 
workers. That is why the NRC works with~ agen<aesthe DOT aoa DOE in the US. and the 
Ll\EA internationally to ensure these materials are ha~paCl<aged and transported safely. 

This booklet explains the NRC's role in ensuring spent nucJear fuel from commercial nuclear 
power plants is pack.aged ana transported safely The NRC oversees the design. manufacture. 
use. and maintenance of conta inerr. for these raoaoactive shipments. 
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Whit 1111111 Flllit 

Nuclear reactors make electricity and, as a waste product. spent fuel. Uranium fuel can power a 
reactor for a number of years until it needs lo be replaced. The used fuel IS then known as 
"spent fuel ." It must be stored safely until it can be shipped offsite .. 

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA) sets a policy for s;ife. permanent disposal of spent fuel 
and other h•gh·level radioactive wastes . . Congress in 1987 ptelled-selected Yucca Mountain in 
Nevada as the site tQ..!!LJt.11Q.i.e.Q..for an underground repository._ DOE applied to the NRC in 
2008 le for a perm~ to construct the repository !here at Yucca Mountain. _But DOE withdrew its 
application in 2010 .. The NRC's role is lo assess whether the propoSed facility meets NRC 
regulatory requirements. Other policy considerations are up to DOE and Congress. 

It will hk~.!1 be some lime before a geo lo~~ repository is available. _All nuclear power 1e~J9~1! 
plan!~ move their spent fuel first into pools for storage on 5'1e .. As the amGUAl.Y.Qlumg ot spenl 
fuel ~P.001 increases !tf~. many reactors are also using dry casklli!_storage ~s .The 
NRC reviews, aoo approves_ and_J~Sues c~rtif1cate~. for .It!..~ design of th_~e dry cask ~'9'*' fOf 
t/'\e&e systems. 

~.1.r:i.r;e thtt.:Qf9~.~Q. repQ.~J.l.9fY .. i!LYUCG.1.M.~~f9r Spe.£1.t.(y~l!~ AOI <:.\J.!f_~n.ll:r: 
9p~ahn_g_~_Ot •S co_n~idcrmg storage __ q!~nt fuel perhaps a_t a consol~ted tas;_ill\'i :nth~ 
!.!..§ __ Once a c.ent1ai location lor storage or C11sposat is approved. spent fuel win need to be 
transported there safel\I from sites around the country. TlleSe shipments would 111<.ely be made 
on railroads usil?g..fil'~!?iilly O§+qne-0 e<1sks aM-fa.lears as well a~ana on public highway<;, 
using specially-designed casks on rallcars or heavy-haul trucks. 

Because spent fuel is highly radioactive. this raises the following questions 
• How does the NRC protect the public from the h~Z.fil!!s. assOCtated ~.!l.11...~~.(lt fyel anQ.oll~! 
radioactive waste shm.lli2 tran~f!a11or) lhal~inquans~? 
•What 1s the likelihood of i!. lllese shipments qf jh_e~~Jy~ of m~terial_ being involved in an 
accident? 
• \N!)!JI steP..S d~~J.l)~_RC take \Q_e!)~r~_ t~~lHow well c.an tl'le transportation contame~ can 
withstand an accident and prevent the release of nuclear materials? 

The NRC addresses these and other questions as a part of its ongoing efforts to continue to 
ensure safe transport As new technologies anct~al-~qrlQ information become available. the 
NRC continually evaluates its existing ' !IB!:!L'!!!Q!l§ .. ~..rl<l safety requicements _It is important to 
know that spent fuel has been stuppea safely withm the US. and abroad for more than 30 
years. 

lltt lllh bllrtll Slhl»:_ Ille 11111 Juel-Ill Ctmlllf 
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Tl:i.~.!9 ~.!Y..rad11:>;ictive Sp&nl-spent fuel 1~34l~i~ust be shielded and 
contained to be transported safely. _Safe shipment requires a ~robust spent fuel container, 
&<_g lled. il ··cask ." 

The NRC r~ r_ev1ews <1.!!Q..wr.Qves the design and construction of these casks to ensure 
the public is protected from_!!Je as~oc1ated hazards. _Containers used to move spent fuel by rail 
or highway are designed to withstand severe acddents. _In the U.S. and internationally, these 
containers must pass a series ol tests that mimic accident forces .. The NRC reviews spent fuel 
containers very carefully to ensure they meet the design standards and test C-Onditions in the 
regulations. 

These containers must be able ~signed to suMve ~sequence ol four tests,mdu~_1_!1q a 30-foot 
drO.QJestonto af). unyielding surfa.c;:e a puncture t~~t a fully engulfing fire.5!t 1 4 75 degrees 
Fahrenheit for 30 minutes. and 1mmers1on under inv-olviR!'J IRifilasl fill:IFlctUFe:· foFe aA!l s11e!lle1su>n 
m water. . During and after the tests, the casks must contain the nuclear material e-0ntents. limit 
radici_l1~n. doses to acceptable levels, and prevent a nuclear g iticality_reaction. - ·--

To protect workers and the public , a cask has walls of steel and shielding materials five to 15 
inches thick and a massive lid_ Truck containers weigh about 25 tons when loaded with one to 
two tons of spent fuel._ Rail containers can weigh as much as 150 tons and can carry up to 20 
tons of spent fuel. _The ends of these transporiation containers are encased in structures called 
impact limiters. llJ'.l.Qfil<!.lim1teri_conJain crushable foam_and:or wood that ac) to absorb the 
i!!:J.P.§19Lenergy 1n a test or real·hfe accident. In an accident. these impact limiters would crush 
ang, abs.Qr.tit.~ -abs&fb!Pj;j impact forces a.AA~ the~ protecting the container and its~ 
~o_nten:. 

Spent fuel containers are engineered to be tightly sealed. very robust. and include imG-pr&hde 
hea~y shielding material to lower the associated radiation levels._ ~\!lll!!Jg..if is not possible to 
shield all the radiation_ ;~~containers must pro\UOe indude enough shielding to protect 
anyone who might be near the cask during transport. 

Cask designers may use several techniques to demonstrate their containers are safe . . They can 
use computer analyses. comparisons with other designs, component testing, physical testing of 
!!.scale-model~. or a combination of these techniques. _Most often, they use a 
combination of computer analyses and physical testing. _Tiley meet wrth technical review staff 
(.rorn the NRC and explain their design and provide supporting documents in an application. 
The NRC evaluates each design. examines the information in depth. and then performs its own 
calculations NRC reviewers are experts in diffe rent areas of science and engineering . . They 
include structural. ~materials, thermal and cnt1ca1ity engineers and safety specialists with 
advanced degrees and many years of experience. 

Once the NRC _has 9Q!!J.pl.f:ile.~ file11.i~W.Jl~is saliSlied that a design meets the requirements. it 
issues a Certificate of Compliance..J!YfilC:h specif1~.._.for examQJe_. the mate rials of const~uctiOIJ., 
the au_thorized contents, and the size dimensions of the container .. Then the containers can be 
manufactured and l2..Y.!...!.!lto ~~,rv iceuseol._ Manufacturers and shippers use guali~v.assurance 
have special programs to ensure the containers meet design specifications throughout 
fabrication and transportation.2-.~. il. 11J.~2!!l..!2.~n~ure the oroviSions of the Certificate of 
C0rnµ11ance are being met. NRC staff conduct inspections at both the manufacture and shipper 
1.ac1l1l>f-.:;_ 
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While having a certificate for a pack1Jge design ensu_r.es the ~fety..Qf..the package during 
transportation certain requirements of the NRC and DOT must also be met prior to offering a 
package for shipment 8ul-j11st l:l;wiR9.a-6ertilisate aaes RGI~ u~ _f!oth 
NRC and DOT regulations also require a number of safety determinations before each spent 
fuel shipment_ These include checks for leaks and te!.ts~.ments to ensure radiation levels 
are within the specified safe limits. _These actions are designed to ensure that all aspects of 
every spent fuel shipment meet all the safety standards. 

A Brtlf HlstM'I If II•• Fiii Siii•.-• II Sbl•a 
More than 1.300 spent fuel shipments regulated by the NRC have been completed safely in the 
U.S. during the past 25 years . • A lthough there have been four accidents. none has ha11e 
resulted in a release of radioactive material or a fa_tality due to exposur.E!. to radiation. 

This experience confirms that the safety system is sound. In other words the regu_lat~ 

@gluremelJ~.!! of the NRC for pa~.~fills.~r!!fication_c;oupled with the traf!~pQrtat(9.fl.1!i~ire~{)_!.s 
of both the NRC and the DOT ensure the safety of the package during transportation ... But will 
this hold true wtien theffi-.afefor increased shipping campaiqnsthat moves spent fuel to 2..fl!ture 
ereeased repository or a ~zedginsohdated storage facility ll19~saRG5 af 1n tl\e:.WWH? 
shipmeffiS?_ The NRC continuously evaluates risks associated with spent fuel transport in a 
methOdical and scientific way . • To provide additional confidence. the NRC has sponsored 
several risk studies over the years related to spent fuel transport on highways and railroads. 

In 1977. the NRC completed a study that is now seen as the "baseline" for comparison with new 
information and studies completed since then. _That study concluded that the 

transportation regul;i_tjons 
adequately proteci the public. and provid~~ confidence to the pyphc of the important safety~ 
that NRC hal;allowed the NRC-t9-say •ts traAsport~hons adequately Pfolect the 
public. 

In 1987, the NRC used improved research methods to see how shipping containers react in 
accidents and to estimate the risk of releasing radioactive materials. _The study results provided 
added assurance that cerl ified shipping casks would wnhstand an accident. 

Another study conducted _in 2000 analyzed how well containers would llGkl-w-ffiwithst~I!~ an 
accident. _Using improved technology. this study found the risk would be even smaller than 
originally estimated in 1977, even if the number of spent fuel shipments increased greatly. 

The latest risk study. published in January 2014, modeled the radiation doses people might 
receive from spent fuel shipments. _The study confirmed that NRC regulations for spent fuel 
transport are adequate to ensure safety of the public and the environment._ It examined how 
three NRG-certified packages would behave during both normal Shipments and accidents .. Jhe 
studyll modeled a variety of transport routes using papulation data from the 2000 census. as 

updated in 2008 and-tt used actual highway and rail accident statistics. Using slate-of·ttiEt:_~.!! 
comouter models. the studylt considered doses from normal stiipments to people living along 
transportation routes. occupants of vehicles sharing the route. vehicle crews and other workers. 
and anyone present at a stop. _.4,Rd ii 1;1Sed·&*ale-of- the a~ Gem~er FRadels. The risk 
assessment found: 
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Doses from routine transport would be less than 111000 the amount of radiation people 

receive from bacl\ground sources each year 

There is less than a 1 in 1 billion chance that radioactive material would be released in 

an accident 

If an accident did release radioactive malerial. lhe dose to the most affected individual 

would not cause immediate harm 

On the basis of these studies. operational experience. and rts own reviews. the NRC concluded 
that the shipment of spent fuel will be safe, even ifs hundreds ot shipments ;ire made each year. 
The NRC is continuing to tracl< spent fuel shipping. including more analyses and testing of spent 
fuel casks. 10 ensure that the risks remain low 

11111rstanllln1 lll1 lllb 

Risk is generally understood to be tile chance of m1ury. damage or some ktnd o f loss._ Tile 
spent fuel shipment record in the U S. has been outstanding to date. _Many more shipments 
have been successfully completed internationally under the same basic !ffillSJ>0!1at1of'.! safety 
standards 

While shipping spent fuel does involve risk. NRC studies shew this 11sk is low As a part of its 
safety effort. the NRC aims to nian~he h_a_zards t9_minimize the .risk _To evaluate the nsks. 
the NRC asks the following three Questions and then converts tne answers into numbers 

•What can go wrong ~ng V2!!.§J?.Orta!i<!.<::? 
• How likely is 1t tq_ occur? 
• If something goes wrong, what are the consequences.!.QfJ~_Q~ckag_~ and tl)e p_11:Q_l1~? 

The overwhelming majority of spent fuel shipments are accident-free _To calculare rne radiation 
risks to the public. researchers use two scenarios One involves a trip on which an accident 
occurs. the other covers the vast majority of 1ourneys that do not involve an accident 

R•sHrch•ts uJ• • fouf·S~p pmc••J to srud)' •cru~/ • nd po,.nU•I •ccidettts •nd fhPll .-Cts. 
Sr•p 1. E:rp..m a.~nnin• wh•r might h•pp•n. 
• Tn~y galherl>r1ronc ,..,01111. 
• Tne y •l•o pu r tog•rher data on 11ow m•n y 1p1nr 'fuel shJpJPW111J .,.. IJ•el y N<h }"'NI"-

• Th~y loolt •t rhe ,..,. ot ...:cit'*nt• tor flil •nd tughw•y shtptNt'll.s. 
• They loo~ •• • I•~ numoer ol • ccoi.nro "'"' . ,. ,,..,.oiw_ 
• They•1so loolt '' ,,.,,h jmpact ton:e-1. ffn• or,,...nctu,.•. nt.r """" b'rff lhM M-."90'9 •~ tlMn rhof.• cov"9d'lty 
NRC ~len<MrrJ&. 

Thi Accllllll SclDlrll 

NRC studies show that the ~likelihood of an accident is low. and that fewer than t 1n 100 
accidents involving a spent fuel conta iner will be more severe than the conditions 
the design standards _However. of a very unlikely chain of events occurs. the accident might be 
severe enough lo cause a rad ioact111e release 

To estimate the risk of unusually severe accidents . researchers use a multi-step approach. 
They use data and their experience with past trucking and rail accidents involving other 

Comrnen!IMI (M!Cll): This 1;109u•llf' comes out ol lhe b'O!l 
post Johri COOIC and I pl.A tO()&tf"N on tre "'Sk assassmen1 
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hazardous materials .. Part of this step is to determine what kinds of accidents could happen and 
look at what their effects might be. 

According to the DOE Final Environmental lmpad Statement for the Yucca Mountain Project. 
about 11,000 rail or 53.000 truck shipments might be expected during the 24 years of operation 
of the repository. The chances that any accident would occur during a spent fuel shipment are 
about 1 in 10.000 for rail shipments and 1 in 1.000 for highway transport_ .Put another way. 
these estimates indicale that approximate!Y_ 1 to 50 accidents involving casks are conceivable in 

the prooess of moving spent fuel to a repos~ory_ 

Looking at these conceivab~ accidents. the chance that even one would be seriOus enough to 
lead lo even a small release is about 1 in 1.000 _The chance of a large release 1s estimated to 
be less than one in 1,000.000.000 

Sttlp 2. EnglnHrs use compl•• computer pro<Jt•m• tc ••Um•NI how tho pans ot • •IHPtJinO cone.-might lH <Hm•ged 
oy coll1st0111or11,.s. 
• Ttt•y gau..,. 0.11 on tk:>w muctt .,,..,u lllH Nell conr.M,.,.,- .,,, c•">'· 
• Tl••y •neiyn l)ow Ille !J!!n' luor m911 ,.spond tn • fli....,, ~ ot Mc-. 
• Th•y c•lcui.r. Ill• 1emp..-t1119 or rl>o con11;,,., ond Cho _., llHI its.tr dumg • IOnp-..,,,. 11,._ 
Thi• fnto~tion •flow• ttt.m to etfin'l•N Cl>• 1a• ot • po• nNI ""'*Md how much nucJNT ~I migl'IS uc ... 

S1ep l . . R .. Hr<hors "''"'" t ccld9nr •cenwio1 tram Slep f witfl U.. _.,,.,Iron> S"'° l . _171,. 11..-1 lhom lfl• c/Nnu or 
1•~ d•m"fl• to lhe contain.,- or 11.s c:on1"nr1. 

SHp ... R11N1':1*'s Ull. IP«'•' (Ompu,.I progrmm ro compUC•. ri•• •• ~,,.., •. _Th• p~ ,. ••• MCCkttlJf prob•bfmy 
••#m•,.•. ••P«c.d ttumbo"' ot ohipmenn, rau1e dlta (lil• popui.rton .,.,.vr,.•J. _.....,(lo nrim- llow •nr 
'9/Nu rniflM b• spreed by wtnclt, •nd , ,...,1ogr,,1 don de«• II> prodo>c• •ma .. ,..,.. ... 

Tiii Accl•1nt·fnl SC111rt1 

For most spent fuel shipments. nothing will go wrong and no nuclear material will be relea5ed. 
Jn this scenario. experts calculate the total radiation dose that all people along the roure could 
receive .Because spent fuel emrts low levels of radiation through the cask walls. researchers 
estimate the total radiation dose to people who could be e11p<Y.>ed. _They use infonnatiOn on 
routes and local populations to determine the number of people who might be affected and the 
dose they might receive_ 

The risk to the public from an accident-free journey results from the very low radiation 

field that surrounds the transport cask .If the container is moving past a person. such as 
someone standing along thf! highway or railroad track. the exposure rs bnef and well 

below regulatory hmits. _Exposure will vary depending upon the speed of the vehicle and 
how far away !he person is standing __ The very tow doses to ea<:h person along the route 

are added to get the total population dose._ 

The 11111111 llll 
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The NRC believes that shipments of spent fuel in the U.S. are safe __ ThiS belief is based on the 
NRC's confidence in the shipping containers that it certifies and its ongoing research in 
transportalion safety. 

•The NRC ensures that shipping containers are robust by 

- Regulal1+19~v1e~Jl. _and ~er1 1fy1n_g tlleir aesign ano f Ondyct1ng inspections du~1!1_g 

construction 
- Reviewing designs and independently checking a container's ability to meet accident 
conditions 
- Ensuring casks are built maintained, and used properly 

·The NRC also investigates and assesses the riSks involved 1n spent fuel shipments __ The 
agency 
- Analyzes spent fuel transport records to fully understand safety issues_ 
- Evaluates new transportation issues. such as p101ect1ons fa< the number of shipments. 
changes in population along some routes. and other faders 
- Keeps up with technology as it evolves to refine estimates of current and Mure nsk to the 
public 

Although there will always be a slight chance that an accident wrll cause a release of nuclear 
material, the NRC has found that the likelihood of such an event and the risk to the public are 
extremely low. Even so, the NRC will continue to be v191lant about publrc safety as an essential 
part of its missmn. 

The NRC also regulates the protection of spent nuclear fuel 1n transit against sabotage_ 11:1e~ ..Q! 
giyersior1 or ot11er malicious acls. _The NRC's current Jttles reguiat•ons for the physical 
protection of spent fuel transport include: 
• Coordinating w ith law enforcement agencies before the shipment 
• Requiong advance notice to States and the NRC 
• Using a communications center and other means to monrtor shipments while m route 

• Armed escorts al'ld 
• Immobilization devices-

Since September 11 . 2001 . the NRG has taken addrt1onal steps to protect the pubhc 

F.- lllllldllll lnrmMIH Cl .. CI: 
Offic:A3 of Public Affairs 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001 
Phone (301) 415-8200 
Email: OPA@NRC GOV 
Internet Home Page http://www.nrc.9011 
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Original grade level 12.2 

The V,S. Nuclear Regu/afory Commission (NRC} is an indepf/ndent <rgency t>$tabl/$hed by t#(' US. 
Ct>ngres$. Its mission •s IQ_!!f_tl!~i.!!l!!J:.~fl.ulilt"' rhro_/ilarion s c1vi11an use of rJd1oott1ve materu1/$ 
~\1!'1H: thiJI protec1s q11b/1r health and rh~i:, environment 1n IQ74~£Io ~(Note.cmm fJf 
P«l>flc l•vallh. saff!f)'. and rne enwronnrnnt 111 the us£> al nuc/eJr mJhN1als The NRC rogulates 
commC'rdal nut/oar power reactors; non-po!IW!<FreSoarch, tost, and training reacrqr:s; aru1 nuclC!J!!: 
fvel cycle f11<;il/li11s: 11nr.1 Tl1-0 NRC.-a/.s<> reguMtes med/<;11/, a<;adoolic, and mdustnal uses of 
nuclear materials T/11~ NRC also rcuu/ares, ilS W!!J/ as packaging for the rransporr. SIOf!)~. and 
disposal of nu<:/ear materials and wasre~.!f 111 ;j;(jdNfflit, rne- NRC r(lf]uffHt1& the design 
manufacture, use. and mamlen1111ce of con1111ners for high-level rad10i1clive shipments_~ 
1~ e e "P..0.'.1.!?.IJ.!t.!!!Jl!.'?.'1 •• 9.(L".ft! Q:?£.!iY.!1.fl!il.!rr1" 1.s. 

The U.S. Departmenr of Transponarion (DOt} coordin111es, Ill coordmatK>fl wittl ffle NRC..!£!, sets 
rulos fqf r,µww-Ring t/111 packaging of nuclear materials. W#h NRC MW ~Mkt:IOO Slah.Nfi, DOT 
wor~·s w1fh the NRC and affected states to regulates the!! ttanspon-41--Ruclelll m.!lt<Y.alS. TM DOT 
a/so regulams carriers c4 1wMWJr 111111.,•&s, sets s111nd1uds for tr¥«>pon,,11on routlls, <tnd •$ 

responsible for lnt1un1111ono/ 11gl'Elemenrs on the transpon of .:ill hJtMdous m11rer1s/s. 

The US. Depart1t1en1 of Enflrgy (DOE) 1s rtspons1b/g by l•w for. ant&!g other things. ovttrs~s /he 
cievi>Jopmt;>nf of disp0$1tl $~"""$for 'i!f_spent ntKINr fuel from the nation's nuc/oar power plants. 
This IKl1v11y is CJl!lrely fu11ded by feoM r;o/le<;red from nurlNAr power plant Cl.lfllp;in1es dlld 
11ll1m~//;'ly from r;ilQ P<lY<'fl', 

Th'1 lnl!!Tnlltton/11 Atomic: Energy Agency (IAEA} 1s aservl:'s as rhe wcwlc1's princtpal 
1111Wgov11011J1<141fitl forum for scientific and technic111 cooperation in Ille nv,/ear field. Al-1 ~gvncy 
EMJ..of the United Nll'tlons, the IAEA S£!S g/pb,tl publil#lli'f.! regu/11fion:s for lf.;Jtl:Spur1111g nvcle11r 
m1Jtori;1lsJran5p9_rr Theso re-gul.,tiQns servo as a modfJ/ for the United States and other nations 

Th• NRC h•• II!""' f"lm;,p~I l".d!t!}llnNJOOf' 
f k> HI '""dlll'ds •nd d•,,..IO/) ~""''""': 
l- "', .. .,, 1,c..,$t& l(J1 nuc!Nr l~1bb•J •"d nue!••' '""""/$.,.tr>; •nd 
J to 1nspKt l!Kikroes ro •nt~rt !Iii! NRC "'11"""''"" •re b""'Q m .. r 

The Nuclear 11u11a11rv eamm1ss101 
The \}4;..~uciear RB(l\1lillflfy-Coo1m1s<>ion {NRC1 regulates the nuclear 1rwena!s-fµ_~1 cycle from 
beg1nn1ng to end Tl\•.:,, cy~I! begins w1!h the rr11ning of uranium_ li·Ttie tyL1¢_ continues through 
the manufacture of fuel 11$ use 1n reactors, lftlY te!npo1J!f-y $\orage and +ul1+1na\Bly1 with 
permanent geologic disposal 

The NRC wwrks 1s ~to m;11nta11111'!9 public heal1h and safety pro(Cdlfl9 the 
environment al'ld ensure1119 our national security rn wa)'frl~ 1rn:<ea!>f'fl-Ublw~•,i;mfl<Ji:ofW'.<\! +r;,J.he 
<19tN1Gy ID __ li'a1n1a1_rUh_(!J;i!.JhJ1c s c.01,liQ_ence !The NRC l:l!ms pl&flS---to d_o •t~ wo_rt _op_~!ll} and to 
OC1l!<iCv~ II~ goals by rn,1..mg 1l!i d<"J.w<i'"'I' (Af)/1'> t?,,e __ effer::l1ve. efficien!, and teal1st1r::. and t>y (.2 
I! a1so.fil'..'''-~~J\_eeµ the__r~+ng unnecessari regulatory burden reas_onable on all !hose 
involved 1n the use, handling transport, and disposal of nuclear materials 

!he NRC pel1eve» thflt pf'roper handling of nudear materials W111 help to ensure !he safety of 
the public and plant workers Th.:it 1i; yv.Ji.'Low;!-ldtna! 1+1+-0 the NRC work$ with other agencies_[I 
1,tl_e U.~ and 1nl~l1onally t;) ensure these materi<!ls are handler,1 and tr<!nSported sale1y &ui;-h 

<If> 1ne ~'lrtme1U-~ona1~1 lhe-tµ; 1.Jetmrtmeo1 nf E-net9'tf{}OE, und 
!he lnl-<-rn<tl+ortal A!OM«:-€itetgy A<;i~ +JAf.A-; 



This book.let 1male& tM.'.~f!J!J.'§\-O the NRC·s role in~ ~fe 11an&fl{'ritah-0n of-spent 
nuclear fuel f1orn comn\erc1al nuclear power plants 1s transporte(! - Sf'ileC~1call) l~M 
NRC oversees the design, m<1nufacture, use. and maintenance of containers for lhese 
rad1oactwe shipments 

Rldllllll 
Sc/W>ltSIJ_!Jtt_<i_(rOJ!f ~•lflOMe 11,.,r '"""'r li«! ,/>"fl:•nl 1Jf•ll 11&1t10n •~po<wrllJ com;" ll'olrt n111.tr.11.«1urc•s· llldOll q.lt, fhf 
human b<Jtfr, oui.r space, roc~s. _Md •od. Tf'I• natural 11.t<kqfouml .-.dJ#li<><J 1• ill!.d '"tl~>k.9Lll:i!!J9'. - l~#Jhllur~iv 
µr;,lenl, bl.II I!~ i~v~I~ c.tn V.tt}'{lrllJtllr. P</.:JpM liwng In lfllH Mtil .t 12L"'!P"'"~"'~""'""r of gr.nit.. lw1x11tr1plll TKlllWI 
mot11 ~rtll-Wi!NI flldl1tlon 1n1m ms urt11. Thou livrng or wvrtmg .i high Ml'ttu- """*'.,. "'°"" <Otmk: tMJ.aoon lllOfl 
n.iur.I expolJUfll ii rn:.m ntdo<I. • g,tl lhlf ,_.,,from ltlf .viii" eruri imO fflf f" """b,..~ Tl'tf ,.,,,IUl/ng 10 ,......,'l"'f af 
•II r»/Jllf}\>n •Kfl'()JUr. tOmH Imm m•n4mW IOU.-CM, m!!!l!i:J><"""'>lymfdl(I/ """',..· H11U111/ 1ml1rtll'k" .. /11u:Quon ... 
.imllar ink"'" 1nd •1'11!-c•-

Whit IS SHiil 1111~ 

Nuclear reaciors p.-GdUCG ITl!!~l;teledric~y and. as a waste product spent fuel Uranium fuel ~#r 
power i!llli19LJJ-OWero.- reactors for a number of years _until it needs lo be repiaced vnhl •ts 
potent1.:l! lo p100uce ~CIH•cal PQwer is e.!1aus-!e-<J The used u1arnun~ fuel is then 1;:4erred 
lfl~_nown as "spent fuel· It must t>e stored safely N11<k<lr~1 pl-a~Q-fe ~11 hie! m 
enciowtl 009.i.ng poo1&-0fl<J +fi- some N.lb-ef. tn Ory~ .::asks unt111t can pe shipped to .;;wa+! 
sh11>1t+eHl. ofb1te to-a tt?f'.l1f)(<ra+y sto1;;ge 01 peim-anen\ d~ f~ 

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPAl_ en*led bv Congress-+A---1991 Dall51-01 ~ lu<;l-1 IB-be 
mo~ io a lemtWrory 1>!1)11J91t la<11Wy-0r 10 a re111\.'.lrion1 OOE <eoo5'1o<y 

Tll(I NWPA sets a nai~•po\1cy 101 safe. permanent (l1spos<il of spent f111c.+ea1 fuel and other 
rad1oact1ve wastes Congress 1n_:i_\W_?_p1cked Yl!C~_a),liQo,Jn_!am_~e_v-a_(l~~'? the __ s~for man 
underground repository The <.1(..t1on by Cong1ess and the President 1n July 2002 approv•ng 
Y11<X,a--MoJoJ•tl.a111 will pe-mut-tlie DOE to appl1edy to tb_~NRC 1n 200_~_ to ~_permit to con-sttuct 
the repository~, Q.ill..QQF_~1thgrew ~;ilign 1r1 201Q_ The NRC's role !1JQ_\!'>Si!$S 
wh~! her th~lliQPOS~_qji!_C•l1ty_ meets N RLE>il u la_tl{!)'. _reg_ J ,[!#!1_1ents Ot_h_;:>_!__p_Ql1cy .considi:;!_\!_\!Q_n_<;; 
<iro;.J!J1J.Ql)~ng GPll..\l!fil,;;._u1W.W tfle-Mo\IPA •S !<> lhe--1\s ~~~r.alll as an~ 
lechflicahl·;}eflt:~ to de-OJde-~ h> 'Jklffi-OOf.-il ~s;; lo ooflbt100 --a--h'9h-level wa&I<:' 
rePo&Mtr-y--al ¥-uwa ~ ~)Illy allf>f ~ve- !'.fl\flew of-a---9GI;. ~catl4fi---Wlll ~1..,_ NJ<C 00 
al4~ whethAf---0GE--h3" S.lll1.;.f1~tl31'1<lo!i- .:of j~) ')§jl I 1!.-01\.S TM---NWPA 91W!G NRC 
l!P40 lour \ll:hHlit io ~-wh~\her IQ g-r~ ~nF.& 

I\ ~1l!_~e t1m.~-~Bscause a repository ~ W(ffl ! 08 available f& some !<m;; sorne fu1 
nuclear power plants a:J.2.i!iU~e1.Late spenl fuel i11$Lfnto pools for storage on site All the amouQ) 
of ?1?~.111 fuel grow~~D2.'!!1J' .~'!-~5 ar~ ;;i~o. usio.9.i!r.I'-~!.~ ca.~h~ plans- lor 
\empo•ary &1oi.;i9;:, M Gtte Otlwl-,p1anlsi*rt11 to sta<~ s~tu.;l away-~ 'ttactw ~a 
teinpofafy---s-lte-->JnM a~ fel)OS-lklfy-+s---bwll---.The NRC fev1ews and approvi;-s designs for 

theistt §Y,sterriJt 

Qnce a cen(J;i:I location for stqrage 01 disposal 1:> Jlpmoved spent fuel v.-111 need ,t2..!:Q 
t1ansport:ed the(e safely from S•te~ around the country G+ven tl'le w<despre-ad loca11uns of power 
11H>C!~~1f a dH;.poe;a! ~ lma<iy apPf~iJCen.;ee6-~ to 1rans-~n1 fuel Wtmtt 
s11e Sd~y These shipments would likely be made on railroads and on public highways 



P.ocqy_\\!il sSpent fuel 1s highly radioactive_ a•uJ R4 "st Re ~<{lnstxnteiil iii larl)e nNWy 00111a111ers 
t.fia-1--sh•ekf Ille publl€r-4-0in-e>~fm5-1."e T\h1s raises the following l:~!y ~uest1ons lfl 
oonntJ<.AIOfl IA '!<BA $hlfJ!lWfl!S: 
•How does the NRC protect the public from rad1oact1ve waste that is being transported? 
•What 1i> the l1kel1hood of thCi>e shipments being involved in an accident? 
•How well cal'i the transportatiol'i containers withstand an aci:;1denl and prevent the release of 
nuclear materials? 

The NRC adOresses these ;;ind other questions <1S a part of 1ts ongoing efforts to ensure s<ife 
transport As new tect1nclog1es and 1nfouriatiol'1 become available. the NRC co11t1riu<1lly 
evaluates its ex1st1ng safety requirements J! .. ~ •Mportan! to ~nq_w that spent fy~I ~a~ 
i>llJf~perl $Jl'?liJ.'t!!.h~l'.L!.M.U S al)!lJpr_Qad j,gr more_th.J.n JQ.x._e::irs 

ne 111 ID Ensu"na Slletv: the Spent 1111 S~l••lna c1111111er 
Spent fuel is highly rad1oact1ve and must be heavily shielded and tightly corita1ned to be 
transporled safely An essen.t<al .:-0rupv.-..¥1! fOf .an~ s.§afe shipment r0gu11es '6 a robust spent 
fuel coniame1, 01 ·cask" 

The NRC ~tabl1~ 1egu1atesK»\-s. ~ i;.1.andams. 1-V<" the design and const1uct1on or tb_otse 
H.WU\>I cos ks !2..!i!!.§~.1e 11Ht pulrnc ii; 1'1& l™-" Pflflla<y "'">Y !u protect~ Ute IJVl:il<(; Gu•l'ly l•am.p-0<1 
Containers used to move spent fuel by ra11 or highway are designed to withstand severe 
<1CC1dents In Jti~ U S <lnd mternat1onall~. 1"'9~\1ons 1~111•"" !11ii! these containers mus! pass a 
series of tests that m1m1c accident dan\;19eforces The NRC tOMJucls r19oruus reviews to t.t11lify 
t11at spent fuel cont<liners very c:;i_refllllf to ~nsur~Jhe~ meet the design stand<lri::ts and test 
cond1!10ns m the regulations 

These containers must be &hown oy !fffit Of analy8$ able to survive a St!QU•HlGC ol lou1 
tes_1_?s1mula!e-0 ac<;lden! CQnd1!10<l& 1nvolvmg impact. puncture. fire and submersion ln wa~ 
During and after the tests the <:"-Ofl\P•~~must contain nuclear material, 11rn1t doses to 
acceptable levels and prevent :tnuclear reaction 

To protect wotkers and the public, a ca'?!':.5"~" ha~~e walls QLSt.-:el a•~'.! shielding 
m:itt:r1.11ls five to 15 inches thick inane uf steel and G/-+fftldong materials and a massive lid Truck 
ccntamers weigh about 25 toris whel'i loaded wrth 1 on!' to 2tw.Q tons of sperit fuel Rail 
conrnoners can weigh as much as 150 tons and can carry up to 20 Ions of spent fuel The ends 
of these t1ansportat1on containers are encased 1n srrucrutes called impact l1m1ters In lhtl e~efll 
ol an accHJent. these 11rn1ters would crush. absorbing 1mpac1 force:i. and protecting the container 
and its cargo 

Spent fuel conta111ers are tightly waled and provide heavy sh1eld1ng I& mo<,i 1M+ilh-011 

H .• w.,.v.ir i;>w1.1t 1s not pos~1l,lle to .. 111•1ma1~~all !be radiation w11h r.h1eldmg TI•.e 
Cconta1ners rrus_t_provrde enough shielding to J:_iQJ<~t:l ~yoGQ. ledua e~lernttl rMlli'ltion l<; low 
JB11elt:. 1tia1 me&! f}()T .,,.11,j NRC ra.1•af.l-On "'1a""1a1t1;c. fo, !he r~n do&e tv tfl4'¥Klualt;- who 
might be near the cask during transport 

C-0ruainer \,&~s~ designers may use 5g11era! t~c;tir.1q11e3 .to '1emonstra)fl their contain'\HS_ ar~ safe 
T"PY ca') use computer arialyses. comparisons wrth other designs. compenent testing. scale· 
model testing, or a combination of these ~& 10~1n:u~J:N-oonta~-m& t!ilra 
Mn"'ttech1,ques Most often they use a comb1nat1on of computer an9lyses and physical testing 



T~~Ql~1~1r_design _;i_nd prov1de_suoport10Q documents in an apphca tion The_NRC 
evaluates each appl+Gffi+oo. f-Ol-iH;oAta!Oe' design, eltamines the information in depth. and then 
performs its own calculations NRC reviewers are eltperts in.different areas of science and 
cn.gineerilliL.IheY include structural and materials engineers and safety specialists with 
advanced degrees and many years of experience 

Once the NRC ~t1st1ed t~t_ a design meets !h~ reguir~ments 1t issues a Ce rtificate of 
Compliance Then f-0r a ~nt~~I ront~1 de~ faoncatOfs make-the containers_1;51n be 
manufactuf.!ld and use<!. Manufacturers and shippers have spe_gfil_must adhere to a programs 
tq __ th<>l ensures the containers Gen!iAuously meet design specifications Jhrough~.!Jabroc;:it1on 
amt transpo1Jahon . 

flut ll!~l.~a\l!.!l9.i1 ceru!i..«i!.te~~- nOU!l.!~-~r_:i _a ~V~ can~.\!.~ed NRC ancl DOT reoulat1ons also 
require a number of safety determinations before each spent luel shipment These include 
checks for leaks and tests to ensure that radiation levels and contam10at1on levels are within 
safe limits These actions are designed to ensure that all aspects or every spent fuel shipment 
meet illb.~_tht! <1ppk;aole NRC safety standards. 

I Brlll Hiiiery 11111• Fiii 11111111111Mii11111111 

More than 1.300 spent fuel shipments regulated by the NRC have been completed safely in the 
U.S during the past 25 years. Although there have been four accidents. fflv<lW1119 tno&e 
r,l11pment6. none ha~ve resulted in a release ol radioactive material 

J.:h1s !!Experience with-past shlprMnti; e<>nfirms lhat the fuooamentat safety system 1s sound. 
Bu_t W!!I !hi!> hold tru.e _'{!hi!_~ th~e __ a~e Tr..,QUef.1100 becomes -Wllcll m.gnt Oapp&n >I ttoere are 
thousands or future shipments?· The NRC continuously evaluates risks assooaled wilh spent 
fuel transport in a methodical and scientific way To provide additional confidence. the NRC has 
sponsored several risk studies related to spent fuel transportation on highways and railroads. 

In 1977. the NRC completed a study that is now seen as has~lleGOme-the "baseline'" !or 
comparison with new information and studies completed since then. That study anowed the 
Nf3_<; __ to S~.J'..!.t~ t_ra.!!.~9rti!l.!Q!!J'~9!JJfil•Qns.e~~.!_~ot~t ttie ouciu;; 

1n 1987, the NRC used improved research methods to e"'aluale-fillEE how shipping containers 
react in accidents and to estimate the risk. of relea51ng radioactive materials. The study results 
Q!Q~_i9_ed added assurances that al:;();jt the ab+kly ol shipping casks would IQ-wittistand an 
accident and confumed result& ot the 1977 study 

Another swoy. l(:leasee-in M.lfch 2000- tl-Se<l 11"11p1~1lll0togy io anatyzeg hO\'f well!~ 
atH!!l.y of containers would hol<!_l!P 1n_to wlttlSl-3<'14-an accident. lliinq improved t~llnotogL\+his 

study fQ.IJ.nd conclu~-the risk 't!QY.!d P~ .. ~.YJ~.!l-~'!l..fil!~rJhan ong1n~!lv estimated 1n l ~i7 
ey~_if from the me<eased number of spent fuel shipments increased greal!y~ld OCCU/'-'fl 

thfl-41rst half-0H1'11~ centupt woolt:I be e11~~.:>1tg1Aally estl/Tldled-~l-lk'• 

I~.e l!ltest risk stugy published in.January 2014. modeled tl'\e rad1at;on doses oeoDle might 

r_ep~i11e fn:~-~-~nt fuel shipments. The study confirmed that NRC regulations for spent fuel 

Jran~P.Ort are ad.~QL!.atc to ensu.r~ s~J~ty of the P..l!.t!!ic and the en~1(Q!l_~examined.ti~w 

t~ree NRC.:.C:~!!i~<!~~~~Quld beh_a11e during both normal shipments and accidents It 



~lr,:_d J.Yil!l£.t.J'_9l_!q3nspor1 rQutp_s ul}ing pooulat1on dataJrom the 2000 censys as uodated 1n 
2008 It used actu9I h1ghw<1y <ind rail <1CC1dent stat1st1cs It considered doses from norrn<il 
~-'12-11'\~f'IS to peopl~ l!v1ng along tran11porta\ron routes. o_ci::upants of 11eh1q_les sharing the_rQ.Y)~ 
y_qhrcre cr_ews and oth_er w __ orkers and anyqne present at il. _st9p And 11 usgd s\ate-af-the.af1 
compi,i_!Q_r __ JYJQQels The_r1s_k __ assessment lov[!d 

Poses from routine transport would be less than 111000 the amount of radiation people 
reG!!IV(l fJg_m !U•..ckgro_\Hl~ s9_1ircps efili.b.J'~_ar 
There rs le~_s_tban_a 1 111 1 b1JllQ!_l_~hance tl1at 1ad1oat.'f111e materia_l_\"_Ould he 1elease_rl __ 1!1_ 
an .accident 

_If an accident did release rad10<1ct1ye material the dose to the most affected md1v1du<1I 
v.tQ\i_I~ _f'l_Ot C.-'1\l_'j<~ 1m_rryediUU'! ham') 

On the has1s of these studies. operational e~per1ence, and its own IJoeciln<(,,11 reviews. the NRC 
concluded that the shipment of spent fuel •S w1'~ safe __ g_>·_en 1s hundreits o,_f __ .?h•pments are 
(11J!.tJf'.'-'aCh __ year al r•oJ!iCtedSfu{}ln#l'I! le~ll!ls The NRC !!i coniinuing to~ oov~<efllE> 
•ntr,1ck spent fuel sh1pp1r'lg. mclud1r'lg th6 per1ormanc.- of add+t•onal rr_:_ore analyses and testing of 
spent fuel casks, to ensure that the risks remain low 

Risk 1s generally understood to be the pos1>1tillil:t ch.:.11ce_of in1ury. damage or some kind of loss. 
GAAlH II\"\ vnders1a11d11~ \Ihe spent fuel shipment record 1n ttie US has been outstanding 10 
dale Many more sh1pmer11s have been successfully completed 1nternat1onally under the same 
bcis1c scife1y stcindards 

While sh1pp1ng spent fuel !'loes. involve risk NRC stu!'l+es ~how_+mliG.ate !/:I.at this risk is low As ci 
part of its safely effort, lhe__lIBQ_ aims to m1n1rn1z~+ng 11sk is an •rnP-Ortant con(ept to the NRG IQ 
cv<1l\1a1e the risks tThe NRC s risk <isses~t asks the 1011ow1ng three questions. and then 
converts the answers into numbers lo ;;rrive at a 1H;k y;iJue 

• Wnat can go w1ong? 
• How hkely 1s 11? 
• If something goes wrong what are the consequen~s? 

AllrH;uqh !Ihe overwhelmmg ma1ority of spent fuel shipments are accuJent-free To calcqlate the 
r;vJ1a1.on f!S"'-5 lo Hie publi<;, researchers c;:iloulate rad1a!1on risks to 1he publ><; us-+ng u~eJwO 
scenarios One scenarJO involves a 1oui.wy tr1Q41J11n9.QJ) which an accident occurs, the other 
covers !he "ast ma1ority of 1curneys !hat do not involve an accident 

RllfO\llrt:llWS uu. four.skip /UOCH$ I~ $ht<lyl(/Ullf lllld p<>l•mtMl tC(tdMb •mJ tlltl'ot"'"'"' """ -....
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• Tn•ra1so y~rhe1 v111w1•th<« aau on ho..- m1ny1pent lifflJ M11pm•"'• • .., 11~~1r 11at ,..., 
·They fook !flh~ ,.,. ol ~ccld~ms lot tMll •n<J h1f1'>w1<y •hrpmeni& 
• l?<•!<'ilf(:l•e.-~ !!!£y 111(1.~ fl 1 /f'91' nurnfl</1 al l(:~/d•n" fh~! •ti ~Q"'~'"'""'~t.o/.!!!t{! 
' Tntr t/KJ !ix>- 11 ,,..~ •mpaO /orl;8A, ~ .... or puncturu Thtr pi<~ rwr,s rhll INI 1110/'W if•'°"" than Iha.•• tO•M"'d hy 
NRC •Ulnll'ar<I•. 
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NRC studies show that~~h!lnce of an acc!<le.nr is low a ,.,o thaJ fewer than 1 in 100 accidents 
involving a spent fuel container will be more severe than the conditions of the design standards 
However. if a very unlikely chain of events occurs, the accident mtght be severe enough to 
cause a radioactive release. 

To estlm ate the likeHoooo .;md oon~resMk or unusually severe acodents. researchers 
use a multi-step approach-kl ca~. They use~ ~ot data and 
their experience with past trucking and rail ace.dents involving other hazardous materials. Par~ 
ol lh1s_filfil) 1s _to determine Tilts also 1~~enn1™A9 what kinds of accidents could happen 
and look•f19 at what their po1Mt1a1 effects mis!IL~~ -

According to the DOE Final Environmental Impact Statement • •--t:~for the Yucca Mounlam 
Project, about 11,000 rail or 53,000 truck shipments might be expected dunng the 24 years of 
operation of the repository. &hO\•ld •I be-Of>Ptoved The chances that any accident would occur 
during a spent fuel shipment are about 1 tn 10.000 for rail shipments and 1 in 1 .000 for highway 
transport. Put another way. these estimates indicate that 1 to 50 acctdent:s involving casks are 
conceivable in the process of moving all QJHE.-111-spent fuel to a l)em13f'lelll repository_ 

Looking al these conceivable accidents. the chance that even one would be senous enough to 
lead to even a small release is about 1 in 1.000 Tile chance of a large release is estimated to 
be less than one in 1.000.000 000 

Si.pl. EnQ•,,..,. uu cnmple11 compuHt pro"1em1 IO .. ,,,,.,,,,,,,.. IM ,..m of•'""""""'°",.;~, mi91>1 k dllm11ged 
by colliaKJns Or' ft1es . 
., Th•y Qlt,.., cur. on how mu.:: It s~nt Ml 0«h cont41inet wUI c.ny. 
• Th•y • n• lytt how tllo fu•I mlQht rupond In •II'...,, ~of ecc10.n1. 
• Th•Y celculel• th• i.mp•rwturw of It>• con11lne< ena !IN,,...,, fu•l 111.it "'"'"II• ""'9-..,,,, II,.. 
Thi• Information illt9.~S rttf!!.U9 .. '!.~.1l!..~ pmitu .... ~t,,•"a..ttf'~ 011 ,,,_size al en)' potwtflal INll Mtd hOwmucft """*' 
mflttlel might •1cep•. 
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S,.p .f. Rese1rch•ra t1-!!..!..il?.W!!.t:~>111p1~!!!J>~.~!.t.t!9. computo • nS• Heim••• Wtfh .,p«,.l f.0utp.n.M P'otl'~"- Tne 
Pf'OQfMn "-· · ICCHt•nl ptDINl>lll/)l trlimtfOC, 011ptcled numl>ff'I of • nip-IS, """'.,.,. (l/tt ~·""' ,,.,,.,,, .. ), 
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Tiie Acclfent-Frtc Sce11111 

f.Q! _ _f_T1ost_spe~Lf.uelj!!!!Pments. In an-3600e-At-freto jOUffi€-}'-; nothing w1!!.g()(M; wrong and no 
nuclear material ~Jl_Lbe is released ff&m ·lhe vontai1lef In this scenario. experts C!!_culat~_the 
total GI r~\!_ifil1QD_dQ~.l'! __ all 1adtG1o9ical ru!POSUl~l (j~ that ~ople along the ro>J!~could 
be-received by.-all ~ alornr'* lr0fl6P()rt3l+&t>-1001~ 16 ~ea. Because :spent fuel ~ 
fully coniamea. o;MI emits low levels of radiation through tile WAla•Ael gs~ walls_ researchers 
e.s!\mate the tota1 _~-~d1at1ol" dose t9_peopie who CO\IJQ bl! exposed J '1,ttuse mform~~~9r_'..Q.!! 
route~ and Loq_l_poputalions ~mati<m-to de:_~!!t'!!1e_~the number of people who m.ght 
bf\ .~ff~who cotll&be--e11~ and the I01al-1a<1aaoon OO&e-~oose they might receive 



The risk to the public from an accident-free 1ourney results from the.very low~ radiation field 
that surrounds the spent fuel WA-laffiertransport cask. If the container is moving past a persoo. 
l*>fhaps i;_uch as someone standing along the highway or railroad track. the exposure is brief 
and well below regulatory limits. Exposure will vary depending upon the speed of the tf~·or 

~-trailt>f ·r+gveh•cl~ and how f.!IL~'~il.Y tilt> uustallGe the person is standing fl~ay 
~-#ad\. The very low dose~ to each person along the route .s-are added to ~the total 
population dose. As ;;i l>as+s ~1son a~ passenger fl:t!n9.,~round-tnp 9y-a#-from 
New York to Los Angeles receives a dose frorl'.l_background radiation do5e- that 1s 25 times 
greater than the dose to persons closest to a typical spent fuel shipment. 

1111 llllDll Ull 

The NRC believes that snipments of spent fuel in the U S are safe This belief is based on the 
NRC's confidence in the shipping containers that it certifies and rts ongoing research in 
transportation safety. 

·The NRC ensures that sh1pp1ng containers are robust by 
- Regulating the•.( design and construction of s~ng conla~rs 
- Reviewing designs and independently checking a container's ab1lrty to meet accident 
conditions. 
- Ensuring ttiat conlain616casks are built. maintained. and used properly. 

·The NRC also louows an ~g<e~·f*-Og<am I& lfwestigates and assesses the risks involved 
1n spent fuel shipments The .. ~ef1Cy 
- Analyz~109 spent fuel transportato01; records to f!!lli'..understand safety 1Ssues-«'tlef 
- Evaluali;sing new transportation issues. such as l(\(',H~a~ p•o1~_t10.,~~ t~ 'llfil'I~~ Qf 
shipment leYels, ~hanges. i.1J.den"'11 populations along some routes and other factors. 
- Keeps up with Us1n9 new technology ~-~I evolves to r~f1ne estimates of current and future 
J,.vl:!I~ ,,f potem•al risk to the public 

Although there will always be a slight chance that an accident w ill cause a release of nuclear 
material. the NRC has found that lhe hkehhood of such an event and the ~iMrisk to the 
public are edremety low. Even so. the NRC will continue to be vigilant about public safety as an 
essential part of its mission. 

The NRC also regulates the ph'fS•cal protection of spent nuclear Ivel 1n transit against sabotage 
or other malicious acts. The NRC's current <:,sj~f.9.r.!!:!~ physical protection ~;Vl'ls. l<wQf 
spent fuel transportation include: 
• Coord;n3\;ng w~th Prf'·s.h+Pment courdmahon w•lh law enforcement agencies hefo~ 
shipment 
• Rcqu1rii:-g acho_r]cc Pre-15~fll notice to ~States and Lf!~NRC 
• Uso'g_a comm.\i!\!.cat•r:>n~ cer:er. .. anci .. olller means ro_ m~nts whole,,, ro ... tch14<ans4 
bhtpme11f-tall-in to cornrnumeat+ons c~ntef 
• ~h1pnier:it·· FF1el'litormq 
·Armed escorts 1111 PQPulate4-art>as1 a.nd 
• Immobilization d evices. 



Since September 11. 2001 tM NRC has taken additional steps to protect the public These 
steps rn l)lv.i> ~ l1$1ghten ng -01100 i:..e611fW,-~ ~ new-measwces- lakefl-t&JM-Ole{;I 
nu~-i'.9c11+!4fl& and 1~d-i!Glivit~ &Y~-~l trar1sp1JltM DA am:t~~G 
~ t-0 llc~nse~ 
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Safety of Spent Fuel Transportation 

The U.S. Nuclear Reg11latory Commission (NRC) is an independenr agency that was created by 
Congress. Its mission Is to regulate the nation's cMliitn use of rltdioactfve mitterials in 1t way that 
protects public hea/ffl and rhe environment. The NRC regulates comrrHJl'cial nuclear power 
reactors: research, test. and training reactors; nuclear fuel cycle facilities; and medical, academic, 
and industrial uses of nuclear materials. The NRC also regulates packaging for the rransport, 
storage, and disposal of nuclear mitterials and waste. And if licenses the export and import of 
r&dloactlve materials. 

The U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) coordinates with the NRC to set rules for the 
packaging of nucl&11r materials. DDT also worlls with the NRC and affected stai&s to regulate their 
transport. DOT regulates carriers, sets standards for routes and is responsible for lntemationitl 
agreements on the transport of all hiuardous materi41s. 

The U.S. Department of EnfH'gy (DOE) is responsible by law for disposal of spent fuel from the 
nation's nuclear power reactors. 

The lnremational Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA) is a forum for scientific and technical cooperation 
in the nuclear field. Part of the United Nations, the IAEA sets global regulations in mitny itreas of 
the nuclear industry. IAEA 's regulations for materials p11c:J11tgfng and transport serve as a model 
for the United States and orher nations. 

T'll• HRC nu th- fflllitt lllnctions: 
1. To art u.ncs.ro. •tNJ develop rttgul•liona; 
l . ro is.s..,. J;cw.rses for nueltMr tM.JI~ •rtd tttiKl•t nr...,.'91• users; *td 
J. To insp.cr frlclll- iv _u,. m.r NRC 199ullltlon• .,. l:N/ng m.t 

Tiie Naclear 11111a11rv C1m•issl11 
The NRC regulates the nuclear fuel cycle from beginning to end. Starting when the uranium is 
taken from the ground, the NRC oversees its processing and manufacture into fuel to be used in 
reactors The NRC also plays a role in ensuring the safe transportation. storage and permanent 
geologic disposal of used fuel. 

The NRC worils to protect public health and safety, the environment and our national security_ 
To keep the public's confidence. the NRC aims to do its work openly and to be effective. 
efficient and realistic. 

Proper handling of nuclear materials will help to protect the safety of the public and plant 
workers. To achieve this aim. the NRC works with the DOT and DOE in the U.S .. and 
internationally. with the IAEA Together_ these agencies help to make sure nuclear materials are 
packaged and transported safely. 

This brochure explains the NRC's role in the safe packaging and transport of spent nuclear fuel 
from commercial nuclear power plants. The NRC oversees the design. manulacture, use and 
maintenance of containers lor these radioactive shipments. 
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About half of the public's average annual radiation exposure comes from natural sources. Thoe 
sources include radon, rhe human body, outer space, rodes and soil. This nat~ ra611tion is 
called "baclcground" and can vary gTNrly from place to pl1tee. N911rly all of the rest of an average 
person's exposure comes from med/cal sources, such as x-rays and diagnosric tests that are 
used In health care. Red/atlon that can be traced to radioactive matllrla/s transport malces up• 
tiny fr•crion of an aver•ge person's overall exposure. For such low l evels of exposure, any 
biological &ffects are so small that, If they exist, they would not bll de~table. T1le hum11n body 
responds to radiation in the same way whether it comes from natural or mM1made sources. 

Wllll ls S"81 Jnlil 

Nuclear reactors make electricity and, as a waste product, spent fuel. Uranium fuel can power a 
reactor for a number of years until ii needs to be replaced. The used fuel is then known as 
"spent fuel ... JI must be stored safely until it can be shipped offsite. 

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act sets a policy for safe. permanent disposal of spent fuel and other 
high-level radioactive wastes. Congress in 1987 selected Yucca Mountain in Nevada as the site 
to be studied for a repository deep underground. DOE applied to the NRC in 2008 for a permit 
to construct the repository there. But DOE withdrew its application in 2010. The NRC's role is to 
assess whether the facility would meet NRC regulatory requirements. Other policy 
considerations are up to DOE and Congress. 

It will be some time before a repository is available. AH nuclear pcwer reactors move their spent 
fuel first into pools for storage on site. As the amount of spent fuel in the pool increases. many 
reactors are also using dry casks for storage. The NRC reviews and approves the designs for 
these systems. 

Once a central location for storage or d isposal is approved, spent fuel will need to be 
transported there from sites around the country. These shipments would likely be made by rail 
or on public highways. 

Because spent fuer is highly radioactive. people may wonder: 
• How does the NRC protect the public from radiation during transport? 
•What is the likelihood one of these shipments will be involved in an accident? 
• How well can the shipping containers withstand an accident and prevent the release of nuclear 
materials? 

The NRC addresses these and other questions as a part of its ongoing efforts to ensure safe 
transport. As new technology and real-world information become available, the NRC evaluates 
its regulations. It is important to know that spent fuel has been shipped safely within the U.S. 
and abroad for more than 40 years. 

Tiie •• , ti E•trlll Slletv: ... Spent flel ...... c ..... ., 
Spent fuel is highly radioactive and must be shielded and contained to be transported safely. 
Safe shipment requires a large, robust spent fuel container called a ·cask." 



The NRC regulates the design and construction of ttlese casks to ensure the public is protected. 
Containers used to move spent fuel by rail or highway are designed to withstand severe 
accidents. In the U.S. and internationally, these containers must pass a series of tests that 
mimic accident forces. The NRC reviews spent fuel containers very carefully to ensure they 
meet the design standards and test conditions in the regulations. 

These containers must be able to survive four tests involving impact. puncture, fire and 
submersion in water. During and after the tests. the casks must contain the nuclear material. 
limit radiation doses to acceptable levels and prevent a nuclear chain reaction. 

To protect workers and the public. a cask has walls of steel and shielding materials five to 15 
inches thick and a massive lid. Truck containers weigh about 25 tons when loaded with one to 
two tons of spent fuel. Rail containers can weigh as much as 150 tons and can carry up to 20 
tons of spent fuel. The ends of these transportation containers are encased in structures called 
impacl limiters. In an accident, these impact limiters would crush and absorb the impact forces. 
protecting the package and its contents. 

Spent fuel containers are tightly sealed and provide heavy shielding. But ~ is not possible to 
shield all the radiation. The containers must have enough shielding to protect anyone who might 
be near the cask during transport. 

Cask designers may use several techniques to demonstrate their containers are safe. They can 
use computer analyses, comparisons with other designs. component testing. and physical 
testing of a scale model or a combination of these techniques. Most often. they combine 
analyses and physical testing. They meet with technical review staff from the NRC. explain their 
design and provide supporting documents in an application. The NRC evaluates each design, 
examines the information in depth. and performs its own calculations. NRC reviewers are 
experts in different areas of science and engineering. They include structural and materials 
engineers and safety specialists with advanced degrees and many years of experience. 

Once the NRC is satisfied that a design meets the requirements. it issues a Certificate of 
Compliance. This certificate describes the approved design, including what materials must be 
used, lhe authorized contents. and the dimensions of the container. Then the containers can be 
manufactured and used. Manufacturers and shippers have programs in place to ensure the 
containers meet design specifications throughout fabrication and transportation. These 
programs are known as quality assurance. To ensure the casks meet the certificates. NRC staff 
inspects both the manufacturer and the facil~ies that will use them. 

But just having a certificate does not mean a cask can be used. Both NRC and DOT regulations 
also require a number of safety determinations before each spent fuel shipment These include 
chedls for leaks and tests to ensure radiation levels are w~hin safe limits. These actions are 
designed to ensure that all aspects of every spent fuel shipment meet all the safety standards. 

A lrllt llstDIY of SPiii Fiii S•J11111111S •d Sbmlts 

More tnan 1. 300 spent fuel shipments have been completed safely in the U.S. over the past 35 
years. Four were involved in accidents. Bui none resulted in a release of radioactive material or 
a fatality due to radiation exposure. 
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This experience confirms that the safety system is sound. But will this hold true when shipments 
increase to move spent fuel to a future repository or a storage facility? 
The NRC looks at the risks associated w ith spent fuel transport in a methodical and scientific 
way Several NRC-sponsored studies over the years have focused on the risk related to spent 
fuel transport on highways and railroads. The results provide additional confidence in the 
regulations in place to assure the safety of spent fuel transport. 

In a 1977 study. the NRC found the risk from transporting spent fuel to be low. The study gave 
the NRC confidence that existing regulations are adequate to protect the public. 

In separate studies in 1987 and 2000, the NRC looked more closely how shipping containers 
would perform in accidents. Each study used more advanced research methods than in the 
earlier studies. These studies both found the risk posed by spent fuel shipments would be even 
smaller than estimated in 1977. That finding holds true even if tile number of spent fuel 
shipments were to increase greatly. 

The latest risk study. published in January 2014. modeled the doses people might receive from 
spent fuel shipments. This study again confirmed that NRC regulations for spent fuel transport 
ensure safety of the public and the environment. 

The 2014 study looked at how three NRC-certified packages would behave during both normal 
shipments and accidents. The study modeled a variety of transport routes using population data 
from the U.S. Census Bureau. It used statisti~ from actual highway and rail accidents and 
state-of-the-art computer models. The study considered doses from noimal shipments to people 
living along transportation routes. II also looked at doses to occupants of vehicles sharing the 
route. vehicle crews and other workers, and anyone present at a stop. The risk assessment 
found: 

Doses from routine transport would be less than 1/1000 the amount of radiation people 
receive from background sources each year 
There is less than a 1 in 1 billion chance that rad ioactive matefial would be released in 
an accident 
tf an accident did release radioactive material, the dose to the most affected individual 
would not cause immediate harm 

In addition to these risk studies. the NRC has looked closely at real-world accidents involving 
fires. The NRC did a series of case studies on the most severe accidents to see how well an 
NRG-certified spent fue l package would have performed. These studies show the current 
regulations protect the public even in lhe most severe fires. The case studies include the 
Howard Street tunnel chemical fire that burned for five days in Baltimore in 2001 ; the 1982 
Caldecott tunnel fire and the 2007 MacArthur Maze fire. both sparked by gasoline tankers 
outside Oakland, Cal.; and a 2007 brush fire in the New Hall Pass tunnel outside Los Angeles. 

Additional NRC studies identified the conditions in an accident that could produce a fire severe 
enough to engulf a spent fuel transport package. 

On the basis of these studies. plus operational experience and is own reviews, the NRC 
believes spent fuel can be shipped safely. The evidence shows this will be true even if hundreds 
of shipments are made each year. The NRC is continuing to track spent fuel shipping. including 
more analyses and testing of spent fuel casks. to ensure that the risks remain tow. 
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Risk is generally understood to be the chance of injuty_ damage or some kind o f loss_ The spent 
fuel shipment record in the U $ _ has been outstanding 10 date_ Many more shipments have been 
successfully completed internationally under the same basic safety standards. 

W hile shipping spent fuel does involve risk. NRC studies show this risk is low. As a part of its 
safety effort, the NRC aims to manage the hazards to m inimize the risk. To evaluate the nsks. 
the NRC asks the following three questions and then converts the answers into numbers 

· What can go wrong? 
• How likely is it to occur? 
• If something goes wrong. what are the consequences? 

The overwhelming majority of spent fuel shipments are accident-free To calculate the radiation 
risks to the public. researchers use two scenarios. One involves a tflp on which an accident 
occurs: the other covers the vast maiority of iourneys that do ll<lt involve a n accident. 

Ro1Nr<,_. u1• t lour·otep proc•u ro 11u<1ytcrutl llfld por.,,u.1 ecc1- •"'1 IMir • fJects. 
S IOp f _ E•p•ru delt rmlr>• ,..,,., mJgl>f l>t ppen. 
• Thoy gtlll•t hlltonC tK0"1J. 

• Th• Y•l•o pul I0'1"1her d•W on l>o.,m• nr .,,.,,, lutl ohif)m• trfl.,. l••• lr-" .,..,_ 
• Tt'•Y lool!: 1r rh• ,.,. al • ccidenu for , . ;1 •nd hlgflw•1 • hlpments. 
• Thty loo* tit lt fVt numbtr ol t «ldtntl thtt tr• crMibJt . 
.. Tflty •~o loo• •t crash imp•c• fon:e1, It'*' °' puncturH _ Th• t' '"''Iott .. fhl f 11• mol9 ••""'9 th•n lhos• co11•twd by 
NRC standtro'a. 

T111AccldeatSc1111r111 

NRC studies show that the likelihood of an accident 1s low. Fewer than 1 tn 100 accrdents 
involving a spent fuel container w ill be more severe than the conditions defined in the design 
standards. However. 1f a very unlikely chain of events occurs. an accident might be severe 
enough to cause a radioactive release. 

To estimate the risk of the se severe accidents. researchers use a multi-step appro ach They 
use data and their experience with past trucking and 1a1I acc10ents mvolving other hazardous 
materials Part of this step is to determine what kinds or accidents could happen and look at 
what their effects might t>e 

Using this method, the chance that an accident would be senous enough to lead to a small 
1elease is about 1in1,000. The chance of a large release is less than one in 1.000.000.000. 

Stop z. E1'gir1 .. rs u.t• compl•~ compute.r ptogTams to ••t1J7Nte how the~ of• shipping c:ont~ wNghf b• damaged 
by co/lislon1 01 nru 
• They gather data on how much sp•nJ fuel ••ch corrri;n., will c• .rry. 
• 11>ey •nt l)'H IK>w lht spetif,..,., might reopot1d in • !l'•M ,..,,. ot eccidOIJ1_ 
• Tney c.icuJttt I/It rtmp«aturt ol lllt conttmtr tnd #It •Pttl• lwl ilJ~ during • ,.,,,~..,,,, r,,... 
This Jntanneoon .1llow.1 them 10 t.1t#nt1te fhe si1~ ot • pio~ttNI t.•• Mtid h&wntuclt ltUC,._ m.flH'J-.J 1mght esc•,,.. 

$ Np 3. RtoH rchtrJ m•1en • ccident scent fios lrom s .. p I .,;in the t Mlysos lrom Soop 1. Tnis 9;.., rn.n dtt cnt nceot 
Jtffrv cs.rn~ to tM contiliMr or "s con .. ntt. 

Sltp 4. A 1pec/1I compu,.t pto(lftm compuru • rl•k .,,;,.,,,., Th• p~ ,,.., acc~I PfOOtb•/ffy fff;,,..Ns. npteled 
numbet'S of shipments. route dlta (li•e pop~l•lion den•iliea), .,,..,,.., dilta (to~ how any r • llNse JIHghf &. sp,e• d 
by 'flflfnd), ana radio10g1c•I do.st tUU lo produc• Iris• ••timlt.-
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For most spent fuel shipments, nothing will go wrong and no nuclear material will be released. 
For these shipments, experts calculate the total radiation dose that all people along the route 
could receive. They use information on routes and local populations to determine how many 
people may be affected and the dose they could receive. 

The risk to the public from an accident-free journey results from the very low levels of 

radiation that may come through !Me caslt walls A person Stilnding along tl'le highway or 
railroad track might receive a brief exposure that is well below regulatory limits. 
Exposure will vary depending upon the speed of the vehicle and how far away the 
person is standing. _i_);·~. --~- :r; __ ·~~- :.-:;1;.-.,-, '9.'J:-,;·,[:.:;. ·,:·~'L:·;! ':"- ·.~~,_,1·· :0.• :-: ;. :•:: __ '<•;: ,: ·, .. _;;, 
:.'.f 1:1\ l•.'i1l_1:;.1'! ilt:\)~·.:-.L~.~;•1".t; \II! F:.:y ~! r ·n~·v...~1· .. \t!···d_.~()•_ . .. (:t."~~ ~-~\.h y·~rlr 

.. A f>8S~ flymg-roo~f~ ¥-Ork-t~ LGS-AAl}61es--fe00We5- a-Oose- from 
oackgro1.md 1.ld13tion I hat is 26-Hme& 91eateHhan-the dos~ per~-ciosest-to a 
ty~al speffi.1 1.~?i :;1:qin'HPi f•J j1Lit \i"t~. i-!St tir1ai@d <:ic.Stl 1r.rpefspe .. --;t.Vt; a-.., (1 0f=3~

~t~~,;. ··~'-'·~i:.~.,P.:H€-d lcoru 9-/J..l • i~ ~lr~! tfaH$tX:-1ta.;.,;n iS :i i.t::-rv $f'\l~li t1 a-r-.1,._,~, ~,ft:·, ":'" 

:::i:::'..~~".l~C\.~ ;"_1).;,_ ·~C~·Vf:i---i:i l",,,.,;; . Oil.:.~.:- ~H' :3 (:hes~ x ~ =~t {.~ ~.; :i,l(10::.! -;:' :_.vt; ~H:i :.- 0:-' -,:_,'<! 

ThllllltllUDI 

TMe NRC believes that shipments of spent fuel in the U.S. are safe. This belief is based on the 
NRC's confidence in the shipping containers that it certifies and its ongoing research in 
transportation safety. 

•The NRC ensures that shipping containers are robust by: 
- Defining strict requirements for package design and performance 
- Reviewing designs and independently checi<ing a container's ability to meet accident 
conditions and 
- Doing inspections to ensure casks are bu~t . maintained and used properly. 

•The NRC also looks at the risks involved in spent fuel shipments. The agency: 
- Analyzes spent fuel transport records to fully understand any safety issues 
- E11aluates new transportation issues, such as projections for the number of shipments, 
changes in population along some routes and other factors, and 
- Keeps up with tecMnology as it evolves to refine estimates of current and Mure risk to the 
pubhc. 

Although there will always be a slight chance that an accident will cause a release of nuclear 
material But the NRC has found the likelihood of such an event and the risk to the public are 
extremely low. Even so, !Me NRC will continue lo be vigilant about public safety as an essential 
part of its mission. 

The NRC also regulates how spent nuclear fuel is protected in transit against sabotage or theft. 
The NRC's current rules for the physical protection of spent fuel transport inciude: 

Co~ [Mf.C23]: T~i• come. straight out of JM blog 
po SI 
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• Coordinating with law enforcement agencies before the shipment 
• Requ1r1ng advance notice to S\ates and the NRC 
• Usil)Q a communications center and other means to monitor shipments while 1n route 
·Armed escorts, and 
•Remote devices that allow vehicles to be turned off, 

Since September 11 2001, the NRC has taken addrt1onal steps to- protect the putilic 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Conley Maureen 
Cool Donald 
another request 
Tuesday, January 27, 2015 3:59:00 PM 

Hi, was hoping you could take a look at some language that is in a brochure we're updating 
on the safe transport of nuclear fuel. 

This is basically unchanged from the original, maybe just a few tweaks to language here 
and there. Is this OK to say? 

About 90 percent of all radiation exposure comes from 11atural sources: radon ga.I', the lmma11 body, 011ter space, 
rocks and soil. 111is natural radiation is called "background" a11d can vary greatly. People living in areas with a 
lot of granite, for example, receive more radiation from the earth. Those living or working at high altitlldes 
receive more cosmic radiation. Most natural exposure is from rado1:1, a gas that seeps from the earth's crust into 
the air we breathe. The remainitig 10 percent of all radiation exposure comes from mari-made sources, mainly 
medical x-rays. Natural a11d artificial radiation are similar in kind and effect. ill.llm.l..l 

Maureen Conley 

NRC Office of Public Affairs 

301-415-8202 

(O)(S) 



From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Conley. Maureen 
Coffin Stephanie 
baackgrounders etc. 
Tuesday, January 28, 2014 5:16:00 PM 

Hey, Stephanie. Here are links to our relevant backgrounders: 

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/fact-sheets/storage-spent-fuel-fs.html 

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections(fact-sheets/dry-cask-storage.html 

http ://www. nrc.goy/readjng-rm/doc-collect jons/fact-sheets/bg-hjgh-burnup-spent-f uel. html 

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/fact-sheets/transport-spenfuel-radiomats
bg.html 

http://www.nrc.gov/readjng-rm/doc-collections/fact-sheets/radwaste.html 
(This one was last updated in 2007 so it may not be our best option) 

Also the Safety of Spent Fuel Transportation Nureg: 
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collectjons/nuregs/brochures/br0292/ 

I'll start looking at the brochure and thinking about how to package the updated version .. . 

Maureen Conley 

NRC Office of Public Affairs 

301-415-8202 



From: 
To: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Conley. Maureen 
Cook !oho 
checking on risk assessment 
Wednesday, January 08, 2014 4:55:00 PM 

Hi, John. Just wanted to check with you on the status of the transportation risk assessment. 
I see the draft but not the final. Are we still waiting for publication? 

I'm interested partly because I am reviewing a very outdated spent fuel transportation 
brochure that OPA published in 200~ (bl(S) 

I (b)(S) I We are weighing whether to spike it altogether or update 
it. My inclination is to update and refocus it on this new risk assessment. I believe tlhe 
current brochure was issued when the Packaae Performance Studv was beina olanned. 

(b)(5) 

I know your executive summary is intended for general public consumption. We could put 
that language in our glossy full-color brochure (assuming my supervisor approves). Curious 
to know what you think .... 

Maureen Conley 

NRC Office of Public Affa irs 

301-415-8202 



From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Date: 
Attachments: 

Conley Maureen 

Lombard Mark· Hsia Anthony 

Marcano Damarjs 

follow-up on today"s meet ing 

Wednesday, July 15, 2015 5:55:00 PM 

BG highburnupspentfuel 2015 update.docx 

Hi, guys. Just a few notes from our meeting today: 

Mark, you were going to follow up on the transportation brochure. I am attaching the draft 
updated backgrounder, as discussed. Please take a look and let me know if you have any 
comments. We can move ahead with the update in the short-term, or wait to do it once the 
Oak Ridge data is all in. 

I did locate the thermal blog post and will give it one last read tomorrow before sending to 
you for review. I also have the materials post on my plate to review tomorrow and will make 
Mark's edits to the criticality safety post. 

Over the next couple weeks I will draft a blog post on Part 72, our reviews, etc. as an intro 
to the discipline-specific blog posts. I will also take a look at the current dry cask storage 
backgrounder to see what we can/should update. 

I think that covers everything, but let me know if I missed something. Just sent an updated 
scheduler proposing a new date for our Aug. meeting - hopefully not the week Tony will be 
out. 

Thanks! 

M aureen Conley 

NRC Office of Public Affai rs 

301-415-8202 



High Burnup Spent Fuel 

Nuclear fuel is removed from a reactor every few years when it can no longer economically ~t:CJ1 
:.ti:.lain a chain reaction going. This "spent" fuel remains radioactive and must be managed. Ini1iall) /\t 

!ir~t, it goes into a pool onsite for cooling and storage. Some utilities are moving their spent fuel after ++ 

hru;. ~oe-ltH.~ frH· several years in the pool into NRC-certified dry storage casks. These casks are specially 
designed to contain the radioactivity and allow hot spent fuel to cool further. 

What is burnup? 

To un<.krstand ··burnur.'' il is he I pful to know more about the uranium that fuels a reactor. Before 
hcing made into l1.1el. uranium is processed to incrense the concentration of atoms that can be split in the 

reactor. l he cnen!V released when t hese atoms split is what produces the heat that is turned into 

~kctricitv. Jn gcn~ral, the higher the concentration of those atoms. the longer the fuel cun sustain u chain 

n.:nction. /\nd the longer the fu~I remains in the reactor, the higher the bumup. 

In other \;>,ords. !.:.Bhurnup:.! is a way to measure Hle-how much uranium ii.burned in the reactor. II is 
the amount of cncrgv produced bv the uranium. tt Burn up is expressed in gigawatt-days per metric ton 

of uranium (GWd/MTU). erage bumup. around 35 GWdLMIU two decadrug_Q,j~ 

45 GWd/MTU tQd~ l~tilities now are able to get more po\.vt::r out of their fuel hdorr r~placing it. I his 

means they can operate longer hct\\.l'..'Cn refueling outages. Jt also means thcv use kss fuel. 

Why does burnup matter? 

l h~ burnup lc\cl affocts th1.' ltH.:l's temperature, radioacti\ity and phvsical makeup. It is important to 
ll.1c :\RCs rcYicv. of spcnt fuel cask designs because each S\'Stcm has limits on tcmpcrarurc and 
radioact ivitv. I low hot and radioactive spent fuel is depends on burnup. as wel l as the l'ucl's initial 

makeup an<l conditions in the wre. All these factors must be tah~n into account in designing dry sl\)ragc 

and lrnnsport s\Sltms for "pent fuc: I. 

It was also once thought that cladding on hi~hcr burnup fuel could become more brittle as it coob. 

But research no'" shO\\S thnt is nnl a concern. Nm:l_ear fuel is encased in metal cladding. Jn the rcuclor. 

1his claddinu reacts will1 cooling water. The reaction forms oxide on Ll1e outside (similar to rust) and 
rdcases bvdrogcn. These proccssc~ bef!in slowlv. then start to accckrutc as the fuel reaches burnup of 
45 (i\\'dl\lffl I. Atl\"thinl.! aboYc thi<; level is considered hiuh hurnun. But in rcalitv there is no sharn line 

b.:t\\1.'cn JO\\ and hi!.!.h burnup. lt is a continuum. That means th~ difference betwcl?n fud burned to -t5 
G\\'d 1\-ITlJ and 46 or47 G\\'d MTU can be \erv small. 



Bumup depends on ho" long 1:be fuel is in tht> core and 1he power le' el it rencht"s. The burnup le\ d 
affects 1he fuel's temperature. radioacti,·ity and physical makeup. 

In a reacl~F:--t!fflR*m-foel lissions splits apart and re-l~ases energy and the-m~tal claddin~ 
1tnet:1:ses the fuel reacts\\ ith cooling water. This reaction forms o~ide on the outside (similar to rustf-aA6 
releases hydrogen. These processes begin slowly then s~rt to accelerate as the fuel reaches bumup or 15 
GWd;Ml U. An)lhing above this level is considered high burnup. 

G>.~r--t+H:ie;-mtrntlfl. l~as increased, allo·.ving ul'Htt~l·e-gef-n~ere-r&\Te~Hl'le-ir fuel before 
ref*t~~ A·1•@rag0-00fnti~ , ar€n:t11el 3 § GWel/MTU lw€l 8Bea80s ag@, is ev~-4§ G 'rVe:'i' ffU rneay. 
l40\'• ho! uml radio1:1:c1ive spent fuel is depends or .. burnup. the foel's initinl makeup anc:I condition!, in the 
oore. All these fautors must he taken into account in designing dry storage and transpon sys1ems for 
spt>tH--fueh 

Is it safe to store and transport high burnup fuel? 

To be certified by the NRC, dry cask designs must meet lransportatiBH- NRC requirements. For 
transportation. these are found in I 0 CFR Part 71 !link] arand for storage rt.>quir~1mmls in I 0 CFR Part 
72llin.!J. The NRC approves designs only after a full safety review. 

Based on these reviews, the NRC has certified num0rous-cask designs for ~!:id-storage and 
transportation or high burnup spent fue l. Because low burn up spent fuel has bct:n around lom.!.cr and 
there is more of it. there are more casks for low than for hi uh burn up spent fud. There is also a :;re~11 
deal more data on low burnup fud . Still. there is enou12h data on high bum up fuel th::it the J\RC ha:'. 
ct:rli ficJ high burnun spent fuel s1orage casks for an initial term of10 or 40 Years. Some s,·sti.:ms have 
also been a pr.rm cu for transpo1ting high burn up spent fuel. Operating experience since dry storage 
began in 1986 and short-term tests show both low and high bumup spent fuel can be stored and 
transported safely. 

More-ea~k s-are·-&v-a++altl e for Io 'N4BaB-tf::1f-R.i gtt-i_'ll:H'itHfHren+-foeh--Beeause-:ft-h-as-l,.~1 used I onger.,. 
H:ier~ i~i 1:1 gn~itl~+-more Juta t*l-low burnup l'uel~~tH:t~Hi-ttlf1~n-h1-gh-l**1'fHtj:H~#ltt1--1-he 
NRC ha!-! been uble to oertiJ) some high burnup spent fuel storage easks for an inili1:1l terrn of 20 or 10 
years. ~ome systems have also beeH approYed for transporting high burnup :>pent fuel. 

Wl:ty does l:H:ffAl:lp matter? 

Burnup is imponanl to the NRC"s revie..., of :1penl fuel car,k de •• igns beenuf.e each ::.ys1em has lim·i·t-'i 
&A-tem~affir~d radioacfr,·it)'. When the cask is being d~re!.SLin.? increases inside and the ft.1<?1 
l:l~ ltis may cau·.~ the tltt<lding 10 become more brinle when it c<1ols. 1'11~e thange~; Jt"pt"nd on 
hum up t~ml the l)'pe or el1:1dJin~, and need lo be accounted for in high burn up !.pent Ii.id s~ !i!c-ms. :\ grent 
deal ofv.-ork has P.een done to w1Lfors1and the conditions that rnake differenL t)pes of fuel cladding more 
bfi.tt.J.e: 

Testing continues on high burn up spent fuel and the set of 0\'Hilahle J1:11:u i!i grov. ing. CasL desip:nt:!r.; 
~~+h:; lo rede::.ign 1heir casks for higher burnups Md atkli1ional fuel lypl'S. A:> mor0 darn 
l'leoomt:'!rll¥a ~I a bl~ l he-N 1«;..~11~et-s-~e-able-to..eeit i f);..in{}re-e&~k~ afik desi ~nefs-al~')-ne-ed-t4ti ni<Ha 
t<.~m<-il*Yl:ffi~·l·h~oo~·m tiafoly ofiheir sysl€-t~~A-tt1H.1~l0ri11g ~•p0n1 fwl-h~t!-t+H: 

i nitiul lie(o;'n!;e 11:.'nn. 
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How does the NRC make sure it remains safe? 

The NRC assures safety by requiring many layers of protection. Casks provide several layers and the 

fuel cladding itself is an important layer. The regulations are designed to ensure the casks will hold up 

and the cladding will not break during storage or in a transport accident. 1 lowc\'cr. the NRC's 

regulations ensure the S\ stem v.i ll remain safe c\en if the cladding did break. The NRC carefully 

reviews each cask application to see if it meets the requirements. As part of this review, the NRC does 

its own analysis to confirm information in the application. 

The NRC also does inspections before and during loading of dry casks to ensure the correct fuel will 

go~ into the right storage systems. Fuel with burnup higher than the NRC certificate allows cannot be 

loaded. It must remain in pool storage unti.I a cask approved for higher burnup becomes available. The 

NRC also inspects loaded casks every few years. 

What confirmatory research is being done? 

J he primary focus of research today is to cct more data to suppon the continued certification or 
qorne.c S\'stems bernncl the initial .20- to 40-vcar license term. Additional research is om?.oing to confim1 

that high hurnup fut:!'' ill remain intact during transport atkr extended sloraQ.e. l'his rcs~arch is 

designed to ensun: that the existing data on high burnup sp~nt fue l is accurate an<l can be reproduc~d. 

Cask dc:si1mers arc also in\'Cilv~d in research. Thev wil l use the rc~ults redesign ca::.ks for hiµhcr 

burnups and additional fuel t'l'pcs·. As more data becomes mailab.lc. the 'RC expects to be able to 

cc11i I} more casks. Testing has provided a lot of information on how different types of cladding on spent 

fuel will behave, and this work continues. 

Planning has be~i.ttHis undcmav for an important new study, run jointly by the nuclear industry and 

the Department of Energy, with regulatory oversight by the NRC. In this study, high burnup spent fuel 

will be loaded into a cask fitted with ·instruments to provide temperature readings and allow gas 

sampling. Those readings, combined with tests on the fuel assemblies and inspection of the cask's 

interior after years of dry storage, will provide more data a- that should confirm much better the current 

understanding of what happens to high bum up spent fuel in a storage cask as it cools over time. 

~\Zmk i!; underw1:1y to Gren.le better modt'ls to determine nov; much cl~dcling acluall)' ma) bt:1eo1-1W 

brittle aA<l the impact uf vibrulion during transport. Tlw >JRC is also mon:i:-toring work going on 

fttt~nhtliOM·liy; 

All this work will help cask designers, users and regulators better understand how to ensure high 

bum up spent fuel will remain safe in l-eng term dry storage over the long-term and during transportation 

to a centralized storage or disposal facility. 

~~mhcr ~013f\1av ~015 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Conley Maureen 
Cool Donald 
how does this language sound? 
Friday, J anuary 30, 2015 9:59:00 AM 

For my updated brochure on spent fuel transportation safety: 

About half of the public's average an1tual radiation exposure comes from natural sources. These sources include 
mdon, the h11ma1t body, outer sp<1ce, rocks and soil. This 11atuml radiatio1t is called "background" and can vary 
greatly from place to place. Nearly all of the rest comes from medical sources such as x-rays and diagnostic tests. 
Radiatioll that call be traced to nuclear power or radioactive materials transport makes up a tiny fraction of a 
person's overall exposure. For such low levels of exposure, any biological effects are so small they may 11ot even 
be detectable. RaLliatio11 behaves the same whether it comes from natural or ma11made sources. 

Thanks! 
Maureen Conley 

NRC Office of Public Affairs 

301-415-8202 



From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Conley Maureen 

Lombard Mark· Hsia Anthony; Marcano Damarjs 

spent fue communication products 
Friday, J une 05, 2015 1;17:00 PM 

Hi, guys. I'm just going through my notes about the various things we have cooking. 
Perhaps we can talk about these items when we meet June 17: 

Updating the spent fuel transportation brochure 
Updating the high burnup spent fuel backgrounder 
Finalizing the high burnup spent fuel blog post 
Status of spent fuel storag·e blog post series (I have two from Damaris that I'm reviewing 
and one in the hopper) 

Feel free to add anything to the list that I might have forgotten! 

Maureen Conley 

NRC Office of Public Affairs 

301-415-8202 



Origi11al gratle le1•el 12.2 

Once the text is agreed upon and finalized, the photos that will he included as part of the brochure will need 
to he reviewed. 

I 
' ' / 

I 
Tite U.S. Nuclear Reg11latm:v Commissio11 (NRC) is a11 indepe11de11f agency eslablisited by Congress. Jts missio11 j 
is to license and regulate the fll<1ti01Hr-1"'tio11 's ci1•ilian use of radioactive materials in a way that protects public / 
itea/tl1 and the e11vir1111me111LT_~!L£V.K<;.!..e.G.!'l!•!'!J_£'l!!!!'!'!!fi'.!l!!'!fl!!!'!J!P..'!'!l!~~'!'.!f!!!!Ji_i:.f!·~'!.'.!!fl'.i_~l!.:~:!!'!!Ui:.'!i'!i'!!J..J 
readors; nuclear fuel cycle facilities; a11d medical, at(l(/emic, 11ntl industrial use.5of1111clear n1t1teri11ls. _The NRC 
also regulates pa,·k11ging for tire lra11sport, Sf()r<rge, a111/ dispow l of nuclear materials <md waste. _Ami 
Additim"'/111, it licenses lite export and import of radioactive materials. 

Tlte U.S. Departme11t o/Tra11sportatio11 (DOT] wordi11ates with tire NRC to set rulesf11r tire packaging of 
1111clem· materials. DOT works witit lite NRC a111f affe,·te<I states to regulate titeir tmn~JJOrl. DOT also regulates 
carriers, sets sta11dards for routes, am/ is responsible for intemationa/ agreements on tire transport of all 
l"'zrmlo11s materillls. 

Tire U.S. Depttrlment fl/ Energy (DOE) is respon.1·ible by fllw for -tlisposal of .\pe11t fuel fi°"m tire natio11 's 1111clear 
power rea,·to1·.1·tJlaHl!f. 

Tire Jntemation(l/ Atomic E11ergy Agency (JAEA) is" forum for scientific <md tec/111ica/ COO/J1!ratio11 i11 1/1e 
n11clew·.field. filP"rt oft/re United Nations, tire IAEA sets global regulatio11sfor manv areas o(tlte nuclear 
i111/mtrv. i11c/1uli11g 1111c/ear materi(l/.1pack11gi11g a111/ lrampor/(l/im1. Tlre!ie /AEA 's pack11gi11g a11d trlll1.v111rt111ion 

reg11/atio11s ser1•e llS a model f1.1r tire United Swtes ttml other 11(1/ions. 
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(T1te N RC lras three muinfU11ctions: ! 1 
I. to ."iet standards and dcveltlp regulatio11s: : : 

2. UI' iss11e /it·e11ses/or '""c/1.wr facilities u11d '"'cltmr materials 11sers,· u11d ! : 
3. to inspect facilities to e11.~ure that NRC regulations are bei11g nretl ------------------------------------------------------------_: j 

The Nuclear Regulatorv commission 
The NRC regulates the nuclear fuel cycle from beginning to end. II begins with the mining of uranium, 
and . 'The eye.le continues through the manufacture of fuel, its use in reactors, transportation, storage, and 
permanent geologic disposal. 

The NRC works to maintain public health and safety, protect the environment and ensure our national 
security. To maintain the public's confidence, the NRC aims to do its work openly and to be effective, 
efficient, and realistic.to It also strives to keep the regulatory burden reasonable on all those involved in 
the use, handling, transport, and disposal of nuclear materials. 
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Proper handling of nuclear materials will help to ensure the safety of the public and plant workers. Tbat is 
why the NRC works with 0Ul0f-ag~thc DOT and DOf< in the U.S. and the IAEA internationally to 
ensure these materials are halliltea-packaged and transported safely. ! 

I 
This ~ooklel~~P..~~.i!!~_tl!~-~~-<;;~~-r91~j!]_~!.1_s_t!r:.LI!!:_~p-~!]~-1!~PJ~_a_i:.f!~~~fr9_1!1_P_~~~~!PJ!!L!.1!'_~~~~!.1?9_~~r:.------J 
plants is packaged and transported safely. The NRC oversees the design, manufacture, use, and 
maintenance of containers for these radioactive shipments. 
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Radiation 
/ 

/ 
(\'<·i,nti\h '")' ul1m1'} Jh1111t 9_D_f!!':.'-:~1~t ... t!L'!IJ.!!!!fit!.fl'!.'! .!_XP!}~'Y!!S!.'!'!~s...f.r_o_n.!.!!.'!.'!'!~!!!!!!!<:_~fJ. !!!!'!!!'..G.'!:'!J_ff!!..'!.'1"!!.'-".!!.~!!!f~·~!!!!!'!!.l.P!!.c.!.:!!!!'~L-_,/ 
a11d soil. Thi.\' ""'"'"' r11dli11hm l~· (:a/led "but.:kgrmuu/" tmd l'tm 1rary great/)'· PelJp/e 1i1Ji11g ;,, areas with a 1111 ofgrtmite,for example, rective 
mori!. rudi<1tion from tlte earth. Those lfri11J( or worki11g at lu"glr altitudes receive more cosmic radiation. Afost ""'"'"' e.-rposure is from radon, 
a ga.,· tl1ut ,\'Ctpsfrom tlte c11rth 's cr.u;t i11w 1116 uir we breathe. T/11: remait1ing 10 pe1·,·e11t of all rudiutio1' expmu1re come.~· from muu .. m1ule ,' 
sources, mui11/y medical x~rays. N11tural u11d artifid t1/ rudiuti<m are similar ill kind und effec.1. L ________________________________________ ,,,~ 

What Is Spent Fuel? 

/ ~uclcar reactors make electricity and. as a waste product, spent fuel. Uraniwn fuel can power a reactor / 
for a number of years until it needs to be replaced. The used fuel is then known as "spent fuel." It must be / 

stored safely until it can be shipped offsite .. L------------------------------------------------------------------/ 
{rhe Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA) sets a policy for safe, permanent disposal of spent fuel and other 
higji level radioactive wastes. _Congress in 1987 f)ioked selected Yucca Mountain in Nevada as the site lo 
be studied for an underground repository._ DOE applied to the NRC in 2008 ~ for a permit to construct 
the repository tllefe at Yucca Mountain. But DOE withdrew its application in 2010 . _The NRC's role is to 
assess whether the proposed facility meets NRC regulatory requirements. Other policy considerations are 
up to DOE and Congress. 

L--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------, 
It will .!lkg!y_be some time before a geologic repository is available. _All nuclear power reactors f)!aAtH '',, 
move their spent fuel first into pools for storage on site. _As the ~Ht volume of spent fuel in the pool 
increases grows, many reactors arc also us ing dry casks for storagc--east.s. _The NRC reviews,-anEI 
approvcs.J!!Ld i s~e_§_ certiticat~ tgr the design of these dry cask Elesigns for tllese systems. 

' , 

Since tAt!_flFfillSSed no repository at Yueea MenntaiHJor ~p_cn!_fueJJLttet--currcntl o erat in 
considering storage of spent fuel. perhaps at a consolidated facil ity in the U.S. On<:e a ocation for 
stornge or disposal is approved, spent fuel will need to be transported there~ from sites arot~~1-ct-the _______ _ 
country. _These shipments would likely be made on railroads using-sr&i11llv <lesorne<l easks HOO raik.'llf"s 
as well as anc+.on public highways..11singJfilc;cia~de2i£..!1cg,.£asks on railc~rs or hi;ay_y.-haul trucks. 

-

, 
~ecause spent fuel is highly radioactive, this raises the following questioml_ _________________________________ _,/ 
•How does the NRC protect the public from the hazards associated with spent fuel and other radioactive 
was te during transportation that is llei1ig ll'AASJ30rted? 
• What is the likelihood of !!._Hlese shipments of these types o f material being involved in an accident? 
• What steps docs the N RC take to ensure that I ktw-wel-1-ean-llle transportation containers can withstand 
an accident an<l prevent the release of nuclear materials? 

' ' ' 
Tbe NRC addresses these and other questions as a part of its ongoing efforts to continue to ensure safe 
transport._ As new technologies and real-world infonnation becon1c available, the NRC continual ly / 
evaluates its existing regulations and safety requirements. It is important to know that spent fuel has been / 

ship ped safely within the U.S. and abroad for more than b<h~_a_i:.~·--------------------------------------------__I 

The Kev to Ensuring Saletv:_ the Spent Fuel Shipping container 

The highly radioactive ~c»t-spcnt fuel is-higll-ly-radi{)11ctive-a1l&-must be shielded and contained to be 
transported safe ly. _Safe shipment requires a largei robust spent fuel container~r called a "cask." 

The NRC r~ reviews and approves the design and construction of these casks to ensure the public 
is protected from the associated hazards. _Containers used to move spent fuel by rail or highway arc 
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designed to withstand severe accidents. _I n the U.S. and internationally, these conta iners must pass a 
series of tests that mimic accident forces._ The NRC reviews spent fuel containers very carefully to ensure 
they meet the design standards and test conditions in the regulations. 

These containers must be able-designed to survive a sequence of four tests. inc Judi ng a 30-foot drop test 
onto an unyielding surface. a puncture test. a fully engulfing tire at 1.475 degrees Fahrenheit for 30 
minutes. and immersion under HweJ.¥.iflg ill'lpaet, plffiatYre, fire ~water._ During and aticr 
the tests, the casks must contain the nuclear material contents, limit radiation doses to acceptable levels, 
and prevent a nuclear criticality reaction. 

To protect workers and the public, a cask has walls of steel and shielding materials five to 15 inches thick 
and a massive lid._ Truck containers weigh about 25 tons when loaded with one to two tons of spent fuel. 
Rail containers can weigh as much as 150 tons and can carry up to 20 tons of spent fuel. _The ends of 
these transportation containers are encased in structures called impact limiters. Impact limiters contain 
crushable foam and/or wood that act to absorb the impact energy in a test or real-Ii fe accident. In an 
accident, these impact I imiters would crush and absorb the , aesareiRg impact forces a!\G, thereby 
protecting the container and its e&Fge content. 

Spent fuel containers are engineered to be tightly sealed, very robust, and include and p1~0e-lle&\lj' 
shielding material to lower the associated rndiation levels._ Rtll While it is not possible to shield all the 
rad.iation,. 1=1~ th~containers must pffi'o'iee include enough shielding to protect anyone who might be 
near the cask during transport. 

i 
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Cask designers may use several techniques to demonstrate their containers are safe. _They can use j; 
computer analyses, comparisons with other designs, component testing, physical testing of a scale-model : I 
le&ling, or a combination of these techniques. _Most often, they use a combination of computer analyses if 
and physical testing. _They meet with technical review staff from the NRC and explain their design and I! 
provide supporting documents in an application. _The NRC evaluates each design, examines the " 
information in depth, and thoo performs its own calculations. _NRC reviewers are experts in different ~ 
areas of science and engineering. _They include structural, aOO-materials thermal and criticali engineers i 
and safety specialists with advanced degrees and many years of~xperienc ----------------------------------! 

Once the NRC has completed its review and is satisfied that a design meets the requirements, it issues a 
Certificate of Compliance. which specifics. for example. the materials of construction. the authorized 
contents. and the size dimensions of the container._ Then -tbe containers can be manufactured and put into 
scrvicc\ltie{l._ Manufacturers and shippers hlSC quality assurance have Sf.leeial programs to ensure the 
containers meet design specifications throughout fabrication and transportation. As a means to ensure the 
provisions of the Certificate of Compliance are being met. NRC staff conduct inspections at both the 
manufacture and shipper facilities. 

While having a certificate for a package design ensures the safctv of the package during transportation, 
certain requirements of the NRC and DOT must also be met prior to offering a package for shipmcnt.llui 
jYsl having a eertifieale does net rneaR a eask ean ee used. Both NRC and DOT regulations also require a 
number of safety determinations before each spent fuel shipment._ These include checks for leaks and 
testsassessments to ensure radiation levels are within the specified safe limits. _These actions are designed 
to ensure that all aspects of every spent fuel shipment meet all the safety standards . 

A Brief Historv of Spent Fuel Shipments and Studies 



tvtore than 1,300 spent fuel shipments regulated by the NRC have been completed safely in the U.S. 
during the past 25 yearsl~J!h~~!![~_th.c;;rc;;_~!l:'..t;J~~~-l!f<l.!!!_~ffjfi_c;;~!Ll!Q!1_<:._~~c;;§.!!l!~~-i!:l_~-~c;;lc;;~~~-9f.___./ 
radioactive material or a fatality due to exposure to radiation. \ 

' 

\ 

This experience confirms that the safety system is sound. In other words. the regulatory requirements of 
the NRC for package certification coupled with the transportation requirements of both the NRC and the 
DOT ensure the safety of the package during transportation. But will this hold true w+1oo4SRH1refor 
increased shipping camriaignsthat moves spent fuel to a future proeesee repository or a 
eenlrAli>'etlconsolidated storage facility 1lurns(lmls ef in the future shipn1e1lls?_ The NRC continuously 
evaluates risks associated with spent fuel transport in a methodical and scientific way. _To provide 
additional confidence, the NRC has sponsored several risk studies over the years re lated to spent fuel 
transport on highways and railroads. 

I 
: 
I ln 1977, the NRC completed a study that is now seen as the "baseline" for comparison with new 

information and studies completed since then. _That study concluded that the transportation regulations 
adequately protect the public, and provided confidence io the public of the important safety role that NRC 
hasalleweEI tile !>JRC te say its traFtspartation regula1i0ns aeeqi;ately pr01eet the puhlie. 

! 
! 
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Comment IMECJ: This language 
comes out of the blog post John Cook 

i and I put together on the risk 
: assessment: 
! http://public-blog.nrc-

' ' ln 1987, the NRC used improved research methods to see how shipping containers react in accidents and i 
to estimate the risk of releasing radioactive n1aterials. _The study results provided added assurance that : 
certified shipping casks would withstand an accident. j I 

gateway.gov/2013109119/transporting-
spent-nuclear-fuel-how-do-we-know-
its-safel 

Another studv conducted in 2000 analyzed how well containers would held i;p inwithstand an accident. j 
Using improved technology, this study found ihe risli:1~Q!~.2.£~_c;;y~_1!_5-'!l~tl_~i:.!~-'!.l}_'}!lgiti.?Jh'_~llji!:ll~!~SU!.Li 
1977, even if the number of spent fuel shipments increased greatly. 

The latest risk study, published in January 20 14, !nodeled the radiation doses people might receive from 
spent fue l shipments. The study confi rmed that NRC regulations for spent fuel transport arc adequate to 
ensure safety of the public and the environment._ It examined how three NRC-certified packages would 
behave during both normal shipments and accidents._ The studyh modeled a variety of transport routes 
using population data from the 2000 census, as updated in 2008,_llnd,-l.t used actual highway and rail 
accident statistics. Using state-of-the-art computer models, the studyk considered doses from normal 

' ' ' ' 
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I 
: shipments to people living along transportation routes, occupants of vehicles Sh(iring the route, vehicle 

crews and other workers, and anyone present at a stop. _AFte it i;see state ef the art eem)'l1:1ter meeels. The 
risk assessment found: 

! 

Doses from routine transport would be less than l / IOOO the amount of radiation people receive 
from background sources each year 

• There is less than a I in I billion chance that radioactive material would be released in an 
accident 
If an accident did release radioactive material, the dose to the most affected individual would not 
cause immediate harm 

! 

I 
I 
' 1 .... -.......... _____ .................... _ ...................................................... ______ .. ___ .. __________ ................................................ __ ........................................................... : 

On the basis of these studies, operational experience, and its own reviews, the NRC concluded that the 
shipment of spent fuel will be safe, even ifs hundreds of shipments are made each year. _The NRC is 



continuing to track spent fuel shipping, including more analyses and testing of spent fuel casks, to ensure 
that the risks remain low. 

Understanding the Risks 

Risk is generally understood to be the chance of injury, damage or some kind of loss .. The spent fuel 
shipment record in the U.S. has been outstanding to date. _Many more shipments have been successfully 
completed internationally under the same basic transportat ion safety standards. 

While shipping spent fuel does involve risk, NRC studies show this risk is low .. As a part of its safety 
effort, the NRC aims to manage the hazards to minimize the risk. _To evaluate the risks, the NRC asks the 
following three questions and then converts the answers into numbers: 

• What can go wrong during transportation? 
• How likely is it to occur? 
•If something goes wrong, what arc the consequences for the package and the public? 

The overwhelming majority of spent fuel shipments are accident-free. _To calculate the radiation risks to 
the public, researchers use two scenarios. _One involves a trip on which an accident occurs; the other 
covers the vast majority of journeys that do not involve an accident. 

Re,\'Ct1rd1ers 11se a four-step prOC('SS to ,,·111d)' aclmtl 1111d p'1temh1f 11,·ci1/e11ts aml thrir eff cc:t,'i. 
Step· I. Ji·<pert~· 1/etermiue what mig/i/ ltClfJ/Jl!ll, 
• Tltey g(1flrer liistorfr: records. 
• TIU!)' t1/so put wgetlwr ''""' m1 /tow m""·•' .'ipent /tti!I s111;1111e11ts are likely each J'l!llr. 
• TlteJi look at the rate of accideltls for rail am/ hi;:ltway s-hipme nts. 
• The)r 1'JOk at 11htrge 11111,,ber of 11ccit/euts that t1re cre,/ible. 
• Tltey al.St> fiJQk "' t:rt1sl1 imptu:t force~·, fires'" p1111t·t11re.i.~ Tltey pick fl1rt'4!S that are mfJrc .severe tltu11 tlwse covered by NRC stamlurds. 

The Accident Scenario 

. . . . . : 
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NRC studies show that the ~l ikelihood of an accident is low, and that t ewer than I in J 00 accidents i i ! 
}Dy_q1YiDS..!1.§R~~J.fl.!21.£!?1ll!i.r..~r.\JJJ1.~~-!!.!!?1~-§~-~£r~_tb~1U!1.~£Qt1£iJi!?ll~-QLt11~_c!~§lS!!.SJ.!1l!Q.!1!s!.~::~----------J : i ,_ _______________ ___. 
However, if a very unlikely chain of events occurs, the accident might be severe enough to cause a i ! 
radioactive release. ! i 

'' ' ' ' ' 
To estimate the risk of unusually severe accidents, researchers use a multi-step approach. _They use data ! i 
and their experience with past truckin9 and rail accidents involving other hazardous materials . • Pa11 of ! i 
this step is to determine what kinds o~accidcnts could happen and look at what their effects might beL . . . J.·:' 

~ccording to the DOE Final Environmental Impact Statement for the Yucca Mountain Project, about 
11 ,000 rail or 53,000 tmck shipments might be expected during the 24 years of operation of the 
repository. The chances that any accident would occur during a spent fuel shipment are about I in 10,000 .,! 

for rail shipments and I in 1,000 for highway transport. _Put another way, these estimates indicate that , 
a roximatcl I to 50 accidents involving casks are conceivable in the process of moving spent fuel to a i 
repository -··--------·--·--·--·--··--------------·---·-----·-----·------·-----·--··-·--·---·-··--·--·--·--··----··j 
Looking at these conceivable accidents, the chance that even one would be serious enough to lead to even 
a small release is about I in 1,000. _The chance of a large release is estimated to be less than one in 
1,000,000,000. 

Step 2 . . E11;:i11eer.'i use <'limp/ex comprtler progrcmu to estimol<' /row the part~ of 11 :11·/rippiug cmrl11i11er might be dum"ged by <·o/Ji.\·im1.-. or fire:'J·. 



• Tltt!J' Kt1tlter data 011 how much Jpe11t fuel ead1 co11tai11er will carry. 
• Tlte.J' mruly.,e how tlte W!.!!.J.f uel ,,,;J:/11re~·vo11d111 a gfrtm tJ'flC of acdthmt. 
• TlteJ' culculule tire temperature oft/re comuhrer 1md tire .'ipelllfuel itself during a /011grterm fire. 
Tlti.~ i11fi>r111a1io11 allows tltem 10 estimate tire sit.e t1fa po1q111ial leak and lww muclr 1111de"r mmeri11I might esc·ape. 

Step 3 . .. Re.'fet1rclrers matdr uccitlelll .<tcem1rhJ.sfrm11 Step .I with tire llmllysesfrom Step l . .. This gi•~es tltem tire drmrce ofuvere damage ftt tire 
co11rahwr or it.f <·outem.1» 

Step 4. _R1.•.fearclrer.'i "·''"a .fpet'i11/ co111p111er progr11m to cnmpute a ri.fk e.,·timate. _Tire pro1:rom takes auidt.•111 probability e.ftimate.f, expnted 
111m1bcrs ofsflipme111s. ro111e dma (like populatlo11 1/e11sl1i.es), weather data (to estimate llow UllJ' nrlease might be spr·ead by wind). aud 
radiologicul dose data to produce a risk estimate. 

' ' : 
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' ' ' ' 
The Accident-Free Scenario f: 

For most spent fuel shipments, -nothing will go wrong and no nuclear material will be released. _In this ,.:'.' •• '.! 
scenario, experts calculate the total radiation dose that all people along the route could receive. _Because 

' 

f 
I : 
! 
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spent fuel emits low levels of radiation through the cask walls. researchers estimate the total radiation ,::,:·:'.:::! 

dose to people who could be exposed. _They use information on routes and local populations to determine 
the number of people who might be affected and the dose they might receive. 

The risk to the public from an accident-free journey results from the very low radiation field that :!:/ 

surrounds the transport cask. _If the container is moving past a person, such as someone standing along 
the highway or railroad track, the exposure is brief and well below regulatory limits. _Exposure will vary :: 
depending upon the speed of the vehicle and how far away the person is standing. _ The very low doses to g 
each person along the route arc added to get the total populaiion dose._ A passenger flying round-trip from : 

! 

! 

New York to Los Angeles receives a dose from background radiation that is ~5 times greater !IJ.?_rJ.!h~------= 
dose to personi2!Q§~_s_t_~Q-~_ty_pi~?J_~p~-~U!~<:l_sJ1iQ!!2~!!.t"--------------------------------------------------------J 

The Bottom line 

The NRC believes that shipments of spent fuel in the U.S. are safe. _This belief is based on the NRC's 
confidence in the shipping containers that i.l certifies and its ongoing research in trnnsportation safety. 

·The NRC ensures that shipping cootaincrs arc robust by: 
RegulatingRcviewing and certifying thei( design and conducting inspections during_eonstruction. 

- Reviewing designs and independently checking a container's ability to meet accident conditions. 
- Ensuring casks are built, maintained, and used properly. 

•The NRC also investigates and assesses the risks involved in spent fuel shipments. _The agency: 
- Analyzes spent fuel transport records to fully understand safety issucs0 

- Evaluates new transportation issues, such as projections for the number of shipments, changes in 
population along some routes, and other factors. 
- Keeps up with technology as it evolves to refine estimates of current and future risk to the pub I ic. 
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I 
Although there wi ll always be a slight chance that an accident will cause a release of nuclear material, the 
NRC has found that the likelihood of such an event and the risk to the public are extremely low._ Even so, 
the NRC will continue to be vigilant about public safety as an essential part of its mission. I 

! 
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• pent Fuel Transpon Secur~---------------------------------------------------------------------------1 
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The RC also regulates the protection of spent nuclear fuel in transit against sabotage. then. or diversion 
er ether malieie11; ee1s. _The NRC's current f\Hes-regulations for the physical protection of spent fuel 
transport include: 
• Coordinating with law enforcement agencies before the shipment 
• Requiring advance notice to States and the NRC 
• Using a communications center aad other meaas to monitor shipments while in ro ute 

. . . 
' " 

// ...._ _____________ _, 
,. 
" • Armed escorts~ II 

• ~mmobi lizat ion ~_C:.Yi£2!:<----------------------------' 

Since September I I, 200 I, the NRC has taken addit ional steps to protect the public . 

For Addldonal Information Contact: 
Office of Public Affairs 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001 
Pho ne: (30 I) 4 15-8200 
Email: O PA@NRC.GOV 
lnte met Home Page: http://www.arc.gov 
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The Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
The NRC regulates the nuclear fuel cycle from 
beginning to end. Starting when the uranium is taken 
from the ground, the NRC oversees its processing and 
manufacture into fuel to be used in reactors. The, NRC 
also plays a role in ensuring the safe transportation, 
storage, and permanent geologic disposal of used fuel. 

The NRC works to protect public health and safety, the 
environment, and our national security. To keep the 
public's confidence, the NRC aims to do its work openly 
and to be effective, efficient, and realistic. 

Proper handling of nuclear materials helps to protect the 
safety of the public and plant workers. To achieve this 
aim, the NRC works with the DOT and DOE in the United 
States, and with the IAEA internationally. Together, these 
agencies help make sure nuclear materials are packaged 
and transported safely!\ oJowitl ~ v..:>orlct. 

This publication explains the NRC's role in the safe 
packaging and transport of spent nuclear fuel from 
commercial nuclear power plants. The NRC oversees the 
design, manufacture, u >a d maintenance of containers 
for these radioactive ent tb~«, %e. t12l... 
~~~~ I ~L 
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The NRC has three 
main functions: 

1. To set standards 
and develop 
regulations 

2. To issue licenses 
for nuclear 
facilities and 
nuclear materials 
users 

3. To mspect 
facilities to 
ensure that NRC 
regulations are 
being met 

Safety of Spent Fuel Transportation - 1 



Radiation 

About half of the 
public ·s aver age 
annual radiation 
exposure comes 
from natural 
sources. These 
sources include 
radon. the human 
body, outer space. 
rocks. and soil. This 
natural radiation 1s 
called background 
and can vary greatly 
from place to place. 
Nearly all of the 
rest of an average 
person ·s exposure 
comes from 
medical sources. 
such as x-rays 
and d1agnost1c 
tests that are 
used lfl health 
care. Radiation 
that can be traced 
to radioactive 
materials transport 
makes up a t iny 
fraction of an 
average person ·s 
overall exposure. 
Such low levels of 
exposure are very 
unlikely to have any 
biological effect. 
but tf they did they 
would be too small 
to be detectable. 
The human 
body responds 
to radiation in 

the same way 
whether 1t comes 
from natural or 
manmade sources. 

What is Spent Fuel? 

Nuclear reactors make electricity and, as a waste product, 
spent fuel. Uranium fuel can power a reactor for a number 
of years until it needs to be replaced. The used fuel is then 
known as spent fuel. It must be stored safely until it can be 
shipped offsite. 

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act sets a policy for safe, 
permanent disposal of spent fuel and other high-level 
radioactive wastes. Congress in 1987 selected Yucca 
Mountain in Nevada as the site to be studied for a repository 
deep underground. DOE applied to the NRC in 2008 for a 
permit to construct the repository there. But DOE withdrew 
its application in 2010. The NRC's role is to assess whether 
the facility would meet NRC regulatory requirements. Other 
policy considerations are up to DOE and Congress. 

All nuclear power reactors move their spent fuel first into 
pools for storage on site. As the amount of spent fuel in 
the pool increases, many reactors are also using dry casks 
for storage. The NRC reviews and approves the designs for 
these systems. 

The NRC would also review any proposal for central interim 
storage of spent fuel. Eventually, spent fuel will need to be 
transported to a central storage or disposal facility from 
sites around the country. These shipments would likely be 
made by rail or on public highways. 

Because spent fuel is highly radioactive, people may 
wonder: 

• How does the NRC protect the public from radiation 
during transport? 

• What is the likelihood one of these shipments will be 
involved in an accident? 

• How well can the shipping containers withstand an 
accident and prevent the release of nuclear materials? 

The NRC addresses these and other questions as a part 
of its ongoing efforts to ensure safe transport. As new 
technology and real-world information become available, 
the NRC evaluates that information against its regulations. 
lt is important to know that spent fuel has been shipped 
safely within the United States and abroad for more than 
40 years. 
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The Key to Ensuring Safety: 
the Spent Fuel Shipping Container 
Spent fuel is highly radioactive and must be shielded and 
contained to be transported saf~ly. Safe shipment requires a 
large, robust spent fuel container called a cask. 

The NRC regulates the design and construction of these 
casks to ensure the public is protected. Containers used to 
move spent fuel by rail or highway are designed to withstand 
severe accidents. In the U.S. and internationally, these 
designs must pass a series of tests that mimic accident 
forces. The NRC reviews spent fuel containers very carefully 
to ensure they meet the design standards and test conditions 
in the regulations. 

These containers must be able to survive four tests involving 
impact, puncture, fire, and submersion in water. During and 
after the tests, the casks must contain the nuclear material, 
limit radiation doses to acceptable levels, and prevent a 
nuclear chain reaction. 

To protect workers and the public, a cask has walls of steel 
and shielding materials 5 to 15 inches thick and a massive 
lid. Truck containers weigh about 25 tons when loaded with 
one to two tons of spent fuel. Rail containers can weigh as 
much as 150 tons and can carry up to 20 tons of spent fuel. 
The ends of these transportation containers are encased 
in structures called impact limiters. In an accident. these 
impact limiters would crush and absorb the impact forces, 
protecting the package and its contents. 

Spent fuel containers are tightly sealed and provide heavy 
shielding to protect anyone who might be near the cask 
during transport. 

~ 
~ 

n 

The NRC requires 
spent fuel shipping 
casks to survive four 
tests in sequence: 

1. free-drop impact, 

2. puncture ;mpact, 

3. fire, and 

4. water immersion. 

Truck carries NAC 
LWT transport 
package. 
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Cask designers may use several techniques to demonstrate their 
containers are safe. They can use computer analyses, comparisons with 
other designs, component testing, physical testing of a scale model, or 
a combination of these techniques. Most often, they combine analyses 
and physical testing. They meet with technical review staff from the NRC, 
explain their design, and provide supporting documents in an application. 
The NRC evaluates each de~~CU1li..o~t1'e information in depth, and 
performs its own calculations: ~'c~l~s are experts in different 
areas of science and engineeAng. They include structural and materials 
engineers and safety specialists with advanced degrees and many years of 
experience. 

Once the NRC is satisfied that a design meets the requirements, it issues 
a certificate of compliance ~~1*fhM rttleR 111ci0g pro :H&1 This 
certificate describes the approved design (including what materials must 
be used]. the authorized contents, and the dimensions of the container. 
Then the containers can be manufactured and used. Manufacturers and 
shippers have programs in place to ensure the containers meet design 
specifications throughout fabrication and transportation. These programs 

Bundle of 
SpentFuel -1!"+----
Assemblies 

Canister _ ...... ..,._ __ 
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are known as quality 
assurance. To ensure 
the casks meet the 
certificates, NRC staff 
inspects both the 
manufacturer and the 
facilities that will use 
them. 

But just having a 
certificate does not 
mean a cask can be 
used. Both NRC and 
DOT regulations also 
require a number of 
safety determinations 
before each spent 
fuel shipment. These 
include checks for l1eaks 
and tests to ensure 
radiation levels are 
within safe limits. These 
actions are designed to 
ensure that all aspects 
of every spent fuel 
shipment meet all the 
safety standards. 

• 
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A Brief History of Spent Fuel Shipments and Studies 

More than 1,300 spent fuel shipments have been 
completed safely in the United States over the past 
35 years. Four were involved in accidents, but none 
resulted in a release of radioactive material or a 
fatality due to radiation exposure. 

This experience cont irms that the safety system 
is sound. But will this hold true when shipments 
increase to move spent fuel to a future repository 
or a storage facility? 

The NRC looks at the risks associated with spent 
fuel transport in a methodical and scientific way. 
Several NRC-sponsored studies over the years have 
focused on the risk related to spent fuel transport 
on highways and railroads. The results provide 
additional confidence in the current regulations 
to assure the safety of spent fuel transport. 

In a 1977 study1, the NRC found the risk from transporting 
spent fuel to be low. The study gave the NRC confidence that 
existing regulations are adequate to protect the public. 

In separate studies in 19872 and 20003, the NRC looked more 
closely at how shipping containers would perform in accidents. 
Each study used more advanced research meJhQf!s than in 
the earlier studies. Both of these studies ~und the risk 
posed by spent fuel shipments would be even smaller than 
estimated in 1977. That finding holds true even if the number 
of spent fuel shipments were to increase greatly. 

The latest risk study, published in January 2014, modeled 
the radiation doses people might receive from spent fue l 
shipments. This study again confirmed that NRC 
regulations for spent fuel transport ensure safety of 
the public and the environment. 

The 2014 study4 looked at how three NRG-certified 
packages would behave during both normal shipments 
and transportation accidents. The study modeled a variety 
of transport routes using population data from the 
U.S. Census Bureau. It used statistics from actual highway 
and rail accidents and state-of-the-art computer models. 
The study considered doses from normal shipments to 
people living along transportation routes. It also looked at 
doses to occupants of vehicles sharing the route, vehicle 
crews and other workers, and anyone present at a stop. 

NAC LWT spent 
fuel transport 
package is moved 
by crane. (Courtny: 
NAC International/ 

1. http://pbadupws.nn:. 
gov/docs/MLl219/ 
ML 12192A283.pdf 

2. http://www.nn:.gov/ 
reading-rm/doc
collections/nurrgs/ 
contrar:t/cr4829/ 

3. http://pbadupws.nrc. 
gov/docs/ML0036/ 
ML003698321;.pdf 

t,. http://pbadupws.nrc. 
gov/docs/ML 1403/ 
ML 14031A323.pdf 
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The risk assessment found: 

• Doses from routine transport would be less 
than 1/1000 the amount of radiation people 
receive from background sources each year. 

•There is less than a 1 in 1 billion chance 
that radioactive material would be released 
in an accident. 

Transportable spent fuel storage cask 
moves to storage pad. 

• If an accident did release radioactive 
mater ial, the dose to the most affected 
individual would not cause immediate 
harm. (Courtesy: Ho/tee International} 

Rail Cask 

Cl.OIUlll U> 

Truck Cask 

In addition to these risk studies, the NRC has looked closely at 
real-world transportation accidents involving fires. The NRC did 
a series of case studies on the most severe accidents to see how 
well an NRC-certified spent fuel package would perform. These 
studies show the current regulations protect the public even in 
the most severe fires. The case studies include the Howard Street 
tunnel chemical fire that burned for five days in Baltimore in 
2001; the 1982 Caldecott tunnel fire and the 2007 MacArthur Maze 
fire. both sparked by gasoline tankers outside Oakland, CA.; and a 
2007 brush fire in the New Hall Pass tunnel outside Los Angeles. 

Additional NRC studies 
identified the conditions 
in an accident that could 
produce a fire severe 
enough to engulf a spent 
fuel transport package. 

On the basis of these 
studies. plus operational 
experience and its own 
reviews, the NRC believes 
spent fuel can continue 
to be shipped safely. The 
evidence shows this will 

Spent fuel containers are specially designed to protect 
the public by withstanding accident conditions without 
releasing their radioactive contents. 

be true even if hundreds of 
shipments are made each 
year. The NRC is continuing 
to track spent fuel shipping, 
including more analyses 
and testing of spent fuel 
casks, to ensure that the 
risks remain low. 

6 - U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
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Understanding the Risks 

Risk is generally understood to be the chance of 
injury, damage or some kind of loss. The spent 
fuel shipment record in the United States has 
been outstanding to date. Many more shipments 
have been successfully completed internationally 
under the same basic safety standards. 

While shipping spent fuel does involve risk, 
NRC studies show this risk is low. As a part of 
its safety effort, the NRC aims to manage the 
hazards to minimize the risk. To evaluate the 
risks, the NRC asks the following three questions 
and then converts the answers into numbers: 

• What can go wrong? 

• How likely is it to occur? 

• If something goes wrong, what are the 
consequences? 

The overwhelming majority of spent fuel 
shipments are accident-free. To calculate the 
radiation risks to the public, researchers 
use two scenarios. One involves a 
trip on which an accident occurs; 
the other covers the vast 
majority of journeys that 
do not involve an 
accident. 

Researchers use a four
step process to study 
actual and potential 
accidents and their effects. 

Step 1. Experts determine what 
might happen. 

• They gather historic records. 

• They also put together data on 
how many spent fuel shipments 
are likely each year. 

• They look at the rate of 
accidents for rail and highway 
shipments. 

• They look at a large number of 
accidents that are credible. 

• They also look at the effects 
of crash impact forces. fires. 
or punctures on the shipping 
container. They pick forces that 
are more severe than those 
covered by NRC standards. 

Shown is a computer simulation of the response of a cask to a severe fire environment. 
Analyses like this and tests are used by NRC to assure safe transportation of spent fuel. 
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Step 2. Engineers use 
complex computer 
programs to estimate 
how the parts of a shipping 
container might be damaged 
by collisions or fires. 

• They gather data on how 
much spent fuel each 
container will carry. 

• They analyze how the spent 
fuel might respond tn a 
g1Ven type of accident. 

• They calculate the 
temperature of the 
container and the spent 
fuel itself during a 
long-term fire. 

This information allows 
engineers to estimate the 
size of a potential leak and 
how much nuclear material 
might escape. 

Step 3. Researchers match 
accident scenarios from 
Step 1 with the analyses 
from Step 2. This tells them 
the likelihood that there 
would be severe damage to 
the container or its contents. 

Step 4. A special computer 
program computes a risk 
estimate. The program 
takes accident probability 
estimates, expected 
numbers of shipments, 
route data (like population 
densities), weather data Ito 
estimate how any release 
might be spread by wind}, 
and radiological dose data to 
produce a risk estimatee. 

The Accident sc£J~io - ; 101 ODO 
NR~ stu~irJ-&how that he li ihood o . n 
accident 1si>w. Fewer an c1dents 
involving a spent fuel co 'ne e more 
severe th~ the conditions defined in the design 
standardsi_However, if a very unlikely chain of 
events od:lrrs, an accident might be severe 
enough to cause a rartieae:ti~release. 

To estimate the risk of these severe accidents, 
researchers use a multi-step approach. They 
use data and their experience with past highway 
and rail accidents involving other hazardous 
materials. Part of this step is to determine what 
kinds of accidents could happen and Look at what 
their effects might be. 

Using this method, the chance that an accident 
would be serious enough to lead to a-SJ88it. 
release is about 1 in ~l'Oll. JiiH t:a ' ;7 

• 

liUIH is lu•t11a:121MM 1 billion. If AY1 CllCt~ 
c...X.re b f"efJ<J;. ~ ('I cl 0 U c.#i'v'( ~I~, '-Ute_ 
&ose -h."-""e N?i>!.f-afT,e'-~ ,,.JL/i1. ~ ~,k. ;'lt:Jfl 
~$-f 1 M VIA .f' J_, ·L:k._ C1.4..("t--U • 

The Accident-Free Scenario 

For most spent fuel shipments, nothing will go 
wrong and no nuclear material will be released. 
For these shipments, experts calculate the total 
radiation dose that all people along the route 
could receive. They use information on routes 
and local populations to determine how many 
people may be affected and the dose they could 
receive. 

The risk to the public from an accident-free 
journey results from the very low levels of 
radiation that may come through the cask walls. 
A person standing along the highway or railroad 
track might receive a brief exposure that is 
well below regulatory limits. Exposure will vary 
depending upon the speed of the vehicle and 
how far away the person is standing. Doses from 
routine transport would be less than 1/1000 
the amount of radiation people receive from 
background sources each year. 
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NRC stlldies show• the likelihood of a radioactive release is very low. Fewer than 5 in 
10,000 accidents involving a spent fuel container may be n1ore severe than the conditions 
defined 1n the design standards. We would not expect a radioactive release in 99. 99973°/o of 
those 5 accidents. However, if a very unlikely chain of events occurs. an accident might be 
severe enough to cause a release. 

To estimate the risk of these severe accidents, researchers use a multi-step approach. They 
use data and their experience with past highway and rail accidents involving other hazardous 
materials. Part of this step is to determine what kinds of accidents could happen and look at 
what their effects might be 

Using this method, the chance that an accident would be serious enough to lead to .a release is 
1 in 1 billion. If an accident did release radioactive material, the dose to the most affected 
individual would not cause imrnediate harm 



... 
The Bottom Line 

The NRC believes that shipments of spent fuel in the United States 
are safe. This belief is based on the NRC's confidence in the shipping 
containers that it certifies and its ongoing research in transportation safety. 

• The NRC ensures that shipping containers are robust by: 

- Defining strict requirements for package design and performance 

- Reviewing designs and independently checking a container's ability 
to meet accident conditions 

- Doing inspections to ensure casks are built, maintained and used 
properly 

•The NRC also looks at the risks involved in spent fuel shipments. 

The agency: ro-kn.~ ~ 

- Analyzes spent fuel transport records to fully understand a.A¥-Safety 
issues 

- Evaluates new transportation issues, such as projections for the 
number of shipments, changes in population along some routes, and 
other factors 

- Keeps up with technology as it evolves to refine estimates of current 
and future risk to the public 

There will always be a slight chance that an accident will cause a 
release of nuclear material. But the NRC has found the likelihood of 
such an event and the risk to the public to be extremely low. Even so, 
the NRC will continue to be vigilant about public safety as an essential 
part of its mission. 

Spent Fuel Transport Secur ity 

The NRC also regulates how spent nuclear fuel is protected in transit 
against sabotage or theft. The agency strengthened these rules after 
Sept. 11, 2001 . The current rules for the physical protection of spent fuel 
transport include: 

• Coordinating with law enforcement agencies before the shipment 

• Requiring advance notice to States. Indian tribes, and the NRC 

• Using a communications center and other means to monitor shipments 
while in route 

• Using armed escor ts, and 

• Using devices that allow drivers and escorts to shut the vehicle off 

Safety of Spent Fuel Transportation - 9 
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beginning to end. Starting when the uranium is taken 
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This brochure explains the NRC's role in the safe 
packaging and transport of spent nuclear fuel from 
commercial nuclear power plants. The NRC oversees the 
design, manufacture, use and maintenance of containers 
for these radioactive shipments. 
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during transport? 
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The Key to Ensur ing Safety: 
the Spent Fuel Shipping Container 

Spent fuel is highly radioactive ind must be s 'Wlded ~ 
contained to be transported safely. Safe sh1~ 
a large, robust spent fuel container called 

To protect workers ind the pul! casJ1 has walls of 
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are Meas~ in structures called impact l~iters. In an 
accident, these Impact limiters would crush and absorb th 
impact forces, protecting the package and tis contents, 
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,ving a certificate 
does rvrf mean a cask 
can .lie used. Both NRC 
and DOT regulations also 
require a number of safety 
determinations before each 
spent fuel shipment These 
include checks for leaks and 
tests to ensure radiation 
levels are within safe limits. 
These actions are designed 
to ensure that all aspects of 
every spent luet shipment 
meet all the safety standards. 
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• There is less than a 1 in 1 bi llio radioactive ______ __ _ 
material would be released in an accident • 

~ aterial, the 
~ffected individual would not cause 
immediate harm • 

tunnel chemic - e that burned for five days in Baltimore in 
; t 2 Caldecott tunnel fire and the 2007 MacArthur 
fire, both sparked by gasoline tankers outside Oakland, 

and a 2007 brush fire in the New Hall Pass tunnel 

Addit ional NRC studies 
identified the conditions 
in an acddent that could 
produce a fire severe 
enough to engulf a spent 
fuel t ransport package. 

On the basis of these 
studies, plus operational 
experience and its own 
reviews, the NRC believes 
spent fuel can continue 

Spent fuel containers are specially designed to protect 
the public by withstanding accident conditions without 
releasing their radioactive contents. 

to be shipped safely. The 
evidence shows this will 
be true even if hundreds 
of shipments are made 
each year. The NRC is 
cont inuing to t rack spent 
fuel shipping, including 
more analyses and testing 
of spent fuel casks, to 
ensure that the risks 
remain low. 
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Understanding the Ris'\).; . . . 

Risk is generally understood to be t:;~~ce ~ 
of injury, damage or some kind of In~ 
spent fuel shipment record in th 
outstanding to date. Many more shljiments have 
been successfully completed internationally 
under the same basic safety standards. 

While shipping spent fuet does involve risk. 
NRC studies show this risk is tow. As a part of 
its safety effort, the NRC aims to manage the 
hazards to minimize the risk. To evaluate the 
risks. the NRC asks the fottow1ng three questions 
and then converts the answers into numbers: 

• What can go wrong? 

• H- likely is it to occur? 

The· overwhelmi!)g1\iajority of spent fuel 
s hipments are accident·lree. To calculate 
the radiation risks to the public, 
researchers use two scenarios. 
One involves a trip on which an 
accident occurs; the other 
covers the vast majority 
of ioumeys that do 
not involve an 
accident. 
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Shown is• computer simulation of the response of• cask to• ~re fire em'IJllnment. 
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Sl•P 1. EnginHrs us" 
compl•.r (Omput•r 
progr•ms lo "strm"r" 
how tM 1Urls of a shrpprng 
cont•rn•r mrghl be dam.,9rd 
by coltrsions or fires. 

• They gdthf:'r data C'1 trow 
much spent fwel eaU; 
·.-ontr1.~e,. w11;· carr 

• fflf'f •''Jd!'f'le .":cwt"'' spef•r 
~ .,J(tl m:gflt te<:,,pond ·r: d 

9•;1fn !_rpP cf acc:dent 

• Tncy cd1'cul•'~ the 
rempt>r.Jture c.f the 
conl.iiner and rhe ,,-_M 

fuel 1ts~tl dur•ny a · -·'"'9 
''((• 

i .. ,, informilt•on ailows 
, ._ est1m•fe th~ 5;1t

o,1 i pc:'r:~1~i :tE>ak <J!"·d ~rev. 
mu-:!l ."';.,·:~e4.' mater,a; 
m,gM l'5Cdpf' 

St•p 3. R•se.rchers m;itch 
•cc1d•nt SC(?narios from 
St•p r wrth the analys"s 
from St•p 1. This tells th•m 
lh• l1k•lihood that ther1 
would bll s.v•r• dam•ge ro 
"'' contain•r or its cont1nts.. 

Sr.p '·A speci•I computer 
pro9r•m computes a risk 
.strm•t•. The progr"m 
t•k.s •cc1dent probability 
utrm•tes. expected 
numb•rs of shipments. 
rout• d1t;i /l1k11 population 
d•nsit,.sl, we•ther d•t• Ito 
Hlim•I• how any relHse 
might bll spread by wind), 
;ind t1diologic.I dose data lo 
produc• a risk estimate. 

The Accident Scenario 

NRC studies show that the likelihood of an 
na 

To es~e risk of these severe accidents, 
~ ·chers use a multi-step approach. They 

use data and their experience with past highway 
and rail accidents Involving other hazardous 
materials. Part of this step is to determine what 
kinds of accidents could happen and look at 
what their effects might be. 

Using this method, the chance that an accident 
would be serious enough to lead to a small 
release is about 1 in 1,00Q. The chance of a large 
reluse is less than one in 1,000,000,000. 

The Accident-Free Scenario 

For most spent fuel shipments, nothing will go 
wrong and no nuclear material will be released. 
For these shipments, experts calculate the total 
radiation dose that all people along the route 
could receive. They use information on routes 
and local populations to determine how many 
people may be affected and the dose they 
could receive. 

The risk to the pubhc from an accident-free 
iourney results from the very low levels of 
radiation that may come through the cask walls. 
A person standing along the highway or railroad 
track might receive a brief exposure that is 
well below regulatory limits. Exposure will vary 
depending upon the speed of the vehicle and 
how far away the person is standing. Doses from 
routine transport would be less than 1/1000 
the amount o! radiation people receive from 
background sources each year. 
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The Bottom Line 

The NRC believes that shipments of spent fuel in th 
This belief is based on the NRC"s confidence in the slill!Ping containers 
that it certifies and its ongoing research 1n transportation safety. 

• The NRC ensures that shipping containel'5 are robll$t by: 

- Defining strict requirements for package ~ 
- Reviewing designs and independe 

ability to meet accident Cll.D<ill'~'Mlli 

The NRC also regulates h 
against sabotage or the 
protection of spent_7(' t1 

el 1s protected in transit 
rrent rules for the physkal 

elude· 

la• ement agenci.s befor. the ahlpment 

ce to Stat.es, lndia.n tribes, and the NRC 

. cations center d th •'~_)Nfiite in route an ° •r means to monitor 
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The Agencies: Who Does What? 

• 

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRCI is an 
independent agency that was created by Congress. 
Its mission is to regulate the nation's civi lian usa of 
radioactive materials In a way that protects....,.,.b ...... ....,..,.,. 
and the environment. The NRC regulates commercial 
nuclear power reactors; research, test, and training 
reactors; nuclear fuel cycle facilities; and medical , 
academic, and industrial uses of nuclear materials. The 
NRC also regulates packaging for the transport, storage, 
and disposal of nuclear materials and waste. And it 
licenses the export and Import of radioactive materials. 

The U.S. Department of Transportation (DOTI coordinates 
with the NRC to set rules for the packaging of nuclear 
materials. DOT also works with the NRC and affected 
states to regulate their transport. DOT ;egulates 
carriers, sets standards for routes and is responsible 
for international agreements on the transport of all 
hazardous materials . 

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) is responsible by 
law for disposal of spent fuel from the nation's nuclear 
power reactors. 

The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEAI is a forum 
for scientific and technical cooperation in the nuclear 
field. Part of the United Nations, the IAEA sets global 
regulations in many areas of the nuclear industry. IAEA's 
regulations for materials packaging and transport serve 
as a model for the United States and other nations. 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 



The NRC regulates the nuclear fuel cycle from 
beginning to end Starting when the uranium is taken 
from the ground. the NRC oversees its processing and 
manufacture into fuel to be used in reactors. The N RC 
also plays a rote in ensuring the safe transportation, 
storage end permanent geologic disposal of used fuel. 

The NRC works to protect public health and safety, the 
environment and our national security. To keep the 
public's confidence, the NRC aims to do its work openly 
and to be effective, efficient and realistic. 

Together, these 
agencies help to make sure nuclear materials are 
packaged and transported safely 

This brochure explains the NRC's role in the safe 
packaging and transport of spent nuclear fuel from 
commercial nuclear power plants. The NRC oversees the 
design. manufacture. use and maintenance of containers 
for these radioactive shipments. 

The NRC has three 
m~11n functions: 

To set q,wdard~ 
and de•·l'/ap 
rt>9ul.it1on • 

7 To •55Ul' /1cr•nsf's 
lor nucl1•.Jr 
laCt/1t1rs .rnd 
11uc/eJr m.Jten~ls 

user~ · : 

J To1nspNt 
ft1(1/1fH"• to 

ensurt' lh.Jt NRC 
r11c1ul.1twn-. Jre 
bring me~ 
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Radiation 
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come' from ll.Jtur di 
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What is Spent Fuel? 

Nuclear reactors make electricity and, as a waste 
product, spent fuel. Uranium fuel can power a reactor 
for a number of years until it needs to be replaced. The 
used fuel Is then known as "spent fuel." It must be stored 
safely until it can be shipped offsite. 

The Nuclear Waste Policy .Act sets a policy for safe, 
permanent disposal of spent fuel and other high-level 
radioactive wastes. selected Yucca 
Mountain in Nevada as the site to be studied for a 
repository deep underground. DOE applied to the NRC in 
2008 for a permit to construct the repository there. But 
DOE withdrew its application in 2010. The NRC's role is to 
assess whether the facility would meet NRC regulatory 
requirements. Other policy considerations are up to DOE 
and Congress. 

It will be some t ime before a repository is available. All 
nuclear power reactors move their spent fuel first into 
pools for storage on site. As the amount of spent fuel 
in the pool increases, many reactors are also using dry 
casks for storage. The NRC reviews and approves the 
designs for these systems. 

These shipments would 
likely be made by rail or on public highways. 

Because spent fuel is highly radioactive, people may 
wonder: 

• How does the NRC protect the pubUc from radiation 
during transport? 

• What is the likelihood one of these shipments will be 
involved in 1n accident? 

• How well can the shipping containers withstand an 
accident and prevent the release of nuclear materials? 

The NRC addresses these and other questions as a part 
of its ongoing efforts to ensure safe transport. As new 
technology and real-world information become available, 
the NRC evaluates its regulations. It is important to know 
that spent fuet has been shipped safely within the U.S. 
and abroad for more than 40 years. 
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The Key to Ensuring Safety: 
the Spent Fuel Shipping Container 

Spent fuel Is highly radioactive and must be shielded and 
contained to be transported safely. Safe shipment requires 
a large, robust spent fuel container called a "cask." 

The NRC regulates the design and construction of these 
casks to ensure the public is protected. Containers used 
to move spent fuel by rail or highway are designed to 

withstand sevel'le accidents················ 
these containers must pass a series of tests that mimic 
accident forces. The NRC reviews spent fuel containers very 
carefully to ensure they meet the design standards and test 
conditions in the regulations. 

These containers must be able to survive four tests 
involving impact, puncture, fire and submersion in water. 
During and after the tests. the casks must contain the 
nuclear material, limit radiation doses to acceptable levels 
and prevent a nuclear chain reaction. 

To protect workers and the public, a cask has walls of 
steel and shielding materials five to 15 inches thick and a 
massive lid. Truck containers weigh about 25 tons when 
loaded with one to two tons of spent fuel. Rail containers 
can weigh as much as 150 tons and can carry up to 20 tons 
of spent fuel. The ends of these transportation containers 
are encased in structures called impact limiters. In an 
accident, these impact limiters would crush and absorb the 
impact forces, protecting the package and its contents. 

Spent fuel containers are tightly sealed and provide heavy 
shielding. But it is not possible to shield all the radiation. 
The containers must have enough shielding to protect 
anyone who might be near the cask during transpor t. 

~ 
~ 

-. 
fire, and water 
immersion tests 
are considered 
In sequence to 
determine their 
cumulative effects 
on a given package. 
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Bundle of 

Cask designers may use several techniques to 
demonstrate their containers are safe. They can use 
computer analyses, comparisons with other designs, 
component testing, and physical testing of a scale model 
or a combination of these techniques. Most often, they 
combine analyses and physical testing. They meet with 
technical review staff from the NRC, explain their design 
and provide supporting documents in an application. The 
NRC evaluates each design, examines the information in 
depth, and performs its own calculations. NRC reviewers 
are experts in different areas of science and engineering. 
They include structural and materials engineers and safety 
specialists with advanced degrees and many years of 
experience. 

Once the NRC is satisfied that a design meets the 
requirements, it issues a Certificate of Compliance through 
a public rul·~making process. This certificate describes 
the approved design, including what materials must be 
used, the authorized contents, and the dimensions of 
the container. Then the containers can be manufactured 
and used. Manufacturers and shippers have programs in 
place to ensure the containers meet design soecifications 

throughout fabrication 
and transportation. These 
programs are known as 
quality assurance. To 
ensure the casks meet 
the certificates, NRC 

Spent Fuel -.,.~~ 
staff inspects both the 
manufacturer and the 
facilities that will use them. Assemblies 

Storage 
Cask ---~• 
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But just having a certificate 
does not mean a cask 
can be used. Both NRC 
and DOT regulations also 
require a number of safety 
determinations before each 
spent fuel shipment. These 
include checks for leaks and 
tests to ensure radiation 
levels are within safe limits. 
These actions are designed 
to ensure that all aspects of 
every spent fuel shipment 
meet all the safety standards. 



A Brief History of Spent Fuel Shipments and Studies 

More than 1,300 spent fuel shipments have been 
completed safely in the u.s over the r st 35 years. 
Four were involved in accidents. 
In a release of radioactive material or a fatality due 
to radiation exposure. 

This experience confirms that the safety system 
ls sound. But will this hold true when shipments 
increase to move spent fuel to a future repository 
or a storage faci lity? 

The NRC looks at the risks associated with spent 
fuel transport in a methodical and scientific way. 
Several NRC-sponsored studies over the years 
have focused on the risk related to spent fuel 
transport on highways and railroads. The results 
provide additional confidence in the current regulations to 
assure the safety of spent fuel transport. 

••••••INRC found the risk from transporting spent 
fuel to be low. The study gave the NRC confidence that exisllng 
regulations are adequate to protect the public. 

In separate studies in the NRC looked more 
closely how shipping containers would perform in accidents. Each 
study used more advanced research methods than in the earlier 
studies. These studies both found the risk posed by spent fuel 
shipments would be even smaller than estimated in 1977. That 
finding holds true even if the number of spent fuel shipments 
were to Increase greatly. 

The latest rlsk study, modeled the 
radiation doses people might receive from spent fuel shipments. 
This study again confirmed that NRC regulations for spent fuel 
transport ensure safety of the public and the environment. 

The 2014 study looked at how three NRC-certified packages 
would behave during both normal shipments and transportation 
accidents. The study modeled a variety of transport routes using 
population data from the U.S. Census Bureau. It used statistics 
from actual highway and rail accidents and state-of-the-art 
computer models. The study considered doses from normal 
shipments to people living along transportation routes. It also 
looked at doses to occupants of vehicles sharing the route, 
vehicle crews and other workers, and anyone present at a stop. 
The risk assessment found. 

Safety of Spent Fuel Transportation - 5 



Rail Cask 

~llD 

Truck Cask 

ClOIUMUD 

•Doses from routine transport would be less than 1/1000 
the amount of radiation people receive from background 
sources each year 

•There is less than a 1 in 1 billioii chance that radioactive 
material would be released in an accident 

• If an accident did release radioactive material, the 
dose to the most affected individual would not cause 
immediate harm 

In addition to these risk studies, the NRC has looked 
closely at real-world transportation accidents involving 
fires. The NRC did a series of case studies on the most 
severe accidents to see how well an NRC-certified spent 
fuel package would have performed. These studies show 
the current regulations protect the public even in the most 
severe fires. The case studies include the Howard Street 
tunnel chemical fire that burned for five days in Baltimore in 
2001; the 1982 Caldecott tunnel fire and the 2007 MacArthur 
Maze fire. both sparked by gasoline tankers outside Oakland, 
Cal.: and a 2007 brush fire in the New Hall Pass tunnel 
outside Los Angeles. 

Additional NRC studies 
identified the conditions 
in an accident that could 
produce a fire severe 
enough to engulf a spent 
fuel transport package. 

On the basis of these 
studies, plus operational 
experience and its own 
reviews, the NRC believes 
spent fuel can continue 

Spent fuel containers are specially designed to protect 
the public by withstanding accident cond1t1ons without 
releasing their radioactive contents. 

to be shipped safely. The 
evidence shows this will 
be true even if hundreds 
of shipments are made 
each year. The NRC is 
continuing to track spent 
fuel shipping, including 
more analyses and testing 
of spent fuel casks, to 
ensure that the risks 
remain low. 
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Understanding the Risks 

Risk is generally understood to be the chance 
of injury, damage or some kind of loss. The 
spent fuel shipment record in the U.S. has been 
outstanding to date. Many more shipments have 
been successfully completed internationally 
under the same basic safety standards. 

While shipping spent fuel does Involve risk, 
NRC studies show this risk is low. As a part of 
its safety effort, the NRC aims to manage the 
hazards to minimize the r isk. To evaluate the 
risks, the NRC asks the following three questions 
and then converts the answers into numbers: 

•What can go wrong? 

• How likely is it to occur? 

• If something goes wrong, what are the 
consequences? 

The overwhelmin g majority of spent fuel 
shipments are accident- free. To calculate 
the radiation risks to the public, 
researchers use two scenarios. 
One involves a trip on which an 
accident occurs; t he other 
covers the vast majority 
of journeys that do 
not involve an 
accident. 

Researchers use a four
step process to study 
actual and potential 
accidents and their effects. 

SIC'p 1. Experts dl'll'rmint wh;it 
might happtn. 

• They g.11/11•1 /11•,ror" r ,., '" d~ 

• T hr•y .1r•.n pur l11ql"lhf'r d.11.1 on 
how rn.my ~penr fut'/ •.h1pmN1ls 

.ll t' lrAl'/y "·''II v•»ll 

• / h1•y look 1r T/11· 1 ./11· ,;r 
,f< '1dt•nt~. 101 r ,11/ ,Jtrd li1ql~WJY 

·~hiprnflnfo; 

• /hey lvo~ .1r ,J I.Jr ge numb1•1 ol 

.Jc r 1d1•nh ll>JI .Jrt' crt•d1hlc 

• Thl'y .-iho look at the ('fl(>c r, 

of c r.ish 1mp.1c r ror <"<'5. 
or puncturrs on the shipping 
rnntJ1n1." /liq pie• lofl<'~ Th.it 

are mor f' St»t're th.Jn those 
covered by NRC st.rndards 
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Shown is a computer simulation of the response of 1 casl< to a severe fire environment. 
Analyses like this and tests are used by NRC to assure safe transportation of spent fuel. 
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Step 2. Engmt'ers us£' 
rnmplC'X computer 

: pro gr ams to est1111atC' 
how the par ts of a shipping 
container might be ddmagl!d 
by coll1s1ons or lrrf's 

• ~fi1'·r' '.J.Jrf;(' dd~.I .rfl flt!\.\ 

tr.iu,_ h sre"r 11:t"i ('.lr fi 

: • · f ' ~, J ' '' t' ; 1 \ / 1 , ( , J f I t 
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\JI_', •n .1;,>'; 1 f'',{H'l'd rr. 

Q/o('!I ()(!I_' L,f,JI( •d1·1',1 

• ihc, lJ!L;11art' flit· 

f(·r11pl'r.1ru:1 ,,f U;. 

r'l)flfJJn('f .JPd Th~ •.pr: 

fut•! :r _.,,.,: ri111u 1q 1 

f!lt' 

T 111<:. rn.':Jf 1J1,1f11·n ,j /1', ·~\·•, 
7t"· j·( flfft,Jft' rt)(' -,!/r' 

uf d ru.'r T.'1 J/ r'c.JJ.. .Jiii! h,)W 

fll<1t h '~·.' ·- ir.,Jr r 1,1: •'I !,Ii 

/ll 1.'f'.' , ...• }('l 

Step J. Res<'.Jrchns match 

.icC1dent '' l'llilflOS from 
Step I with the .rnal)'SC'S 
from Strp? This trll' thrm 
tl1e l1kl'i1hood that thNc 
would b1• sl'vefl' clamiH/<' to 
lhC' contaml'r or its contC'nts. 

StC'p 4. A spl'uJ( computl'r 
program computf's d risk 
esl1m.1te. Thi• pro9r;im 
t.;il<es accident prob.ib1l1ty 
cst1m.ites, c~pected 
numbers of sf11pments, 
route dat.r /like popul.it1on 
dens1t1es/, we.ith<'r data Ito 
est1m;ite how any rl'lease 
might be sprC'ild by wind/, 
and r.id1olog1cal dose dilta to 
produce a risk estim;ite. 

The Accident Scenario 

NRC studies show that the likelihood of an 
accident is low. Fewer than 1 in 100 accidents 
involving a spent fuel container will be more 
severe than the cond1t1ons defined in the design 
standards, However, if a very unlikely chain of 
events occurs, an accident might be severe 
enough to cause a radioact ive release. 

To estimate the risk of these severe accidents, 
researchers use a multi-step approach, They 
use data and their experience with past highway 
and rail accidents involving other hazardous 
materials. Part of this step is to determine what 
kinds of accidents could happen and look at 
what their effects might be. 

Using this method, the chance that an accident 
would be serious enough to lead to a small 
release is about 1in1,000. The chance of a large 
release is less than one in 1,000,000,000. 

The Accident-Free Scenario 

For most spent fuel shipments, nothing will go 
wrong and no nuclear material will be released 
For these shipmen'ts, experts calculate the total 
radiation dose that all people along the route 
could receive. They use information on routes 
and local populations to determine how many 
people may be affected and the dose they 
could receive. 

The risk to the public from an accident-free 
journey results from the very low levels of 
radiation that may come through the cask walls. 
A person standing along the highway or railroad 
track might receive a brief exposure that is 
well below regulatory limits. Exposure will vary 
depending upon the speed of the vehicle and 
how far away the person is standing. Doses from 
routine transport would be less than 1/ 1000 
the amount of radiation people receive from 
background sources each year. 
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The Bottom Line 

The NRC believes that shipments of spent fuel in the U.S. are safe. 
This belief is based on the NRC's confidence in the shipping containers 
that it certifies and its ongoing research in transportation safety. 

•The NRC ensures that shipping containers are robust by: 

- Defining strict requirements for package design and performance 

- Reviewing designs and independently checking a container's 
ability to meet accident conditions and 

- Doing inspections to ensure casks are built, maintained and used 
prope·rly. 

•The NRC also looks at the r isks involved in spent fuel shipments. 
The agency: 

-Analyzes spent fuel t ransport records to fully understand any 
safety issues 

- Evaluates new transportation issues, such as projections for the 
number of shipments. changes in population along some routes 
and other factors, and 

- Keeps up with technology as it evolves to refine estimates of 
current and future risk to the public. 

There will always be a slight chance that an accident will cause a 
release of nuclear material. But the NRC has found the likelihood of 
such an event and the risk to the public to be extremely low. Even so, 
the NRC will continue to be vigilant about public safety as an essential 
part of its mission. 

Spent Fuel Transport Security 

The NRC also regulates how spent nuclear fuel is protected in transit 
against sabotage or theft. The NRC's current rules for the physical 
protection of spent fuel transport include: 

• Coordinating with law enforcement agencies before the shipment 

• Requiring advance notice to States, Indian tribes, and the NRC 

•Using a communications center and other means to monitor 
shipments while in route 

• Armed escorts, and 

• Devices that allow drivers and escorts to shut the vehicle off 
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